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Abstract 
Author: Karin Sondergaard 
Title: 
Participation as media: a compositional system for 
staging participation with reflective scenography 
The practice-led research develops a compositional system for staging 
participation within reflective scenographies, and suggests an artistic concept of 
'participation as media', which propose the participatory involvement as 
compositional material in itself. 
The research takes a starting point in the author's expert practice as a performer 
and director, and identifies key compositional problems from analysis of previous 
productions of participatory artworks. The practice-led research processes were 
organised into two laboratory events, a series of method investigations, and the 
production of two participatory installation artworks Mirror-Zone-Site and Zen- 
Sofa Arrangement. 
The approach is to rethink theatre as a complex communicational system of 
reflective operations, and to recognise performer technique as several 
simultaneously working levels of self-referential communicative operations, that 
can be staged as a participatory condition by reflective scenography. From a 
compositional perspective the question is how to externalise the performer's 
technique as abstracted mediating structures, and implement them by the use of 
responsive and mediating technology embedded in the reflective operations of a 
scenography. 
The compositional system consists of design parameters, compositional strategies, 
and a postprogressive dramaturgy. The design parameters framing, channelling, 
and coupling, organise a calibration of the staged feedback operations. The 
compositional strategies, which derive from practices of performer technique, 
organise scenarios of introvert, extrovert and social referencing operations. The 
postprogressive dramaturgy informs the performative engagement of the 
participant as a process of experiential narrativation. The system enables a 
capability to navigate the compositional process into the complex creation of 
participatory engagement as a media in itself, and enables a structured overview 
on the compositional process, argued in an interdisciplinary context. 
The research investigates events that involve the visitor in the realisation of the 
work, to an extent where the media of the artwork is the activity of participation in 
itself and the participatory engagement forms a main site of the emergence of the 
artwork. Through the visitor's acts of participation, she releases the potential of 
the artwork, and as such, occupies a crucial position in the constitution of the 
work These artworks are suggested to stage the participant in structures of 
communication and include her as an operator in a communication device. 
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Chapter One: Introduction 
This thesis is a report and an explorative reflection on practice-led research. The 
research investigates the concept of Participation as Media (participatory 
engagement as a media in itself), and offers a compositional system for the staging 
of participatory artworks. Further, the thesis suggests the conception of reflective 
scenography as the environmental structure by which the participant interacts. 
The compositional system is organised in three levels: an identification of 
design parameters, the findings of compositional strategies, and the development of 
a postprogressive dramaturgy. 
The practice-led research was organised, respectively, in two large scale 
laboratories, in the development of a series of specific methods such as Turn, 
Traffic Light, The Sensation of Light, Very Simple Actions and as the two artworks 
Mirror-Zone-Site and Zen-Sofa-Arrangement 
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1.1 Contexts of participatory staging 
1.1.1 Performer technique as prototypical for the participatory role 
In theatre and performance, acting and training methods are developed according 
to the artistic style. The performer does not experience what the audience 
experiences. No matter what style is carried out the performer generates for 
herself an experience of performing, and she gives rise to her own emerging 
narratives. Opposite to her audience, the performer is directly psychophysically 
involved in a process of lived experience. In participatory artworks the participant 
is similarly engaged and thus constitutes an enhanced interacting audience 
position. From a compositional perspective, this thesis investigates how insights 
and knowledge gained from performance practice and from theatre anthropology 
can be used as qualifying parameters in the composition of participatory artworks. 
1.1.2 Participation as an art of communication 
Although the attention is on the experience of being performatively engaged, the 
focus is not on the kinaesthetic or somatic aspects of the performer experience, 
which is a central point for many dancers and choreographers in academic 
research'. In this thesis the approach is to rethink theatre as a complex 
communicational system of reflective operations, and to recognise performer 
technique as several simultaneously working levels of self-referential 
communicative operations, that can be staged as a participatory condition by 
reflective scenography. From a compositional perspective the question is how to 
purposefully integrate these experiential qualities, generated by way of performer 
technique, into an environmental construct? How is it possible to externalise the 
performer's technique as abstracted mediating structures, and implement them by 
the use of responsive and mediating technology embedded in the reflective 
operations of a scenography? 
1.1.3 Participator at centre of the work 
The research investigates events that involve the visitor in the realisation of the 
work, to an extent where the media of the artwork is the activity of participation in 
itself and the participatory engagement forms a main site of the emergence of the 
artwork. Through the visitor's acts of participation, she releases the potential of 
the artwork, and as such, occupies a crucial position in the constitution of the 
work. These artworks are suggested to stage the participant in structures of 
communication and include the visitor as an operator in a communication device. 
1 In their research into interactive or responsive artworks, dancers and choreographers such as Suzan Kozel, Techla 
Schiphorst, Sarah Rubidge and Gretchen Schiller have been occupied with kinesthetic and somatic aspects of experience. 
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1.1.4 Environments for participatory activities 
Participation as an artistic strategy is closely linked to installation art. Installation 
art is a hybrid discipline, which `includes architecture and performance art in its 
parentage' (Oliviera et. all, 1994: 7). The theorist and curator Frank Popper (1975) 
identifies a variety of participatory art forms based on explorative engagement, 
which, with an enhanced focus on action, or `activities' as the theatre director and 
theorist Michael Kirby (1987) terms it, make up the artist's material. The early 
investigations of the sculptor Robert Morris2 arrange behavioural sites for visitors 
to play in, where he uses, what he identifies as the staging effect of minimalist 
sculptural objects, to situate the visitor in a self-reflective relation toward the 
objects. Artists in the Fluxus movement approach the participatory engagement in 
itself as the core of the work, and work towards a calculation of participatory 
involvement and activities into the structure of works. The theatre practitioner 
and theorist Schechner (1994) develops a concept of environmental theatre, using 
dramaturgical principles to structure improvisational sites, where the actors or 
participants can produce a kind of extra-daily behavioural situation, and explore 
possibilities of human relationships within a theatrical framework. 
1.1.5 Composing rules of engagement 
In a discussion of his concept of the 'happening' the artist Allan Kaprow claims that 
'he wasn't installing anything to be looked at... but something to be played in, 
participated in by visitors who then became co-creators' (Bishop, 2005: 24). 
Similarly the composer John Cage developed compositional strategies built on 
scores and rules, which produces artworks that exists as a framework only, and 
stages the art events from only brief direction and instructions for the realisation 
of the work. According to Bishop, Cage insists on how the 'integration of art and 
everyday activity [through behavioural rules, contributes] to a new understanding 
of authorial intention and the role of the viewer' (Bishop, 2005: 24), making the 
visitor an integral part of the artwork by staging her everyday activities. These 
attempts to engage the art experiencer in the generation of the artwork pursue an 
art form that'presupposes an embodied viewer ... [and insists on] ... the 
literal 
presence' (Bishop, 2005: 6) of the experiencer, as an integral part of what 
constitutes the artwork. 
1.1.6 Theatrical staging of participation 
Exactly because of this literal presence, this psychophysical inclusion of the visitor 
in the work, the art theorist Michael Fried (1968), in his criticism of minimal art, 
used the notion of theatricality in his description of spectator involvement. The art 
historian Anne Ring Petersen argues that, thanks to Fried's article Art and 
2 The staging of visitors with objects in the installation Bodyspacemotionthings by Robert Morris is discussed in chapter 
4.6.4. 
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Objecthood3, and the debate it has caused, '[t] he theatrical metaphor has become so 
ubiquitous that it has almost completely saturated the discourses on installation' 
(Petersen, 2005: 212). Petersen identifies two distinct aspects of theatricality in 
installation art that she refers to as, respectively, 'the scenic and the performative 
aspects' (2005: 216). The theatrical engagement emerges out of how the 
participant is situated by the reflective environment, and how she mediates her 
own presence through participation. The theatrical 'consist of the way that an 
installation organises physical space as a stage that the audience can enter' 
(2005: 215), and the participator's engagement evolves as 'a theatrical awareness 
... played by the viewer's performativity' (2005: 215-216). 
1.1.7 Interdependency of participant and environment 
Artistic strategies that stage and utilise an inter-dependency between the 
experiencer and the environment surrounding that experience, produce situations 
where, as the installation artist Olafur Eliassson (2004: 50, author's translation) 
argues, `the participant in her engagement with the work-machines generates the 
situation, while she simultaneously is being shaped by the situation'. This 
reflective engagement between the participant and the environment is enhanced 
with the use of reflective material like mirrors or video feedback, which situates 
the participant in reflective social behaviours. The different staging strategies of 
works of artists such as Allan Kaprow4, Yoko Onos, Dan Graham6, and Olafur 
Eliasson7, give the participant means of interaction where they have the possibility 
to act and influence the work machines, often with inter-personal relations as part 
of the designed operations, which generates an art experience formed as a social 
site. 
1.1.8 Social sites as staged theatrical events 
The development of an enhanced social context of participation within an 
installation environment set as a theatrical staging specifically enables the 
participation of the visitors to become the core operation of the artwork. Artists 
like Paul Sermon has developed relational situations, using telematic connections 
to stage scenarios of relationships, set in scenographically designed environments. 
This is a strategy that builds on the theatrical capabilities in human relationships, 
and focus on developing collective experiences. These artworks are developed 
from compositional design strategies that enable the construction of scenographic 
installation environments as mediating devices, which facilitate reflection on the 
participants engagement rather than the construction of media-machines 
presenting content with which to interact. 
3 The article was first published in Artforum in 1967. In 1968 it was reprinted in the book Minimal Art, edited by Gregory 
Battcock. 
4 The participatory event Tail Wagging Dog by Allan Kaprow is discussed in chapter 4.2.2. 
s The artwork A Box of Smile by Yoko Ono is discussed in chapter 4.6.1. 
s The following three artworks by Dan Graham are discussed: Performer/Audience/Mirror in chapter 4.4.3, Public Space/? wo 
Audiences in chapter 4.6.5, and Time Delay Room 1 in chapter 4.6.7. 
7 The installation The Weather Project by Olafur Ellasson Is discussed In chapter 4.6.3. 
8 The installation There is no simulation like home by Paul Sermon Is discussed in chapter 4.6.6. 
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1.1.9 Mediating conversation and relationship 
The possibility of an included, self-mediating participant, opens for a 
dramaturgical perspective of theatrical staging, where the participant develops a 
role as media for the artwork, building a complex of relationships devised through 
reflective scenography. The reflectiveness and the feedback operations are 
particularly integral to the emerging networked and digital communication and 
media technologies, and are particularly prominent in stagings with media 
feedback technology and connectivity through telematic links. Sermon telematic 
dreaming and virtual relationships through remote presence and actions promote 
what the artist and theorist Roy Ascott (2003) terms a `telematic embrace' of 
enhanced connectivity. 
1.1.10 Staging reflection on cultural practices 
How the technologies operate in stagings and how they are pre-conceived by the 
participants are as much an emergent property embedded in cultural practices of 
an increasingly mediatised society, and in this way, there are continuous mutual 
influence between the contexts of cultural changes, technological innovation, and 
artistic strategies. The art historian Claire Bishop (2006b: 10) sums up this 
evolution in the art of participation, stating that `the explosion of new technologies 
and the breakdown of medium-specific art in the 1960s provided myriad 
opportunities for physically engaging the viewer in a work of art'. The artist Dan 
Graham deliberately stages situations that arrange self-reflection, with analytic 
situations using surveillance and observation to induce reflection on perception. 
With his work, the artist Mathias Gommel9 combines conversational relationships 
with asynchronous feedback to bring focus on perception operations in social 
relationships. 
1.1.11 Human relations as site of staged sociability 
The participatory processes produce a sense of inclusion in a social site, where the 
specifics of the artwork depend upon the way in which the environment and the 
engagement are composed. In this line of thinking, the participatory installation 
artworks can be described as a situation where, as the curator and theorist Nicolas 
Bourriaud (1998: 169-170) suggests, the audience `negotiate open relations that 
are not pre-established', and where the experience of participatory activities 
evolve a relational condition, which proposes `the sphere of human relations as 
site for the artwork' (1998: 165). The act of participation evokes a sense of 
involvement, which, as the art historian Chrissie Iles (2005: 178) argues, articulates 
'the dividing line between observation and engagement', expanding the 
engagement as a site of social encounter and self-reflective experience. The event, 
evoked through participation, in this conception generate a social site, which is 
The installation Delayed by Matthias Gommel in discussed in chapter 4.6.9. 
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both performative and experiential within the same act of engagement, bringing an 
extended focus on the act of participation in itself as the site of the artwork. 
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1.2 Artistic concerns 
The author's background in compositional practice provides a point of departure 
for the thesis research and the development of a compositional system. She has a 
professional career as a performance artist and a theatre director within the field 
of postdramatic10 theatre. She has staged a number of participatory events, using a 
variety of compositional methods such as situating scenographic objects, 
communication and feedback media technology, and habitative arrangements for 
the visitors. 
The artistic work raised questions about the compositional strategies for the 
arrangement of the procedures of the participatory engagement. How is it possible 
to strategise an art form that serves as an arrangement for the participant to 
perform her own experience? How can that be informed and explored as a 
theatrical engagement? How can dramaturgical strategies from theatre, and the 
use of technological media as externalised reflection, be integrated into a 
compositional system for participatory events? 
The practice of the author has informed the dramaturgical development with 
insights and strategies, and constituted the basic inspiration and starting points for 
the current research. 
10 The concept of postdramatic theatre is discussed in chapter 2.5. 
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1.3 Practice-led research 
The research is pursued through stages of explorative artistic practice. The 
practice undertaken constitutes the pragmatic sources and outlines the premises 
for theoretical reflections. The research takes a starting point in the author's 
expert practice as a performer and director, and identifies key compositional 
problems from analysis of previous productions of participatory artworks. 
The practice-led research processes were organised into two laboratory events, a 
series of method investigations, and the production of two participatory 
installation artworks. 
1.3.1 Research in design parameters 
To investigate the design of reflective scenography two laboratories were 
organised. The laboratories stage full-scale prototype environments, which each 
situate a specific problematic on participatory dramaturgy as an analytic test site. 
The research explores specific staging designs, each with specific operations of 
technological media and scenographic objects, testing the experiential impact on 
the participants. 
The laboratories were realised in a large black-box theatre fitted with a full 
lighting-rig to enable investigations of the staging strategies through full-scale 
practice processes. The practice-led research progressed through repeated 
investigations of simple and basic set-ups with objects, mirrors, video-projections 
and light settings. 
The laboratory research investigated how the design of external structures could 
be used to influence how visitors experienced their participation. In this thinking, 
the installation's structure contains behavioural implications, designed as 
reflective scenographies, which situate the visitor in a process of self-reflective 
operations. Through iterative explorative events the staging designs were 
gradually re-designed, and the investigation process progressively developed a 
refined system prototype and a selection of comparative test set-ups. 
The formal compositional parameters, developed in the first laboratory process 
and refined through the iterative process of tests, then informed the second 
laboratory process. 
In the second laboratory process a selection of 22 professionals from stage arts 
and human science were invited to explore the developed stagings, with respect to 
identify relations between designs of reflective scenographies and the 
participatory experience. The participants experienced 12 separate stagings within 
the same event, arranged in a progression of complexity. The laboratory was 
arranged as a guided event, and the concepts at play were introduced as a step-by- 
step progression. The event focused on the participants' individual experiences, 
and through iterative comparative experiences, asked them to investigate how 
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different mediating operations promoted them to engage as participants. The 
sequence of events was composed to progressively enable and sharpen the 
participants' awareness of the specific form-media dynamics under investigation. 
The participants reflected on the experience through discussions and written 
reports. They were formally interviewed on their experiences. Selected extracts 
from interviews are brought in as first hand statements, to supplement the 
synthesised overview, as qualitative statements from individual participants, who 
articulate their personal experience and discuss their attempt to understand their 
experiences. 
The final prototype developed in the laboratories, termed the Frame Prototype, 
stages an experiential situation where the participatory experience appears as an 
explicit constellation of framing, channelling, and coupling specificities. The 
developed system gives parametric access to the processes of how a form evokes 
media characteristics, and how media evokes form characteristics, in the relation 
between the reflective scenography and the participant. 
The developed Frame Prototype is composed of a frame-object and a light design. 
The components of the Frame Prototype and the explorative processes leading to 
the final design are investigated, and further developed and compared with mirror 
reflections, video transmission and delayed video feedback. 
1.3.2 Research in compositional strategies 
The staging strategies in the design of reflective scenographies are discussed in 
relation to a collection of the author's investigations, and analysed relative to a 
collection of artworks by other artists. A context of narrative theory is developed 
to situate a dramaturgical perspective on the composition of participatory events. 
A range of strategic approaches and narrative understanding is used to identify 
dramaturgical features in participatory installations using respectively mechanical 
mirrors and telematic video technology to stage participants in modes of self- 
reflectivity. The concrete examples each, in a particular way, implement 
participation as the content of the work, using a range of behavioural instructions 
and scenographic devices to stage the participant as media for herself. 
With reference to the investigations of performer technique, discussed in chapter 
two, the technique of the performer is viewed as systems of reference with three 
main reference systems at play: introvert, extrovert, and social reference systems. 
The introvert reference systems are strategised as inner structures of observer 
operations composed by instructions. The extrovert reference systems are 
strategised as outer structures of formative operations composed by scenographic 
devices. The social reference systems are strategised as social structures with 
several participants involved in a complex of relational operations. 
Performative methods are developed, which stage investigations in experiential 
processes. These methods inform the design of strategies for the composition of 
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reflective engagement, where the participants relate to behavioural rules, outer 
structures, and cooperative qualitative analysis of experiencing participation. 
The research investigates the staging of participatory explorations of behavioural 
patterns in specific urban sites, such as Traffic Light, and of self-regulative 
instruction in The Turn. A particular method is developed as a collective of 
cooperating roles within the experience of light-zones, in Sensation of Light, and as 
analytic actions of performative engagement in Very Simple Actions. 
The staging with reflective scenography assumes a dramaturgy, which builds on 
the ability to construct mediating operations that externalise and stage the internal 
reflective operations of the participant in concrete external contexts of sociability. 
The strategies for the design of environments, which guide observer attention and 
action byway of pre-defined regulative behavioural instructions embedded In 
mediating operations, are identified and explored to recognise the direct formative 
effect, the design of reflective scenography has on the participant. 
The elements of the compositional system are discussed in relation to nine 
artworks, enabling a comparative discussion relative to a range of concrete artistic 
practices. These artworks are chosen to exemplify a range of reflective 
scenography designs, where the visitors in different ways are actively involved 
participants, authoring their own experiential navigation. The emergent narrative 
situation for the participants is discussed in relation to the formal design of the 
stagings and the embedded staging operations in the reflective scenography. The 
selected artworks work with a range of mechanical or electronic mediating 
devices, such as directly reflecting mirrors, and real-time and delayed telematic 
video mediations. These artists use staging devices in a range of scales, from small 
objects only accessible for a singular participant at the time, to large architectures 
that incorporate crowds of people, to synaesthetic interference in listening and 
tangibility, which connect people in ways that reach across the actual/virtual 
divide and re-arrange conceptions of timeness and placeness. The artworks 
exemplify how differently constructed reflective operations emphasise particular 
types of sociability. The participatory events are seen as social sites, and the staged 
dramaturgical dynamics are viewed according to how the visitors form 
relationships, actual and virtual, and generate a sense of community within their 
participatory engagement. 
1.3.3 Staging a public exhibition 
The developments of the practice-led research were synthesised into two 
participatory installation artworks, Mirror-Zone-Site and Zen-Sofa-Arrangement, 
exhibited at the Museum of Contemporary Art, Roskilde. The completed 
installations explored the developed dramaturgical concepts and compositional 
design strategies through creative practice, each artwork presenting a specific 
composite of the developed compositional system into particular participatory site 
as prototype. 
The developed compositional system is implemented in the exhibited artworks, 
and produced as two complementary prototypes of the compositional system for 
experiential practice. The compositional parameters, developed as the inter- 
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related dynamic parameters framing, channelling, and coupling, and implemented 
as an experiential staging with the Frame Prototype, is guiding the design of the 
mediating operations. The strategic composition of referencing and relationships 
is implemented as composite scenarios of introvert, extrovert, and social reference 
operations layered in the reflective scenography, and organising the behavioural 
site for the participants. 
The artworks are staged events, and only by way of the participants' 
improvisations within the works, the stagings unfold the complex narrative 
operations embedded. The dramaturgical progression is defined by how the 
participant navigates, and thus actualises the potential narrative operations. The 
experience of engaging with the installations develops as a special sense of 
sociability, a momentary meta-communicational agreement of how to share 
participation with others. They are engaged in the same social event, inhabiting a 
set of common conversational situations, which makes all participants equal 
observers and performers for each other, observing both themselves and the 
others, as well as performing while observing. The participants test out, try out, 
rehearse, play and re-play, investigating and exploring how to understand and use 
the possibilities of the embedded reflective mediating operations. 
The construction of the installation Mirror-Zone-Site and Zen-Sofa-Arrangement 
evolved through a process of iterative testing with full-scale prototypes and 
processes of strategic analysis in practice, using the developed compositional 
system. The final design is a composite of operations, intersecting several 
simultaneous mediating processes, and composed with several staging methods 
embedded in the design, to enhance the experiential situation with specific 
emphasis on participation as a social and conversational activity to be the media of 
the event. 
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1.4 Contribution to new knowledge 
The practice-led research develops a compositional system for the staging of extra- 
daily experientiality within reflective scenographies, and suggests an artistic 
concept of `participation as media', which propose the participatory involvement 
as compositional material in itself. 
The compositional system consists of design parameters, compositional strategies, 
and a postprogressive dramaturgy. 
" The design parameters framing, channelling, and coupling, organise a 
calibration of the staged feedback operations. 
" The compositional strategies, which derive from practices of performer 
technique, organise scenarios of introvert, extrovert and social referencing 
operations. 
" The postprogressive dramaturgy informs the performative engagement of 
the participant as a process of experiential narrativation. 
The system enables a capability to navigate the compositional process into the 
complex creation of participatory engagement as a media in itself, and enables a 
structured overview on the compositional process, argued in an interdisciplinary 
context. 
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1.5 Thesis outline 
The research has been realised as a series of practice-led processes, and this thesis 
constitutes the critical reflection on that process and situates the research in 
contextual and analytical frameworks. The thesis is accompanied by video 
documentation on DVD with extracts from the research practice, separated in 
three disks with material with reference to respective chapters three, four, and 
five. 
1.5.1 Chapter One: Introduction 
Chapter One outlines an overview of the thesis. Starting with a short introduction, 
a context of participation as a staged event is outlined. This is followed by a 
discussion of the artistic concern initiating the research, and an overview of the 
practice-led research produced. The contribution to new knowledge is stated, 
followed by the thesis overview, which outlines the content of the thesis. 
1.5.2 Chapter Two: Staging Participation 
In the investigation and development of the compositional system of how to 
compose modes of engagement in participatory art, the thesis draws from 
experience qualities comparable with the expert performer's particular capacity to 
generate a state of heightened awareness. To enable a discussion on how 
performer technique can be regarded as a tool for dramaturgical strategies to 
organise experiential modes for the participant, this chapter seeks to identify an 
explorative discourse from conceptions developed in theatre anthropology, which 
leads to the discussion of terms such as pre-expressivity and the extra-daily as 
modes of certain capacities. 
The specific modalities of the expert performers are argued to promote a self- 
reflective state by which the performer is enabled to observe her own 
observations. In this thinking, the performer is navigating within different orders 
of observation and the dramaturgical quest is transformed into a concern of orders 
of observation, situating the participants in self-reflective modes of observation. 
In the diversity of performer techniques, the pre-expressive extra-daily state of the 
performer is viewed as based on a psychophysical engagement that can be staged. 
Independent of how these techniques are differentiated in relation to styles of 
expression, or what artistic statements, they represent, this thesis collates and 
categorises them as respectively introvert, extrovert, and social referencing 
techniques. 
Theatricality is discussed as a human capacity that can be staged as a participatory 
event, and the concept 'reflective scenography' is introduced to underpin the 
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understanding of an organisation of an environment as a system of feedback 
operations that forms and directs the visitors' processes of theatricalisation, that 
is, staging the participants by the impact of their psychophysical engagement 
within a composition of reflective scenographies. The concept of reflective 
scenographies is then to be understood as exercise environments for pre- 
expressive behaviour, staging improvisation as meta-communicational behaviour. 
Staging through mediated and delayed feedback has become a central strategy in 
the composition of environments that are concerned with self-reflective and social 
engagement These potentials are discussed as expanded moments of reference in- 
between being and potential being, that is, a position of being in an altered 
negotiation of the actual and the virtual. 
1.5.3 Chapter Three: Design Parameters 
This chapter outlines the design parameters of the compositional system, 
developing a strategic approach to the design of reflective scenographies in the 
staging of events that situate the participatory engagement as media for the 
artwork. As a starting point, the research indentifies basic compositional 
components from a selection of the author's previous artworks. 
The compositional system is, at the core, comprised of the dynamic and 
interrelated parameters: framing, channelling, and coupling. These parameters 
operate in the tension between media and form, and give compositional access to 
influence the self-reflective operations of the participant through the design of 
reflective scenographies. The three aspects framing, channelling, and coupling are 
mutually constitutive, as connected aspects of the same process of engagement. 
" The parameter of framing is that cognitive distinction that separates and 
contextualises in the communication processes. The framing operations 
produce a channelling flow of communication, and enable distinct inter- 
personal couplings in the social situation through the framing activity. 
The parameter of channelling is that mediating flow of communication, 
which is qualified and set in context by a framing operation, and through 
which an activity of inter-human coupling is enabled. 
" The parameter of coupling is that connectedness in-between people, which 
enables a meta-communicational coherence, and through which framing 
activities specify and contextualise a channelling flow of communication. 
The theoretical underpinning of the system parameters and its components is 
discussed, and uses an interdisciplinary approach to argue on the partly embodied 
and individual experience of self-generated participation. 
A Frame Prototype makes the framing, channelling, and coupling parameters 
explicit and actualised as sensed qualities in relation to stagings generated by 
objects or architectural designs. Further, the Frame Prototype stages a device for a 
situated experientiality, which is closely correlated with the theoretic system of 
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the framing, channelling, and coupling parameters, together giving an integrated 
approach between theory and practice towards the staging of participation. 
From the offset of the Frame Prototype, the laboratory research further 
investigates the comparative qualities between direct, mirror reflected, and video 
transmitted, relationships and reflections. 
A number of professional artists and scholars are invited to explore and discuss 
the laboratory stagings. They reflect on their concrete and personal experience, 
and through interviews enable a critical discussion on the basic system 
components. 
1.5.4 Chapter Four: Compositional Strategies 
This chapter develops a dramaturgical perspective on the composition of 
participatory events. A range of staging strategies is identified through practice-led 
research in methods of staging participatory engagement. The identified introvert, 
extrovert, and social referencing techniques of the performer are developed as 
referential operations that can be strategically composed into participatory 
stagings with reflective scenographies. 
Compositional strategies stage situations by layering introvert, extrovert, and 
social referencing in reflective scenographies, organising the behavioural site for 
the participants. 
" The introvert reference systems are strategised as inner structures of 
observer operations composed by instructions. 
" The extrovert reference systems are strategised as outer structures of 
formative operations composed by scenographic devices. 
" The social reference systems are strategised as social structures with 
several participants involved, which cooperate from a triangular set of 
observer positions and out of a complex of relational operations. 
The participatory engagement is viewed as a self-referential closed 
communicational system, and the participatory event as a staging of 
communicative operations, organised by reflective scenographies. The staged 
mediating operations then promote particular social events through the 
communication activities. 
The experience of participating, that is, the dramaturgical view on the progression 
of the event of engagement, is discussed as conversational narratives. A context of 
narrative theory is developed on concepts of focalisation, experientiality, and 
postprogressive narrativation, which is an approach to understand the 
dramaturgical processes of the participatory engagement as it evolves and 
generates a narrative experience over time. 
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The developed strategic approaches and narrative understanding are used to 
identify dramaturgical features in a range of participatory installations using 
respectively mechanical mirrors and telematic technology to stage participants in 
modes of self-reflectivity, analysing artwork by the following artists: Allan Kaprow, 
Bruce Nauman, Dan Graham, Dora Garcia, Yoko Ono, Shiomi Mieko, Olafur 
Eliasson, Robert Morris, Paul Sermon, Peter Weibel, and Mathias Gommel. 
1.5.5 Chapter Five: The Exhibition 
In this chapter the two participatory installations Mirror-Zone-Site and Zen-Sofa- 
Arrangement are discussed in relation to the developed compositional system. 
The artworks are produced as two complementary prototypes for experiential 
practice, and the creation process is informed by the compositional system. 
The artworks are staged events, and only by way of the participants' 
improvisations within the works, the stagings unfold the complex narrative 
operations embedded. The dramaturgical progression is defined by how the 
participant navigates, and thus actualises the narrative operations. The artworks 
situate the visitors so that their engagement as participants becomes the media of 
the installations. 
The experience of engaging with the installations develops as a special sense of 
sociability, a momentary meta-communicational agreement of how to share 
participation with others. The participants engage in the same social event, 
inhabiting a common conversational situation. 
This chapter highlights selected situations from the exhibition, and identify and 
discuss the design of the reflective scenography, the staging strategies 
implemented as possibilities by the composed scenarios, and the experiential 
processes engaged in by the participants. 
1.5.6 Chapter Six: Conclusion 
This chapter summarises the research and outlines the developed compositional 
system for participation as media. The research is critically discussed, relative to 
how the limitations and wider implications might suggest further research is 
initiated. Finally, a concluding statement ends the thesis. 
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Chapter Two: Staging 
Participation 
This chapter discusses the participatory engagement as a staging of observer 
operations. The starting point identifies the pre-expressive and meta- 
communicational capacities of the performer as techniques of introvert, extrovert, 
and social referencing. The staging of the participant in reflective scenographies 
promotes processes of theatricalisation, and engages the participant in social 
encounters. The engagement with responsive and mediating environments opens 
for altered negotiations in-between the virtual and the actual. 
The discussion in this chapter structures a point of departure for the development 
of design parameters in the creation of reflective scenographies in chapter three, 
and for the development of compositional strategies and dramaturgical 
perspectives on the staging of participatory events in chapter four. 
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2.1 Participation as operations of self-reference 
2.1.1 The performer technique 
The situation of the participant is viewed from the perspective of the expert 
practice" of the performer, that is, the particular techniques that the performer 
develops to achieve a capacity to perform. The expert practices of the performer 
situate her (the performer) in a particular self-reflective operation through a 
formal set of instructions and obstacles, and, according to the actor and theatre 
director Phillip Zarilli (2007: 57), facilitate methods 'in order to cultivate ... inner 
awareness toward a heightened ... state of engagement in a particular practice'. The performer's heightened state of readiness for action is a particular self- 
reflective mode of presence, enabling her the capacity to perform while 
simultaneously observing her own activities and relating to the contexts of the 
situation. The performer's particular state of attention has formed the starting 
point for the development of the compositional system that serves the concept of 
'participation as media'. The research investigates and develops a way to compose 
a mode of engagement in participatory art, which draws from experience qualities 
comparable with the expert performer's particular capacity to engage with a 
heightened awareness. 
The performer's expert practice is discussed as the construction of a reference 
system, a particular pre-expressive12 capacity by which the performer controls the 
composition of her actions and her partaking in the event. This mode of 
engagement is termed `extra-daily'13 with reference to the theatre director Eugenio 
Barba's (1995,2007) theories of expert performer practice, where he suggests that 
the performer develops a pre-expressive capacity for specific extra-daily 
behaviour14. To establish a set of perspectives on the performer's technique 
relevant for this thesis, a range of acting methods are discussed and correlated to 
enable a focus on the distinctions of what could be called respectively introvert, 
extrovert and social referencing techniquesls. 
The artificially generated reference systems enabled within the expert practice of 
performer technique are considered as operations of communication, either 
internally within one person, between the person and her environment, or in- 
between people, as a complex of relationships. These dynamic and communicative 
relations are regarded as observer positions, that is, inter-related self-reflective 
"The British Performance Art theorist Susan Melrose (2005a, 2005b) suggests the term'expert practice' to define a 
particular knowledge base achieved by performers through their training and experience, which Is incorporated in their 
practice in formats particular to their expert capacities. 
u The term'pre-expressive'is discussed in further detail in chapter 2.1.3. 
13 The term 'extra-daily' Is discussed in further detail in chapter 2.1.2. 
14 The terms pre-expressive and extradaily form part of Eugenio Barba's research within theatre anthropology. Barba 
developed the field of theatre anthropology as an approach to expert practice in theatre and dance, which enable artistic 
research across cultures and styles. The research Is organised within ISTA, International Society for Theatre Anthroplogy. 
u The introvert, extrovert and social referencing techniques In expert performer practice are discussed in further detail In 
chapter 2.2. 
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positions of attention that continuously negotiate and situate the `experientiality'16 
of the event. The suggestion is that the participant's performative engagement 
unfolds as a system of communication, formatted by the mediating operations 
embedded in the staged event. 
2.1.2 Extra-daily 
In the course of the training the performer develops a capacity for performing, a 
scenic behaviour which is distinctly different from her every day behaviour. The 
performer's expert practice is, according to Barba (1995: vii), 
the behaviour of the human being when it uses its physical and mental 
presence in an organised performance situation and according to principles 
which are different from those used in daily life. 
Barba terms the heightened state developed within expert practice an `extra-daily' 
mode of presence, distinct from daily life behaviour, obtained through expert 
practices, and evolving as a consequence of a cultivated technique. 
The ordinary behaviour and daily use of techniques such as eating, walking, 
sleeping, is based on the anthropologist Marcel Mauss' (1950) concept of 'daily 
activities'. These ordinary behaviours are understood as human techniques 
conditioned by culture and everyday situations, embodied in human action and 
structures of social disposition. The concept of extra-daily is then `the utilisation of 
specific body techniques which are separate from those used in daily life' (Barba, 
2007: 257). There exists a large diversity of performer techniques, each developed 
and formed in relation to particular cultural and artistic contexts. The techniques 
are embodied as an individually achieved capacity, through each performer's 
personal achievement of their expert interpretation of a certain extra-daily 
behaviour. The extra-daily expressive capacity of the expert performer is what 
Barba terms `pre-expressive', a way of working particular to the performer. 
2.1.3 Pre-expressive 
The performer works with formal understandings of a developed scenic behaviour, 
a preparedness for articulate behaviour particularly developed for the conditions 
of performing. The performer moulds their tensions according to pre-expressive 
techniques, as Barba terms it, which in turn facilitate the control of their presence 
in the performance and the expressions they seem to convey to the spectators. She 
articulates formally through pre-expressive techniques, which are then 
experienced as articulate expressions by the spectators. The pre-expressive 
capacity refers to how the performer expresses, as different from what she 
expresses. Barba (2007: 256) explains the pre-expressive as `the doing and how the 
doing is done [, that] which determine what one expresses'. The pre-expressive 
16 The term'experientiality' refers to the emergent experience of performative engagement, and derives from post- 
structuralism narrative theory as developed by Monika Fludernik (1996,2009). The term is discussed in further detail in 
chapter Four. 
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level is therefore `an operative level ... a praxis ... at the root of the various 
performing techniques' (2007: 256). It is the formal reflective distance to the 
performed actions through technique that builds as a pre-expressive capacity, a 
capacity for formal articulate performability. According to Zarilli (1995: 89), the 
pre-expressive capacities are 
characteristics shared by systems of training/exercise through which the 
actor works on oneself. ... [E]xercises are not simply a means of toning the 
physical body, but creating an entire new awareness of the actor's internal 
life - not in a psychological or behavioural sense, but as a 
psychophysiological means of encountering the performative moment ... a bodymind awakened, sensitized, made newly aware or fully concentrated. 
The concept of pre-expressivity enables a discussion on the technique of the 
performer and her expert practice of expression through performing, identifying 
the performers mode of articulation as distinctly different from how the spectator 
experiences the performer. For instance, the performer executes facial and 
gestural activities in a tension between learned behavioural patterns and a recall 
of emotional memory, while the spectator experiences a smiling character 
articulating her engagement with gestural signs. 
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2.2 Performer technique as operation of self-reference 
The complex variation of performer techniques is here organised into three 
distinct perspectives, identified as what could be called respectively introvert, 
extrovert and social referencing techniques. 
2.2.1 Introvert referencing technique 
The performer techniques developed by the theatre director Konstantin 
Stanislavski (2008) and the theatre director Jerzy Grotowski (1968) build on the 
construction of inner reference capacities, where the relation between these inner 
references promotes the montage of outer activities of expression. These methods 
use (sometimes unconsciously) experiences layered in the psychophysical or 
muscular system to generate and compose a consciously controlled progression of 
the character narrative. 
Stanislavski's performer technique uses emotional recall, where the personal 
emotional experience is stored and remembered as a source for the character 
interpretation. Previous actions and experiences are remembered as emotions and 
sensations, and linked to unconscious layers embedded in the original situation. 
The technique enables the voluntary creation of emotional states, retrieved from 
the unconscious emotional memory byway of `emotional recall', and is used as a 
structured operation to "`increase the internal density and volume of [the 
performer's] feeling [and] provoke ... a spontaneous reappearance of life, "17 that 
is, of emotional states' (Zarilli, 2002: 96). In this way the actor uses the 
psychophysical technique to direct her in how to `live the character', as an 
introvert complex of negotiations on the pre-expressive level. We can speak of 
embodied tendencies of presence, which emerge from a reference operation 
between the actor's personal self and the character self, and which then formats 
the expression moment by moment. 
Grotowski builds on the Stanislavskian system of performer technique with 
particular focus on the relation between everyday life modes of presence and the 
inner drive from what he terms `a deep inner self'. Grotowski's performer 
technique is based on the idea of the actor's ability to by-pass her culturally 
defined `mask', imposed on her by civilisation, and by this transgression become 
able to explore and expose the most basic levels of self and psyche. Grotowski 
speaks of a `via negativa' where the performer eradicates the cultural mask that 
filters and forms our appearance and impression of the world. Relieved from the 
culturally imposed limitations in the act of performing, the performers are enabled 
to open up for `the intimate layers of being and ... instinct, springing forth in a sort 
of'trans-lumination" (Grotowski, 1968: 16). 
17 Zarilli in discussion with Toby Cole and Helen Krich Chinoy, quoting from: Cole, Toby & Chinoy, Helen Krich (eds) (1970) 
Actors on Acting. Crown Publishers, New York. 
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The staged performances could be regarded as psychodramatic events, where the 
performers momentarily dismantle their cultivated self and expose their un- 
cultivated inner-self. The performer technique enables an eradication of culturally 
imposed psychological blocks, and brings the deeper layers of the individual self 
into exposure in the community environments of the staged event, in acts of 
sharing between performers and spectators. 
With Stanislavski and Grotowski we can speak of an introvert system of 
motivations and references, and the performance of internally structured tensions 
between actions and emotions. 
2.2.2 Extrovert referencing technique 
The performer techniques developed by the master of mime Etienne Decroux 
(1985) and the theatre director Vsevolod Meyerhold (1973) are based on an outer 
physical approach where the pivot concerns are on the formal figurations of the 
performer in space. The performer engages in her actions through extrovert 
referentiality, responding with codified behavioural systems towards the 
externally configured sculptural and communicational contexts. 
Decroux developed the technique of'corporal mime'18, which through a'system of 
codified communication' (Sklar, 1995: 138) develops a figurative language capacity 
with a technical attention to the articulate possibilities of the body figure and the 
figure in space. The technique develops an'expressive total body' that achieves an 
articulate presence through what Decroux called'dynamo rhythm'; a complex of 
tensions between opposing movements and conceptions of performer and space, 
which 'combine duration and speed with degrees of muscular tension' (Sklar, 
1995: 131). 
The technique enables a montage in-between separate but interrelated techniques, 
combining parallel methods of enactment, which enables a tension between inner 
and outer expression modalities. That could be a montage of a technique that 
structured the direction of attention from the actor's gaze and body directions, 
composed in reference to techniques that integrated patterns of attention in the 
scenographic space; or a montage of the dynamic patterns in the movement 
activities, in relation to the figurative formations in space. 
Meyerhold developed on a performer technique termed 'bi o mechanics', which 
enables the performers to partake in a complex cubist montage19, interweaving 
performers and environment in a coordinated expressive activity. The technique 
prepares the actor'by creating in him a state of `excitability' which can provoke the 
correct reflex action, ... the creation of plastic stasis, which evokes [a] desired 
'reflex excitability' (Leach, 1989: 54). The preparatory exercises train the actors in 
formalised action-functions, a figurative awareness, 'a state of physical and mental 
readiness ... to be physically alert and responsive' (Leach, 
2000: 46). 
le The performer technique of Decroux Is based on a detailed system of exercises and ways of working, which is transferred 
from master to student as embodied expert practice through improvisations in laboratory performance practice. Decroux's 
own writing only fragmentary reveals the system of performer technique he initiated (Decroux 1994). 
19 Meyerhold extensively collaborated with cubist artists, integrating cubist ideas of montage of time and space sequences In 
his techniques of biomechanics and stage montage. For further research, see Glover (1983). 
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The technique aims at qualifying highly theatricalised activities, what Meyerhold 
termed a'theatre theatrical', facilitating the performers to react instantly on 
`externally provoked behaviour, the motivation for which was derived from 
sources other than persona emotion' (Leach, 1989: 54). The biomechanic technique 
integrates the performer in a continuous communication with her environment, 
and engages her in dynamic relations to the scenography and relative to other 
performers. She responds with explicit expressions, like figurative gestures and 
collective action, rather than empathetic interpretation and personal agendas. 
With Decroux and Meyerhold we can speak of a context of extrovert codified 
systems of reference, which initiate and structure the performer's exploration of 
potential scenic expressions in a tension between herself and the stage 
environment. 
2.2.3 Social referencing technique 
The performer techniques particular to the theatre director Augusto Boal (2000) 
and the theatre director Bertolt Brecht (1978) have an emphasis on the systems of 
social references in-between participants in theatrical events, and their techniques 
are directed towards the exploration of collective structures and social relations. 
The performer technique specific to Brecht's practice is closely related to his 
concept of'verfremdung'. The performance theorist Phillip Auslander (1997: 32) 
summarises the Brechtian technique in this way: 
Brecht engaged his actors in a tripartite rehearsal process... acquainting 
with the character, motivations and contexts,... constructing empathetic 
flow of events from the inside, ... [and finally the actor takes a step back from the character and] ... examines it once again'from outside, from the 
point of view of society'... and incorporates this point of view into the "guest 
of showing" which exposes the verfremdung effect. 
Brecht's compositional verfremdung strategy was based on a performer technique 
where the performer is subsequently in and out of character as part of the play 
structure. The repeated change of roles in the play, that composes the 
verfremdung effect, integrates a reflective confrontation between the play 
character and the performer playing the character, between the theatrically staged 
situation and the everyday situation outside the theatre event. 
The technique aims to stage the tension between the conscious will of the 
emancipated individual and a subconscious formed by social indoctrination. The 
performer changes between observer positions, emphasising both the actor's and 
the spectator's distance from the character, with the purpose to make the 
spectators reflect on their own situation and socially constructed pre-conceptions. 
The technique is based on the actor's ability to act a role separate from her own 
persona and thereby perform a character reflective on her own social experience. 
From this complex of references the performer develops a critical position with 
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opinions and objectives in critical reference to herself both as person and as 
character. 
Boal has developed participatory theatre forms and performer techniques that 
enable whole communities to stage rehearsals on their everyday social situation, 
such as his `Forum Theatre' technique, which situates and examines inter-personal 
relations in a process of repeated alternate stagings of an everyday situation. Boal 
polemically terms the participants `spect-actors' emphasising that they are both 
spectators and actors, and that the theatrical events are situations for collective 
communication rather than events with people divided into the separate roles of 
actors and spectators. This performer technique engages the participant in 
discourses where she `discovers the self-consciousness that produces her as both a 
social and a theatrical subject' (Auslander 1997: 100), a technique of coordinated 
separation that enables reflectivity between a theatrical and a social presence. 
The double phrase 'spect-actor' further builds on the assumption of theatre as 'the 
art of observing ourselves', as Boal terms it (Auslander, 1997: 99; Boal, 1992), 
where the double engagement of acting and spectating creates a self-reflective 
position of simultaneously performing and observing. Boal has developed the 
method of Forum Theatre, where groups collectively organise an exemplary 
staging of an aspect of their social relations, which then iteratively is re-organised 
and rehearsed in a collective forum, testing various possible alternative 
behaviours, individually and collectively. 
In Boal's method of Invisible Theatre provocative actions are prepared in the 
studio, and performed as interventions in everyday situations, in a way where the 
theatrical staging of the event is made 'invisible' for the spectators. The method 
allows for alternative scenarios on problematic issues in the community to be 
rehearsed in the studio, and then performed as interventions in public places to 
provoke reflection and evoke strategies of change. Boal's methods facilitate open 
theatre forms where everyone can stage investigations on their own social 
situation, and, within the collective structures of the staged event, critically reflect 
between the theatrical and social positions of observation. 
2.2.4 Self-reflectivity as systems of communication 
The spectre of techniques mentioned previous is an integral part of the 
personalised technique of every performer, despite their performance style. Each 
method emphasises and forefronts a particular aspect, but as the actor Yoshi Oida 
(1992), among others, has explained: any aspect formalised into technique give 
articulate access to the other aspects of the expert performer's pre-expressive 
capacities. For example: emotional memory can drive expressive actions as well as 
particular actions can drive emotional expressions 2° The individual performer in 
this way develops and adjust techniques into each their personalised configuration 
of pre-expressive capacities to support their unique expert practice. Each 
20 In a discussion on these basic conditions for performer technique, the theatre practitioner and theoretician Richard 
Schechner states'that emotions generate actions and actions generate emotions' (Schechner 1986: 349). As an example he 
explains how these two strategies are used in respectively the'emotional recall' in the Stanislawskian performer technique, 
relieving past emotional experience to evoke muscular activity, and in Kathakali, where codified sequences of actions are 
recalled to promote emotions (Schechner, 1986: 344-50). 
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individual performer practice is, in this way, particularly designed to support a 
specific inner/outer relationship, organising a particular understanding of and 
relation to the introvert reference of the actor, the extrovert activity of the actor, 
and her relationship to the environment as habitat for social relations. 
Zarilli explains from the insight of the expert performer of psychophysical training 
practice, how the performer's embodiment of pre-expressivity is a condition of 
simultaneously being aware of the inner sensations, the outer relations and her 
presence in the event. He argues that this condition constitutes a heightened state 
of attention, where the 'practitioner's attention is directed simultaneously outward 
with the external eye, and inward... with the "inner eye"' (Zarilli, 2007: 56). 
Meyerhold pays particular attention to the necessity for the performer to develop 
her self-reflective capacities as an essential part of her technique, what he calls `the 
exact eye'21 of the performer, what theatre theorist Robert Leach (2000: 43) 
describes as `self-awareness' where the performer directs her activities while 
performing, utilising'a kind of built in mirror'22. These uses of `the eye' or'the 
mirror' to connote the performer's self-referential and self-reflective techniques is 
in this thesis theorised as operations of 'observation' within a system of 
communication activities, which enables a focus on the communication processes 
as the media of the artwork. 
21 Zarilli's terms'external eye' and'inner eye' refer to the term'exact eye' coined by Meyerhold (1973), and is connected to 
the emerging media of moving image in the beginning of the 1900. The film editing technique and its optical construction 
opened for the use of view-points and perspectives as a concrete montage of modes of reflection in film. Especially the 
theories of'montage of attraction', and'direction of attention' by the film and theatre director Sergej Eisenstein (1947, 
1949) proposed dramaturgical techniques based on the specific capacities of the technology of the camera and the montage 
of multiple perspectives. 
22 The concept of an'built In mirror' refers to the psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan's use of mirrors and mirror reflections as 
metaphor for operations of self-reflection, the processes of gaze, in the interrelated processes of seeing and 
being seen. This 
is extrapolated relative to participatory installations in an analysis of the installation artists Olafur Eliasson's work as a 
technique of installation design, which creates situations where the visitor is made conscious of mechanism of the gaze as 
the core of the artistic strategy. (f rskou, 2005: 18-19 and Thau, 2005: 66-67) 
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2.3 The participant as observer 
2.3.1 The performative and reflective engagement of observing 
The agencies at play in the participatory role can be separated into the activities of 
performative engagement and the activities of self-reflection. The participant is, in 
this way, thought of as observing her own performing while performing 
(performative engagement), and performing her own observation while observing 
(activities of reflection). In his book on `Art as a Social System' (2000), the social 
scientist Niklas Luhmann elaborates extensively on these self-referential positions 
as first and second order observation. The concept of `observation' entails an 
extended notion of observation, including all sensor-motor and cognitive activities 
of both the performative and reflective engagement of observing. From this initial 
identification of the 'observer' are then emerging orders of observation. The first 
order is the awareness of what appears, from a position within the engagement of 
making it appear, excluding any outside view of the engagement. The second order 
is the awareness of that first order observation, evoked by observing the 
observation. A third order is suggested to entail a re-entry of the first order into 
the second order, enabling a mode of observation simultaneously from within and 
from outside. 23 
2.3.2 Orders of self-observation 
As outlined below by the writer Thomas Bernhard (1971: 55), there is an obvious 
paradox in second order observation, which is enhanced and brought into explicit 
focus in participatory installation: 
While we can simply observe an Other without his knowing (and 
perceiving) it, ... we can never observe ourselves without our knowing 
(perceiving) it. Whenever we observe ourselves, we of course always never 
... observe ourselves, 
but rather, always ... [ourselves as] another. Thus, we 
can never speak of self-observation, or we are speaking about us observing 
ourselves as who we are when we observe ourselves, who we never are, 
however, whenever we are not observing ourselves and therefore 
whenever we observe ourselves we never observe the one whom we 
intended to observe, but rather an Other. 
Following this argument, we cannot observe ourselves observing without evoking 
paradoxes of who is in the process of observing who, and as intrinsic part of that 
process transform both what is reflected upon, in what context it happens, and 
how the engagement is performed. 
23 The concept of observation and the staging of observer operations are further developed in chapter 3.3 as well as below in 
chapters 2.3.2 and 2.3.3. 
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Since all observation happens in contexts of observing, the activity of observing 
simultaneously includes what appears and what does not appear in the activities of 
distinguishing what is being observed. Or as the new media theorist Christian Katti 
(2002: 55) argues: `In terms of this operatively applied distinction, a second order 
observation is also a first-order observation, which also results in a paradox, since 
it is simultaneously something and something else'. The observed, in this way, 
include the not observed, as part of the distinguishing process. The potential in the 
distinction between the observed and what it excludes, involves assumptions on 
what could or should happen, and what has happened or might happen, all the 
possible or imaginable other appearances that might have been observed or will 
be observed. 
2.3.3 Staging orders of observation 
The participatory engagement seen as modes of observation in this way opens for 
a strategic approach to composition of participatory artworks, that includes the 
pre-conceptions of the individual visitor (her social and cultural contexts), since 
the observer `observes what [s]he is capable of on the basis of h[er] own paradox' 
(Katti 2002: 55, citing Luhmann). The compositional strategy could in this way use 
the potential of the participant's individually constructed paradoxes of observation 
as the main narrative component of the artwork. Further, the integration of the 
possible past and future appearances, the potential or virtual events surrounding 
the actualised events, could form part of a self-reflective participatory role where 
the participant is brought into contemplation and exploration of her own 
participatory experience. 
The paradoxes of observation have a particular significance when analysing and 
strategising on staged participatory situations, where the experience and 
negotiation of self-other relations are made the core of the event, that is, where the 
participatory activity is the media of the event. The appearance of the participatory 
activity as the media is particularly apparent where mirrors or video feedback is 
used to facilitate and organise several observer operations within the same act of 
engagement. These feedback technologies enable the staging strategies with a 
focus on self-referential and self-reflective processes by way of the feedback, 
situating the participant in reference with herself through the mediating 
operations. The staging strategy of situating visitors within feedback operations is 
suggested as a design of reflective scenographies, where the participant is enabled 
to improvise in a pre-expressive and self-reflective manner. 
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2.4 Reflective scenography 
2.4.1 Experiencing the experience of experiencing 
The participatory events under investigation are set within a context of theatre 
and installation art practices, and are seen as staged events where the participants 
engage in performing their own experience. The processes of theatricality, 24 
evoked by the staging strategies, are utilised as an experience capacity in the 
design of the participant-staging relations, an ordinary human capacity, which is 
explicitly used in the design of the dramaturgy of participation. The concept 
`reflective scenography' is used to understand the organisation of an environment 
as a system of feedback operations that forms and direct the visitors' processes of 
theatricalisation. 
The term `scenography' is used to relate to staged theatrical events, as a designed 
artificial environment that situates the dramaturgy of the habitation. The 
reflectiveness of the scenographic construction is suggested to promote a flow of 
self-reflective involvement, and gives the participant an environment of qualified 
external references. The reflective scenography is a habitat constructed as 
feedback operations for enactment of social relations, arranged as an open 
structure for the participant to investigate and to learn to inhabit. The participant 
consciously constructs a self-generated higher order of reflective engagement, 
while analytically examining the construction of their experience of experiencing 
themselves experiencing. 
2.4.2 Exercising pre-expressivity 
The installations designed with a reflective scenography could be viewed as 
exercise machines, where the visitor is engaged in ways similar to what the 
performer achieves through their pre-expressive capacity, that is, a heightened 
self-reflective situation for formal improvisation. 
The extra-daily capacity of pre-expressivity is developed and refined in exercises. 
Exercises are that part of theatre practice, where the performer investigates her 
own practice within a particular understanding of, and approach to, the situation 
and herself. One could say that in exercises the performer explores the possibilities 
of the actor-medium in its extra-daily capacity. Exercises are an intrinsic part of 
20th century theatre practice, and emerged from the development of theatre 
research environments alongside and separate from theatre production. The 
exercises situate the performer in a working relation to herself, organised within 
formal structures, which enables a focus on the art of the performer as an 
independent field of practice. The exercises are formal training devises, and the 
exercise `forms are empty ... they are filled with ... concentration' 
(Barba, 1995: 
24 The concept of theatricality is discussed in further detail in chapter 2.5. 
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101), enabling a focused situation for the development of pre-expressive 
capacities. 
Barba (1995: 100) suggests the exercise event to produce'a paradigm of 
dramaturgy', that is, a situation where a specific mode of presence is enhanced by 
way of the exercise. This extra-daily presence develops through an emergence of'a 
second nervous system, for a] memory, which acts through the entire body' (1995: 
100). The exercise is a versatile environment for investigation and development of 
a variety of extra-daily behaviours, as Barba (1995: 100) explains: 
In each case it is a question of a well-contrived web of actions. ... Exercises 
are pure form, dynamic developments without a plot, a story. Exercises are 
small labyrinths that the actors' body-minds can trace and retrace in order 
to incorporate a paradoxical way of thinking, thereby distancing themselves 
from their own daily behavior and entering the domain of the stage's extra- 
daily behavior. 
The design of a reflective scenography, using strategies similar to that of the 
exercise situation, allows for a variety of pre-expressive capacities to be 
investigated and developed. Each scenographic design situates the `exercise' of 
specific capacities and the development of insight in particular modes of 
experiencing and performing. 
Barba (1995: 101) explains the concrete work of exercises as situations that `put 
the actor to the test through a series of obstacles [and] allows the actor to know ... 
herself through an encounter', where the rules of the exercise situates a specific 
focus on an aspect of herself as a performing entity, and in this way situate an 
analytic site for advanced self-reflection on pre-expressive capacities as a distinct 
extra-daily behaviour. The training of pre-expresivity in exercises develops a 
certain heightened self-reflectivity, a 'technique of acculturation [that] artificialises 
... the performer's 
behaviour' (Barba, 2007: 257) and builds an ability to observe 
action and observe observation while in action, an extra-daily mode of attention 
and action. 
2.4.3 Staging improvisation 
For the expert performer, the pre-expressive preparedness facilitates a qualified 
situation for improvisation in the performance event, an elaborate mode of extra- 
daily behaviour that skilfully allows the performer to articulate through formal 
pre-expressive activities. With the design of reflective scenographies this situation 
of the performer is transferred into a habitat for the participants to improvise 
extra-daily behaviour. A reflective scenography could be viewed as a specifically 
designed installation structure, a strategy of designing frameworks for 
improvisation, that can situate the visitor in a mode of pre-expressivity, wherein 
she qualified can improvise her participation. In the participatory installation one 
could say that the visitor engages in environments that purposefully promote an 
extra-daily awareness, understanding the installation environment as formative 
instruments that transform and situate the visitor, and her daily awareness is then 
set in an analytic extra-daily self-reflective context. 
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The installations designed to generate participatory activities can be viewed as 
exercise machines, where the scenographic reflective operations are the rules of 
the exercise, leaving the visitors to improvise and investigate the specified 
situation in a particular self-reflective manner. The participatory installation 
design makes improvisation possible by its contextualising framework, as an open 
possibility for engagement, and at the same time directs a particular condition for 
the improvisation activities, specifying how to engage. In this way, the challenge in 
designing reflective scenography is how to manage the balance between setting an 
open frame of possibilities and defining the specific format of the situation. 25 The 
suggestion is, that the participant's improvisation unfolds as a system of 
communication, formatted by the mediating operations embedded in the staged 
event, which produces inter-related self-reflective positions of attention that 
continuously negotiate and situate the experientiality of the event. 
2.4.4 Staging meta-communication 
The proposed stagings of participatory engagement generate operations of 
communication, but since the communication activities are built on self-reflective 
positions of attention, the communication activity becomes reflective on its form of 
communication, that is, the codes and contexts embedded in the communication. The 
participant is consciously'communicating about communication', what the social 
anthropologist Gregory Bateson (2000) suggests to call meta-communication. 
Bateson defines meta-communication as the level of communication where the 
subject of discourse is the relationship between the participants; that which formats 
the communicational activities as a relationship of meaningful exchange. 
Meta-communication consists of routine and unproblematic coding instructions and 
commands with which participants negotiate the contexts and relationship that 
forms the communicative situation. Meta-communication is embedded in the 
situation, in which the communication takes place, and is communication about the 
situation in which the relationship takes place. The meta-communication operations 
is usually cultural traditions and negotiated agreements on the communicational 
status of the conversation at any moment, and the use of paralinguistic26 modes of 
articulation is often used in support of meta-communication; by tone of voice, or 
facial gesture, or body language, supporting a mutual agreement on the meta- 
communicational realm at any phase of the communicative process. In the 
forthcoming laboratory events the participants often start their engagement by 
testing the meta-communicational conditions of the staging, adapting to the 
possibilities, before exploring an actual performative engagement, and many of the 
interviews are accounts on the meta-communicational operations of their 
experiences, analysing the communication format of the particular reflective 
scenography. 
25 Startegies of designing reflective scenographies is investigated through laboratory practice and further discussed in 
chapter three. 
26 Posture, gesture, facial expressions, eye gaze, spatial movement, and other non-verbal communication are all examples of 
paralinguistic features. Relevant perspectives on paralinguistic modes of communication can be found in the discussions by 
the social psychologist Michael Argyle (1990a, 1990b) and the anthropologist Ray Birdwhistell (1973). 
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The staging with reflective scenographies enables the staging of pre-expressive 
modes of communication, and the participants are guided into communication on a 
pre-expressive level, a resonance in-between the pre-expressive capacities of 
participants. The participatory stagings promote a heightened attention towards the 
meta-communication processes, and stages an experience of how communication is 
structured, an attention towards the meta-communicational operations observed 
from a first-person experience of the involved while communicating. The suggestion 
is to use reflective scenography designs to arrange the visitors in relationships 
where they communicate with pre-expressive attention, where they de-code the 
situation and incorporate the meta-communicational structures in their 
participatory behaviour. 
The heightened meta-communicational attention in the staged events enhances pre- 
expressive capacities and brings focus on the complexity of communication as a self- 
reflective process, `that human ... communication can operate and always does 
operate at many contrasting levels of abstraction' (Bateson, 2000: 177). The 
participatory staging draws attention towards the complexity of communicative acts, 
that is, the meta-communicative operations, situating self-reflectivity on the meta- 
communicational activities. Meta-communication is understood as an integral part of 
the codification and mutual understanding, which enable the relationship to be 
correlated and communicative, continuously re-designed within the 
communicational activity to adapt to the development of the communication. 
The artificially generated reference systems enabled within the expert practice of 
performer technique are considered as operations of communication, which enable 
compositional access to introvert, extrovert and social referencing operations. 
Staging participation as the media of the artwork situates the participant to engage 
in pre-expressive ways with similar operations of reference, either internally within 
one person, between the person and her environment, or in-between people, as a 
complex of relationships. The staging with reflective scenography combines and 
interrelate the reference operations and achieves referentiality in-between introvert, 
extrovert and social referencing techniques. The staged situation in this way situates 
the visitor at the centre of these operations, mediating participation as media with 
the reflective scenography. The participant is made conscious of the meta- 
communicational operations of the acts of communication, and given access to 
influence her own experiencing. 
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2.5 Staging participation as theatrical events 
2.5.1 Theatricality as a human capacity, that can be staged 
During the 20th century the foundation of the theatre was 'systematically re- 
examined, ... stage practice began to distance itself from the text, assigning it a new 
place in the theatrical enterprise' (Feral, 2002: 94), which subsequently involved 
theatrical operations in a variety of other contexts, art practices and narrative 
concepts. The release of the'theatrical' from the text and the traditional structures 
of the theatre, where the theatrical was part of specific conceptions of narrative 
and styles of staging, generated what the theatre theorist Hans Thies-Lehman 
(2006) identifies as a turn towards 'postdramatic theatre'. The postdramatic 
theatre is characterised by the postmodern use of self-referentiality and explicit 
exposure of the staging devises, that is, exposing and utilising the processes of 
theatricality in itself as a core part of the dramaturgical strategy. This evolution 
further started investigations of 'the specificity of the theatrical act itself (Feral, 
2002: 94), relieved from the situation of the theatre. 
As an effect of the broader `dissolution of the limits between genres, and the formal 
distinctions between practices' (2002: 94) was the development of a range of 
performative art forms, including happenings, events and participatory 
installations, which involved theatrical approaches in their forms. The dissolution 
of genres has extended to include everyday life activities as part of the theatrical 
discourse, and the processes of theatricality is recognised to be an inherent part of 
our everyday social activities, where we both perform with theatrical intent and 
inscribe theatricality where it is not intended, into objects and situations of 
everyday life. 
The expanded notion of theatricality, including all sorts of events and moments of 
everyday life, is often referenced as originating from the theorist Nikolas Evreinoff, 
who suggested theatricality (teatralnost) as `an instinct inherent in all peoples and 
more fundamental than the aesthetic or ritual organising of theatricality' (Gade, 
2005: 21-22). The concept of the theatrical, as an inherent feature of human 
encounter, has shown to be relevant in its use of theatre terms across disciplines. 
Victor Turner (1982) and Gregory Bateson (2000) pioneered the idea of 
theatricality and play as fundamental to the construction of social relations within 
social anthropology. The concept of theatrical framing was suggested as a cognitive 
theatrical gesture by Erving Goffman (1974), and further developed by Elisabeth 
Burns (1972), Josette Feral (2002) and Erika Fisher-Lichte (1995) among others. 
In the context of participation, the focus has changed towards 'the communicative 
aspect of the theatrical event' (Gade 2005: 22), influenced by social system theory, 
notably discussed by Niklas Luhmann (2000), who views the theatrical event as a 
structure of communication. 
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2.5.2 Theatrical operations 
The theatrical could be understood as a complex of operations of social 
communication that emerge between the involved positions, agencies and 
processes. The theatre theorist Josette Feral (2002: 98) suggests that `theatricality 
appears to be ... a process that recognizes subjects in process; it is a process of 
looking at or being looked at'. These processes of attention seem to create a 
distinction in the appearance of the world regardless of how the operations of 
attention are initiated. The operation can be initiated by actors or spectators, as 
well as by mediating feedback systems confronting the participant with herself. 
The theatrical operations, that `initially appears to be an almost fantastical 
cognitive operation set in motion either by the observer or the observed' 
(2002: 98), evolve into a process of framing that which `becomes the space of the 
other, the space in which the other has a place' (2002: 98). 
To un-pack a first level of the theatrical as patterns of social interrelations, Feral 
develops on the perspectives of the spectator and the performer, who knowingly 
or un-knowingly is involved in theatrical situations. Feral (2002: 96-97) argues that 
`theatricality seems to stem from the spectator's awareness of a theatrical 
intention addressed to him ... [or that as] a spectator, you inscribe this theatricality 
in the real space ... [through] the simple exercise of watching'. In this conception 
the theatrical is generated from two activities, that of the instigator of performed 
activities, and that of the observer of those activities. This double-polarised activity 
of theatricalisation evokes an in-between site of attention, which is created partly 
by the attention of the spectator, and partly by the maintenance of a presence 
separated from the spectator; a double polarised activity that generates a virtual 
space of the theatrical. These performative processes of `making observed' and 
'observing' form the active processes of theatricality, and are active through 
creating'a cleft that divides space into the "outside" and the "inside" of 
theatricality. This space is the space of the "other"; it is the space that defines both 
alterity and theatricality' (2002: 97). The emergence of theatricality presupposes in 
this conception `a performer's re-allocation of (2002: 97) the conception of a 
situation, or a similar process initiated 'through a spectator's ... framing' (2002: 
97) 
of a situation. In this mutually generated observer scenario a virtual space 
emerges, a momentary state of affairs that allow for a theatrical reflection on the 
engagement. 
The performative involvement of the participant blends the operations of 
theatricality when she simultaneously acts and observes her participation, using 
the installation habitat as the place supporting this combined activity. The concept 
of'theatricality' offers a perspective on 'participation as media' through 
maintaining the theatrical engagement as pivoting point, and focusing on the 
continuous process of narration27. Participation as an artistic media then inhabits 
that moment of emergence in the theatrical processes when the allocation of a 
virtual space is framed and the visitor engages in a self-reflective state on her own 
participation. 
27 The concept of narration and its use within staged participatory events is discussed in chapter four. 
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2.5.3 Staging as a human capacity, that produces social sites 
The art historian Dorothea von Hantelmann (2005) suggests that new definitions 
for the visitor as participant will emerge from the re-negotiations of the theatrical 
site. As she states: `performance could take us away from the fixation on the art 
work, its intentions, significations and interpretations, towards the social situation 
in which art takes place' (2005: 180). We can envision participatory installations 
where the artwork is produced as a 'sort of cartography of existence' (2005: 180), 
where the possible roles of presence are part of the staged artificial reality to be 
explored by the participant. The staging of postdramatic concepts of theatricality 
in participatory installations introduces a shift'in the direction of theatre [and] 
towards the idea of culture as a social practice' (2005: 180), and introduces staging 
strategies `towards theatre as an art form that understands the space between the 
artistic phenomenon and its reception as a present and therefore social space' 
(2005: 180). 
The staging of participatory events could be viewed as a social capacity that 
evolves through theatricality. The philosopher Martin Seel (2008) suggests a 
general concept of `staging' as a continuous scale ranging from the everyday 
situations to the extra-daily staged theatre events. He offers a simple synthesised 
definition on stagings, as those `intentionally executed processes of experience, 
which could have been realised differently' (2008: 7, author's translation). By these 
criteria the allocation of something as staged derives from the intentional agency 
of the involved people and their recognition of the situation as `real' in the sense of 
the possibility of a different outcome. These criteria are coherent with the basic 
criteria for a theatre event, the concrete presence in actual time and space of the 
involved, which establish the grounding in a situation with actual consequences 
from which the theatrical can be generated. 
2.5.4 Staging of theatrically generated situations 
The staged event situates an activity, which, through the process of actualised 
difference, produces concrete experiences of presence. In this conception, stagings 
are social arrangements that bring 'conceptions of human forms of closeness' (Seel, 
2008: 14, author's translation) into experience through actual staged realisation. 
The arrangement of staging processes is, according to Seel, a key human activity, 
which is essential in bringing experiences of closeness as the sense of relational 
intimacy and presence into actual sensible and perceptible form. Staging in this 
view is a basic human capacity, similar and closely linked to the capacity of 
theatricalisation. Theatricalisation processes produce the experience of staged 
events, and staging processes produce the experience of theatrical structures, 
cognitive schemata, which are inherent in the assumptions on theatre as artistic 
form. 
Seel suggests a functional definition of staging as a continuum from mundane 
everyday stagings, to the artificiality of theatre stagings, including every day life 
events as more or less staged and more or less consciously and deliberately 
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initiated and promoted as staged. Staging appears as events, limited in place or 
duration, as moments of specific significance. In the everyday life this would be 
those moments and events that are given specificity as stagings, highlighting them 
as staging, or appearing as staged. Staging establishes a context of the event, where 
people know they are within or relating to a staged situation. The participants 
recognise how the rules of engagement are specified, and what particular social 
qualities signify the event as being staged. 
This concept of staging allows attention towards the experience of a particular and 
personal engagement as staged, constructed from the attention and social 
relationships involved, and not necessarily limited to be a construction of pre- 
defined forms of dramatic structure. The processes of staging are understood from 
the perspective of the people involved, including their cultural pre-conceptions 
and contexts, the specificities of the elements that forms the situation, and their 
individual agencies and agendas. This approach enables a discussion on 
participatory stagings across the scale of theatrically generated situations, 
reaching from everyday life situations to theatre events. 
2.5.5 Staging participation 
`Staging' is a way to arrange with each other that what is experienced, is becoming 
real for each individual participant as a consequence of the collective relationship, 
referenced within the agreed context and arrangement. The staged moments could 
be said to actualise experiences, or as Seel (2008: 12, author's translation) terms it: 
staging'is an activity of producing public appearance of sensuous presence'. The 
suggestion is, that the acts of staging are a necessary social activity to make social 
relations appear as real. It is a way to make social experience become actually 
present as concrete experience through concrete activities and ordered through 
cultural agreements. The suggestion is that social relationships have to be staged 
as a theatrical form to evoke social mediating operations, which then actualise as 
actual experiences for the participants. The peculiarity of artistic staging is then 
that they `do not only present a particular presence and neither just forefront it - 
they propose presence' (2008: 14, author's translation), situating the extra-daily as 
a possibility. 
Stagings suggest the possibility of a concrete presence under conditions and in 
contexts that allow for the investigation of, and reflections on, the socially possible. 
The ambiguity of staged events is conditioned by the impossibility for the 
participants to clearly distinguish the staged as either everyday with actual social 
significance, or as an extra-daily experimentation or art event. Seel (2008: 17, 
author's translation) argues this ambiguity to be yet a basic characteristic of 
`stagings': 'Neither those who stage, nor those for whom there is staged, can ever 
be quite sure when the stageness of the appearance/situation begins and ends'. 
The ambiguity of the staged event and the social capacity of humans to utilise 
staging is used to compose participatory installations, artistic creations that 
prototype participation in constructed social situations, realising possible modes 
of presence and self-reflection as factual incidences. 
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2.6 The role of the participant 
2.6.1 Combined roles of engagement 
The participatory role in installation art could be viewed as a construct of 
overlapping roles, where the visitor is simultaneously performing and 
experiencing. The participant becomes the creator that directs her own 
performance and experience, and in these overlapping roles she simultaneously 
instigates and observes through the agencies of the actor, the spectator and the 
director. Within this merging of roles of the theatre event, the acts of engagement 
in the participatory event are to be inhabited by the very same person and within a 
singular role: that of the participant. The theatrical relations between roles of 
engagement in this way generates a new dramaturgical position as a combination 
of the position of the performer, the spectator and the director, collated into a 
composite position of authoring her participation. This integrated role of the 
participant enable a self-contained self-reflectivity, and promotes a change in the 
sensibilities and capacities involved in the theatrical event towards processes of 
attention and action rather than structures of looking and showing. 
2.6.2 Performing participation 
In the combined role of the participant, she simultaneously acts and experiences, 
and directs these processes. She is involved in a performative engagement that 
causes extra-daily orders of reflection. She is offered a performance instruction or 
habitat, a formal structure designed to situate a particular participatory possibility. 
In this prepared environment, the participant becomes an author of her own 
experience. She experiences herself experiencing, and experiences herself generate 
her experience. All from a performative engagement that simultaneously and 
moment by moment observe and reflect on these processes of engagement while 
they unfold; an enterprise which could be argued as an engagement in a process of 
composing emergence; of participation as an authoring act. 
In a discussion on the authoring processes related to artworks, the semiotician 
Umberto Eco (2002: 22) suggests `every reception of a work of art is both an 
interpretation and a performance of it, because in every reception the work takes- 
on a fresh perspective for itself. The suggestion is that any participation in the 
experience of art in itself is a performance and an authoring process unique to that 
situation and to the participants and contexts involved. The authoring process of a 
work of art, as Eco suggests with his concept of the `open work', entails not only 
the authoring by the artists, but includes the performative interpretation by an 
authoring process of the audience. He explains that'any interpretation implies an 
interplay between the addressee and the work as an objective fact' (2002: 23), and 
he is taking this further in saying that in this interplay, 'every'reading', 
'contemplation' or'enjoyment' of a work of art represents a tacit or private form of 
'performance" (2002: 39). The participant specifically engages in an activated 
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audience position, realised as a unique interpretation by every visitor where the 
core agency that generates the appearance of the artwork is the self-reflective 
activity of each individual visitor. 
The participant engages in concrete experiences of the 'objective facts', that she 
meets in the installation environment, and within that formal context performs a 
'private performance'. The activities might be everyday and quite un-spectacular 
but, as the performance theorist Marvin Carlson (2004: 4) has argued, the 
'difference between doing and performing ... seem to lie... in an attitude - we may 
do actions, but when we think about them, this brings in a consciousness that gives 
them the quality of performance'. And Carlson further sharpens the statement by 
citing the social scientist Richard Bauman in saying that 'performance is always 
performance for someone, some audience that recognizes and validates it as 
performance even when ... that audience is the self (Bauman in Carlson, 2004: 5). 
In participatory installation there is an explicit arrangement of the reception 
activity to include a performed psychophysical engagement as the core of the 
artwork, and sometimes the participant is there all by herself, performing for 
herself. Participation is always a performance for oneself as a part of the self- 
reflective arrangement that makes up the self-reflective operations of the 
performative engagement. 
2.6.3 Participation as content - performing for yourself 
The situated visitor activities is the main artistic material in the participatory art 
works, and leaves the audience in control of the concrete realisation of their 
participation. The visitor, who is to become the participant, will need guidance as 
to what is expected of them in the specific event, to establish a situation that 
facilitates the intended visitor engagement. These instructions could be said to be 
the format through which the artist delivers the artwork to the audience, as the 
artist Allan Kaprow (1977: 184) explains, the artist is `the creator and director 
initiating audiences into the unique rights of the pieces'. The art historian Frank 
Popper (1975: 11) elaborates further on the specificities of the creation of 
participatory artworks, an emergent art form highly recognised already in the 
1970s, that'the artist has taken upon himself new functions which are more like 
those of an intermediary than a creator, and has begun to enunciate open-ended 
environmental propositions and hypotheses'. The content seen from the artist's 
point of view could be described as `staging possibilities of social investigation', 
where the artists sets a context which allows any content to be realised only 
depending on what the individual participant brings to the event. 
In his discussion on the emergent artistic forms of participatory events in the 
1960-70s the theatre director and theorist Michael Kirby (1969) identifies a 
particular kind of participatory events that has the participation activity as its core 
compositional element. He suggests the term 'activity' to identify that kind of 
events where'the actions of the person himself become the object of his own 
attention' (1969: 155) signifying artworks that exist essentially as personal 
experience and situate particular modes of self-reflection. Kirby differentiates 
towards a selection of other staged events, especially relative to theatre and 
happenings. He argues that happenings are essentially extensions of the theatre 
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with the audience brought into the performance space, while 'activities' are an 
extension of the performer's position, as Kirby (1969: 155) explains: 'Since the 
object of the aesthetic experience has become the self-perceived behavior of an 
individual, I refer to the form as'Activities': One performs'an activity". 28 
'Activities' do not have audiences 'since the performer and experiencer is the same 
... [and activities are in this way] essentially performances, a non-spectator piece' (1969: 160-161). The concept of 'participation as media' draws from Kirby's 
concept of 'action', placing the participant and her activities in centre of the work, 
but staged in a situation enhanced by feedback, which moves the focus from 
performed activities to the mediation of communicative operations. 
2.6.4 Structuring participation 
The composition of participatory events, and allocation of the subsequent scope 
for authoring by the participants in the event, was developed by members of the 
neo-avant-garde and Fluxus movements, and their ideas on participation and the 
integration of everyday activities as artistic material. Allan Kaprow developed on 
the Happening where `he wasn't installing anything to be looked at ... but 
something to be played in, participated in by visitors who then became co-creators' 
(Bishop, 2005: 24). Kaprow staged the role as participant in happenings based on 
scores29 of instructions on how to behave, and the American composer John Cage 
situated the participant as an author of the artistic experience based on a pre- 
defined event design. The 'open' participatory installations are in the Cage sense, 
operational structures, leaving the artists at one stage removed from the 
realisation of the work, where the composition orchestrates participatory 
possibilities in specific ways rather than in any determining way. The artist and 
theorist Roy Ascott (1967: 98) sums up the compositional intentions at the time, 
pointing at the artist's insistence on how a new understanding of authorial 
intention and the role of the viewer informed the compositional strategies: While 
the general context of the art-experience is set by the artist, its evolution in any 
specific sense is unpredictable and depended on the total involvement of the 
spectator'. 
In the 1960s Ascott (1967) envisioned that future artist strategies would engage 
the participant in composing her own experience, in ways not dissimilar to the 
concept of `participation as media'. He suggests that participatory events could be 
thought of as ways `to initiate events and [engage] with the forming of concepts of 
existence' (1967: 97). Following Ascott the artist in this way will engage in 
providing experiences, which evolves as a sense of inhabitation and involvement in 
modes of existence rather than as interpretations of the artist's intentions. The 
artist stages a set of conditions for an emergent participatory experience through 
providing `a matrix for ideas and feelings from which the participants in [the] work 
may construct for themselves new experiences and unfamiliar patterns of 
behaviour' (1967: 100). Ascott envisioned these future types of participatory 
events emerging from the impact of what he terms the'telematic embrace', and to 
take form as a 'participational, inclusive form of art [that] has as its basic principle 
28 Kaprow's Tale Wagging Dog discussed in chapter 4.2.2 Is an example of such an activity piece. 
29 The 'activities' in the 1960-70s are performed from scores defining the activity, but not specifying in any particular way 
how they are to be done. Artist such as George Brecht, Allan Kaprow, Al Hansen and many other Fluxus artists made used of 
scores in this way. 
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`feed-back" (1967: 98). The media of their application is systems of communication, 
locally embedded and globally distributed telematic structures that connect people 
across time and space, which build operations of reference and reflection through 
feedback. 
2.6.5 Staging participation through feedback 
The curator Chrissie Iles (2000) has argued that the mediating technologies, and 
especially live feedback in technologically mediated installations, have become 'a 
central formal and spatial strategy ... [that is] intimately connected with 
performance ... [making a] radical shift of meaning from the object to the viewer in 
space' (2000: 254). She points at a broader tendency towards self-reflectivity of the 
participant as the core intention of artistic strategies, which suggests that the site 
of experiencing develops an'antispectacular, analytic experience of space' 
(2000: 254) and becomes phenomenal in how it confronts us with ourselves. The 
artist Les Levine (1970: 337) similarly remarks, in a discussion on the emergent 
artistic strategies in the 1970s to situate phenomenal occurrences in mediated art- 
installations: 
The self-feeding, self-imaging, and environmental surveillance capabilities 
of closed-circuit television provide [which], for some artists, the means of 
engaging in a phenomenon of communication and perception in a truly 
empirical fashion similar to scientific investigation. 
The artists Bruce Nauman and Dan Graham's feedback video environments30 are 
early examples of installation art, where the structures are purposefully made to 
facilitate the visitor's self-experience as the main site for the artwork These 
installations situate the visitors purely by the effect of video feedback, with the 
effect that, as the curator Claire Bishop (2005: 73) identifies, `in the absence of an 
object, picture or product to look at, our perception is necessarily reflected back 
onto ourselves', making the participant's own background, pre-conceptions and 
agencies the material under investigation in the experience of the artwork. The 
involvement in reflection on and reference to personal conditions and agencies 
generates self-reflective contexts that `are socially and historically referential' 
(2005: 73) and places the participant's experientiality as media for their own 
exploration, as an artificially enhanced capacity for social self-reflectivity. 
The specific interest in staging inter-relations between subjects as the core of the 
artwork is for Dan Graham, according to Bishop (2005: 73), an interest `in what 
happened when spectators saw themselves looking at themselves or looking at 
other people'. He uses video feedback and mirrors to stage situations that'insist on 
the socialised and public premise of phenomenological perception' (2005: 73), and 
the reflective arrangements `are used to stage perceptual experiments for the 
viewer that demonstrate how our awareness of the world is dependent on 
interaction with others' (2005: 72). The specific focus on the self-reflective 
arrangements in participatory strategies is in this way emerging out of an 
ao Particular works of Nauman and Graham, where they situate people with video feedback, are discussed respectively in 
chapter 4.3.4 and chapter 4.7.2. 
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enhanced focus on the perceptual procedures that are core to our weaving of social 
relations. One could say that the participatory situation in reflective scenographies 
forefronts that our awareness of the world is dependent on how we interact with 
others and how we process that engagement. 
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2.7 Staging extra-daily events 
2.7.1 Staging participatory activities 
Frank Popper has identified three main characteristics of participation as an art 
form: the social nature of the event; the concreteness of the activities involved; and 
engagement of the totality of the human being in the art experience. In these 
considerations, Popper sums up the key fundamentals of participation, as the then 
emergent art form was identified in the 1960-70s, in three categories: as a social 
space; as an actual real space; and as a space of human relationships. These views 
are consistent with the theatrical definition developed in relation to the concept of 
extra-daily staged event: the concrete actions of sociability within a human 
exchange, with the particular addition of the extra-daily as a way to identify pre- 
expressive modes of self-reflective participation. 
This first characteristic identifies that the participatory event is a social event, 
where the communication activities weave a complex of social relations into an 
explorative context. Popper states (19 75: 9): 'First of all [participation] has been 
conceived ... mainly as a'social' space or environment in which the many different 
aspects of the life of a modern community can take place'. The art historian Nicolas 
Bourriaud (1998) identifies a re-occurrence of similar artistic strategies during the 
1990s, but this time realised as individual projects in a postmodern context rather 
than part of a collective utopian political movement. He suggests the new emphasis 
is on what he terms 'relational aesthetics', where the sphere of human relations 
constitutes the artwork, and establishes 'spaces where we can elaborate 
alternative forms of sociability' (1998: 166). 
The second characteristic suggests the idea of an artwork as `environment', which 
implies that the spectator, as part of the experience, should inhabit the artwork as 
she inhabits the world. To continue with Popper (1975: 9-10): `Secondly such an 
`environment' is `real' in the sense that its `artistic' space ... is created 
unambiguously three-dimensional and non-illusory'. The situation is basically real 
and consists of actual events, where every incident is a real occurrence with real 
consequences. Bourriaud (1998: 167) identifies a move towards relationship or 
situationship that 'gives a central role to negotiation and to the construction of a 
shared habitat' where the contexts are social constructs rather than concrete 
actions and environment with object. 
In the third characteristic, the participatory engagement is attuned "to the 
functions, elements and moments of social practice" as the philosopher Henri 
Lefebvre argues (Lefebvre, 1974: 52) in his considerations on how placeness is 
generated out of the practice of social behaviour. These locally developed social 
practices generate a sense of place and habitat, a space of relationships `considered 
more `human' since it can be penetrated by one or more people in such a manner 
that a free poly-sensorial activity and exchange can be developed in it' (Popper, 
1975: 10). 
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The self-imposed and self-reflective engagement particular to the participant is 
necessarily instigated by herself, within the framework established by the artist, 
but basically emerging from her personal involvement, which brings focus to the 
individual 'agency as a continuing process of negotiation of social relations' 
(Hantelmann 2005: 179), as the formative force of the participatory event. The 
philosopher Pierre Restany specifies even more explicitly the human 
communication activities as origin for the creation of a participatory site of 
engagement, as he suggests the 
participation activities as a medium in communication,... a technique of 
collective participation whose practical justification is an end in Itself: that 
arousing among the participants an active sympathy, making them pass 
from receptivity to action, creating in them and around them the conditions 
of a possible participation (Restany, cited in Popper, 1975: 23). 
2.7.2 Staging social engagement 
The participatory stagings could be said to format social activities through their 
operational structures. Allan Kaprow (2003) suggests the staging of 'life-style 
situations' in the conception that methods of staging everyday life situations 'links 
it to experiences outside art ... [and] permits an engagement with the meanings of 
everyday life' (2003: xxiii). He suggests an understanding of the participatory 
engagement as an analytic staging of everyday activities, as he explains, the 
composition'is more like observation or calculation than revelation' (2003: xxiii), 
and the strategy builds on the assumption that all concrete experiences are at first 
always meaningful, and then become interpreted within cultural contexts; what he 
terms'the meaningfulness of all experience' (2003: xxiii). The artist does not have 
to deliver anything to convey meaning to the events; every event is always already 
embedded with meaning, which then is brought into a specific attention by the way 
the artist has staged the participation. What the artist needs to do is to propose 
methods of activity and attention that situate a particular performative 
engagement. In a discussion on staged participation as social events the art 
historian Dorothea von Hantelmann identifies in particular the performative 
engagement as a formatting factor, suggesting that'in a more general sense the 
paradigm of performance indicates how society and social relations are 
continuously produced and reproduced through actions performed by every 
individual, constantly anew' (2005: 179). 
In the participatory event the roles of performative engagement overlap and 
multiply across modes of observing and performing, and these participatory 
positions form composite participatory roles within a network of interrelations, 
staging a complex social event-structure. Participation turns into social site when 
multiple simultaneous engagements evolve to a network of relations, either by 
many simultaneous attentions of the individual or when several participants 
interact, generating a sense of social relationship. 
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2.7.3 Staging social interstice 
The participant is engaged in a staged social event, designed as a construction of 
theatrical operations, and this situation could be said to produce what Nicolas 
Bourriaud (1998: 161) calls `a social interstice', understood as the extra-daily set 
within a context of the every-day. Bourriaud (1998: 161) argues that in his 
conception, an `interstice is a space in social relations which, although it fits more 
or less harmoniously and openly into the overall system, suggests possibilities for 
exchanges other than those that prevail within the system'. The concept of a 'social 
interstice' has some similarities with that of a `liminal site' in the anthropological 
sense of a'liminoid'31 situation, that is, a situation artificially arranged as moments 
for extra-daily social exploration. In this sense the social interstice is to be 
understood as a specifically staged situation that allow for experimentation on the 
very texture of social relationships, as particular events where a critical reflection 
on the social fabric of everyday life can be explored. The situations of social 
interstice are enabled to 
create free spaces and periods of time whose rhythms are not the same as 
those that organize everyday life, and they encourage an inter-human 
intercourse which is different to the [everyday] `zones of communication' 
that are forced upon us (Bourriaud 1998: 161). 
The reflective scenography investigated is focused on exploring the concept of 
social interstice as pre-expressive `zones of communication' that emerge from the 
staging of self-reflective feedback operations. 
91'Liminal site' or 9iminoid' are concept introduced by the anthropologist Victor Turner (1982: 20-60) in his article'Liminal 
to Liminoid'. 
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2.8 The actualisation of the virtual 
2.8.1 Actual/virtual feedback 
The transformation of broadcast media and telecommunication into new 
integrated landscapes of social encounters, like video chat and live broadcast, 
produce participatory environments with radical new constructs of the processes 
between the virtual and the actual. The linking across spaces in time has changed 
the cultural conception of what is concrete place and what is potential place. The 
media theorist Bodil Marie Thomsen (2005: 69) has identified that the'[l]ive 
television and digitally transmitted signals bring other reality spaces in direct 
contact with the space of the viewer by way of simultaneity of time', and when 
these transmission are telematically linked into communication structures, both 
the actual and the virtual timeness and placeness becomes potentially both actual 
and virtual. 
The new mediated relations combine virtual and actual spaces that simultaneously 
exist by way of the direct transmission, and develop social encounters, where'the 
virtual ... takes part 
in the actual by way of new media', as Thomsen (2005: 69) 
terms it. The resulting enhanced reciprocity between the actual and the virtual, as 
a continuous self-referential process, suggests 'that the actual now is created by 
way of the virtual that ... is the flux of becoming' (2005: 70). The actual and present 
becomes simultaneous potential and virtual in other places and other times. This 
enhanced reciprocity facilitates that the actual engagement of the participant 
transforms to a simultaneous participation as virtual through the electronic media 
feedback, where the'virtual extension of our bodily sensed actuality is an aspect of 
the new interface media as well as more likely to be seen as a dynamic virtual 
actualisation than as a reproduction or copy of former acts or events (2005: 69). 
The embedded reciprocity in mediated feedback operation has produced new 
dynamic relations between the virtual and the actual, between the potential and 
the manifest, making the actual-virtual relationship a process of continuous re- 
configuration and mutual contextualisation. 
2.8.2 Virtual as potential 
Following the architectural philosopher Elisabeth Grosz the sense of 'being 
situated' as participant could be said to be a staging 'of a certain virtuality, a 
potential' (2001: 93). The potentials can be identified as those virtual possibilities 
that specify the contexts for the actualisation of the artwork at any moment. The 
actualisation of the virtual is a way to understand the dynamics of that which the 
artwork potentially is to become, as participatory experience. The participant's 
awareness of the engagement and the context of the situation is generated 
simultaneously as the event progresses. The suggestion is to compose virtual 
potentials as an emergence from the processes of theatricalisation embedded In 
the staged event. In the design of reflective scenography 'theatricality consists ... in 
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situating the object and the other in a `framed theatrical space" (Feral, 2002: 98). 
The design situates social relationships where the virtual exists as a concrete social 
opportunity. 
2.8.3 Expanded here and now 
The use of technological mediation as a core part of the participatory installation 
introduces a particular dramaturgical parameter in the design of the participatory 
experience. Technological mediation separates and deconstructs the unity of time 
and space and our place within it, and introduces specific artificial sensibilities, 
extended trough prosthetic devises, which means that `the here and now' are no 
longer limited by our biological capacities. The delay of the video stream 
producing an asynchroniousity provides the possibility to experience the virtual 
distinct from actual and emphasise their mutual relations. Similarly the 
transmission between places provides the possibility to experience several places 
simultaneously, or if the cameras film the same place, it provides the opportunity 
to view the same place from different perspectives. With the specific use of 
reflective scenography in the staging of the participatory event, using feedback 
operations, the mutual contextual relations between location and duration forms 
the potential of the participatory event. The technological extensions produce 
overlapping systems of reference, an overlap between the introvert, the extrovert 
and the social referencing operations32. The 'here' and the `now' are observed from 
within, from outside and through social relationships simultaneously, facilitated by 
the feedback operations in the reflective scenography. 
The participatory experience in reflective scenographies is, according to Dan 
Graham, especially evoking attention to `a pure present tense' and stages a 
heightened awareness towards how experience appears. He suggests `the 
perceptual process ... should ... be understood as a continuum spanning past, 
present and future' (Bishop, 2005: 72). The philosopher Henri Bergson (1988)33 
discusses this notion of the present as an expanded durational experience as an 
extended site of perceptual negotiation. He argues for a 'lived reality' located in the 
processes between appearance and memory, as a matter of memory that operates 
on the relation between what exists and what appears, that is, the relation 
between our activities in the present and our perception of our presence. Elizabeth 
Grosz (2001: xx-xxi) suggests this realm of perceptual negotiation as a process of 
the actual entering into negotiation with the virtual, arguing duration as an 
actualisation `of the virtual as that element of the past which contains the potential 
to generate a future different from the present. 
The reflective scenographies integrate the virtual as potential in processes where 
the past, presence and future is involved in reversed and reciprocal time 
operations. Time is freed from rigid progressive time conception where time 
reaches from the past through the present towards the future. With the feedback 
operations in reflective scenographies the experience of time, that is, the relation 
between what is past, present and future events, is made mutually constitutive. 
Events can simultaneously be both generated and generative; simultaneously 
32 The notions of the introvert, the extrovert and the social referencing operations are described in chapter 2.2. 
33 Bergson (1988) discusses these problems intensively in his book'Matter and Memory. 
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generate a present event in one reflective operation, and be generated as a past or 
future event in another reflective operation. 
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Chapter Three: 
Parameters 
Design 
3.1 The design prototype and parameters 
This chapter outlines the basic components of the compositional system, the 
design parameters, developing a strategic approach to the design of reflective 
scenographies and staged events that situate the participatory engagement as 
media for the artwork. The investigation's point of departure was a selection of the 
author's previous artworks, where the compositional designs were used to identify 
a spectre of compositional parameters as they have been realised in artistic 
practice. The system parameters have been under development from the very start 
of the practice-led research process, and found their refined form during and as 
part of the processes in the laboratories. A selection of professional artists and 
scholars were invited to explore and discuss the laboratory stagings. They 
reflected on their concrete and personal experience, and through interviews 
enabled a critical discussion on the basic system components. 
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Figure 2 The inter-related design parameters framing, channelling, and coupling 
The design approach is, at the core, comprised of the dynamic and interrelated 
parameters: framing, channelling, and coupling. These parameters operate in the 
tension between media and form, and give compositional access to influence the 
self-reflective operations of the participant through the design of reflective 
scenographies. The three aspects framing, channelling, and coupling are mutually 
constitutive, as connected aspects of the same process of engagement. The system 
parameters enable a critical overview while being in the process of explorative 
creation within practice-led processes of artistic composition. The theoretical 
underpinning of the system parameters and its components is discussed in the 
following, and uses an interdisciplinary approach to argue on the partly embodied 
and individual experience of self-generated participation. 
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3.2 Identifying component of a design practice 
The practice-led research derives from the author's artistic practice. The strategies 
in the design and staging of participatory events were identified and developed 
from a selection of the author's previous participatory artworks: the performance 
Glimpses (1989); and the installations Mirrechophone, Smiles in Motion and Delay 
Corridor (2000). The following discussions use these artworks as a concrete 
artistic context for further identification and development of an integrated 
theoretical and practical design strategy, and lead a way into the practical design 
problems associated with the composition of participatory artworks, where the 
engagement of the public itself is the artistic media. 
The performance event, Glimpses, was performed in Aarhus, Denmark, in 1989. 
The work consists of choreographed movement sequences, inserted into the crowd 
of a densely populated pedestrian shopping street, as performer interventions 
with extra-daily behaviour into the public's everyday behaviour. The performers' 
choreography influences the public's sense of their own behaviour, using the 
performers' pre-expressive capacities as a staging devise to evoke self-reflective 
acts of participation by the public. 
The three installations were part of the author's exhibition Flesh Machine34 at The 
Museum of Contemporary Art in Roskilde, Denmark, in 2000. The selected 
artworks are each staged with a particular mediating operation, installed as 
interfaces embedded in specially designed furniture. The installations establish 
relationships in-between the participants by integrating them in communication 
activities and social encounters. Two of the installations, Mirrechophone and Smiles 
in Motion, were designed with the specific purpose to enable a situation for two 
people or pairs to enter an experience of augmented relationships, and thus staged 
the participants in an analytical exploration of a particular social engagement. The 
third installation Delay Corridor offered a visual feedback corridor, where 
participants could perform in relation to their own delayed video and mirror 
images. 
These artworks each exemplify a particular design of participatory engagement, 
and form the starting point for the development of the compositional system with 
the integrated practical and theoretical parameters: framing, channelling, and 
coupling. 
3* The exhibition Flesh Machine consisted of seven interactive and relational installation artworks, produced by the author's 
production company Boxiganga. 
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3.2.1 Glimpses (1989) Clemens Bro, Aarhus 
The performance event Glimpses was arranged as interventions in the every-day 
movement on a pedestrian shopping street. Glimpses make use of choreographic 
patterns as short performer interventions, only momentarily disturbing the 
everyday pattern of the collective behaviour of the public, and not lasting long 
enough to be identified as pre-planned and rehearsed performance activities. The 
eight performers were dressed as `every day people' blending in with all other 
pedestrians, and thus able to appear and disappear only because of how they 
move, switching between daily and extra-daily behaviour. The actions are carried 
out in a distinct formalistic manner, and all together the performers' actions 
constitute a formal structure, which serve as a theatrical framing for an intensified 
experience of a local and every-day situation. 
The performers follow a strategy of switching between daily and extra-daily 
behaviour, as a framing structure. Through observation of pedestrian behaviour 
during these events it became apparent that the pedestrian audience became 
positioned in a state of self-reflectivity towards their own every-day behaviour. 
Concretely the performance is a series of rehearsed actions transferred from the 
studio into the street, choreographic fragments such as the repetition of a jump on 
the same spot, standing still and pushing the weight over on one foot, or' pairs 
unfolding repeated simple actions coordinated across the space. The performer 
actions constitute another behavioural culture, a collective behaviour shared by 
the performers, and reach across the performers like an organism of connected 
activity. These activity patterns among the performers emphasise the public as a 
community and develop a sense of a social ecology among the pedestrians. 
Glimpses was staged as a theatrical process and made use of the street as a 
performative reception space35. The situation can be viewed as a composition of 
attention, where the pedestrians become attentive to the performance of extra- 
daily behaviour, and thereby intensify their awareness towards the surroundings 
in their attempt to identify and allocate the ambiguity of the situation. During the 
emergent understanding of the event they generate a reciprocal looking activity, 
and find themselves being looked at as they are looking at others. From being part 
of the anonymous moving mass, these processes of theatricality make the 
individual pedestrian become consciously both observer and the observed. 
The observing pedestrians find themselves being observed by other pedestrians as 
possible potential performers. They perform themselves, testing out meta- 
communicative behaviours and gestures, sometimes as a result of trying to 
demonstrate that they are not performers, but inevitably actually becoming 
performers. The pedestrians find themselves actively responding and performing, 
often astonished to experience themselves suddenly engaged and acting as active 
participants in a staged event. The members of the public progressively started to 
observe reaction to their own performance, and observed the embedded 
performance actions in relation to the crowd behaviour, progressively compiling a 
position of participatory overview while performatively engaged. 
35 The concept of a performative reception space refers to Dorothea Hantelmann's idea of the theatrical site as a social 
practice, discussed in chapter 2.5.3. 
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3.2.2 Mirrechophone (2000) Museum of Contemporary Art, Roskilde 
The installation Mirrechophone is designed to situate communication between the 
participants; communication as a particular augmented relationship between two 
people, enabling exchange of facial expressions and words of conversation. Using 
complex light settings and a two-way semi-transparent mirror, the visual function 
of the installation morphs the faces of two participants, as they look at each other 
through the mirror, into a single face, with constantly changing merged 
expressions. The audio part records words and sentences from each participant, 
and cuts them into monosyllabic words and sounds. What is said is re-composed 
into new meanings, creating a single conversation through the blending together of 
what each participant is saying. 
The participants are informed by guiding voices and guided into action by the 
design of the environment and the dynamics of the light design, which in the end 
leads them to sit on the chairs and confront the mirror. At this moment the lighting 
completely changes and the focus is solely on the mirror between them. At first 
each participant is mirroring herself. Then, because of the spotlights placed around 
the mirror and the way they are programmed to illuminate, the mirror images of 
the two participants merge with each other, thus generating a fluently mixing 
mirror image. In this situation the two participants perform a merged mirror 
image, and the participants witness themselves `becoming' a relationship; 
becoming a communication. The visitors are witnessing their own mirror images 
perform in a symbiotic performance of a mutual mirrored face. 
The participants are guided into a communication on a pre-expressive level, not 
dissimilar to the pre-expressivity behind the cultural mask, as Grotowski36 phrases 
it. The participants investigate the facial communication in which they take part, 
and in the facial merge in the mirror, they enter the fabric of the `cultural mask'. 
Due to the way the participants are brought into contact, the installation draws 
attention to the meta-communicational operations, and stages an experience of 
how communication is produced. The meta-communicative operations become 
explicit as a resonance in-between the pre-expressive capacities of the two 
participants, observed as first-person experience by the involved while they 
communicate. The staged relationship is mediated by the reflective scenography, 
and situates their participation activities as the media of the artwork. 
36 Grotowski's concept of the'cultural mask' Is discussed in chapter 2.2.1. 
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3.2.3 Smiles in Motion (2000) Museum of Contemporary Art, Roskilde 
The installation Smiles in Motion consists of two plastic chairs, each equipped with 
large sub-woofer speakers and illuminating systems inside. While seated in the 
chairs the visitor pulls the illuminated globes down in front of their face. The 
globes and the chairs are moulded in translucent plastic, with the globes mounted 
on the back of the chairs with bowed metal arms and spring constructions. The 
globes have head-sized holes wherein the participants put their face, and inside 
each globe a small video screen, a video camera and a microphone are mounted. In 
the chair-seats an array of remote-controlled vibrators are installed. 
Entering the exhibition space, the sensor system triggers the chairs to glow and 
thus invite the participants to sit and reach out for the globes. The camera and 
screen in the globes enables each visitor to see her own mouth while speaking, 
establishing a self-reflective situation of smiling. But as soon as any of the visitors 
speak, the transmissions shift so that the visitors see each other's mouths, which 
trigger an exchange of smiles. The vibration in the seats are triggered by the 
speech of the other participant, through a transformation of the audio vibrations of 
speech into tactile vibrations, enabling a contact with the other seated visitor 
through articulated vibrations. The participants communicate by visual contact 
through the smiles on the screens, and tactile contact through the vibrators in the 
seats. 
Through the direct video transmission of their mouths, the installation establishes 
a connection between the visitors, linking the speech-to-vibration transformation 
to a clear and un-interrupted relationship between the smiling mouths. The 
visitors are involved in participatory mediation, connected through the exchange 
of smiles and vibrations. The participants enter a pre-expressive mode of 
communication as they adopt the meta-communicative operations, and start to 
caress each other through smiles and vibrations, in a kind of'telematic embrace'37, 
as Roy Ascott has coined it. 
37 The concept of 'telematic embrace' is introduced in chapter 2.6.3. 
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Figure 5 Smiles in Motion 
(2000) Museum of Contemporary Art, Roskilde 
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3.2.4 Delay Corridor (2000) Museum of Contemporary Art, Roskilde 
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The installation Delay Corridor establishes 
a sort of reflective corridor across the 
exhibition space, a one metre wide and six 
metres long action space. On the one end 
is a projection screen and on the other 
end a mirror. A camera records the 
projection screen through the mirror and 
in this way includes the visitor in the 
established video feedback loop. The 
delay of the video system produces an 
echoing effect in the visual projection, 
showing the actions by the visitor in an 
endless sequence of progressively smaller 
and older versions. 
The mirror image and the projected 
image can only be seen as forming a 
corridor from a position directly in- 
between the mirror and the screen, due to 
a special screen construction, which 
emphasises the self-reflectivity of the 
participant as the operations that makes 
the participatory engagement appear to 
the visitor. Most visitors immediately 
start to move, jump, turn and gesture, and 
get engaged in a 
longer interaction with the delayed 
versions of themselves. The installation 
establishes a sense of being engaged in a 
flow of communication activity, while the 
echoing mirror images enhances the 
sense of gestural communication, as if 
they are energized while in the flow of the 
video-mirror feedback tunnel. 
Figure 6 Delay Corridor (2000) Museum of 
Contemporary Art, Roskilde 
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3.2.5 Identifying design parameters 
These performances and installations situate the investigation of the design 
parameters in a context of the author's artistic practice, and inform the process of 
identifying the basic components of the compositional system, which enables the 
staging of pre-expressive modes of communication. 
In the performance event Glimpses, the strategy is to use theatrical interventions, 
by way of pre-expressive performer actions, to establish a reference between daily 
and extra-daily behaviour at the site. Through their performative engagement, the 
pedestrians are forcefully made aware of their participatory role. They are staged 
by the performers' pre-expressive behaviour, and, so to speak, experience the 
experience of themselves experiencing. 
The installations, by contrast, have no performers, but execute their situating 
influence as operations layered in the staging design, using reflective scenography 
designs to arrange the visitor in relationships where they communicate with pre- 
expressive attention. Through play and improvisation the visitors de-code the 
situation and incorporate the meta-communicative structures in their 
participatory behaviour. The self-reflective exploration of the communicational 
condition becomes the main attention, making the enhanced awareness of the pre- 
expressive communicative behaviour the core dramaturgical operation. The 
visitors connect, relate and mediate relationships in these staged situations, 
achieving dynamic relations and experiences of involvement that are evoked by 
the design of the mediated operations in the artworks. The staged events enable 
meta-communicative operation, mediated by that particular connectedness and 
communication devised by each particular staging. 
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3.3 Operational design parameters for participatory 
engagement 
The core of the system is the set of 
dynamic parameters: framing, channelling, 
and coupling, which enable controlled 
variations in the media/form process. The 
participatory engagement is viewed as a 
self-referential closed communicational 
system, and the participatory event as a 
staging of communicative operations, 
organised by reflective scenographies. The 
staged mediating operations then promote 
particular social events through the 
communication activities. The social 
events are understood as 'those 
phenomena associated with the 
participation of organisms in constituting 
third-order unities' (Maturana and Varela, 
1998: 195) where communication is'the 
coordinated behaviours mutually 
triggered among the members of a social 
unity' (1998: 193). The social event is in 
this way simultaneously generated by the 
individual participants, it emerges from the 
common social context. 
bann ng 
Figure 7 The inter-related design 
parameters framing, channelling, and 
coupling 
Each enactment of the participatory event generates a particular habitat, emerging 
from the `stability of behavioural patterns acquired in the communicative 
dynamics of a social environment' (Maturana and Varela, 1998: 201), generated by 
the individual participants and the particular codified behavioural agreements 
embedded in the reflective scenography. The framing, channelling, and coupling 
aspects of the communicational staging designs are influencing all modes of 
communication in the participant's performative engagement by the supported 
explicitness of the meta-communicative operations. The discussions and 
interviews on the practice investigations in the laboratory events later in this 
chapter38 explicitly point out how the participatory activities include all modes of 
communication, also non-verbal and gestural39, and furthermore include 
communication modalities that are individually imagined and not explicitly 
articulated. The particular extra-daily communicative possibilities, as they develop 
in the participatory event, are well-known as a feature of theatrical improvisation, 
where expert performers are able to react to each other through refined levels of 
communication, as a hyper-awareness of each others activities, active beyond 
mimetic and direct communicative activities. 
38 The laboratory investigations are discussed, and excerpts of interviews are presented in chapters 3.5-3.8. 
39 The communication modalities evoked are part of the meta-communicative operations of the particular staging, as 
discussed in chapter 2.4.4. 
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3.3.1 Staging autopoietic media/form processes 
As participants, the audience perform their experience of the artwork, which 
means they become involved in both the act of giving form and in being the media 
within that form. They are becoming involved with `being a media per form. ' This 
intertwined process of media and form, as aspects of the same operation of 
performative engagement, locates the participatory experience in the actualisation 
of a dynamic media/form tension. The sociologist Niklas Luhmann suggests, from a 
perspective of social system theory, that whatever'serves as medium becomes 
form once it makes a difference' (Luhmann, 2000: 109). The'difference' is here an 
incident `of meaning [that] is at once medium and form, and is such in a way that 
the medium can be actualized only via the processing of forms' (2000: 108). The 
participatory event appears as form when the mediating operations of the staging 
is recognised, and simultaneously the mediating operations of the event emerge 
when the form is recognised, in a mutually generative autopoietic process. 
i 
Figure 8 Staging autopoietic 
media/form processes 
According to Luhmann, the art experience evolves as a particular experience 
category among other experiences. It evolves through a generative process where 
the various engagements `construct novel medium/form relations that are 
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intended to be observed40'(2000: 117). The participatory staging structures the 
autopoietical process, by which the art experience evolves 'for the sake of 
observation and observes for sake of being observed' (2000: 117) and the artist's 
compositional enterprise 'consists in the freedom to create medium/form 
relations' (2000: 117). These more complex social operations are established from 
layers of formalised observer relationships, as a form, which then evoke the social 
situation as media for their relationship. Consequently, 'when several observers 
select a certain distinction, their operations are attuned to one another. What they 
have in common is generated outside the form in a manner that remains 
unspecified. ... We can therefore say that the form is the observer' (Luhmann, 
2000: 54). In this line of thinking the observer operation is the form and the 
observer engagement Is the media, mutually generative, and in the participatory 
artwork specifically brought to attention as the consistency of the artwork. 
The processes of communication have, in this view, no specific origin, purpose or 
contextual conditioning. They emerge as a process of self-generation when the 
situation is becoming conditioned for that to happen; that is, communication is 
triggered by processes of autopoiesis41. As Maturana and Varela further explain, 
the'particular feature of communication, therefore, is not that it results from a 
mechanism distinct from other behaviours, but that it takes place in the domain of 
social behaviours' (1998: 193), and'as observers we designate as communicative 
those behaviours which occur in social coupling, and as communication that 
behavioural coordination which we observe as a result of it' (1998: 195). This is 
further emphasised by the theatricalisation promoted by the event as staged, 
where the media of appearance and the form of appearance is mutually generative 
and emerging, directed by how the structural conditions of the communicational 
activities are designed. 
3.3.2 The autopoiesis of third order observation 
The design of the participatory event stages the potential media/form relations, so 
'a difference between medium and form comes into being, an enclosed, specially 
prepared marked space, in which the artwork follows the pull of its own 
distinctions and determines its own forms' (2000: 117). The artwork as 
participatory experience, so to speak, emerges through processes of observation, 
where the autopoietical processes of media/form relations unfold through the 
composed and staged operations of communication. 
The specific modes of human relations involved in the communicative 
relationships are approached as operations of self-reflectivity and orders of 
observation, where the meta-communicational operation of social relationships 
includes aspects of third-order modes of observation42. Luhmann argues these 
staged artistic processes of third order observation as specific modes of 
experiencing, where the composed operations for first and second order 
observation continue to evoke reflection on media/form relations. The staged 
40 The Intentionality of an event Is, as discussed with Sell In chapter 253, a key characteristic of staged events. 
41 The biologist Maturana and the philosopher Varela synthesise an interdisciplinary perspective on emergence that 
correlates between biological, cognitive and social sciences. They suggest that the cognitive operations emerge 
autopoletically out of communication processes based on the concept of'autopoiesis" (Maturana & Varela, 1998). 
4 The participatory engagement as modes of third-order observation Is further detailed in chapter 2.3. 
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third order mode of observations is particularly brought into focus In installations 
where reflective scenographies promote an ongoing participatory self reflectivity, 
which operate in ways that'are specific in that they make sure that the observation 
of observations ... continues' (2000: 52), and where the potential position of third 
order observation evolves from within a social site while the participant 
simultaneously participates in its constitution. Maturana and Varela suggest the 
following definition of social sites as third order observer operations: 'We call 
social phenomena those phenomena that arise in the spontaneous constitution of 
third-order couplings, and social systems the third-order unities that are thus 
constituted' (Maturana and Varela, 1998: 193). The emergence of a level of third 
order observation, that is, the mediation In-between the first and second order 
observation, is attained when communication reaches a status as social 
relationships, and simultaneously, the third order observation emerges as a 
consequence of social activities, which situates the participation as media of the 
relationships. 
3.3.3 Staging observation with reflective scenography 
The inter-weaved condition of media and form as mutually generative and 
constitutive opens for access to compose the experiential processes of the 
participant through a design of the concrete operations of the reflective 
scenography. The suggestion Is that the installation design orchestrates the 
mediating qualities available for the participant, and stages how the participant 
engagement potentially evolves as media for participation by the way It enables 
specific operations of communication. The reflective scenography in this 
conception is composed to enable particular media/form processes through 
concrete communicative operations, staging the conditions for the participant's 
presence in the artwork. According to Luhmann, the function of self-reflective 
observation `rests on a capacity for "externalization"' (2000: 9); the ability to 
construct social structures that externalise and stage the internal reflective 
operations in concrete external contexts of sociability. In the staging of 
participatory events, the suggestion Is to use this'capacity for externalisation' as a 
strategy to `stage observation' through externalised operations of self-reflection. 
Each particular staging is then constructed with specific operations of feedback 
that externalise a specific capacity for externalisation. The structures of 
externalised operations then define a specific habitat of mediated presences in a 
system of self-reflective closure. 
The use of real-time mediating technology and feedback operations enable the 
construction of environments that Interact dynamically with the participatory 
activities in the installations, where, as the Installation artist David Rokeby (1998) 
points out, the interface defines 'a way of sensing and a way of acting In an 
interactive system, the interface defines the 'experience of being' for that system'. 
In the composition of the media operations he identifies that interfaces with 
dynamic feedback makes explicit how experience is situated. He explains It as a 
question of'how our experience of the real world is constructed. In other words, 
what is our user Interface for reality? ' (1998). 
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As an outside form, the reflective scenography becomes a clear structure for self- 
reflection through feedback, opening for a strategy of staging observation by 
formatting the outer world, which then formats the visitor's self-conception by 
means of self-reflection through feedback. For instance, when using delayed video 
feedback a site of reflection emerges in-between an action and its re-entry. The 
delayed feedback enables a visual relation to the participant within a durational 
leap, leaving a moment of difference for reflection between the actual action and 
its re-entry as mediated virtual action. The mediation supports communication 
through the reflective scenography, enabling relationships across distance in space 
and time, and across persons and groups of people. 
The strategy is to design scenographic environments, which through reflective 
structures enable the simultaneous observation of observing while in performative 
engagement. The dynamism in-between media and form, and the complex 
processes of observing, are all transformative states in the ongoing experience of 
the participatory process, a continuous unfolding process here termed 
'participation as media', emerging through the participant's performative 
engagement. The suggestion is that 'participation as media' can be analysed and 
strategised as a third order observation, enabled by the theatrical staging of 
mediating operations in the participatory installation. 
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3.4 Dynamic parameters in-between media and form 
In the developed compositional system the dynamics in-between media and form 
are composed of the interrelated parameters framing, channelling, and coupling. 
These parameters constitute a dynamic triangularity that represents three distinct 
but mutually dependent aspects of participatory engagement as qualitative 
parameters. The interrelated parameters are a central part of the developed 
system of composition, devising an approach to the relation between installation 
design and the staged participatory experience. The prototype and the theoretical 
concepts make up an integrated whole, and correlates between design practice and 
concepts in the process of creation. 
The relative dynamics of the parametric triangular system are suggested to enable 
design of participatory artworks, in dynamic systems of self-reference with 
feedback operations. The three parameters: framing, channelling, and coupling are 
suggested as interrelated aspects of the same dynamic and emergent process, 
which means that none of them exists by themselves, but always become distinct 
as to how they specifically relate to, or are generated in relation to, the two other 
aspects. The use of design parameters with relative dynamics means that, by fixing 
one of the parameters momentarily, then the other parameters act like variables. 
For example, a framing produces a fix of a situation within which the channelling 
and the coupling are then open as variable parameters. The participant decides 
how variables are used in the enactment, navigating within the particular 
environment of mediated reflections designed by the artist. 
The participant's individual experience evolves as she generates her own 
operational involvement in the staged event. Through her virtual becoming 
actual43, she creates the situation herself while it evolves, herself constituting the 
situation while performing her engagement. The compositional parameters enable 
access to understand and respond to the participant's capacity to form her own 
conception of the conditions, qualifying on the participant's possibility for 
formatting her own specific context of engagement within her own engagement as 
participant. The dynamics of the design parameters correlates between the 
method of engagement, the mediating operations and the personal attitude and 
contexts of each individual participant. 
3.4.1 Similar compositional approaches using dynamic design parameters 
The triptych system of the painter Francis Bacon and the action-space system of 
Bauhaus are approaches that in similar ways structure strategic access by way of 
compositional parameters to the design of engagement and experience. 
Deleuze describes the compositional process of the painter Francis Bacon as a 
Triptych system, built of parameters that are relative dynamics of each other, 
43 The actual/virtual relationship is discussed in chapter 2.8. 
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'three fundamental rhythms, one of which would be the attendant or measure of 
the two others' (Deleuze 2004: 74). Bacon used the concepts of figure, contour and 
resonance, to direct the composition of his paintings, in order to make the artwork 
communicate through resonance. The triptych system enhances a formal operation 
of experiencing, by enabling relationships between separated parts, that is 'neither 
narrative nor logical' (Deleuze 2004: 64), and these relations are understood as 
two opposite forces, as he terms it: 'the coupled Figure, and the separated Figures 
[forms] part of a triptych' (Deleuze 2004: 69). The elements are simultaneously 
coupled and separated in a two-way directional exchange, each orchestrating 
distinct sensation, which enables resonance through coupling. The composed 
relationship produces rhythms out of the resonances, which becomes sensation, as 
Deleuze explains: 'for it is the rhythm itself that becomes sensation' (Deleuze 
2004: 73). The painting strategy is an instrument for calibrating the viewer and 
bringing her into explorative activity of self-reflection, while she becomes aware of 
the impact on her sensation of the relationship with the art object. The system 
enables Bacon to construct the painted artwork as a particular mediating device, 
which transforms the visitor experience into participation in acts of sensation, 
where the precise composed shaking of the visitor perception becomes the true 
artefact of the artists. 
The members of the Bauhaus movement develop systems of variables as 
compositional tools, in search for new understandings of the relation between man 
and his environment, and in response to influences from new methods and 
technologies. At Bauhaus, the theatre space is the meeting point for the design 
explorations, where the architect Oskar Schlemmer and the theatre director 
Walter Gropius investigate body-object-space relations in pure formal artificiality, 
`considering each experiment a search for the elements of movement and space" 
(Goldberg, 2001: 113), and exploring the 'basic relationship between man and 
space, the essence of objects and 'life-processes' organized by the design of space' 
(Blume, 2008: 45). The Bauhaus artists expect the new citizen to 'show intensified 
self-regulation and responsibility' (Blume, 2008: 203) and develop new design 
strategies to trigger an 'altered attention from position in space towards the 
relational dynamics in space' (Blume, 2008: 199). 
The Bauhaus designer Laszlo Moholy-Nagy worked with a concept of'action space' 
to strategise the design of a staged prototype with inner tensions that explicitly 
shows the compositional characteristic through performative engagement. The 
framing, channelling, and coupling parameters operates similarly to the Bauhaus 
system, formalising investigations between the domains of'object-human- 
architecture', which, for instance, investigate costume design as dynamic relation 
in the space between the body and the architecture. 
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Figure 91 he taming, channelling, and coupling parameters 
3.4.2 The framing, channelling, and coupling parameters 
The framing, channelling, and coupling parameters could be described in the 
following way: 
" The parameter of framing is that cognitive distinction that separates and 
contextualises in the communication processes. The framing operations 
produce a channelling flow of communication, and enable distinct inter- 
personal couplings in the social situation through the framing activity. 
" The parameter of channelling is that mediating flow of communication, 
which is qualified and set in context by a framing operation, and through 
which an activity of inter-human coupling is enabled. 
" The parameter of coupling is that connectedness in-between people, which 
enables a meta-communicational coherence, and through which framing 
activities specify and contextualise a channelling flow of communication. 
In the following the framing, channelling, and coupling parameters are examined. 
3.4.3 Framing 
The concept of framing refers to the cognitive processes that are part of the meta- 
communicative44 activities, which evolves during the course of communicative 
engagement, and form part of the operational procedures of the involved 
44 Bateson (2000: 188) argues framing processes as a central parameter in the operations of meta-communication. The role 
of meta-communication in the staging design is discussed in chapter 2.2.4. 
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participant while shaping her self-reflective narrative. The narrative scholar 
Katharine Young (2004: 76-107) describes communicational narrative processes as 
a drawing of frames and a crossing of boundaries, constructed in real time of the 
narrative performance. Boundaries like beginnings and ends, openings and 
closings, separators and connectors, are, speaking with Young, frames-for, frames- 
in and frames-of narrative events within the same framing incident. Young points 
out that in events like conversation frames are constructed progressively as the 
narrative is performed. 
Framing is the process of directed attention towards something, and making 
distinct what to have attention to. Framing generates context for a particular 
attention, or is produced as a context by a particular attention. Framing emerges 
from distinctions and the creation of relations, between observer and observed. 
Frames both separate and include, specify and contextualise. Young specifies that 
the `distribution of frames inside, outside, or alongside the realm of events ... 
reflects their bidirectionality (2004: 79). And the frames `do not just enclose one 
realm; they specify a relationship between' (2004: 79) realms. Frames function as a 
key part of our narrative capacity, producing distinctions and contexts from the 
emergence of relationships. 
The framing processes in operation between the environment and the participant, 
as it can be designed with reflective scenography, is, according to Elizabeth 
Grosz45, influenced by how architectural elements situate the experience: 'The 
emergence of the "frame" is the ... particular contribution of architecture to the 
taming of the virtual, ... it is the architectural force of framing that liberates the 
qualities of objects or events' (Grosz, 2008: 11). Framing in this way can be 
envisioned as an architectural aspect of the design strategy associated with 
reflective scenography, with which to format the behavioural condition of the 
visitor. The design of framing processes orchestrates the narrative conditions for 
the participant, and as a consequence, the composition of framings then format the 
self-reflective operations of the participant's engagement. 
Participation situated with reflective scenographies opens for complex framing 
processes, where the self-referential operations within the staged theatricality 
makes use of a multiplication of frames. The multiplication of frames mediates self- 
referentiality on how we experience what we experience, and situates the 
participant in an increased perceptibility46 of herself (Lehmann 2006), in a 
postdramatic way focusing on the theatrical operations in themselves. The 
participant engages knowingly of her participation activities as a media within a 
structure of explicit framing devices, exposing her social interaction and self- 
reflection as the main attention within the artwork. 
*s Even though the sensibilities evoked by the framing, channelling, and coupling activities might be initiated or driven by 
visual activities, and described through metaphors of vision, like 'seeing', 'looking' and'gazing'. The developed terms are 
multi-modal or inter-modal concepts that do not relate to or depend on any specific language sensibility, but rather on the 
general human capacity for enabling communicative social structures. The sensing and articulating capacities are in this 
thinking as much a product of our cognitive as of our biological operations, and any activity is always a multi-modal 
construct involving biological, cognitive as well as cultural domains and contexts. 
46 Lehmann (2006) suggests that the use of multiplication of frames in postdramatic dramaturgies produces an increased 
perceptibility as a core characteristic, which establishes complex self-referential processes in the meta-communicative 
structures of the staging. 
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3.4.4 Channelling 
The concept of channelling refers to the sense of mediating operations between 
people while in communication. The channelled flow of exchange is experienced as 
part of communication activities, a mediation of relationships and communication 
between people as partners in the mediating operation. 
Umberto Eco (1984: 202-226) discusses the ways we form relations to events or 
persons through mediating devices in his essay Mirrors. Using basic observations, 
he specifically develops on the channelling properties of mirrors in a broader 
discussion on semiotics. He argues that mirrors, as the mechanic reflectors they 
are, exist as prostheses, which establish an extra-sensory extension to our field of 
vision. We can communicate visually through mirror reflections, around corners 
for instance, extending our distance of visual presence. The mirror aspect of video 
feedback systems has this aspect as well, with the added ability to span over 
distance in time through delay. Eco (1984: 209) further elaborates, that'since 
mirrors are prostheses, they are channels, too', and the channel is 'any material 
medium for the passage of information' 47. Eco specifies that'not all channels are 
prostheses, because they do not all necessarily extend an organ range of action (for 
example, air is the channel through which sound waves travel), whereas all 
prostheses are channels' (1984: 209). The mediating operations focused on in this 
thesis, that is, objects, mirrors and video feedback operations, are all prostheses in 
the definition of Eco, and as such any relationship enabled through these 
operations 'would always be in the case of a prostheses-channel' (1984: 212). 
3.4.5 Coupling 
The concept of coupling refers to the sense of connection between people; a 
consciously maintained connectivity as part of communication activity; the sense 
of observing and responding to each other, acting with clear awareness of the 
other in a broad spectre of sensibilities; like seeing, hearing, and sensing 
movement. Coupling is part of the sense of relationship we recognise from 
ordinary social relations. Coupling is a capacity that can be used by participants to 
directly influence each other, through coupling operations. Coupling is a quality of 
attention, a relatedness that (in some of the laboratory exploration later in this 
chapter) is explicitly identifiable, for instance when people enter into mimetic 
activities. In the context of extra-daily technique, coupling operations become 
explicit as a reflective condition in the theatricality of the staged event. In the 
feedback operation in reflective scenography, coupling emerges in social 
interaction and self-reflection as reactions to actions, glances, and gesture 
activities, sensing each other experiencing. 
Coupling indicates the linking between two separate self-referential systems, and 
signifies that their respective understandings are in coherence. In larger social 
events involving several people, the participants enact a complex of relationships 
and progressively perform a complex dramaturgy of first and second order 
observer roles with each other as coupled partners. The spoken language is such a 
47 Eco (1984: 209) notes on his use of the term'information' in this context 'the notion of information is here a physical one, 
that is, information as a passage of stimuli-signals which can be quantitatively measured, not yet connected with semiotic 
phenomena. 
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system of structural coupling, where pre-expressive behaviour is shared across 
individuals as a coherent operation of communication within a structure of social 
relationship. The coupling between people is understood internally in each person, 
and they gain mutual understanding by developing a structural coherence in- 
between their individual structures. Coupling could in this way be said to be the 
staging of communication through connectivity, which specifically stages 
situations in ways that emphasise the 'pragmatic, pre-conceptual, and pre- 
linguistic form of understanding' (Rizzolatti, 2006: xi), and connect between the 
internal self-reference of separate people in mutual thinking through action on a 
level where'perception appears to be embedded in the dynamics of action' 
(Rizzolatti, 2006: xi) as a composite ability and mode of functioning. 
The concept of coupling is informed by the concept of'structural coupling', which 
defines an operation of structural relation in-between people and connects 
observers in a mutual experience of communication. The suggestion is, according 
to the system of autopoiesis developed by the biologists Humberto Maturana and 
Francisco Varela, that 'communication takes place every time there is behavioural 
coordination in a realm of structural coupling' (Maturana and Varela, 1998: 196). 
The concept of 'structural coupling' is part of a system of operational structuralism 
that understands biology, awareness, and social organisation as emergent 
appearances out of autopoietic processes, and a key influence for the social system 
theory of Luhmann, which is used to develop a position on observer processes in 
chapter 3.3. The connectedness, which Maturana and Varela termed structural 
coupling, indicates how cells connect through coordination of internal structures 
and relate and react through these structural bindings without a transport of 
communication between them. Coupling as a mutual sensation between people 
have been identified in neuro-science as a human capacity termed 'mirror- 
neurons' (Rizzolatti, 2006), which suggests that people in part communicate 
through connecting their internal neural capacities, as a direct structural linking of 
their senso-motoric sensibilities. 
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Figure 10 Overview of the Frame Prototype investigations 
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Frame Prototype 
3.5 Staging a prototype 
Two laboratories were staged in October 2004 and February 2005, investigating 
the framing, channelling, and coupling parameters through practice-led processes. 
The laboratories were realised in a large black-box theatre fitted with a full 
lighting-rig to enable investigations of the staging strategies through full-scale 
practice processes. The practice-led research progressed through repeated 
investigations of simple and basic set-ups with objects, mirrors, video-projections 
and light settings. 
The laboratory research investigated how the design of external structures could 
be used to format how visitors experienced their participation. In this thinking, the 
installation's structure contains behavioural implications, designed as reflective 
scenographies, which situate the visitor in a process of self-reflective operations. 
Through iterative explorative events the staging designs were gradually re- 
designed, and the investigation process progressively developed a refined 
prototype and a selection of comparative test set-ups. The laboratory stagings 
investigated the dynamic balance in-between the framing, channelling, and 
coupling forces, when differently designed and staged environments were 
inhabited by two or more people, and thereby situated comparative investigation 
in the components of the staging designs. The formal compositional parameters, 
developed in the first laboratory process and refined through the iterative process 
of tests, then informed the second laboratory process. 
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In the second laboratory process a selection of 22 professionals from stage arts 
and human science were invited to explore the developed stagings. The 
participants engaged in a set of staged experiences, designed to enable them to 
identify relations between designs of reflective scenographies and the 
participatory experience. The participants experienced 12 separate stagings within 
the same event, arranged in a progression of complexity, each situating a specific 
dynamic framing, channelling, and coupling incident. The laboratory was arranged 
as a guided event, and the concepts at play were introduced as a step-by-step 
progression. The event focused on the participants' individual experiences, and 
through iterative comparative experiences, asked them to investigate how 
different mediating operations promoted them to engage as participants. The 
sequence of events was composed to progressively enable and sharpen the 
participants' awareness of the specific form-media dynamics under investigation. 
Figure 12 Investigating light-zones and frame objects in the laboratories 
The participants reflected on the experience through discussions and written 
reports. They were formally interviewed on their experiences, and some wrote 
personal accounts reflecting on the experience, which is presented in excerpts in 
the following chapters 3.5 and 3.6. The selected extracts from interviews are 
brought in as first hand statements to supplement the synthesised overview given 
by the author, as qualitative statements from individual participants, who 
articulate their personal experience and discuss their attempt to understand their 
experiences. 
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Figure 13 Participants interviewed on their experiences 
The final prototype developed in the laboratories, termed the Frame Prototype, 
stages an experiential situation where the participatory experience appears as an 
explicit constellation of framing, channelling, and coupling specificities. The 
developed Frame Prototype gives parametric access to the processes of how a form 
evokes media characteristics, and how media evokes form characteristics, in the 
relation between the reflective scenography and the participant. The developed 
Frame Prototype is composed of a frame-object and a light design. The components 
of the Frame Prototype and the explorative processes leading to the final design are 
discussed in the following one by one, and further developed and compared 
towards mirror reflections, video transmission and delayed video feedback. 
3.5.1 The design of light-zones 
In the empty black-box theatre, definitions of place were established by the use of 
light only, as zones of light in the empty dark void. The concept of 'light-zones' is an 
architectural approach48 used to identify the three-dimensional experience of 
spatial forms as it is shaped by light intensities. The light-zone concept 
simultaneously entails identifying the darkness as dark-zones, allowing for an 
understanding of spatial geographies as gradual intensifications of light and dark. 
The light-zones are designed as enlarged spots of light, in a shape and construction 
normally associated with the theatre follow-spot, giving priority to the lit person. 
The light-zones simultaneously define an inhabitable location, with size and 
functions normally associated with an architectural space. In this way the light- 
zones are experienced as either theatre light-spots or architectural locations, but 
opens for a potential in-between pre-conceived categories. This ambiguity of the 
light-zone, placing it in-between theatre event and build environment, establish an 
*8 In her doctoral dissertation the Danish architect Merete Madsen discusses the term light-zone as an architectural concept 
and tool, examining'the character of'the meeting' between the light and the space itself ... Thus, the daylight in a space can 
be regarded as a composition of, and with, lysrum (light-zone)' (Madsen, 2004: 6, author's translation). 
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open context for what the light-zone is and what participatory engagement that 
can be staged. 
Over the course of the investigations, the light-zones are challenged and tested 
with particular intent-driven activities, such as staying on the border of the light- 
zones, lying across the borders, moving in circular and continuous ways or in 
square and edgy ways. Further explorations are systematically conducted to 
investigate the effect of the characteristics of light-zones relative to the social 
relations they stage, such as the experience of being a group in one light-zone, and 
the relative experience towards another group in another light-zone. 
5.. ß. L MVE2 
light-zones 
The investigations work with two basic and 
clearly defined light settings, lit from above: a 
square light-zone with sharp edges, and a 
round light-zone with soft edges. These light- 
zones are investigated both as single locations, ',,, 111,. d ;, t.,,; ,,,,, e" 
and as two locations relative to each other. The 
sharp/square version of light-zones are evenly lit, with as little variation in the 
light intensity as possible across the lit area, whereas the diffuse/round light-zones 
are gradually more intensely lit towards the centre, and un-evenly lit across the lit 
area, fading into darkness seamlessly in all directions. 
DVD, Design Parameters: 3.5.2 Investigating differently shaped light-zones. 
(no sound) 
The scenographer Katrine Nielson (2005: 12, author's translation) reports from her 
investigations: 
A light beam is customarily by nature round and diffuse. It is therefore 
experienced more as illumination than as a proper'space' one enters. 
Conversely, the square light beam is experienced as a (created) space, with 
clear boundaries - something that one can step into and out of. Standing in 
the diffuse light felt less exposed than being in the squared light-zone. Seen 
from outside there was also clear difference with regards to what 'status' 
the participant were given, when they respectively were present in the 
diffuse or the marked light. The person in the square light-zone was 
experienced as framed, and therefore also more enclosed and staged, 
whereas the person in the diffuse round light only seemed lit and thereby 
appeared more free and independent. 
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The sharp and square light-zone evokes the sensation of a defined place, with rigid 
directional features, and is experienced as clearly separated from the larger 
surrounding space. Standing in the darkness outside of the sharp/square light- 
zone is sensed as inhabiting a definite other space. Any position of standing or way 
of moving, inside or outside, are sensed as always defined by the shape of the light- 
zone rather than defined by the persons positions or movements. The 
sharp/square light-zone establishes a distinct place to visit or inhabit, and 
promotes tendencies to maintain clear positions and stay still. 
. ýtestigatºngdi 
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3.5.2.2 The diffuse and round light-zone 
The diffuse and round light-zone evokes the sensation of a gradual intensity of a 
location, and can be identified and related to as a particular zone even when 
standing out in the darkness. There is no sense of direction and no particular 
separation of being inside or outside the light-zone. This lack of distinct separation 
evokes a sense of one unified place, equally qualified by the all grades of 
lightness/darkness as part of the same placeness. The diffuse/round light-zone 
produces a varied sense of place and directions depending on where one stands 
and how one moves. People's positions and movements, more than the shape of 
the light-zone, defines the placeness qualities, and this sensation is further 
intensified through exploration. 
3.5.2.3 Social relations in the light-zones 
The laboratory investigations stage a series of comparative studies between the 
sharp/square light-zone, the diffuse/round light-zone, and the surrounding dark- 
zone, to identify staging parameters specific to each type of spatial definition. The 
inhabitation of the light-zones triggers distinct and characteristic behavioural 
activities and experiences. Two visiting student groups synthesised a very concise 
and clear statement on the experience of the light-zones. 
THE SQUARED LIGHT ZONE. 
A clear transition between light and shadow. A defined space to move in. 
It's more comfortable to move along the edges than in the middle. From the 
corners you can see the entire space. Static space. Static light. With two 
people In the space, moving is more comfortable, standing still almost 
demands dialogue. Eye-contact. You need to be aware of what's happening 
in your space. With three people in the space the balance changes. Less 
pressure for contact, but more to keep your eyes on. Its more comfortable 
in the corners where you can see everything. Standing close forms a unit, 
and seems to be an indicator that something will happen. You only do it if 
you can't avoid it, otherwise you move to put a comfortable distance 
between you. With more than 3 people, the people at the same eye level 
share a space within a space. With people both standing and sitting the 
space become divided (MA Students reporting from the masterclass 
Artificial Light, Royal Academy of Fine Arts, Department of Architecture, 
Copenhagen, 2006). 
THE DIFFUSED LIGHT ZONE. 
A gradual light change with a clear centre. Hard to tell where the space 
ends. It's much less of a barrier to step into a diffused lit space. You almost 
don't realise when you've stepped into the space. But the "gray" zone 
between the brightest centre and the darkest outside seem to be most 
comfortable. The centre pulls at you. Draws your attention. But the centre is 
too bright/blinding. Feels almost aggressive or invasive. Becomes 
uncomfortable to stay in the centre. The energy of the light is too strong, 
you have to move away. You feel exposed. Your private space is invaded by 
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the light. With more than one person in the space, whoever is in the centre 
takes the attention. You feel like an attraction. Hard to see who and how 
many are starring at you. The space changes when you move. Dynamic 
space. From a distance it seems like more people share the space, but to the 
people within the light, the central person is the focus. It's easier to interact 
with people within your own lightspace, but to the outside observer they all 
seem to form one unit (MA Students reporting from the masterclass 
Artificial Light, Royal Academy of Fine Arts, Department of Architecture, 
Copenhagen, 2006). 
3.5.2.4 So 
light-zont 
The sharp/square light-zone makes people 
intensively aware of each other, often resulting 
in defensive body postures, or leading to 
constant re-negotiation of positions and 
relative directions. The situation causes a 
build-up of suspense among people, and 
actions such as touching or looking at each 
other triggers immediate reactions. There is n Social tendencies in the 
an increased experience that people S11,111) ', tjLI`'"U "9"`-'A""` 
individualize themselves from the group, and 
encounter each other in restless demands of the relations to one another, in 
continuous detailed negotiations of the social operations of the group. 
light-zone 
In the diffuse/round light-zone, people can 
move around getting really close seemingly 
without tension. People behave relaxed, 
informal and they do not seem to uphold any 
positions or to challenge each other. 
Simultaneously as they are touching and even 
hanging on to each other, they are not 
producing distinct positional roles or separate 
individual agendas in relation to each other. `i'""'s`'jiuuu i lU4Ilt-"""' 
On the contrary there is even a tendency that 
each person could seem to create her own individual sense of realm but still 
interact with the group. 
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Figure 18 Social tendencies in-between two light-zones 
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3.5.2.6 Social tendencies in-between two light-zones 
DVD, Design Parameters: 3.5.2.6 Social tendencies in-between two light-zones. 
(no sound) 
A series of scenarios investigates two identical light-zones as a relational social 
organisation, with particular attention to the relative coupling in-between the two 
places. The set-up consists of two identical light-zones and the participants are 
asked, while being guided through the experience, to focus on and discuss the 
experience of the relational situation from the position of being in one of the zones. 
In her interview, the choreographer Tina Tarpgaard (2005: 4, author's translation) 
identifies the staging effects caused by the light-zones: `It is like two islands of light 
[surrounded by darkness] ... this simple set-up creates a experience of being 
staged and [works] as a kind of communicative situation'. 
figure i social tendencies in sharp/square and diffuse] round light-zones 
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Figure 20 Social tendencies in and between two light-zones 
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Figure Li niociai tenuencies in ana between two light-zones 
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Nielson (2005: 2, author's translation) further identifies the sense of a mirroring 
effect evoked by the light-zones: 'This set-up is experienced like a situation of 
being mirrored', which triggers mimic activities between the light-zones. The 
dramatist Gritt Uldall-Dessen (2005: 1-2, author's translation) expresses a 
heightened awareness of the framing operations and an enhanced sense of 
exposure to the other participants. She Identifies that 
the set-up was about ... looking at others and being looked at by others. There was a feeling ... of a shared space. ... It felt like I was exposed, 'undressed' and being looked at in a saturating manner without any 
possibility to hide anything. Likewise I had the feeling of seeing the others 
'undressed' without any cultural mask. 
The mutual organization of presence and activity in the single light-zone is here 
evoked as a coupling between two zones, generating similar attentive behaviour, 
but now explicitly formalized as communicative actions. People in the two light- 
zones are coupled through their recognition of occupying similar territorial 
conditions, and on that basis recognizing and reacting to each other's patterns of 
behaviour. It is very clear, that the coupling effect is most convincing where the 
two zones are identical, either two square or two round light-zones. The 
participants' mutual coupling seem to be consistent and happening in distinct and 
articulate ways. Even though people are in separate light-zones they react to each 
other in very subtle manners, as if they are literally in the same place reacting 
rather instinctively to each other's movement, or almost as if the staging in 
separate locations enhance their nearness and connectedness. They organize their 
way of moving in relation to each other both rhythmically and spatially as if they 
are not in separated places but inhabit the same place. For example, if one person 
moves, the other gives her space, as if they arc in the same light-zone. The light- 
zone experiments produce insights into how shapes of light-zones situate people 
and influence the behavioural condition for their relationships. 
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Figure 22 Social tendencies in and between two light-zones 
3.5.3 The construction of frame-objects 
The frame-object is constructed to stage IZIIJ 
people in a precise relationship, and is 
designed relative to scales of human 
experience of size, distance and relationship. 
The frame-object is designed to stage 
experience, based on literal presence and 
actual sensed actions and events, placed in an 
actual time/space coordinate. At the outset of 
the laboratory investigations the exact concepts of framing, channelling, and 
coupling were only intuitively identified as something inherent in the previously 
discussed participatory artworks49. The laboratory research used these insights as 
a starting point, and as a guiding principle for the practice-led investigations, 
developed through iterative full-scale stagings. The iterative testing progressively 
refined the design, comparing experiences of possible scales and parameters. The 
final prototype is a balanced model staging, where the framing, channelling, and 
coupling dynamics are equally present, and where the relation between the staging 
design and the participatory experience is made distinct and explicitly sensed. 
DVD, Design Parameters: 3.5.3 Square light-zones and frame-object. 
49 See chapter 3.2 
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Figure 24 The construction of the frame-object 
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The frame-object, as an object and as an element in the staging operations, is 
further investigated by comparing several differently shaped and scaled frame- 
objects. The frame-object is constructed in a variety of versions, in scaled 
proportion relative to the concept of door, window and wall. The proportions 
influence how the participant's behavioural attitude is situated, and how the 
mediating operations are identified and contextualised. 
The small hole situates two asymmetric relations. 
where the participants are respectively looking at   
and being looked at. No immediate relation 
between the two perspectives is established, as if 
the participants are part of two separate scenarios. 
The small hole is set at eye-level to fit the face of 
a standing person. As a total construct, the object 
is experienced as a wall containing a small hole. 
The relationship is separated into asymmetric 
positions, at the one side the object invites to 
peep, and at the other side to be at show, and simultaneously the one side produces face- 
size frame to be looked at as a picture on a wall by the other. 
DVD, Design Parameters: 3.5.4.1 The small hole frame-object. 
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Figure 26 The small hole frame-object 
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The door suggests a hole that one is meant to 
walk through, and gives access between the 
two sides it separates. The doorway defines 
the access through the object and makes the 
object a wall. The door establishes a walking 
path that signals where to walk, which 
simultaneously makes the door/wall object 
discard access between sides outside and 
around the wall, as these pathways are not 
part of the staged situation generated by the 
door. 
Two symmetric shapes, like two large frame- 
objects side by side, stage a clear sense of an 
artificial scenographic element, neither 
architecture nor object. The combined frame- 
objects stage a sense of a difference between 
an inside and an outside position, separated by 
the objects as they form a wall. The 
combination of a door and two large frame- 
objects turns the scenario into an 
architecture, a fragment of a building, and 
establish an enclosed and inhabitable site, 
organised by the objects into a complex of 
insides and outsides 5'0. 
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DVD, Design Parameters: 3.5.4.3 Side-by-side combined frame-objects. 
(no sound) 
50 The wall produces an inside and an outside, as discussed with Grosz in chapter 3.5.2.3. 
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Figure 30 Side-by-side combined frame-objects 
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Figure 31 Side-by-side combined frame-objects 
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The combination of two frame-objects in front 
of each other, like a doubling with two layers of 
frame-objects with a possible passage in- 
between, produces a distinct scenographic 
device. Depending on how the in-between 
space and the two surrounding spaces are used 
by the participants, the device situates the 
1. rr .1 1_t__ _J1 _r-1_ _ 
spaces as airrerenuy comotnea Layers or Lne . O:,, %: U11LU-01))ects in 
trout of each 
real, the fictional and the illusionary. These other 
layers shift dominance and change 
interrelations with every subtle different use of the staged environment. The 
passage between the two frame-objects situates the participants similar to the 
single frame-object, but as soon as someone passed through in-between the frame- 
objects they develop into accomplices. The people in the passage are observed as a 
third event, which makes the relations between people in the first, second and 
third space different for each participant, excluding any sense of a common social 
site. With the doubled frame-object the staging is no longer a socializing device, 
but a fictionalising or illusionary device. 
DVD, Design Parameters: 3.5.4.4 Frame-objects in front of each other. 
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Figure 33 Frame-objects in front of each other 
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Figure 34 Frame-objects in front of each other 
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3.5.5 The frame-object as staging devise 
The frame-object could be said to be that architectural gesture which format the 
staging of space into a particular site. The construction of the frame-object 
introduces a boundary that relatively separates and arranges in specific ways. This 
distinction is enacted through a simple basic compositional procedure: a 
separation produced either by concrete objects or by reflective operations. 
According to Grosz (2008: 14), the staging of a wall generates this distinction, and 
`constitutes the possibility of an inside and an outside, dividing the inhabitable 
from the natural. ... The wall divides us from the world, on one side, and creates 
another world, a constructed and framed world, on its other side'. 
The distinction generated by the frame-object marks certain relational 
possibilities, and 'provides new connections, new relations, social and 
interpersonal relations, with those on its other side' (Grosz, 2008: 14). The frame- 
object allows people to be confronted, and enables a symmetrical relationship 
between the sides of the frame-object. The distinction/boundary can be passed 
and is therefore simultaneously abstract and concrete, a separator and a passage, 
and stage a social agreement on a certain set of social framing operations. The 
frame-object promotes and organises relationships through processes of 
theatricalisation, in a precise dynamic balance of the mediating parameters: the 
framing, channelling, and coupling tendencies. 
3.5.5.1 The frame-object combined with light-zones 
The frame-object is even sized horizontally and vertically, 230x230 cm, with a 
boarder size of 35x35 cm. The hole in the frame-object situates the viewing of 
humans in full size on the other side. The frame-object is built with a skeleton of 
wood and a surface of matte black material. On each side of the frame-object is a 
light-zone, designed to emphasise the framing, channelling, and coupling dynamics 
of the staged experience. 
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3.5.5.2 Staging the relations in-between objects and architecture 
The frame-object is designed as both a scaled object and a simplified wall. It has 
the proportions of an object and the size of an architecture. As we know from 
working with objects in theatre, objects in spaces are formative devices and situate 
attention. The place characteristics defined by the object enable a spatial reference 
between people relative to the scale and shape characteristics of the object. The 
frame-object is not enclosing a place, nor is it defining boundaries producing inner 
and outer placeness, but instead works as a self-referential setting, staging a 
simultaneous potential of both wall and object. The frame-object is situated in the 
tension in-between being a wall or an object, not belonging to either domain, but 
opening for a potential in-between. In a simplified way, one could say that the 
domain of architecture is, seen from a human position, something to inhabit and in 
a scale larger than human, whereas the domain of objects is smaller than human 
and something to manipulate. The frame-object establishes a relative and mutually 
constitutive staging between these domains, where the'objectness' is 
contextualised by the `architectureness' and vice-versa. 
Tarpgaard (2005: 12, author's translation) explains how she experience the staging 
effect of the frame-object as an invitation to engage and communicate: 
Why does a frame placed in the middle of a room make such a difference? ... 
Why do you associate it with a mirror? ... You have an identical space on the 
other side, through which other people pass. ... There is an experience that 
things concentrate ... the feeling is very instant... the frame establishes a 
very direct contact ... it creates a feeling of being safe ... the frame makes a focus, a kind of distance, because the situation becomes staged. ... It is [much more] easy to relate to the others. The frame helps me focus. The 
frame inspires me to play [communicate, socialize] through [physical] 
movement. 
The design of the frame-object generates a particular performative situation in- 
between the mutual object-wall reference, a theatrical operation where the 
participatory activities are allocated a self-reflective reference rather than 
referring to any external context. The design strategy and its effect on the 
participant is similar to that of minimalist sculpture. The minimalist artist Robert 
Morris argues that the works are `reflexive because one's awareness of oneself 
existing in the same space as the work is establishing relationships as he 
apprehends to the object from various positions and under varying conditions of 
light and spatial context' (Morris in Fried, 1967: 125). The frame-object constitutes 
a formalised scenographic device in the ambiguity between being architecture or 
an object, a double reference that promotes a specific third order capability in the 
staging of the participants. 
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3.5.5.3 Combined light 
design 
The two light-zones, one on each side of the 
frame-object, are identical but mirrored, 
producing an even placeness characteristic on 
both sides of the frame-object. The design 
took inspiration from an idea of a mix of the 
two previous examined zones, the 
diffuse/round and the sharp/square. 'I'he 
qualities of the diffuse/round light zone 
promote people to move and make them 
experience how the light is sensed differently. 
The qualities of the sharp/square light zone 
clearly mark a difference between inside and 
outside of the framed zones, and align and 
enhance the sense of perspectives and 
directions. 
DVD, Design Parameters: 3.5.5.3 Comhined light-zone and ti"ame abject design. 
(no sound) 
3.5.5.4 Design of perspectives 
The light-zones are designed as a rectangular field the width of the frame-object 
when closest to the frame-object, and progressively wider further away from the 
frame-object, following the visual perspective lines from the participant's point of 
view, and constructed to enhance a lit perspective looking through the framed 
view with darkness in the space seen outside the frame-object. The perspective 
generated by the frame-object conflates with the boundaries between light- and 
dark-zones, and simultaneously stages the two sides of the frame-object in 
identical but mirrored situations. This separating and mirroring tendency 
invigorates a conflict in the staging, making every activity both different and 
similar. 
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3.5.5.5 Design of relationships inside and outside 
The frame-object equally enables a sense of an inside relation between the two 
sides as mediating devices through the hole, and a similar relationship outside the 
frame-object as potential mediation through the darkness. Nielson (2005: 13-14, 
author's translation) reports on how the experience of the staging changes from 
different positions of observation: 
By withdrawing backwards from the scene, stepping into the diffused 
border area of the light-zone, I also stepped out of the role as a staged 
performer and became instead the anonymous audience, without either 
obligation or influence towards the situation that I surveyed. Observing 
from this perspective the experience of looking at a framed live image or 
film was intensified.... If I moved totally out of the frame [and its light 
zones] the illusion disappeared completely. Seen from outside the situation 
was experienced more as a game between two equal partners, while the 
focus and reason for their interaction seemed meaningless. 
The balance between simultaneous and overlapping inside/outside framings is a 
key part of the staging capacity of the prototype. It never allows the participants to 
conform to one understanding and thus situates them as self-reflective observers 
in-between several simultaneous understandings. This balance emphasizes the 
experience of the framing, channelling, and coupling dynamic qualities of the 
Frame Prototype. The Frame Prototype situates the participant immediately, 
without any preceding activity of engagement needed, and then qualifies the 
experience on every succeeding engagement activity. This invigorates a sense of 
relationship in-between participant both inside and outside the framed 
perspective, and both separated and not separated by the framing distinction. 
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3.5.5.6 Dynamism originating from the light design 
DVD, Design Parameters: 3.5.5.6 Dynamism originating from the light design. 
(no sound) 
The design of the light-zones indicates bounded areas, with diffusion on the border 
between light-zone and dark-zone, and with the priority of a higher lit area central 
to the framed perspective. These priorities of light are further arranged in a way 
that produces a varied pattern in the light, not dissimilar to an everyday daylight 
experience. 
We might think of daylight in a building as something composed by the 
architecturally defined holes. Daylight openings, such as windows, compose the 
dynamic variation of how the daylight performs. The dynamic transformational 
aspect of daylight consequently evokes a varied spatial experience. In the Frame 
Prototype the variations in the artificial light design is used as a way to promote 
performative investigations. The light design is stable over time but varied over 
space, and every movement by the visitor is enhanced and qualified by the 
experience of light variation, while standing still leaves the participant with no 
feedback. The light intensity, and how it falls onto the bodies, changes depending 
on how and where they move. This differentiated intensity makes people move in 
the examination of how the light is experienced at different places in the zone. 
These are qualities that operate as an embedded dynamic structure, and lead the 
participants into a dynamic state of investigation. 
3.5.5.7 Performative promotion of collective behaviour 
DVD, Design Parameters: 3.5.5.7 Performative promotion of collective behaviour. 
The size of the light-zones in the prototype is considerably larger than the 
previously described square and round light-zones. It is enlarged to a size where 
different and separate activities can happen within the same zone. People can 
separate entirely without leaving their mutually inhabited zone and re-compose 
their relationship in spatial terms. The performative engagement makes people 
feel coupled in a certain understanding of a shared condition, which develops a 
meta-communicational condition, a shared framework of interaction as a certain 
communicative quality. The other person is a source of interaction and the 
situation is experienced as a staged sociality with certain agreed rules of 
engagement made possible by the prototype staging. 
The choreographer Erik Pold and the Architect Katja Bulow reflect on how the 
staging with the Frame Prototype evokes experiences of social situations and 
promotes particular collective behaviours: 
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The frame set-up creates a very comfortable situation ... Somehow this 
medium made me move in a certain way, also because of the light setting.... 
The frame intensifies my impulse to communicate ... [and] I feel inclined to 
place myself spatially and physically in relation to the group. ... More than I 
wanted to talk to the people just beside me, I wanted to involve myself 
compositionally in relation to the frame and to the people on the other side 
of it ... and even that you were able to talk through it [the hole in the frame], I did not feel like doing that. ... About the relationship, -I had the feeling 
that by studying the others I experienced myself in [the situation] ... that we began to focus on our way to cognize. ... how we apprehend, and then it became interesting to se how the other chose to enact, ... so I guess that the 
relationship between participants took firmness as a cognitive space in a 
strange way (Pold, 2005: 4-8, author's translation). 
If comparing the `two light zones' set-up the with the'frame and light zones' 
then the frame is very obviously the thing that makes it possible for us to 
act ... the situation is put into play ... or is legitimized.... We all start placing 
ourselves in relation to each other ... to compose in relation to both sides ... 
to create balance ... one feels like being in that game (Bulow, 2005: 5-6, 
author's translation). 
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Figure 38 Staging nearness and distance 
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3.5.5.8 Staging nearness and distance 
DVD, Design Parameters: 3.5.5.8 Staging nearness and distance. 
The prototype staging makes the participants become coupled in a structural 
congruence, which gives the experience of standing in front of a mirror, just with 
the notable difference, that it is not yourself you see on the other side of the 
framing, but another participant. From this communicative relation of mimic 
relations and framed differences, a particular intertwined nearness/distance 
experience emerges. The two equal behavioural conditions, placed opposite each 
other, generate an enhanced sense of nearness while simultaneously producing a 
sense of enhanced distance. The Frame Prototype formalises a channel through the 
actual frame-object that makes it possible to operate through something, to 
communicate within a format and through a format, in a coupling in-between 
distinct locations. 
The very un-expected effect of the Frame Prototype is probably that the staging 
allows for people to stare at each other without feeling intimidated, they 
experience a formal distance that allows enhanced staring, and at the same time 
feel closer and more intimately related. Uldall-Dessen (2005: 3-4, author's 
translation) reports from her explorations of this particular quality of the Frame 
Prototype: 
I explored the liminalities: when is it possible for me to sense the other 
persons' physicality, or when is the other person mediated. It became an 
exploration of how mediated do I experience the person on the other side of 
the frame to be. In my experience a mirroring is taking effect, meaning that 
I am [sort ofJ looking at myself and ... the other is a mirror [image] of me.... I am looking at the other who is looking at me. A shared space is established 
... the frame is a 
border between us ... we could say that [the frame] 
situation is a contract in-between us ... we can't be in the same space because the frame separates us. 
3.5.5.9 How the Frame Prototype theatricalise relationships 
DVD, Design Parameters: 3.5.5.9 How the Frame Prototype theatricalise 
relationships. (no sound) 
The Frame Prototype evokes processes of theatricalisation and structures 
theatrical framings, which legitimise that participants can stare at each other 
without in any way feeling uncomfortable. There is produced a theatrical 
performance situation, but based on communication, that is, a process of 
continuous formation of theatricality, made explicit in the staged event as a focus 
on the process of participation itself as the core attention. The designer and media 
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artist Tatiana Lyng (2005: 2-4, author's translation) speculates on how she 
negotiates her theatrical position and explores the possibilities and limits within 
the staging of the Frame Prototype: 
The frame established something to relate to ... How you placed yourself ... 
and the experience of the image that was created by the frame ... how the 
others placed themselves in relation to you. And the exploration of some 
`possible/maybe' limit, when you get really close, ... that you can get so very 
close [to each other] because of the frame. [By way of the frame] I- 
together with the other participants - made a space emerge ... I don't 
feel 
like an onlooker while standing behind the frame, I think that we all 
recognise the situation as a shared generation of experience. Somehow the 
others become extras in my world, because I know that they don't see 
[experience exactly] the same as me. In someway they are only extras. 
In their way of reflecting on the event the participants specify aspects of how the 
attention structures emerge and are mapped out as an explicit structure of inter- 
relations. The participants identify the apparent differences and similarities in 
comparison to the previous experiences outside the laboratory. Further, they 
speculate on differences between attention operations within the Frame Prototype 
situation and the forthcoming video connections. In the following excerpt from the 
interviews with the performer and media artist Jurgen Callesen and scenographer 
Katrine Nielson they elaborate on their experiences: 
[The experience is] that they keep their space over there and I keep my 
space over here. [The frame] causes a separation. And we can look into each 
other's spaces, ... [a situation] where we are [each other's] images ... and 
we begin to interact, to play, to communicate in trying to meet.... and then 
something new emerges. ... The frame creates a tension. It instantiates a 
staging process. And it also creates some magic, that is, it is as if there is 
something you must not break, otherwise you turn [the situation] towards 
another agenda. ... But the playing game also disappears now and then, and 
we verbalise through [the frame] and in this way we examine the frame 
together [analytically] ... The frame tells that I am looking at a picture of 
another person, but I know that the other person also sees a picture of me, 
and I think that: now I am looked at by the other and becoming her picture, 
but at the same time we are together in a shared relationship, and this 
creates a mystical sense of doubleness (Callesen, 2005: 4-5, author's 
translation). 
The black frame works as a border between two worlds, two realities. I 
never doubted that the person on the other side was real and physically in 
place, but the light setting and the frame made it seem as a picture or a 
mirror reflection, -a fiction. ... Therefore instinctively one tried to establish 
a contact with the person on the other side through some kind of a 
compositional mirroring game. It was quite easy to figure out how the set- 
up worked, how the mirroring effect functioned, and as such I could 
concentrate on my own exploration and to interact. Also the range of vision 
was wide enough for me to be able to explore my own space without 
loosing the visual or conscious contact with the `mirror-image-fellow' 
(Nielson, 2005: 13-14, author's translation). 
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Figure 39 The Frame Prototype 
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3.6 Comparative variants relative to the Frame Prototype 
3.6.1 Comparing direct, mirror reflected, and video transmitted, 
relationships and references 
The Frame Prototype stages an analytical test site for the experience and 
exploration of the relationship between particular designs of reflective 
scenography and the emergence of particular participatory engagements. The 
parameters of framing, channelling, and coupling are a system of inter-connected 
and dynamic variables, which devise a compositional position and perspective 
from in-between the design of the staging and the explorative conditions for the 
participant. 
The Frame Prototype makes the framing, 
channelling, and coupling parameters explicit and 
actualised as sensed qualities in relation to 
stagings generated by objects or architectural 
designs. Further, the Frame Prototype stages a 
device for a situated experientiality, which is 
closely correlated with the theoretical concepts of 
the framing, channelling, and coupling 
parameters, together giving an integrated 
approach between theory and practice towards 
the staging of participation. 
From the offset of the Frame Prototype as a balanced staging between the framing, 
channelling, and coupling parameters, and as a reference staging based on direct 
relationships, the laboratory research investigates the comparative qualities 
between direct, mirror reflected, and video transmitted, relationships and 
reflections. 
What are the comparative qualities between the communication events in 
respectively direct relationships and mediated by mirror reflections, video 
transmissions, and delayed video transmissions? How do these other medialities of 
relationships and reference further qualify the framing, channelling, and coupling 
parameters? These questions are investigated by iterative testing, staging 
comparative experiences of direct, mirrored and video transmitted connectivity in 
dedicated prototype situations. 
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Figure 41 The inter-related design 
parameters framing, channelling, and 
coupling 
3.6.2 Comparing mediating technologies 
The investigations focus on the visual aspect of connectivity, comparing the visual 
conditions. They differentiate the optical constructions inherent in the different 
technologies of relations mediated with the frame-object, with mirror reflections 
and with video transmissions. The laboratory participants execute explorative 
improvisations, comparatively investigating the staging functions, the theatrical 
processes and the experienced qualities of the differently mediated relationships 
and references. 
3.6.2.1 Mirrors mediating relationships and reference 
The mirrors reflect through the reflective surface, giving a mechanical direct 
relation where the angles looking in and looking out of the mirror are always 
identical due to the physics of the mirror. Every move in relation to the mirror in 
this way alters which direction the mirror reflection is directed. The mirror 
reflection is changed depending on the position of the viewer, which makes the 
point-of-view and perspective defined by the viewer's positions and movements. 
Seen from the perspective of the viewer, the mirror always follows the viewer 
activity, reflecting it to the specific area where the mechanics direct the mirror 
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reflection. A change of position will change what Is visible, as well as the changing 
of position will change whom the viewer is visible to. The participants can change 
where they are and in this way change what they see, controlling their perspective 
through the mirror. In this way, the mirrored and the viewing person is in control 
of the reflection by their relative position towards the mirror. 
The mirror has a reliable un-changing functionality on which all participants can 
depend and which allows for mobility in relation to a stable set-up. Two people 
connect through mirror reflection by mutually adjusting to the rigid mechanical 
reflection operation, and when they synchronise their positions and movement in 
space they can enable a continuous relationship through the device. The mirror 
reflection is turning into self-reflection when the viewer and the viewed is 
overlapping, as when looking at oneself in the mirror. These are aspects of the 
mirroring effect of mirrors, well known from everyday experience, which ground 
the comparative experience of both the frame-object and the video transmission. 
3.6.2.2 Video mediating relationships and reference 
The camera is a viewing device with a defined point of view from a specific 
position and certain perspective. The construction of video cameras builds on and 
perfects this idea of vision, and defines an image framed in a rectangular shape. 
Similarly, the video projector is built to present the imagery through an identical 
optical construction. The place the camera points at is actively brought into the site 
specificity of the telematic operation, from that particular point-of-view and 
perspective where it is installed, with the video camera and the projection screen 
forming the two ends of the created relationship. But contrary to the function of 
mirror reflection, the devices that record and project the video imagery are 
separate and each have their own visual definition of the site. The position and 
perspective of how these devices film and project can be changed individually, and 
the transmission of the data signal can be used to extend the connection over 
spatial distance. The devices and their operation can be used to construct 
transforming mirrors, as David Rokeby (1988) terms it, by enabling feedback that 
reflect the participant back to themselves. A mirroring effect that can be identified 
specific to the particular construction. Further, the transmission of the video 
imagery can be delayed so that it thereby produces a durational distance between 
the moment of recording and the moment of presentation. 
3.6.2.3 Quality of presence in direct, mirror reflected and video transmitted 
connectivity 
The difference between the staging with the frame-object, the mirror reflection 
and the video transmission is particular to how these mediating devices work in 
the narrativation of presences'. The participants in the frame-object staging are 
basically there as a relationship produced by their literal presence, becoming 
stronger the more people are still, and more abstract and meta-communicative the 
sl The communication processes in respectively direct presence, mirror reflection, and video transmission Is further 
discussed in chapter 3.6.3. 
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more they are in activity. The video imagery enables presence in a quite different 
way. The video mediated presence becomes clearer the more the people are in 
communication activity, and almost entirely disappear if they are still, which 
suggests that meta-communicational activity in video connections needs to be 
elaborated before a sense of presence and communication can take place. The 
mediation by mirror imagery seems to combine the two presence qualities of the 
frame-object and the video transmission, producing a relatively equal sense of 
presence through both activity and stillness of the participants. These different 
routes towards presence in the different mediation technologies are essential to 
the constructions of narrative emergence in the staging. The narrativation process, 
as a compositional feature of experientiality, is further developed and discussed in 
chapter four, but at a basic level the participant at the laboratory events discuss 
and compare the very different engagement qualities that the different mediating 
technologies enhance. 
3.6.2.4 The staging of the everyday 
The laboratory investigations open for a deeper involvement with the 
participation activity as the media of exploration. The staged situations make the 
participation an analytic self-reflective operation, where each individual considers 
the specific mode of reflectivity that each set-up generates, through explorative 
practice. Bulow (2005: 8-9, author's translation) makes this general observation 
on her engagement in the laboratory: 
The way I experience these situations is that ... some kind of self-projection 
is taking place ... that you are self-reflective in a relation towards the other 
... and you 
become aware of the fact that we are self-reflective in relation to 
the surrounding world.... To me your test set-ups are some kind of `basic 
situations' for exploring the world, that is, how we experience our 
surroundings. 
The explorations open for self-reflection on the participation as a social operation, 
which is experienced as a staged theatricality explicitly different from that in a 
theatre situation, but still using theatrical processes to enhance and stage the 
particular self-reflective operations. The complex relation between the everyday 
and the theatre event are explicitly identified by the choreographer Erik Pold 
(2005: 11-14, author's translation), who explores the cognitive and theatrical 
transformations promoted by the laboratory stagings: 
The issue here is about a [certain] way to apprehend, that's why, in my 
approach, I am not limited to being analytical, ... and that 
happens 
automatically in the process of cognition ... because this is a physical 
experience, ... the experience is physical. And I am kind of stepping out of 
[my deep engagement] and looking at it seen from the outside ... because 
somehow it is staged ... and I am looking back at my way of perceiving, at 
my process of experiencing. ... The set-ups are social ... the way I enter and 
the way I get myself positioned ... this has nothing to do with theatre, but 
the situation I am in is staged ... and I take part in the situation because I am 
actively involved, and sensing more than analyzing. The interesting thing is 
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the way I am present, ... my presence is completely different than normally 
in a theatre situation. 
Through iterative change between set-ups, and iterative testing of differently 
framed activities in the set-up, the participants progressively develop a sense of 
formal differences between actual presence and presence mediated by mirror 
reflection and video transmission. The iterative exploration across test situations 
and with changing constellations of people, generated a sense of the media specific 
characteristics through the accumulation of a sense of the differences and 
similarities. The statements cited are extracts from interviews conducted 
immediately after the experience of the set-ups, and in close proximity to the set- 
up so that the interviewee easily could re-live and remember instances from their 
exploration. During the interviews they could overview the original environment 
and recall the experience specific to each encounter, re-living events by following 
the cartography of existence they had allocated onto the laboratory setting. The 
statements are of interest in the way they state basic assumptions on the 
experience of the different mediated situation, and by doing that gives a detailed 
and elaborate personal account of the experiencing, unique to each participant and 
their individual context of experience and profession. 
3.6.3 Mirror reflection and real presenc(, 
A mirror the size of a person accompanies two 
light zones of equal size and shape. The mirror is 
positioned in two distinct ways, altering between 
either mirroring between the light zones, or 
mirroring the audience member to be seen in 
comparison to the others. So the participants 
alternately could see from one light zone to the 
other, giving an extra mirror view between the rigrrre 42 Mirror reflection and real 
light zones, or see themselves in the mirror presence 
side by side with the other non-mirrored 
people. The mirror is placed in these two ways to allow for two comparative 
experiences between direct presence and mirror reflection. 
DVD, Design Parameters: 3.6.3 Mirror reflection and real presence. (no sound) 
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3.6.3.1 Staging experiences of enhanced or altered nearness 
The participants experience the mirror reflection as more present than direct 
relationships, and as a result the mirroring effect establishes a strong direct 
coupling between people52. The reflected image seems more clear and detailed 
than the direct presence; an effect probably produced by the mechanic reflection of 
the mirror surface that only allows for the direct light to be sensed and excludes all 
more diffuse paths of the light. This effect of enhanced sharpness generates a sense 
of increased nearness, or maybe rather an altered nearness, since the mirror 
reflection simultaneously produces a sense of enhanced distance and other 
worldliness in the inter-human relation. Pold (2005: 2, author's translation) 
observes: 
My attention was drawn towards the mirror reflection ... partly because I 
could see my own mirror image ... but also because of the trick53 that the 
mirror contains. Hereby I was enabled to create relations in-between the 
persons in the light zones. In fact I think that the mirror creates an 
enhanced sense of nearness, - in a certain way. 
Mirror reflections seem to be asymmetric in the way their symmetric mirroring 
effect is operating in human communication, that is, even though people at both 
ends of a mirroring channel experience a direct coupling to each other and are 
similarly framed by the device, each participant experience an asymmetricness in 
their involvement. They are surveying and being surveyed, they are performing 
remote presence and being performed for remotely, but that does not add up to a 
common situation of equal conditions, but enhances a sense of an explicit 
asymmetry produced by the mirror device. The participants experience the other 
closer but themselves more distant, producing an incompatible duality, or paradox 
of experiences, in the event. This particularity of the mirror reflection is then 
becoming explicitly experienceable when set in comparative contrast to a 
simultaneous symmetrical relationship through direct presence. 
$2 The coupling parameter is discussed in chapter 3.4.4, but is also elaborated on by Umberto Eco in his essay Mirrors 
(1984: 202-226) as a semiotic effect he terms a'rigid designator', which connotes the ways we form relations to events or 
persons through mediating devices such as mirrors. 
s3 Pold further explains his notion of the 'trick' in the mirror as a particular optic functionality of the mirror. Firstly, that it 
makes the mirrored environment seem more real, and secondly, that the rigidity of the reflection can be used as a dramatic 
devise. He investigates how movements in relation to the mirror define how he is visible for the others. This functionality 
enables him to play tricks with the others in two ways: by altering between the direct and the reflected presence, and by 
directing what could be seen in the mirror. The narrative use of reflective scenography devises is further discussed in 
chapter four. 
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Figure 43 Mirror reflection and real presence 
3.6.3.2 Performing through a scenographic devise 
The participants sense an ability to influence the staging by directing their mirror 
image and thus performing in the scene of the other. Irrespective of whether the 
mirror reflects themselves or channels a view of themselves or the other, the 
experience introduced by the mirror reflection seems to allocate roles and 
agencies as performer, director and spectator to the participants. The following 
statements detail the comparative experience, and how it situates complex 
negotiations of roles and activities in the light zones. Pold (2005: 3, author's 
translation) gives an account of his investigations in this way: 
By the effect, that when moving I can see things from different angles, I can 
influence what I am seeing ... [and] in this way the situation is staged ... I 
could pose from any angles placing myself [in the mirror image]. In this way 
I took more interest in the mirror image than in the person(s) in the light 
zone. But then again, if the persons in the light zone took some action, the 
situation would change. 
This constant arrangement of who looks at whom, developing advanced schemata 
of role-play, seems to be an immediate and obvious effect by the mirror reflection, 
mainly because of its obvious instrumental function. Titania Lyng (2005: 1, author's 
translation) reports that'how you influence your own experience becomes 
explicitly visible, and ... you recognise yourself as represented in the generation of 
the experience'. The built-in control of appearance in the mirror device opens for a 
game of visibility, with everyone as individual player, as Lyng (2005: 1, author's 
translation) notes: `Everyone has a different experience,... the mirror makes it 
very clear to you that the others don't see what you see'. 
3.6.3.3 Identifying spatial characteristics of theatricalisation 
The participant identified a clear difference in the presence characteristics and 
spatial dimension of the situation, here expressed by Tina Tarpgaard (2005: 4 and 
12, author's translation): 
The situation causes a split: I see the others both in the mirror and in 
reality. It causes a division of the others [in a direct and reflected presence] 
that makes my focus split ... [and] ... I experience the mirror image as 
another space. 
This explicit overlay of the two spatial and presence characteristics never merges 
into a single condition for the participant, but maintain a reflective distance 
between the two, enabling, as Lyng (2005: 1, author's translation) explains, `an 
exploration of my creation of images relative to the others simultaneous reaction. I 
felt like interacting within a new space that I was only about to know'. The mirror 
in itself is experienced as a direct channel and delivers un-altered coupling 
between places. Adding the mirror reflection to an event seems to enhance 
awareness of modes of presence in social operations. 
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The comparison of the mirror reflection and the direct relation introduces a 
doubling of the awareness of the framing operations of observing and being 
observed54, and thus enhances the paradox that emerge when different theatrical 
processes are integrated in the same event. The mirror reflection and the direct 
presence is not only different in how they stage theatrical processes, they are in 
many aspects directly in contradiction, and therefore a parallel use will produce 
paradoxes of theatricalisation55 in the event. The participants identify the added 
possibility of using the mirror as a performative device, influencing and 
theatricalising the shared social site. The mirror channels communication through 
its operation as a rigid determinator and delivers a direct coupling. This 
orchestrates that any of the staging operations, by way of the mirror, become an 
analytical tool integral to the social condition established in the given coupled 
situation. 
dflU f t_c31 pI t 
The test set-ups work with two enlarged 
diffuse/round 3 metre wide light zones. In this 
way the participants are situated in a larger lit 
zone, more sensed as an inhabitable location in 
its own right than as a narrow spot of light. 
The cameras film the light zones in a way that 
makes the virtual projected light zone and the 
actual light zone seem identical in size and shape. 
The participants can alter between seeing 
themselves in the projection, as a reflection of 
themselves in comparison to the other, or they 
can see a mirrored copy of the other. 
DVD, Design Parameters: 3.6.4 Video transmission and real presence, 
seeing themselves. 
DVD, Design Parameters: 3.6.4 Video transmission and real presence, 
mirrored copy of the other. 
54 The paradox within the theatrical processes is discussed further in chapter 2.5 and developed in relation to observer 
operations in chapter 2.5.2. 
55 The emergence of third order modes of observation is generated by staging particular paradoxes between first and second 
order observer processes, as discussed in chapters 2.3.2 and 2.3.3. The observer paradox Is made explicit by the use of 
reflective scenography, which constructs an externalisation of that paradox of self-observation, making the virtual processes 
of theatricalisation explicit. See chapter 3.3 on staging observation. 
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presence, mirrored copy of the other 
Figure 46 Video transmission and real presence, mirrored copy of the other 
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3.6.4.1 Comparison of yourself and the other 
The participants give basic descriptions of the comparative experience of the two 
variants, and elaborate on their individual experience of self-reference as well as 
on the larger social implications of the staged situations. Tarpgaard and Callesen 
comment: 
The mediated image is more distant [than the real], ... or it works with 
another experience of distance ... [that] has to do with the capabilities56 of 
the displacement of time and place. However the projection seems to be 
equal to the real person in regard to how much attention each of them 
demands (Tarpgaard, 2005: 8-9, author's translation). 
In the video connection you have to do some action to postulate that the 
image is 'real', and in the frame you have to postulate that the real is an 
image (Callesen, 2005: 7, author's translation). 
The equal claim of attention by the direct presence and the video transmitted 
presence is a particular key difference from the mirror reflection investigated in 
chapter 3.6.4. This equality of the presence characteristics makes the distinction 
between the direct and the video mediated relationships more a question of social 
regulation and interpretation than a characteristic inherent in the staging and the 
device built into the reflective scenography. 
The video transmission is experienced as a social gathering before it develops 
meta-communicational structures, and before it then further evokes 
communication, that is, it is first experienced as a social extension of the 
relationship before it is engaged in as a communication environment. This is very 
different from how both the mirror reflection and the direct relationship work. In 
the mirror reflection there is first communication directly through the mirror 
channel, which develops specific meta-communication characteristics, and then 
possibly includes an experience of social relationships. In contrast to these two 
technologically mediated modes of relationships, the direct relationship seems to 
evoke the communication process, the meta-communication structures and social 
agreements simultaneously, and as part of the ongoing conversational activity. 
3.6.4.2 Structures of communication and modes of extension 
The differences and similarities between direct, mirror reflected, and video 
transmitted relationships and references are a key subject in all interviews and 
form an essential part of the discussions among the participants during the 
laboratory sessions. Here is one particular statement by Tarpgaard (2005: 7-8, 
author's translation), which shows how the chain of comparative reflection runs 
through the participant's reflections: 
36 Tarpgaard here refers to previous experiences of the telematic capacity of video transmissions to connect over spatial 
distance as well as relaying asynchroneous over a distance in time. 
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When I see my own projected video image put together with a group of real 
people [in a light zone], it becomes two quite different departed worlds.... 
The situation is not that private as when looking at my mirror image.... 
With regard to the difference [of respectively the real and the projected] my 
own representation in the projected image is the determining factor in my 
conception of the groups as distinct. 
The participants elaborate on how the set-up enhances a sense of externalisation 
of certain parts of their inter-human relationships, and how it influences their 
experience of the social relations. Lyng (2005: 3, author's translation) states that, 
you began to recognise the responsibility of your own actions,... because it 
... becomes obvious how you influence the whole scene. ... What was interesting was: how you placed yourself removed from yourself within this 
[video] image. 
She elaborates further on how she develops control of her remote presence, both 
as a kind of puppeteer articulating through a visual representation, and as a sense 
of an extended self with a remote presence through incorporation of the device as 
a prothesis. Another participant, Nielson (2005: 5, author's translation), continues 
on the same theme of several simultaneous ways of interacting in the event: 
The set-up was interesting in the way it situates simultaneously to be 
physically presented [in the light zone] and represented through the video 
image, ... by which you interact with the other, who is physical real [in the 
other light zone]. Something like a double fictional contract is occurring 
there. ... We are mirroring each other's movements, ... and I am mirrored in 
the projection. So it is a double mirroring situation because at the same 
time as I am mirrored by the video I am also mirrored in the other persons 
in the opposite light zones57. If they are on to it. 
S7 Nielson refers to, that if the other participants recognise the same understanding of being mirrored then they can 
communicate. In this way the video transmitted presence evolves within a context of social operations rather than 
individual agendas. 
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Figure 47 Video transmission and real presence, seeing themselves 
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Figure 48 Video transmissions and real presence, mirrored copy of the 
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3.6.4.3 Social and individual referentiality 
The set-up brings attention to how the participants sense presence, investigated as 
relative characteristics and tested toward how they moved and acted in their 
improvised communication. A situation in which the participants become 
analytically involved in a self-reflective interactivity, but within the frame of a 
social site rather than a personal agenda. 
Visually... [the real people in the light zone and my projection] were not 
sensed as equal. But then we began to improvise, to move around in 
relation to each other, and it turned into a game, which made the two 
presences more equal. This has to do with ... an acknowledgement ... that how you conceive is relative and depending to how you move and act 
(Bulow, 2005: 4, author's translation). 
The video reflections function in several ways: as devices for self-reference and as 
operations with social relations. The video transmissions serve as a personal 
feedback support for their individual ability to keep hold of how they move and 
articulate visually. The combined staging of direct and video transmitted presence 
give them an impulse to engage in movement activities as an investigation of social 
implications of visual figurations and gestures, which did not occur in other set- 
ups. 
Pold (2005: 4, author's translation) explains how he investigates the dramatic 
possibilities in the combined feedback and remote presence environment: 
It is very interesting to see yourself mediated. How do I look or how am I 
placed and what if I do this and that movement. But the next step was how I 
... or ... [how to make my representation] relate to the real person 
in the 
light zone ... I began to realise this as a situation ... in which 
I could interact 
through the video image. So of course the video mediation dominates the 
situation. 
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3.6.5 Video Connections 
The comparison in the previous chapter between the direct presence and the video 
transmitted presence integrated in one staging is here staged as two separate 
events. This allows for a comparative experience of events where only one staging 
strategy is in use in each event. The Frame Prototype is here compared to a video 
connection. The test set-up is a double-sided screen with a diffuse/round light 
zone on each side. The light zones are 3 meters wide, enabling group 
configurations. The video images are sent directly to the opposite side of the 
screen, as a direct two-way tele-presence link. The cameras view the light-zones in 
full, making the light-zone present within the video image in a way similar to how 
it would look if it had just been a frame-object and the projected space a real space 
on the other side of the frame. 
DVD, Design Parameters: 3.6.5.1 Generating relationships in video connections. 
3.6.5.1 C 
con nectiof 
In comparison, it seems as if the video 
connection promotes the participants 
into communicative actions, such as 
waving to each other and giving signs, 
as if there is a necessity for the 
connection between sides to be 
constantly re-affirmed. As Bulow 
(2005: 4, author's translation) 
observes: 
'g, i. t, «'3 uenerating reiationships in 
video connections 
The projection-screen needed something ... it needed movement, or 
something has to happen before it gets interesting. And I don't mean in a 
semantic sense, but for example if two people walked by and did something 
in relation to each other. The screen needed to be fed. 
In the video connection this need for activity to build connectivity between the 
sides refers to the findings in the previous investigation in chapter 3.6.4, where it 
is discussed how video transmissions establish communication in a reverse order 
compared to how it develops in direct relationships, as in the Frame Prototype. The 
Frame Prototype demands no activity to maintain a mutual sense of presence, and 
total stillness generates the most prominent experience of presence. 
The participants Nielson and Callesen explain their observations in this way: 
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[In the video connection] you have to act much more to convince [the other] 
that she is actually seeing me [and that we are connected]. I came to say 
that I did not see myself [in the projection], but I did not see myself in the 
frame either, but it felt as if. In the projection ... it is only when I get 
[visible] 
feedback from the other that I can be assured [that we are connected] and I 
continue to doubt if we have contact, because if the other begins to explore 
her own space, then we are losing it. That means that I can't explore my 
own space either ... I am very bound to [our] communication. But we can 
start playing ... or pretend playing with a ball or something like that ... 
but 
then that is pure fiction ... pretending in front of a projection (Nielson, 2005: 4-5, author's translation). 
I have to catch the others' attention. And I am not sure if I have caught it ... 
because I don't know if there is a person behind this image [to communicate 
with]. That makes me uncertain. And it makes me aware that I need to be 
very focused towards the attention on how I am projected on the other side, 
how the other person sees me (Nielson, 2005: 8, author's translation). 
There is a strong sense of presence in the frame, especially if the other 
moves quietly then the situation changes like magically ... because the other is becoming an image of herself, and then you have a situation of two 
parallel realities, because the person and the image of the person is the 
same. These changes of magic happen when we find quiet moments. As 
opposed to the video space, where ... if not physically active, what you see 
is 
a postulated image - the video image, but when the person acts, then the 
sense of postulation is broken, then you realize that the other is real. That 
means that in the video space the situation gets magical when you are in 
action, and in the frame the situation gets magical when you find quiet 
moments (Callesen, 2005: 4-5, author's translation). 
[In the video connection] I do experience a contact with the other, but also 
that I have to act to establish a communication ... [I have to act] to prove [for myself] that it is not an image I relate to, and conversely I have to act so 
that the other can relate to me. This means that we need some action to 
overcome the artificial. The person(s) have to act to prove that she (they) is 
not an image (Callesen, 2005: 10, author's translation). 
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Figure 50 Generating relationships in video connections 
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Figure 51 Generating relationships in video connections 
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3.6.5.2 Behavioural implications of video connections 
The video connection has an effect of slowing down and detailing the experience of 
participation, and at the same time invites continuous activity, testing the 
possibilities of the device, the presence of the other, and keeping the relationship 
alive. This particular condition of the video connection makes the participants alter 
abruptly between hectic activities and very slow movements, focusing on 
interaction between the sides of the transmission. As Lyng observes, `it was a lot 
about interaction. How one got tempted to test one another. (Lyng, 2005: 5, 
author's translation). The contradictory experience of simultaneous intimacy and 
distance in the video connection evokes a complex of social considerations among 
the participants, as in these excerpts from the interview with Uldall"Jessen and 
Tarpgaard: 
[Being in the video connection] was a much more of a safe voyeur position. 
... I 
felt more protected with the representation on the screen. ... It feels 
more protected to be an object and to look at other subjects. But of course 
[the video connection] is not as intensive as the frame situation, in [the 
Frame] I sense a more physical contact (Uldall-Jessen, 2005: 4, author's 
translation). 
[The media picture] directs where to look ... This could 
be a transmission 
from Iraq.... The media-picture [causes] the same staged situation [as in the 
Frame Prototype], but ... I don't have that direct contact with people. They 
are more distanced, and because of that I feel more safe ... in a private 
sphere ... my private sphere is much more protected when looking at a 
media-picture. The others are much further distanced than in the Frame 
Prototype ... also there are optical limitations ... the depth disappears ... it becomes flat ... and we could not approach the video projection [approach 
the other's video representation] without disappearing out of the images. 
We are waving to each other, ... things you do when you cant talk. But my 
private sphere was intact as when looking at television (Tarpgaard, 2005: 5- 
6, author's translation). 
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Figure 52 Combined real presence, mirror reflection and video transmission 
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3.6.6 Combined real presence, mirror 
This test set-up is a special combination of 
mirror reflection and video transmission as 
integrated reflective feedback operations. 
There is one single light zone in the centre, 
diffuse/round and 4 meters wide. This "" 
provides an environment large enough for t:. ansmiss1o11 
improvisation within the zone for a larger 
group of people, and the size of the place 
offers enough room for the inhabitants to enact several simultaneous activities 
without disturbing each other. The set-up has the mirror and video operations 
placed in a separating tension, where activities in one mediating medium is only 
possible to view through the other medium, that is, to see the image of herself 
looking out of the video screen the participant has to look in a direction away from 
the screen. 
DVD, Design Parameters: 3.6.6 Combined real presence, mirror reflection and 
video transmission. (no sound) 
3.6.6.1 Relationship through collective behaviours 
The design of the mediating operations only allows feedback through the collective 
social behaviour of the participants, and only if they cooperate to inhabit the 
environment using their joint relative experience. What was done in relation to 
one mediation could only be observed through another mediation, either viewing 
the video mediating effect through the mirror reflection, or understanding the 
combined effect through the collective experience of the group. This means that 
one participant acts to enable others to understand the operations of the 
environment, and that contribution to the collective behavioural site is enhanced 
over the individual agency. Callesen (2005: 6, author's translation) makes the 
following observation of the experience inside this set-up: 
Because we were so close physically, it was possible to relate to the 
mediated doubles and the mirror images in a comparison with the real 
relations that actually aroused amongst us.... Had we not been physically 
together58, then it would have been difficult to explore this emerging shared 
site. Very quickly there was an intuitive sensation of a mystical doubled 
artificial space, where rules were different. But we were together, we felt a 
58 The participants are placed in the middle, surrounded by the camera, projection screen, and mirror, and not separated as 
with the Frame Prototype or the video connection. 
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certain nearness. This was extremely interesting because it was so easy to 
navigate and explore together even though the set-up was very complex. 
The set-up is designed to investigate what happens if the staging does not facilitate 
coherence and unity of experience, but deliberately introduces differences that can 
only be overcome by the collaboration of several participants in rather complex 
strategies of improvisation. The set-up generated an expansion of space, setting up 
several feedback systems in relation to one location, each feedback producing 
clearly dissimilar but parallel space conception. Callesen (2005: 10, author's 
translation) explains: 
It became very fictional because of the complexity and the many layers. We 
could see ourselves from many angles that we had not thought of, but also 
because we were present physical in the place. Simultaneously we had both 
a fictional and a real experience from the situation. ... In spite of the 
complexity it is possible to establish a site of shared experience ... in which 
we can concentrate about the relation between us as performers even when 
it is our doubles we relate with, ... it feels like an extension of the 
body, 
because the images show a physical contact that is real. 
Interestingly the participants feel very comfortable within this construction, and 
experience a coherence of place and unity of experience across individuals. The 
staged situation works as a common social situation and only exists because of the 
developed social relationship within the staged composition. The set-up 
establishes a location, which is being coupled with itself in a way that promotes 
self-reflection to oneself and oneself as group within the same experience. As Lyng 
(2005: 4, author's translation) tries to explain it: 
Here I am occupying a place inside the experience. I can see myself 
represented inside the experience [inside the mirror and the video image], 
and I am in control of what [or from what angle] to see. At the same time I 
get to an understanding of the elements that constitute this situation, and 
how it is all put together. 
The complex of feedback operations explicitly points at the participants' 
experience of a social situation, and offers them a common space, which they are 
tempted to explore as a social construction. Some comments elaborate on how a 
sense of responsibility is explicitly evoked, giving special attention to details of the 
social relationships between the participating people that would otherwise go un- 
noticed. The set-up leaves the participants free to investigate their own performer 
roles relative to whatever parallel situation they are operating with or within. It 
seems as if the possibility of choosing between positions constitutes a feeling of 
freedom, and makes the navigation of any chosen analytical position possible, and 
that the set-up works for the participants as an environment that makes them free 
to explore possible relations with each other. 
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Figure 54 Combined real presence, mirror reflection and video transmission 
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Figure 5S Delayed video feedback 
DVD, Design Parameters: 3.6.7 Delayed video feedback. 
The test set-up delayed vide() i,, (I as i,, r (-d 
with a single-sided screen and a 
diffuse/round light zone. The light zo mit iý 
3 meters wide, enabling group 
configurations. The camera views they 
light-zone in full, making the light-zone 
present within the video image, in a way,, 
similar to how it would look if it had 
just been a frame-object, and the 
projected space a mirror reflection of 
the real space. 
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3.6.7.1 The duration of the delay 
The delay between the actual action and its re-occurrence on the screen is 8-30 
seconds. The minimum of eight seconds delay is long enough for the video 
transmitted re-entry to be experienced as clearly separated from the original 
moment of the action. The maximum of 30 seconds delay is short enough to be 
experienced as an integral part of and connected to the original action, and not so 
long that it is experienced as a separate or pre-recorded action. The delay within 
this scale of 8-30 seconds is too long a duration to be experienced as a reflective 
echo or shadow of the original action, but also too short to be experienced as a 
separate incident with its own agenda and possible future direction of action. The 
time-delay between the action and its re-entry is too long to be experienced as 
constituting one and the same moment, and short enough to be contained within 
an experience of fully connected actualizations of the same activities, opening for 
the in-between dynamics. The test set-up using the delay effect builds on the 
experience of the immediate visual reflection in mirrors, where one sees oneself in 
direct mechanical reflection, but enabled as a view of one's actions by extending 
the time-perspective through the delay. By inserting a moment of delay as a 
distinction, there is enabled a self-reflective state in-between first and second 
order observation, generating a mode of third order observation, all within the 
same engagement. 
3.6.7.2 The focal difference between camera and projection view 
There is no way to simulate a perfect mirroring effect with video technology, since 
the mirror reflects through a mechanical surface reflection, while the video 
transmission technology is separated into two perspectival devices, the camera 
and the projector, and linked with the flexibility of the data transmission. Any 
construction with video transmission has one, and only one, position from where 
the optical function almost simulates a mirror reflection, and thus allows no 
movement of the participant. The constrain between enabling a mirror effect and 
giving freedom to move around is solved by way of a particular design that 
correlates in a particular way between positions, distances and perspectives in the 
video delay staging. 
3.6.7.3 The missing eye contact in video transmissions 
The staging design includes considerations on how eye contact is achieved in 
differently mediating reflective scenographies. In direct actual contact and through 
mirror reflection the eye contact is fluent and works in similar ways. Eye contact 
turns on and off depending on the direction of the eyes, and is formed by the 
movements and positions of the body. But in video transmitted relationships there 
is almost never eye contact, due to the double optics of the system59, and if there is 
eye contact, it works asymmetrically. To make one participant experience eye 
59 The difference between the focal particularities of direct presence, mirror reflection, and video transmission is discussed 
in chapter 3.6.2.2. 
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contact, the other participant has to produce a presence in the imagery that 
simulates 'looking out of the screen'. The optic constrain of getting eye contact 
inherent in video transmissions makes it impossible for one person to look herself 
in the eyes in a set-up with video feedback. 
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3.6.7.4 The design of the video delay staging 
The difference between the camera view and the projected view is a precise'focal 
distance', achieved by placing the camera on the side of the screen, half way up. 
The set-up is also a precise design correlating the distances and relative place of all 
components in the total staging operation, set in relation to the size of a human 
being. That includes the size of the screen, the size of the light-zone, and the focal 
positions and perspective of all parts of the operation of the video technology. The 
focal differences between the camera view and the projector view are clearly 
separated into two perspectives, revealing the in-between mediating operation of 
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the media system, and simultaneously designed in so close a focal correlation, that 
the feedback is clearly associated with a mirror reflection. The combined effect of 
the arrangement of perspectives and scales, and the scale of delay described 
previously, means the participant is included in performing the staging operations, 
while simultaneously overviewing her experience of the engagement. She is staged 
in a reflective distance from herself in both space and time. 
3.6.7.5 Timeness and placeness in delayed video feedback 
The video delay staging is designed with time distance and focal distance between 
the actual occurrences in physical space and the virtual re-entry through the 
mediating operation. The video delay staging, in this way, is situated in-between 
and not belonging to either the actual or the virtual domain of timeness and 
placeness60, and therefore emerges as a habitat of expanded duration and distance 
in-between. The delay abstracts the participant herself as an object of self- 
reflection. Through the rigid connection between the actual and the virtual re- 
entry she takes responsibility and control of her extended self, including the 
totality of the actual and virtual places and moments. The set-up produces a 
complex of addresses for the participant: she combines the mirror experience: `to 
see herself, and the observer experience: `to see the other', in one situation, 
surveying herself as other and self from a position of other and self simultaneously. 
Bulow and Pold report and speculate from the video delay experience in this way: 
The delay created a situation for me that allowed me to sit looking at 
myself. I did not feel this doubleness because ... you know, I had just `left 
myself a moment ago. But for a short while I could sit there looking at 
myself.... After some time I got the feeling that I met myself, ... and then we 
were kind of sitting there looking at each other. At some point I even felt 
that my image was looking back at me, - as someone who was really 
looking. ... That happened. ... You have left the moment that 
has passed, and 
so you might feel some distance from that moment. The situation creates a 
feeling of both nearness and distance, which is quite special (Bulow, 
2005: 10-11, author's translation). 
I tried to stage a meeting with myself ... I ran around the table and sat, 
thinking ... 
how long I had to wait ... and so ... in this way I 
began to 
compose my actions ... trying to see myself twice. ... Looking at yourself on 
the video is completely different than looking at yourself in the mirror ... it 
[the video image] is much closer to looking at yourself from outside, as 
looking at a third person. Your [video] image seems different from you, and 
in the video delay I actually tried to catch up with myself ... but since 
I 
wanted to catch up with myself, then it was still me, but not in the same way 
as in the mirror (Pold, 2005: 8 and 4, author's translation). 
The participants speculate on how the enhanced attention on time and duration 
influences and forms the experience of social relationships between the 
60 Tameness and placeness are explicitly interconnected in the video delay device, and is experienced as inseparable aspects 
of the same performative engagement 
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participants. It seems as if the durational processes of reflection, which is staged 
explicitly by the delayed feedback operations, enriches particular aspects of 
sociability. Lyng (2005: 4, author's translation) speculates in this way: 
When entering [such set-ups] then another sense of timeness takes over ... because you are [immersed] in your own experiencing, and then ... when 
other peoples' experience becomes part of your experience, then I think you 
generate a higher awareness about duration and time, than if you are alone 
in your exploration. 
3.6.7.5 Integration of past, present and future in delayed video feedback 
The possible simultaneous framings between the different time perspectives make 
it equally accessible for the participant to foresee re-entry, prepare re-entry, and 
react to re-entry, coupling with herself across the timeness and placeness 
parameters. Callesen (2005: 5, author's translation) notes on the delay experience: 
The situation becomes a game in which you meet yourself in a kind of cyclic 
situation. It evolves into a dialogue with your own image ... and something 
takes over ... you meet yourself, but of course you know that this 
[moment 
you see on the screen] was `before'. The situation creates this mystic sense 
of doubleness. 
The integration of past, present and future expands the participatory situation into 
a fluent re-composition of past, present and future actions and experiences. The 
delay function generates a coupling between notions of past, present and future, 
and alters how the allocation of time is involved in the constitution of the situation. 
The participant is directly responsible for both the performance and experience of 
her own actions in a closed feedback loop, which enables an enhanced mode of 
self-reflection on the intentions and consequences of her own engagement. The 
participant is engulfed in an activity formed by an equal balance between the inner 
and the outer experience of the event, and made to investigate her own process of 
performing and experiencing as a social event. This very concrete staging of self- 
relations across timeness and placeness dimensions promotes social encounters 
and engagements with complex theatrical framing operations. 
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Figure 59 integration of past, present and future in delayed video feedback 
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3.6.7.6 Objects as staging devises in video delay 
In the video delay staging a table and a chair 
are positioned. The furniture objects re- 
arranges how the space and participants are 
situated in the mediating operations, and 
makes, for instance, the light-zone an =fir =7t< <ý= tý - _:,, 
inhabited place even without people being in video delay 
present. Furnished spaces act as places to 
visit rather than places to inhabit. 61 In the video delay staging the set-up with 
furniture introduces an emphasis on the placeness of the relation between the 
actual space and activities, and the virtual re-entry by the delayed video 
transmission. The furniture establishes a point of reference across the actual- 
virtual divide. Within that new space, within the time-stretch and the place-stretch 
generated by the delayed video feedback, the dynamics of the extended moment 
and the extended place become the main inquiry for the participants. 
Interesting to play with this [set-up], because you control the flow of 
actions [in-between myself and my delayed projection] quite consciously. I 
began playing with ... sitting with my back towards [the camera/projected 
image] trying out how it felt to `return' to my self in that position ... sort of 
an interaction with oneself (Lyng, 2005: 4, author's translation). 
3.6.8 Communicative conditions and strategies 
The participants explain their observations of a sense of instrumentalisation, 
where the inherent optical specificities and theatrical possibilities in the different 
mediating devices become explicit. Uldall-Dessen (2005: 5, author's translation) 
refers to the video connection as a device for self-instrumentalisation, not 
dissimilar to the development of technique by the expert performer discussed in 
chapter two: 'I experience this situation as a delivery of some actions in relation to 
the camera ... and we were all instruments or tools for the image'. It is as if any 
mediating operation sets specific terms for the interaction and demands a 
particular behaviour to be incorporated for the participant to engage in the staging 
operations. Lyng and Pold elaborate on the sense of an instrument relation: 
[You are] approaching a translation ... you dare a lot more because it [the 
video mediation] is a translated interpretation, and you know that you are 
translated. Well there is much more immediate [physical] interaction, but in 
return I don't think the experience is that nuanced as in the Frame 
Prototype (Lyng, 2005: 3, author's translation). 
61 The staging effect of object is discussed in chapter 3.5.3.1. In theatre, objects in spaces are formative devices and situate 
attention. The place characteristics defined by an object enable a spatial reference between people relative to the scale and 
shape characteristics of the object. 
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In the immediate experience of the video connection ... I thought of it as a 
substitute ... for something that was more three-dimensional or constituted 
more presence. But later, when I began to place myself in relation to the 
others, then I realized the media had the capability [to help] change the 
situation [for us], ... the kind of magic that also the mirror contributes to a 
situation (Pold, 2005: 4, author's translation). 
The different viewing-machines, that is, the different constructions of the optical 
devices, enhance and specify distinct and different viewing experiences62. At the 
same time the fact that the situations are staged enhances social self-reflection by 
way of the theatrical processes of the engagement. For instance, the private mirror 
situation, in which we look at ourselves in everyday life, is here shared with others, 
introducing a range of new collective attention operations to the situation. Bulow 
(2005: 3, author's translation) elaborates on the presence quality of the mirror 
image versus the experience of the live people as an optic construction that 
explicitly implicates references between the public and the private spheres. 
The mirror could just as well have been a frame ... this has to do with the 
optical situation, - how it worked technically and the fact that the 
appearance of the two [different mediations] looked totally the same. ... In 
regard to the situation of a person and this person's mirror-images there is 
a private sphere, that makes equalization of the mirrored and the real 
impossible. 
The participatory stagings involve a reflective position towards pre-conceptions 
and everyday life situations, and stage references through the staging of extra- 
daily situations that enable analytical relations towards the everyday. Callesen 
(2005: 7-9, author's translation) made these remarks on how the stagings evoked 
reference to his conception of the everyday: 
Concerning the mirror ... [normally] when thinking of the mirror it is 
[in the 
context of] standing in the bathroom at home ... and at home I 
don't think of 
the mirror as a parallel reality, but I think about that here [in the 
laboratory] because [the situation] is staged.... Concerning the video 
connection ... I think of film and television.... I know it is an image, I can see 
it due to the resolution ... it is a video take ... someone is filmed or 
transmitted. 
The investigations in the laboratories seek to develop how the design of external 
structures can be used to format the experientiality of participation. The practice- 
led laboratory processes progressively refine the design parameters, and 
investigate participatory response seen as a dramaturgical field. 
u The difference In how the direct presence, the mirror reflection and the video transmission is constructed and functions in 
human relationships is discussed in chapter 3.6.2. 
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Chapter Four: Compositional 
Strategies 
This chapter develops on the staging strategies in the design of reflective 
scenographies, discussed in relation to a collection of the author's investigations 
and an analysis of a collection of artworks by other artists. These concrete 
examples of artistic strategies implement, each in a particular way, a formation of 
participation as the content of the work. The analysis identifies how the strategies 
structure the framing, channelling, and coupling dynamics, and how the 
dramaturgical aspect of the compositions are specific relative to the intent and 
context of each case. The development of a dramaturgical perspective on the 
composition of participatory events is sectioned into three steps. Firstly in 
chapters 4.1-4.4, a range of staging strategies is identified. Secondly in chapter 4.5, 
a context of narrative theory is developed. Thirdly in chapter 4.6, the developed 
range of strategic approaches and narrative understanding is used to identify 
dramaturgical features in participatory installations using respectively mechanical 
mirrors and telematic video technology to stage participants in modes of self- 
reflectivity. 
4.1 Basic compositional methods 
The staging of extra-daily behaviours as performative engagement for everyday 
people is achieved using reflective scenographies to stage modes of pre-expressive 
communication. The development of staging strategies in the design of reflective 
scenographies is, in the first part of this chapter, identified as a set of basic 
compositional strategies, and discussed in relation to prototypes developed by the 
author and a selection of other artists' works. 
4.1.1 Staging referentiality 
The concrete examples of prototypical and artistic strategies implement, each in a 
particular way, a formation of participation as the content of the work, using a 
range of behavioural instructions and scenographic devices to stage the 
participant as media for herself. 
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The investigations are divided into three sections, with reference to the 
investigations of performer technique in chapter two. The technique of the 
performer is viewed as systems of reference with three main reference systems at 
play: introvert, extrovert, and social reference systems. 
The introvert reference systems are strategised as inner structures of observer 
operations composed by instructions. The extrovert reference systems are 
strategised as outer structures of formative operations composed by scenographic 
devices. The social reference systems are strategised as social structures with 
several participants involved, which cooperate from a triangular set of observer 
positions and out of a complex of relational operations. 
Inner structure by instructions: 
" The Turn (2003) by Karin Sondergaard. 
" Tail Wagging Dog (1985) by Alan Kaprow. 
Outer structure by scenographic device: 
" Traffic Light (2003,2005) by Karin Sondergaard. 
" Walking in an Exaggerated Manner Around the Perimeter of a Square (1967- 
68) by Bruce Nauman. 
" Going Around the Corner Piece (1970) by Bruce Nauman. 
Social structure of triangular positions of cooperation: 
" The Sensation of Light (2006) by Karin Sondergard. 
" Very Simple Actions (2008) by Karin Sondergard. 
" Performer/Audience/Mirror (1977) by Dan Graham. 
" Instant Narrative (2008) by Dora Garcia. 
The staging with reflective scenography assumes a dramaturgy, which builds on 
the ability to construct mediating operations that externalise and stage the internal 
reflective operations of the participant in concrete external contexts of sociability. 
The strategies for the design of environments, which guide observer attention and 
action byway of pre-defined regulative behavioural instructions embedded in 
mediating operations, could be termed 'dramaturgy through design', to recognise 
the direct formative effect the design of reflective scenography has on the 
participant. 
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4.2 Inner structure of observer operations 
The compositional strategy of staging `inner structure' is exemplified by the 
prototype event The Turn (2003), and discussed with the Happening Tail Wagging 
Dog (1985), composed by Alan Kaprow. The events are staged by way of 
behavioural instructions, and generate particular observer operations by 
regulation of the participants' activities. The events explore how simple 
participatory activities develop a clear performative engagement, where the 
participatory engagement in itself becomes the medium for exploration. In these 
staged situations the observer observes her own observation, and generates 
emergent orders of observation, realised only through action instructions. 
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Figure 62 The Turn (2003) Karin SOndergaard 
4.2.1 The Turn (2003) Karin Sondergaard 
DVD, Compositional Strategies: 4.2.1 The Turn (2003) Karin Sondergaard 
(no sound) 
The Turn is a very simple method, structured by a rule of behaviour, to establish a 
participatory event based on and driven only by the participant's own movement. 
The Turn operates by repetitive movements promoted by a continuous turning of 
the body, which alters the relation between the experience of the inner and the 
outer worlds. The emerging state of altered inner/outer observer configuration, 
achieved through the iterative turning movement, then generates a position of 
third order observation, caused by the resonance within its self-reference63. The 
Turn is directed and progresses in the following way: 
Move the right foot in front of the left at an angle of 90 degrees. Then push 
your weight to the right foot and move the left foot at an angle of 90 degrees 
63 The resonance caused by the paradoxes of first and second order observation, as explained and discussed in reference to 
Niclas Luhmann, Tomas Bernard and Christian Katti in chapter 2.3.1 - 2.3.3. 
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with the heel against the right foot. Push your weight then to the left foot 
and move the right foot at an angle of 90 degrees in front of the left foot. In 
this way the movement begins slowly and accelerates gradually. The 
important thing is to adhere to this simple method of moving the feet, not to 
improvise, but just keep accelerating so that turning the body becomes and 
remains a uniform movement. Then raise the right arm to a vertical 
position and the left to a horizontal position from the shoulder to the left 
side (Karin Sondergaard, 2003). 
When the participant has established a uniform rotation, which means that the 
movement maintains a uniform centre and a uniform rhythm at a certain speed, 
then this rotation is to be continued for a certain time. To maintain the rotation is 
an act of balance between the rhythm and centrifugal force. Therefore every 
tendency to decelerate the rotation must be done through a slow change of the 
rhythm of the movement. If the participant decelerates the rotation in an 
unbalanced relation to the centrifugal force, the centrifugal force will heave the 
rotating body away from the centre of the rotation. At some point the rotating 
person will have the experience that it is much more complicated to stop the 
movement than to keep rotating. In this way the experience of the rotation begins 
to create a new point of origin. It begins to form a basis of a new situation. When 
the stable position of the body becomes the rotation, then the situation is 
experienced as if the body is not moving, but that it is the surroundings that are 
moving. 
When the resistance of the movements of the feet in relation to the general 
movement (gravity and physical movement) demand a relatively smaller effort 
than what is requested to control the balance (the relation between the centrifugal 
force and the rhythm of the movement), then the movements of the feet turn into a 
reflex movement to prevent falling over, and the person gets the impression of the 
rotation as something that happens outside the body. Participation, following the 
instructions of the method, is an experience of the world turning around the body, 
and that the body is the centre of the world. As for sight, the person obtains an 
omni-directional view. Caused by the shift in inner/outer world experiencing and 
emerging out of the interference between the two states, a third mode of 
observation immediately emerges, which enables observation across the 
experience of the world as still and as rotating. 64 
The experience staged by way of the instructions of The Turn, constitutes a pure 
experience of states of observation. The activity of participation is rigidly 
composed to enable a reference experience promoted by and in context of rhythm 
and centrifugal forces only. The influence of the culturally embedded semiotic 
contexts are minimised, and the clean method of staging by the set of behavioural 
rules functions rigidly, in a way similar to the rigidity discussed in relation to the 
function of the mirror in chapter 3.6.2. The activity in The Turn is not interpreted 
by the participant within a context of meaning, but appears as a vehicle, a pure 
method generating a doubbleness in the relation to the world, that gives the 
individual a conscious reflective relation to the individual constitution of 
experience, whereas the Tail Wagging Dog stages a social relation as vehicle. 
64 The discussion of The Turn is in part based on the article (Sondergaard, 2003), attached in full text in appendix 
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4.2.2 Tail Wagging Dog (1985) Allan Kaprow 
Kaprow explains the event instructions in this way: 'the idea was that one of us 
would follow the other without saying a word, only making sure to step constantly 
on the shadow of the other, no matter where he went' (Kaprow, 1997: 247). The 
instruction organises a coupling in-between Internal processes of mutual 
observation, and transforms it into physical behaviour. In explaining his strategy, 
Kaprow argues that he uses 'everyday routines conceived as ready-made 
performances' (1977: 190), and synthesises them into events by explicit rules of 
engagement. The social relations are used as an organising factor to stage events 
where participants 'each watch each other watch each other' (1977: 190) in an 
explicit and formal way. Kaprow (1997: 247-248) gives this account from one of his 
own realisations of the event: 
In practice, since the leader would go over boulders, around cactus, and up 
and down ravines, the length and relative position of the shadow changed. 
Sometimes it was in front of him, if he was walking away from the sun. In 
that case, it was a bit tricky; the follower had to jump In front of the leader 
and walk backwards to keep the shadow in view, making quick changes as 
the leader swung around to different directions. 
Tail Wagging Dog exemplifies, as The Turn, a methodological approach to the 
individual constitution of experience. The method of the event is rule based and 
stages an improvised collaboration, which organises a formally executed social site 
of shared experience. Tail Wagging Dog initiates systems of specific mutual and 
intertwined couplings, 'very formally executed', as Kaprow (1997: 248) explains, 
which possibly because of the chaotic nature of trying to follow each other's 
shadows, enhances how self-reflective the participants experience the actual event. 
The self-relation in The Turn and the coupled relationship in Tail Wagging Dog are 
staging participation by introvert techniques, organising the context and guiding 
the behaviour by giving instructions to the participants. In the composition of 
participatory events with reflective scenography, these formal regulatory rules are 
transformed into behavioural implications embedded in the environment design, 
which then informs the emerging introvert self-reflectivity of the participants. 
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4.3 Outer structure of formative operations 
The compositional strategy of staging outer structures is exemplified with the 
prototype event Traffic Light (2003,2005), and discussed with the studio research 
and installation work of Bruce Nauman. The events stage behavioural instructions, 
layered in the scenographic design as a formative influence. The design of the 
participatory habitat is developed as operational instructions, outer regulatory 
formations embedded in the environment, which are transferred to the 
participants by way of guiding design. The Traffic Light prototype uses an ordinary 
traffic light as an outer regulatory structure to stage self-reflection and emergent 
orders of observation from adapting to this outer structure. 
Nauman filmed an investigation of the relation between marked space and extra- 
ordinary behaviour, named Walking in an Exaggerated Manner Around the 
Perimeter of a Square (1967-68), which seems to have influenced the construction 
of the participatory installation Going Around the Corner Piece, first exhibited in 
1970. He transforms instructions from the artist own self-situating activities to 
directions layered in the installation environment. Bruce Nauman pursues a 
possibility to choreograph audience behaviour with the use of feedback video 
operations that evokes self-reflective experiencing through exaggerated 
movements. 
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4.3.1 Traffic Light (2003) Karin Sondergaard 
DVD, Compositional Strategies: 4.3.1 Traffic Light (2003) Karin SOndergaard 
(no sound) 
The Traffic Light is defined by a simple stop/go rule, the ready-made functionality 
of every traffic light, which controls when to walk and when to stop. This specific 
procedure of the site situates a simple outer structure or rule of behaviour. Used as 
an outer rule of engagement, the Traffic Light enables an iterative process, a 
repetitive rhythm of walking, crossing the pedestrian pathways, and circling the 
space again and again. When participants walk the repetitive movement for no less 
than an hour, they enter a process where experience of their relation to the outer 
world alter as they adapt to the rules of the traffic light. The prototype event 
situates a relation between an outer action regulation, and an explorative 
enactment of that action, which by repetition generates a third order of 
observation. 
The event is staged in an ordinary crossroad with four roads entering and 
pedestrian crossings, regulated by traffic lights. For the pedestrians there are two 
possible signals to be concerned with: a red icon with a human standing still, and a 
green icon with a human walking. The zebra crossing, the area of road painted 
with broad white stripes where pedestrians cross, constitutes the field for 
movement. When the green light comes on, pedestrians move across the field. 
When the red light turns on, they wait. Cars and other vehicles are likewise 
regulated, stopping and crossing in sync with the pedestrians, and thus waiting 
when pedestrians move and driving when pedestrians wait. 
If, for a time, the participant reiterates her movement in the traffic light, she will 
experience the surroundings in the perspective of repetition. In this way the 
attention is moved from movement, to subtle variations in the repetitions of 
movement. This reiteration generates a basic order, which establish a new context 
for experiencing the surrounding world. The altered contextualisation appears, for 
example, when the participant walks in the traffic light until every stopping car 
becomes a variation of 'the stopping car', or when she walks until any pedestrian 
she meets has become a variation of `the pedestrian one meets'. 
The repetition suspends the definition of the traffic lights as a regulating functional 
field; it suspends the purpose of the traffic lights, and redefines it as an external 
environment for the participant to stage a self-reflective exploration of how she 
experience the world. Due to the repetition, the surrounding world becomes an 
omni-functional pattern of pedestrian and car movement, and the repetitive 
rhythmic walk becomes the fundamental condition of the place. In that moment, 
when the context of experiencing changes from being merely observing the 
activities in the traffic light, into observing from the position of `a walking person', 
the participant becomes present in two simultaneous modes of attention. She 
observes herself as a walking individual in relation to the complex situation of the 
traffic light, and simultaneously experiences herself as an integrated part of the 
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traffic light operation. In the moment when this dual mode of observing emerges, 
the relation between the inner world and the outer world becomes referential. 
A third order of observation emerges out of the interference between the two 
states of observation. The traffic light situation transforms into a performative 
site65, which enables observation across the experience of'being a normal 
pedestrian' in the traffic light, and exploring the traffic light from the extra-daily 
position66 of the pedestrian as an integrated part of the total movement in the 
place. The situation could be thought of as a staging of a site in itself, and thereby 
defining the traffic lights as a participatory manoeuvre of form, which makes the 
performative engagement in itself the main medium for the experience. 
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' The art historian Miwon Kwon suggests an understanding of the concept of site as & 'nomadic, fluid and sometimes even 
virtual rather than restricted to a geographical place or institution ... a temporary thing: a movement, a chain 
of meanings 
devoid of a particular focus' (2004: 166). 
"The discussion of Traffic Light is in part based on the article (Sondergaard, 2003), attached In full text In appendix 
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4.3.2 Traffic Light (2005) Karin Sondergaard 
DVD, Compositional Strategies: 4.3.2 Traffic Light (2005) Karin Sondergaard 
The Traffic Light prototype was performed by students at the The Royal Danish 
Academy of Fine Arts, School of Architecture in Copenhagen, as part of the 
research session The Construction of Experience (2005). Two students wrote the 
following comments on their experience of participating in the Traffic Light 
procedures, in their poetic statements entering a discussion on the particular 
staging effect of participating in the Traffic Light procedure: 
(1) 
Movement and ... suspension. 
This walk ... evolves into a feeling of conquering space. 
To acquire... `time-space-body' ... through repetition ... Slipping in and out of `time-space-body' every now and then. 
Time and space put up a frame that the body must fill out. 
Time and space put up a rhythm that the body must fill out. 
The sacred power of repetition as was it a Sufi dance. 
You get the feeling of wanting just to walk this space for the entire day. 
To be observed with and without reflectivity. 
To enter a known space as if every step is new, every step is the first, ... 
re-conquering a sensitivity, a being, a curiosity, a passion. 
Afterwards when you look at the light cross from a distance, it looks ... as it 
was. But I achieved a confidence with the space for a moment. 
Space is constructed out of topological spots. 
Time is constructed out of movements in space. 
You take a walk in your experience. 
(2) 
The absence of mirrors turns your performativity to a more inner process. 
Mirrors occur only as bits of facades or hints driving by. 
Do you create your own mirrors? 
With heightened [awareness] you travel a space that you normally transit 
with low awareness. 
You look upon people, who enter your space, with higher awareness than 
they have, because you have absorbed the space and they are only on a 
transit, therefore you feel a kind of sovereignty. 
(Claus Jorgensen, MA student, The Construction of Experience, 2005) 
Car drivers are really aggressive. I find myself observing the funny bikes of 
Copenhagen. ... It is really irritating when people are not walking [in] the 
same direction [as] me. Then I have to mix my walking rhythm. Someone is 
shouting something to another person from the window of his car. I guess 
there is a fight going on. [All the time], I am taking the same footsteps as in 
previous walk. ... In these walking situations I did not feel myself as a 
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normal pedestrian anymore. I was the observer, [the] traffic light police, 
and the lonely with a yellow cap. I was kind of watching a movie. I was not 
walking; I was not part of the act but observer of this act. I could survey the 
other pedestrians from above ... until [by coincidence] I saw my reflection from the window of a bus. When this happened I came back to be the same 
kind of pedestrian as the others. 
(Saana Rönkönharju, MA student, The Construction of Experience, 2005) 
4.3.2.1 The event controller 
In participatory events as the Traffic Light the presence of an external director or 
event-controller seems to be a necessity. The external event-controller is essential 
to initiate and maintain the event as a specific staged enterprise. She maintains the 
theatrical structure in the event by announcing the time for start and stop, and 
anchors the activities as a staged by her presence documenting the complete event 
with a video camera. The event-controller define the action regulation and 
prioritise the attention directions in the event, and by her authority and presence 
allow the participants to enact an extra-daily engagement, where the normal 
concept of time, purpose and place is suspended, and the attention is focused on a 
pre-expressive self-reflectivity on the performative engagement itself. In this way 
the event-controller has an important function as to frame and maintain the 
activities as a particular theatrical operation or structure that the participants can 
enter. 
4.3.2.2 Participating in an outer regulatory structure 
The Traffic Light prototype alters the ordinary space and time conception of daily 
behaviour, and two simultaneous, but separate space and time conceptions are 
over-layered. The staging is partly composed of instructions on how to behave, and 
partly formed by the interaction with the outer regulatory structure. As we see in 
the writings of the participants, after 20-40 minutes of walking, a gradual 
transformed experience of being present emerges. 
Mirrors or reflective glass, with a rigid designator functionality, seem to link across 
states, establishing a channel between the two simultaneous states of presence. 
Both participants point out that the momentary glimpses of themselves in shop- 
windows, car surfaces or mirrors, highlight the self-reflective awareness that is 
generated, and couples across the two states of presence that has been established. 
The participant follows a specified set of staging instructions, while in the same 
time being at a real place among normal people in a normal traffic situation, that 
particular understanding of herself in an extra-daily performative engagement 
generates a third order observation in-between the two states. The Traffic Light 
procedures change the experiencing of time, from progressive time to repetitive 
time, and from a progression of one event causing the next to a repletion of similar 
events, producing enhanced attention to the situation and context. 
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4.3.3 Walking in an Exaggerated Manner Around the Perimeter of a 
Square (1967-68) Bruce Nauman 
In Nauman's behavioural investigations, performed in his studio in front of a 
camera, he specifically develops behaviour that is both a design of the space and an 
instruction of how to engage. He first pursued his investigation in a process of 
developing new form/media relations that situates thinking through formalized 
movement activity. In an interview with Willoughby Sharp, Nauman states: `An 
awareness of yourselves comes from a certain amount of activity and you can't get 
it from just thinking about yourself (Bruggen, 1988: 49). The film resulting from 
one of these studies situates an exaggerated behaviour within a scenographic 
space defined by lines on the floor: 
In the silent film Walking in an Exaggerated Manner Around the Perimeter of 
a Square, a larger square is taped to the floor outside the first one. With 
great concentration Nauman ... put his feet carefully down on the line of the 
outer square, one foot in front or in back of the other; at the same time he 
shifts weight onto a hip in an exaggerated manner (1988: 47-48). 
4.3.3.1 Extra-daily behaviour within an outer structure 
The whole operation is staged internally, as in The Turn, but situated in an outer 
framing square structure, enabling a movement-choreography not dissimilar to 
that of the Traffic Light event. Nauman looked for a compositional plane in- 
between the inner instruction and the outer formative space, and 'performed task- 
oriented or simple motor movements in which purposeful repetition played a 
prominent role. ... [He] explored the relationships of duration and repetition' 
(Benezera, 1994: 124). Nauman combines the use of guiding instructions, how to 
walk and behave, with the formal interaction with an outer structure, the defined 
route of a walking square. 
Nauman moves the investigations into the context of the studio and the art 
exhibition space, and away from the ordinary and public space, and this makes the 
procedures of his methods focus on how to stage peoples' personal contexts in a 
formal installation structure, whereas Glimpses67 and the Traffic Light events insert 
people in everyday cultural contexts and structures. 
67 The performance event Glimpses is discussed in chapter 3.2.1 
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Nauman makes use of a video camera to anchor the activities as a staged event, for 
similar reasons as the event-controller operates in the described Traffic Light 
event in chapter 4.3.2, and this gives him the outer cause or framework to 
discipline himself to enact his extra-daily performance. His `exercises are based on 
a daily activity, walking, but, by breaking it up into detached motions, they distort 
its ordinariness. For instance, by emphasizing the hip movement' (Bruggen, 
1988: 48). He uses a strategy of formalising himself, making himself as 'executor of 
behaviour' the medium of the artwork. Through the formal instrumentalisation of 
himself, distancing him as one person to himself, the exercises enable him to 
maintain his instructions. 'The lopping of the performer's limbs or head ... serves 
to objectify the human body' (1988: 49), making his inner experience exposed to 
the camera, through the formal operations of the event. 
4.3.3.2 Transferring behaviour into participatory events 
Nauman progressively develops his methods to involve other people to enact a 
behaviour similar to his original performance. Coosje van Bruggen reports from his 
discussions with Nauman on his experience of performing and including others in 
the realisation of the work: 'Performing at the Whitney Museum [1970] with two 
people made Nauman realize that he could involve others in his performances if he 
gave them specific instructions. Before this he had found it difficult to carry out a 
performance even once, let alone repeat it' (1988: 61). Nauman figured that he 
could develop this further, and 'make a situation where someone else had to do 
what I would do' (Nauman in: Bruggen, 1988: 61). He could go into the studio and 
do whatever he was interested in doing, and then `try to find a way to present it so 
that other people could do it without to much explanation' (Nauman in: Bruggen, 
1988: 62). But Nauman felt he had to setup a very strict kind of environment or 
situation so that even if the performer didn't know anything about me or the work 
that goes into the piece, he would be able to do something similar to what I would 
do' (Nauman in: Bruggen, 1988: 62). Nauman's intentions were, that the visitors 
should be made participants in the prepared specific way, by the way the staging 
organized their behaviour. To enable a transfer of behavioural insights from the 
artist's performance in the studio to the participatory installation in the exhibition 
space, Nauman developed 'increasing focus on the problem of how to make the 
viewer see himself or herself as the involved subject, rather than the detached 
object, of address' (Storr, 1995: 159). 
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4.3.4 Going Around the Corner Piece (1970) Bruce Nauman 
Work description: Wallboard, four video cameras, and four video monitors. Cube 
with walls 3x6m each. From the very top of the four white walls four cameras are 
hanging, and on the floor, at the end of the walls four monitors are placed, showing 
real-time black and white video images. 
The painted square on the floor in Walking in an Exaggerated Manner Around the 
Perimeter of a Square is, in Going Around the Corner Piece, substituted by a set of 
walls forming a square, around which the visitor can walk. The instructions of 
engagement are layered in the design in the way the cameras and monitors 
operate. The view from the video cameras are showed directly in the monitors, as a 
feedback loop, which enforce the visitor into a self-reflective attention makes her 
adapt a certain way of moving, similar to the original exaggerated movements 
Nauman executed in his studio in the Walking in an Exaggerated Manner Around 
the Perimeter of a Square piece. 
4.3.4.1 Staging the visitor to inhabit pre-determined behaviour 
The visitor is involved as participant generating her own exaggerated walk, as the 
art historian Gaby Hartel explains, promoted by 
the very construction of the installation ... the visitor-cum-investigator 
is 
guided by the artist who in fact leaves him no other choice than that of 
following the track he has traced for him along the walls. From then on, the 
camera ... pursues him, and he is forever seeing himself from behind going 
round the next corner. The visitor thus feels directly, in his own skin... the 
disturbing feeling of being barred from his usual experience of self, and 
chasing after himself without hope of being able to catch up with himself 
(2006: 210). 
Hartel points out key characteristics of the staged situation, reporting from her 
experience of the work. She identifies how the participants enact the instructions 
embedded in the operation of the installation, and she further explains the 
embodied experience that emerge from the engagement: 
Man is both hunter and hunted by his own self: a vicious circle. ... In Going 
Around the Corner Piece, Bruce Nauman casts the viewer in a role which he 
himself played in his early pieces about body and movement ... In these 
works, he put life into the sculptural space by means of original and almost 
ritual bodily motor functions. At the time he no longer regarded art as a 
finished product but as a process of self-creation. Like series of sequential 
movements which do indeed evaporate on the surface of the moment in 
which they are made, but which by continual repetition thereof, become 
part and parcel of physical, bodily memory, as with dancers (2006: 213). 
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Nauman'observes how his own physical tension is transmitted to the viewer in the 
form of a muscular tension' (2006: 213), and through a transfer of these behaviours 
into reflective scenographies, he stages an'endless sequence of those movements 
to be a continuous loop' (2006: 213) of participatory engagement. The 
involvement of the visitors in repetitive activity, in performing the staged tasks 
again and again, walking around the cube while surveilling their own engagement, 
brings them into a reflective state. As Hartel observes: 
the body's monotonous and endless to-ing and fro-ing in a limited range of 
movement also relaxes the mind and opens up the inner stage. Nauman has 
observed that, during their passage through the works ... many things pass 
through peoples minds (2006: 213). 
The written statements of the student in chapter 4.3.2, who participated in 
performing the Traffic Light, show similar first hand insights of experiences and 
reflections passing through people's minds in similar participatory works. The 
compositional strategy, that Nauman uses, seems to enable a opening for self- 
reflection, but within a constrained movement activity, where the installation 
promotes extra-daily behaviour rather than situates reflection on every day life 
behaviour. 
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4.4 Social structure of relational operations 
The compositional strategy of staging social structures is exemplified respectively 
through a master-class The Sensation of Light (2006), and the research event Very 
SimpleActions (2008). The event The Sensation of Light was held at the Light 
Research Department, Royal Academy of Fine Arts, School of Architecture, 
Copenhagen, 2006, and forms part of a program of research into the sensation of 
light-zones. The research event Very Simple Actions took place at the PAR 
(Performance as Research) seminar at the ITRF (International Theatre Research 
Federation) conference in Seoul, 2008, and investigates method of observation of 
an everyday activity. 
The developed strategic method enables a structure of engagement by which a 
group can share a first person experience and explore this same experience from 
different positions as a comparative qualitative investigation. This method 
operates with a selection of observer roles similar to the professional roles in the 
theatre: the roles of the director, the performer and the audience, and is specific in 
the way it situates a collective of investigators in different roles of observation 
within the same explorative engagement. The professional roles in the theatre are 
transformed into a triangular set of observer positions: the first participant 
observes from a position inside the experience of a performative engagement, the 
second participant observes from a position outside in continuous discussion with 
the first, and the third participant observes from an outside position grabbing a 
visual overview of the situation. Together, the three positions maintain each other 
in a triangularity of performative engagement in an organised performance 
situation. This triangularity works as a distribution of the specific referentiality of 
the expert performer, inherent in her pre-expressive technique68, and together the 
three observer positions generate a shared mode of presence similar to that of 
extra-daily69 behaviour. The expert performer's 'exact eye' and `in-built mirror'7° 
are in the triangular method distributed to the external observers, and shared 
within a social structure of relational operations. 
The compositional strategy of staging social structures by way of relational 
operations are further discussed with artworks by Dan Graham and Dora Garcia. In 
his work Performer/mirror/audience from 1977, Dan Graham makes use of similar 
triangular method of observer relations, staging a situation of mutual surveillance 
in-between a performer, an audience, and the mirrored image of that 
performer/audience situation. In Dora Garcia's installation Instant Narrative from 
2008, an assistant text writer, sitting in the space, observes the visitors and 
continuously comments on her observations by way of writing on a computer 
connected to a large projection screen. 
The works discussed in this chapter can be described as analytic sites, where 
groups of participants are enabled to negotiate their mutual observation as 
relational operations, in situations that explicitly stage how the different roles and 
68 The term 'pre-expressive' Is discussed in chapter 2.1.3. 
69 The term 'extra-daily' is discussed in chapter 2.1.2 
70 The terms 'exact eye' and'the in-built mirror' are discussed in chapter 2.2.4 
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observer positions are structured socially. The method enables a formal 
externalisation of otherwise private and individual experiences into a collective 
investigation qualified within a social structure of relational operations. 
4.4.1 The Sensation of Light (2006) Karin Sondergaard 
DVD, Compositional Strategies: 4.4.1 The Sensation of Light (2006) Karin SOndergaard 
(no sound) 
The master-class The Sensation of Light was organised to develop performative 
methods for architects to analyse and design light. The event used a diffuse and 
round, and a sharp and square light-zone, constructed similarly to the light-zones 
in the laboratory described in chapter 3.5.1, The triangular method stages an 
experience from three observer positions: A, B, and C, which enables a correlation 
in-between the internal experiencing, a reflective interrogator holding an external 
position, and the external view of a camera. The use of the method in this 
investigation stages an analytic collective operation, which enhance the 
participant's capacity to qualify and articulate the sensation of light 
The three positions of engagement are: 
(A) The performative position, wherefrom the light-zone is explored and 
the participant speaks from her first-person experience. 
(B) The referent position, where an external observer interviews, reflects 
on and registers the first-person experience. 
(C) The visual communicator position, where an external observer uses a 
camera to frame and document the first-person experience from an 
external position. 
In this specific instance the external observers (B and C) are continuously taking 
photographs and interviewing the internal observer (A). The internal observer is 
observed by way of external eyes and a camera, which frames both the external 
and the internal observer, and makes them performative. The internal observer is 
obliged to report from her first hand experience position, giving a continuous 
report from the zone of experience to the external reporter. The reporter asked 
questions into the event, and by framing the questions, set a context for the report 
of (A). 
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Figure 67 The Sensation of Light (2006) Karin Sondergaard 
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The team repeatedly change roles to make sure that each person rotates through 
all roles several times. The participants synthesise their experience of all three 
observer positions, and attain a capacity for overviewing the totality of the 
situation and the relational operations that qualifies it. The exploration is further 
intensified if there are more than one camera to frame the situation from the 
outside (C), and more complex discussions can be notified if there are more than 
one referent in the team (B). If the aim is to explore how the light-zones influence 
the social behaviour of a group of people, the number of people involved can be 
enhanced accordingly in all positions. There can be several performing observers 
(A), and the outside observer positions (B) and (C) can have many participants at 
any time serving their perspectives into the event. 
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4.4.2 Very Simple Actions (2008) Karin Sondergaard 
DVD, Compositional Strategies: 4.4.2 Very Simple Actions (2008) Karin Sondergaard 
(no sound) 
The research event VerySimple Actions staged the triangular method in away, 
which enabled investigations into the relationships between how everyday 
activities are experienced relative to how they are performed. In the research 
event daily behaviour is explicitly formalised into simple sequences of extra-daily 
behaviour. In this case the events were staged with the simple activity of sitting 
down and rising from a chair. The participants enact three distinct positions within 
the event, in a similar set of roles as in the previous event: one internal observer 
and two external observer roles, only (B) is differentiated In the functionality of 
action: 
(A) The performative position, wherefrom the participant explores her actions as 
an internal first-person experience. 
(B) The commentator position, where an external observer comments on the 
performing person with a verbal framing, speaking out loud what she observes. 
(C) The visual communicator position, where an external observer by using a 
camera, frames the first-person experience from an external position 
The everyday activity of sitting down and rising from a chair is used for this 
prototype investigation. The participants explore the possible movement pattern, 
in different dynamics and speeds, and with different intentions and modes of 
expression. The sitting down and rising up movement are progressively developed 
into self-reflective pre-expressive movements. These pre-expressive behaviours 
are then incorporated as extra-daily modes of presence through iterative 
improvisations and the rotating of roles between the participants. 
This use of the strategic method can be used to stage an exploration of any 
movement related problematic, as a generative strategy to enable analytic 
positions from simultaneous inside and outside observations and activities, by 
situating a concrete research quest as a prototype investigation, and then 
progressively explore how that can be structured as both an analytic process, and 
as an activity of composition. 
The method is a way to format a performative design of a specific codified 
procedure, generating an extra-daily prototype of the key composition of the 
dynamic parameters of the activity. This is similar to the elaborate behaviours 
Bruce Nauman develops in Walking in an Exaggerated Manner, discussed in 
chapter 4.3.3, which later is transformed into the participatory design of Going 
Around the Corner Piece. The strategic method can be used to develop refined 
behavioural and experiential prototypes, to guide the design process of reflective 
scenographies, based on activities and sociability. The method suggests a 
compositional use as a means to develop participatory situations, through a 
process of formative operations. 
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Figure 70 Performer/Audience/Mirror (1977) ()an Graham 
4.4.3 Performer/Audience/Mirror (1977) Dan Graham 
Performer/Audience/Mirror is a staged event, where `a performer faces a seated 
audience. Behind the performer, covering the front wall ... is a mirror reflecting the 
audience' (Duve, 1983: 57). By way of the mirror the audience is enabled to survey 
themselves, each other, and the performer. In a relatively objective manner the 
performer (Graham) comments on the spectators' behaviour. In this way the 
spectators experience themselves reflected on through a mechanical reflection 
(the mirror) and a human reflection (Graham's comments) simultaneously. 
Throughout the performance Graham maintains a monotonous rhetoric, and an 
assumed style of performing, which is in-between acting a character and being 
present as himself. 
In his continuous flow of speech Graham comments instantaneously on the 
spectators' behaviour, thus reflecting his own observations moment by moment as 
the events progress. This excerpt from the initial 1977 performance speech 
exemplifies how Graham articulates the instantaneous reflections: 
and now there's a half smile that comes up to a full smile in the case of a 
couple of people ... umm ... and now I see two people in the third row and 
then a woman who wouldn't smile if nobody else did.... (Laughter) 
everybody laughs ... umm ... and as they laugh ... um, they move their 
head 
and it's much more animated laugh than before.... (Laughter) and they now 
look at each other nodding as if they are collectively (Laughter) aware of 
this fact, umm (much laughter) as a group (Laughter)71 (Graham in: Duve, 
1983: 58). 
Graham's performance makes the staged observer operations explicit. The 
performer orchestrates the situation; he performs the observer positions and 
operations, and iteratively points them out one by one through the actions he 
performs. The performance includes four phases, which can be repeated endlessly, 
each approximately five minutes long. In the first phase Graham is facing the 
audience, and `he begins a continuous description of his external movements and 
the attitudes he believes are signified by his behaviour' (Graham, 1981: 177). In the 
second phase he still faces the audience and `continuously describes their external 
behaviour' (1981: 177). In phases three and four he faces the mirror and 
subsequently describes himself and then the audience, moving about in the space. 
The rhythm in this progression, and the changing use of the reflective possibilities, 
ensures that, over time, the experience of the performed activity becomes a formal 
staged situation for the participants, where Graham's direction of attention and 
commenting are mediating the visitors, self-reflectively. 
The reflective operations of the event are made explicit to the audience by the 
performer, commenting what he observes and pointing at the different reflective 
situations in the four phases score. This enables the participants in a self-reflective 
manner to experience themselves as individuals and as part of a group, observed 
71 Excerpts from the transcription of Dan Graham's speech in the second performance of Performer/Audience/Mirror, PS 1, 
New York, December 1977 (Duve, 1983: 58). 
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from both inside and outside, mediated through both visual reflection and human 
comments. Duve (1983: 58) explains: 
[W]hen the performer describes the audience, the audience sees itself 
reflected by the mirror instantaneously, while the performer's comments 
are slightly delayed and follow a continuous flow of time (since they are 
verbal) This engenders a cause-and-effect interpretation for the audience. 
... The slightly delayed verbal description by the performer 
overlaps/undercuts the present (fully present) mirror view an audience 
member has of himself or herself and for the collective audience; it may 
influence his or her further interpretation of what he or she sees. 
Duve identifies two interesting effect of the staging: firstly that a slight delay 
occurs between an action and the comment on the action, and secondly, that the 
staging operations progressively change how the participants experience and 
engage in the event. The delay opens for a reflective space between an action and 
its re-occurrence, similar to the video-delay in chapter 6.6.6, and the iterative 
activity generates a change in context of the experience, similar to the inner and 
outer staging strategies discussed in chapters 4.2 and 4.3. The duality produces a 
tension between the experience of the mirror reflection and the comments in the 
speech, each with their alternate operation of surveillance. The event strategy 
promotes a reflection between the two mediating structures as an integral part of 
the situation, highlighting how the direction of attention operates in the event, and 
thus making the spectator's own engagement in observing themselves the actual 
medium of the event. 
Graham stages a social situation that generates relational operations in-between 
the participants' simultaneous routes of reflectivity, and maintains that the 
observations continue uninterrupted and in parallel. The intertwined 
simultaneous views into the same concrete situation are then further opened up 
and problematised by the movements that Graham performs during his constant 
stream of comments and directions of attention: 
Graham underlines that the performer "is free to move about, to change his 
distance relative to the mirror, in order to better see aspects of his body 
movements" (when he describes himself), and "in order to view different 
aspects of the audience's behavior" (when he is describing them), "his 
changes of position produce a changing visual perspective that is 
corresponding reflected in the description. The audience's view remain 
fixed; they are not (conventionally) free to move from their seats in relation 
to the mirror covering the front staging area" (Duve, 1983: 58 citing 
Graham). 
Graham performs an editing of his direction of attention, using the scenographic 
possibilities of the mirror, in a similar way to what Pold discusses in chapter 
3.6.2.2, where Pold reports from his exploration using the mirror to edit attention 
as an extended capacity of the actor's technique. The moving around by Graham 
involves a varied use of the space and inclusion of the participants, vitalising the 
experience as a collective and all encompassing enterprise. This refers back to the 
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collectiveness of experience discussed in chapter 3.6.5, where the overview for 
each participant is dependent on and built on the collective of observation, the 
social gestures and relational operations that construct relationships through 
collective behaviour. 
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4.4.4 Instant Narrative (2008) Dora Garcia 
The visitors enter into an exhibition place. A video projection displays text, 
continuously written by an assistant text writer, which comments on the visitors' 
appearance and behaviour. A visitor reports on his experience of the installation: 
You enter an empty room. On the wall is a projection of a computer screen, 
displaying some text. From time to time a new sentence appears. If you look 
through the doorway into the next room you can see a person seated at a 
desk with a Mac laptop, typing. I approached the typist. She had typed the 
words displayed on the wall. She told me she writes down what she sees in 
the room. I went back into the room and waved my arms about. After a 
delay the words `man stands in the middle of the room flapping arms 
frantically' appeared on the wall (James, 2008). 
The most radical change in Instant Narrative versus Performer/Audience/Mirror is 
that the visitors have been transformed from relatively passive observers to 
engaged participants, not only engaged in their perceptual operations but also 
performing the observed. In Instant Narrative the visitors are physically in the 
centre of events, performing. The assistant text writer is removed to a position as 
an outside observer, and staged as an instrument providing feedback to the 
visitor's appearance and behaviour through text comments. The content of the 
written comments are less intimate and psychologically interpretive than Dan 
Graham's spoken comments, and more socially observant and objective 
descriptive. The assistant text writer is not directly interpretive but produces 
concrete comments of observation, making the stream of posted comments a 
feedback operation, a sort of instant reflection through text. The comments by the 
assistant text writer on the visitor James (2008) are presented below in the 
excerpt, giving a sense of the feedback experienced by the participants: 
the man stands motionless. 
like a statue, his face hiding any expression. 
his female counterpart moves to the side. 
the woman in red and tartan interrupts the space 
long dreadlocks and red jeans 
she steps across the projection 
Barbara Visser printed onto her clothes 
she peers out into the light 
polyester rustling 
still he stands reading. 
balanced by his right hand on shoulder strap. 
he glances round the ceiling corners suspiciously. 
the woman loiters in the doorway before she leaves 
idle fingers twist in her hair. 
the statuesque man gives way to a smile. 
two more men step inside the room. 
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The assistant text writer watches and writes about the visitors, rhythmically 
posting her observations. The visitor sees herself being written about, and also 
sees other people being written about, generating a overlap between watching 
each other in the real space of actual inter-relations, and following and 
contributing to an ongoing virtual existence of the same relations through the 
written feedback. The texts are deliberately sent in complete sentences from the 
assistant text writer, and itself a finite form of expression, leaving the visitor to 
participate solely engaged in her own performance and self-reflection, where all 
feedback operations, including feedback from other participants, form part of the 
visitor's personal reflective environment. 
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4.5 Experientiality and Narrativation 
Chapter four develops a dramaturgical perspective on the composition of 
participatory events. This is sectioned into three steps. Firstly, a range of staging 
strategies is identified in the previous chapters 4.1-4.4. Secondly, in this chapter 
4.5, a context of narrative theory is developed, enabling a strategic view of the 
participatory experience as it develops over time. Thirdly, in chapter 4.6, the 
developed range of strategic approaches and narrative understandings is used to 
identify dramaturgical features in participatory installations using respectively 
mechanical mirrors and telematic video technology to stage participants in modes 
of self-reflectivity. 
4.5.1 Context of compositional procedures 
Participation is an experience that demands an active engagement and a process of 
participation, which progresses over time. That gives the work a character of 
process, and develops a dramaturgical progression of the experienced situation 
and context. The participatory event, and especially participatory events that 
brings focus to the participant herself and her activities as the media of the event, 
develops phenomenological and analytic focus on the participant's inclusion and 
subjective experience72. 
The participatory event demands a personal investigation and an involvement that 
progresses over time to experience the work. How the event is composed is 
defining what is brought on the agenda, what is particularly focused on in the 
social processes of reference. The staging with elements of everyday life, social 
functions of relationships and reference, enables a context of sociability for the 
participant, and situates her in a performative engagement in her own self- 
reflectivity. The narrative conditions within the participatory engagement 
promotes self-reflective analyses of relationships with herself, each other, and as a 
collective, exploring everyday activities staged in context of an extra-daily 
behavioural site. 
The participatory installation is nomadic in a narrative sense, in a way similar to 
the concept of `nomadic sites' that Niwon Kwon (2004) opens for. She suggests an 
abstracted sense of the conception of site as 'the relational specificity that can hold 
in ... tensions ... addressing the uneven condition of adjacencies and 
distances 
between one thing, one person, one place, one thought, one fragment next to 
another, rather than equivalences via one thing after another' (Kwon 2004: 166). In 
the participatory artworks the participant through her engagement, moment by 
moment, as a personal experience, produces the site experience, and the trail of 
events that form the nomadic site of participation is a personal process of 
conversation and engagement in social situations. 
n The phenomenal status of the staged situation is discussed in chapter 2.5.3 as a social characteristic, and in chapter 2.6.5 
as an enhanced analytic attention in feedback environments. 
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Participatory installation is characteristic in the way the space is activated and 
contexts brought into the work as part of a referencing system. The work is staged. 
The staging changes the status of the framing operations in the participatory 
experience, and forwards attention to the self-reflective operations. The staging 
situation is, in chapters 4.1-4.4, detailed as an extra-daily behaviour, and discussed 
in relation to three domains of pre-expressive performer technique: introvert, 
extrovert, and social referencing technique. The methods of composition in an 
actual creation of a participatory artwork can be viewed as a complexity of 
combined strategies, possibly operative in parallel and inter-twined. In this way, 
the composition of participatory stagings is a process operating on three levels. 
The design of relational dynamics, qualified by the framing, channelling, and 
coupling dynamic parameters, which organises the observer operations in the 
participatory staging. 
" The composition of staged situations by introvert, extrovert, and social 
referencing layered in reflective scenographies, which then organise the 
behavioural site for the participants. 
" The dramaturgical progression of the participatory engagement as it evolves 
and generates a narrative experience over time. 
The dramaturgical layers are developed in the following subchapters of chapter 
4.5, and suggest that the participatory involvement, as it progresses over time, 
develops narrative textures of experientiality (4.5.6). The evolving narrativation of 
the participatory experience is identified as a network of focalising incidents 
(4.5.2-4.5.5), which is possible to identify at any moment of the event as a step-by- 
step progression. 
4.5.2 Focalisation 
The focalisation concept, coined by the narratologist Gerard Genette (1990), 
enables an analysis of the structures of direction of attention, the giving of 
attention (looking) and receiving attention (being looked at) within the narrative 
processes. Genette works from a structuralist position and identifies the narrative 
from clear observer positions and directions of attention understood as points of 
view and perspectives. Focalisation is presented in a certain vision, a point of view, 
a perspective. The focalisation concept uses visual metaphor but includes actions, 
speech acts and all other sorts of direction of address in narratives. 
The narratologist Maike Bal (2009: 100) refines Genette's theory of focalisation, 
developing the difference in-between the subject and the object of focalisation. 
With Bal, the focaliser concept changes emphasis from the position and 
perspectives involved in a narrative, towards a'definition of focalization [that] 
refers to a relationship, each pole of that relationship' (2009: 149) and the relation 
in-between. Focalisation is, then, the process of attention and address in-between 
the one giving attention and what is brought into attention. As discussed by the 
narratologists Susana Onega and J. A. G. Landa (1996: 115-116), the use of focalisers 
as a network of relations opens for detailed analysis of all kind of narrative, like 
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film, where focalisation is carried out by a composition of the camera view, the 
actor's direction of attention, and the montage of attention in the audience 
perception73. 
This shift in emphasis assigns an autonomous role to the focaliser operation, and 
allows for complex analysis of narratives as a network of relational processes, even 
without defined position of address, and opens for narrative structures where the 
narrator is both the subject and the object of address and attention. Bal argues that 
`if the focalizer coincides with the character, that character' (2009: 149) will be 
empowered with all aspects of attention and activity in an enhanced first person 
narrating account. In a very concrete way, the participant embodies such a 
narrative position, being at the same time the subject and the object of her 
focalising processes. 
4.5.3 Focalisation in theatre 
The use of the focalisation concept in theatre was introduced and developed by the 
theatre theoretician Patrice Pavis, adjusted to the situation of theatrical stagings as 
part of a structuralist semiotic approach. Pavis takes on focalisation as a way to 
discuss how the performer directs spectator attention through the actions of her 
technique. The performer technically attracts and directs audience attention on a 
level of meta-communication, using her pre-expressive capacities to perform a 
semiotic composition of gestures. Pavis (1991: 166) explains the relation between 
performer technique and processes of focalisation in this way: 
Juxtaposing and coordinating gestures clearly reveal the mobility and 
fragility of the performers' relationship. Furthermore, the body is never 
exposed as a body of an individual ... but remains a mobile montage of its 
separate parts. ... [It] has the power to focus the spectator's gaze on a part 
of the body. ... This technique of foregrounding a meaning or a part of the 
work ... leads to focalization, to the enlargement of a detail, to lengthening 
certain moments, to holding certain poses. Continual changes in focalization 
set up a narrative of the body, guiding reception by creating narrative 
continuity. ... Focalization magnifies or underlines a detail, ... expands or 
concentrates time at will, `dilates' or `contracts' the performers body. 
The staged event is viewed as a complex semiotic operation, where the performer 
articulates through a montage of micro-actions, and by this activity directs the 
spectator's attention. Pavis explains the performer's montage of micro-actions as a 
kind of negotiation with the spectator, where `she uses her hands to distil the most 
obvious gestural variations, encouraging the spectator to make sense of the 
sequences (199 1: 166). Focalisation is, by Pavis, used to identify the direction of 
attention and the complex mediation of attention within the theatrical 
environment of the staging as an aspect of the pre-expressive articulation of the 
performer. The focalisation processes involve any pre-expressive modality in the 
73 This use of the focaliser concept borrows from the theories of the film and theatre director Serge) Eisenstein (1947,1949) 
and his dramaturgical techniques of 'montage of attractions' and direction of attention', where the film views and the 
performers direction of attention edit and montage the attention of the spectator. 
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performer's arsenal, including gestural language and visual language, viewing 
every act at stage as language activities. 
4.5.4 Focalisation in participatory art 
The dramaturge Maike Bleeker (2008) develops the concept of focalisation further, 
tobe able to encompass the complex environment of postdramatic staging. 
Focalisation is, in the thinking of Bleeker, used to understand the attention 
structures within a theatrical staging as in-between process, referring to Bal, as a 
response to the narrative operations in the postdramatic theatre event. 
The staged installation environment could be understood as a habitat, in which the 
visitor's attention is guided as a network of internal focalisers. Internal focalisers 
are, experienced from the participant's first person perspective, the attention and 
address agents that act within the evolving narrative of the staged event, a 
complex of first order observer operations. At the same time, structures of external 
focalisers emerge. External focalisers are produced by the theatrical framing 
processes, and allow for spectatorship or performership, organising the second 
order observer operations within the event. 
The participatory habitat generates an overlap and mutual interdependency 
between the internal and external focalisers. The first and second order observer 
operations are inhabited by the same person and evolving within the same activity, 
as networks of internal and external focalisers. Seen as a compositional parameter 
of how to enable and promote certain operations of focalisation, the participant 
generates her attention processes as she engages. In this way, the participant 
becomes situated in the centre of all the staged focalisers, in an enhanced first 
person narrating account, as Bal (2009: 149) points out. She is given the role of the 
author, engaged in the moment of the emergence of the event, 'through what might 
be called bare bones dramatic construction' (Bleeker, 2008: 28), the focalising 
processes. The improvised and immediate nature of the participatory event 
suggest a turn towards a composition of the enactment process, as it Is mutually 
produced in-between the positions involved, observing and observed. 
4.5.5 Conversational narratives and the staging of sociability 
The narratologist Monika Fludernik argues a shift in the narratological concepts, 
and especially in the conception of focalisation. The change involves a shift from 
understanding narratives as based on plot structures and characters, towards 
narratives based on human presence and conversational activities (2009: 109). 
This change is influenced from an enhanced presence of conversational narrative 
due to the impact of the telematisation of society. Focalisation in conversational 
narrative differs from that of first person narration, in the way that'in the first 
person narrative ... the narrator is the focalizing instance' 
(Fludernik 2009: 38), 
while in situations of communication, as experienced within participation, the 
focalising instance is the navigation in the experiencing process. 
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The change from reporting from a first person experience to reporting from a 
conversational experience while it unfolds, is, following Fludernik (1996: 344-345), 
that `the narrator does not see the story (or parts of it); 'he' produces the story. 
What the narrative focalizes on, on the story level, is therefore the result of 
selection and not the result of perception'. The narrativation generated in the 
activity of conversation is suggested to be viewed as an experiential discourse, a 
process of experientiality and selection in creation, rather than receptional 
constructs of perception. The participant is consciously responsible for her own 
choices and experiences while performatively engaging in the conversational 
process. Conversation is a meeting of individual voices and forms the backbone of 
sociability. The conversational situation is a state of mutual relationship that might 
and might not have a purpose outside the act itself. In conversation, every act of 
communication stages a new context for the next act, in an ongoing process. The 
participatory activities are communication between people, among others or with 
yourself, a social situation where the activity unfolds as conversation. The 
conversational narrative is prototypical for social relationships and the practices 
of conversation have radical influence on the consistency of sociality. Conversation 
in mediated feedback environments, where the participant is staged in self- 
reflective feedback operations, brings explicit focus on the narrating processes of 
conversation. 
4.5.6 Experientiality and narrativation 
Fludernik argues for an experiential narrativity, to respond to the limitations in 
previous models on narrativity. She takes a starting point in the assumption that 
we narrate our life, that `we may ... conceive of each of our lives as a journey 
constituted by narration' (2009: 1). She suggests that the flow of events we 
encounter in everyday life appears as experience through activities of narration, 
and following this argues that "narrative is associated above all with the act of 
narration' (2009: 1). Fludernik suggests a post-structuralist conversational 
narrative, based on situations of communication, where the narrator is also the 
protagonist, the author and the first-person experiencer. In the first-person 
narrative the narrator is the focalising instance, and the main focus is on 
momentary, individual and emergent situations. To address this Fludernik 
reconstitutes narrativity on the basis of what she terms `experientiality', human 
embodiness in the world, based on real-life experience in the process of 
narrativation, consequently suggesting 'narrativity as mediated human 
experientiality' (1996: 36). 
The concept of experientiality places the narration in the human experiencer, and 
`reflects a cognitive schema of embodiness that relates to human existence and 
human concerns' (1996: 13). This is part of a communicative model of narrative, 
taking offset in the conversations and interactions of everyday life as the 
prototypical events, where `actions, intentions and feelings are all part of the 
human experience which is reported and, at the same time, evaluated in 
narratives' (Fludernik, 2009: 109). The social and cultural anthropologists Nigel 
Rapport and Joanna Overing (2000: 286) further explain the understanding of 
narrative as embedded in everyday living: 
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In large part, this narrative history is self-mediated; the self is a reflexive 
being, which comes into being through its own self-narrating. In other 
words, individuals become human persons by means of participating in a 
narrative history of themselves. ... Furthermore, our lives maintain their 
coherence only to the extent that we continue to narrate them. We 
understand ourselves and know ourselves insofar as we construct 
narratives of and for ourselves which develop over time, which possess 
internal coherence and accessibility: we must present our stories well to 
ourselves. 
In participatory stagings, where the participant is embedded as media for her own 
experiencing, the narrative emerges in postdramatic forms of multiple framings. 
She experiences her individual participation in a process where several separate 
scenarios of social sites intersect, and the narrativation process of the individual 
participant constructs each of their personal sociability. 
4.5.7 The narrative unfolding of sociability 
Seen from the perspective of social and cultural anthropology, the human basis in 
narrativation is sociability, the willingness to talk and engage with other people. 
Rapport and Overing (2000: 286) explain that the personal construction of a 
narrative appearance, 
in large part,... is self-mediated; the self is a reflexive being which comes 
into being through its own self-narrating. In other words, individuals 
becomes human persons by means of participating in a narrative history of 
themselves .... Our lives maintain their coherence only to the extent that we 
continue to narrate them. 
The situation of participation has similarities to the basic conditions of the theatre 
event, that is, the crucial condition that it happens for real in the presence of the 
participants in real time and in real place. In this way, the narrative conditions of 
participation are similar to what Fludernik (2009: 6) defines as basic human 
condition: 
The existence of every human being is bound to a specific time and place. 
What happened before this moment is past, though fixed in memory, and 
what comes after will be the future, which will turn into present and, 
ultimately, the past. 
The narrative capacity is a crucial part in organising the momentariness, 
fragmentation and plurality of the everyday living. As Rapport and Overing 
(2000: 285) explain: `we humans are temporal beings, in short, with our 
perceptions, understandings and identities embedded in an ongoing story'. The 
narrating activity generates an understanding of situations within a context of 
social relations, and generates typical behavioural patterns for what is shared by 
members of a society or culture. The meta-communicational layers are such a 
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pattern of social coherence, which give the individual the necessary qualified 
context wherein it can narrate itself. Narrative can be understood as the way we as 
humans organise the moments of experiencing in our engagement with life. The 
philosopher Ronald Barthes (1993: 252) argues that we are basically narrating 
animals, and narrative is present in every aspect of culture: `it is simply there, like 
life itself. The narrative discourse as a particular aspect of the human effort, 
differentiated from various other forms of conveying and apprehending oneself, 
the world, and the communities one forms part of. 
4.5.8 Narrative context and situation 
The social and collective practices of narration are the context wherein the 
individual unfolds their narration of themselves and others. As Rapport and 
Overing explain, these social contexts and the individual agencies are mutually 
interdependent social processes: 
Social organization and structure are the result of ongoing processes of 
negotiation between individuals operating in terms of diverse world-views 
and agendas. Social organization and structure continue to exist because 
individuals in interaction maintain the process of their reconstitution, and 
act on the basis of the outcome of their negotiations (2000: 332). 
The cultural contexts and processes are, in this way, seen as both originating from 
narration, and simultaneously, producing the narrative operations. They are both 
socio-cultural and individual in origin. The analytic position in-between these 
processes can be approaches from the perspective of experientiality, as an 
engagement in constant negotiation between context and situation. Genette (1990) 
explicates that narrative situations emerge from an operation of contextualisation, 
driven by individual agency, and that the narrativation is the process by which the 
situation emerges. He argues that this is an individual process driven by the 
personal agency, and that this individualised process is a consequence of 
relationships and collective events, included as the contextualisation of personal 
narrative. 
The participatory event stages an awareness of the relation between situation and 
context; how a situation can be understood differently depending on the context of 
the experience, as well as how the context is different depending on the situation 
within which it is experienced. This mutual relation between situation and context 
shows'the importance of focusing upon moments of interaction: the coming 
together of individuals in conversational and behavioural exchange' (Rapport and 
Overing, 2000: 332). Culture is bound in a set of connecting stories, where the 
narrativation process is a weaving of how'members of a society or culture come to 
share the same ways of organising, presenting and remembering information, and 
so knowing the world' (2000: 288). The social context is made up by situations and 
events of shared narrative operations, the practice of social reality as it forms 
common context, where the'narrative stock of a culture is ... seen as embodying 
what are socially recognised to be typical behaviour patterns' (2000: 288). The 
complex of narrative context and situation emphasises the origin of narration as an 
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individually generated experience moment by moment, because, as Rapport and 
Overing (2000: 289) explain, 
what participating in and performing narratives inexorably give onto are 
personal interpretations and understandings. ... However much their 
narratives might be inspired by living in a particular socio-cultural 
environment ... still individuals create something particular to themselves. 
4.5.9 Postprogressive narration 
The participatory involvement progresses over time, not as a 'story line' with plot 
structures and specific predetermined events, but as an involvement in a 
'postprogressive' narrative74, that emerges autopoletically from the conversational 
activities with oneself or among participants. The concepts of postprogressive 
narratives are in this context used as an attempt to frame the multiple narrative 
structures that might emerge in the participatory engagement, relieved from the 
constraint of progressive narrative. The postprogressive narratives are, in their 
emergence, not predetermined or bound to the physical progression of concrete 
involvement in the participatory event; over time and space the life of 
participation evolves as one event after the other. They emerge as a conscious 
construct by selection, and are generated from the factual presence of the 
participant and from her context of experiencing the situation, her experiential 
disposition, so to speak. 
In the development of a dramaturgical understanding of the participatory 
involvement, the situation is seen as a sequence of events, but with no beginning or 
end, and no particular progression or structure of events. A narrative diversity 
emerging from the staged condition of the reflective scenography, where every 
new activity produces narration as a consequence of the performative engagement 
at that specific moment, and emerges from those contexts and personal agendas 
active at that moment. That could be a nomadic type of narrativation, where both 
time and place is in transition and the narrative emerges by and as a collage of 
accumulated personal encounters. That could be a postdramatic structure with a 
complex of layered multiple frames, where the contextualisation and the 
particularisation is weaved into a meta-communicational operation. That could be 
a conversational engagement, where both the meta-communicational contexts and 
the particular conversational situation continuously render each other. That could 
be repetitive and iterative narrative structures, opened by the rhythmic 
sequencing of mediated feedback, where moments are repeated in variation and 
evolve into progressively deeper engagement in the event. That could be an 
organised use of delayed virtual re-entry of mediated presence, as waves of 
sequential repetition, which enables operations of social self-reflectivity. 
74 The education researcher Peter Seixas (2005) uses the term 'postprogressive narrative' to frame a discussion on how the 
narrativation of historical consciousness operates without ordering a progression or systematic relation between events. 
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4.5.10 Staging sociability with mediating devices 
The experiential process is a continuous progression of a future that becomes 
present and turns into past. The participant is embedded in a continuous present 
and, not knowing what will happen, she experiences her narration while she 
unfolds it. With the mediating devices in the reflective scenographies, the moment 
and place of the present is expanded by the duration of the time-delay and 
transmission, and the distance between connected places and perspectives. The 
expanded timeness and placeness in reflective scenographies give the participant a 
capacity to explore the present in reference to itself rather than to past and future, 
and opens for relationships to generate and explore possible futures and pasts. 
The simultaneous constitution and observation of temporal experience forms part 
of a tendency in theatre staging, identified by the performance theorist Laura Cull; 
a mode of performance composition that aims `to construct a theatre that escapes 
representation and creates conditions for presence as the encounter with what 
Deleuze calls `continuous variation" (2009: 5). The staged event is in this 
conception 
a vehicle or machine that puts us in contact with the real ... [a] theatrical 
presence, as a non-representational relation between audience and event ... [a] presence as becoming - the perceptual variation or difference-in-itself 
(2009: 5). 
Cull suggests the staged event situates 'a performance [that] can affirm the virtual 
dimension of the present' (2009: 5), and in this way actualises the participants' 
experiences in concrete activities. 
The performative engagement of the participant changes the focus from the 
distinction between the virtual as potential and imagined, and the actual as 
experienced and sensed, towards a perspective of emergence and experientiality, 
where the flow of narrativation produces social logics as the experience 
progresses. The philosopher Stephen Zepke argues that this marks a move in the 
constitution of theatrical events, a move from expression to construction and from 
experience to negotiation. He argues that'this is a move from an 'expressionism' 
by which the actor actualises, or 'dramatises' the virtual realm, to a 
'constructivism' of the virtual in the 'act', ... [and continues with reference to 
Deleuze] 'a shift from the 'theatre' to the 'factory', a shift from the dramatisation of 
becoming by the social, to the production of becoming in the social' (Zepke 
2009: 109). 
4.5.11 Observing self-referential operations 
The reflective scenographies promote an ongoing participatory self-reflectivity, 
where a postprogressive narrative evolves, a continuous observation, which 
operates in ways that are specific in that they make sure that the observation of 
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observations continues75. The potential position of third order observation evolves 
from within a social site while the participant simultaneously participates in its 
constitution. The suggestion is that 'participation as media' can be analysed and 
strategised as a third order observation, enabled by the theatrical staging of 
mediating operations in the participatory installation. The specific modes of 
human relations involved in the communicative relationships are approached as 
operations of self-reflectivity and orders of observation, where the meta- 
communicational operation of social relationships include aspects of third-order 
modes of observation. 
The staged introvert, extrovert and social references are made explicit as focalising 
incidents by the mediating operations, and thus enable referentiality in-between 
the introvert, extrovert and social contexts. In this tension between simultaneous 
but conflicting scenarios within the same staging, the experientiality becomes an 
analytic activity on the meta-communicational operations in the constitution of 
self, other and collective. 
Participation situated with reflective scenographies opens for complex framing 
processes, where the self-referential operations within the staged theatricality 
make use of a multiplication of frames. The multiplication of frames76 mediates 
self-referentiality on how the participant experiences what she experiences, and in 
a postdramatic way brings focus on the theatrical operations in themselves. The 
making explicit of the framing operations in the narrativation, where the frames- 
for, frames-in, and frames-of» are allocated in explicit feedback operations in the 
reflective scenography, makes the participant achieve an enhanced awareness and 
attention to the construction of her own narrativation. The participant engages 
knowingly of her participation activities as a media within a structure of explicit 
framing devices, exposing her social interaction and self-reflection as the main 
attention within the artwork. 
The participant is staged with an enhanced ability to regulate and negotiate 
focalisation structures, especially in stagings with delayed feedback operations. 
The expanded moment of the delay effect gives a moment of attention, that allows 
for surveying the focalisation process as structure while embedded in the 
experience as it unfolds. The participant can herself allot points of view, 
perspectives and relations, and then pursue the possibilities in that composed 
setting, or allow herself the experience of that setting to impact on her 
participatory engagement. The participatory activities produce an expanded 
moment of concentration and give time for the participant to compose her 
network of directional processes of attention and attraction as a quality of her 
performative engagement. The self-reflective mode of conversation emerging in 
the durational stretch, and the analytic performative engagement in her own 
sociability, forms the conditions for a dramaturgy of participation, where the 
activities of participation are formatted as the media in operation. 
ß The specific third order observer operation is, as discussed in chapter 3.3.2, dependent on a staged situation, where the 
first and second order observation is distinct and continuous. 
76 The concept of multiplication of frames and its impact on the narrative condition for the participant is discussed In 
chapter 3.4.2. 
77 The specific use of the concepts of framing, divided Into frames In, of, and for, is discussed in chapter 3.4.3. 
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4.6 Compositional strategies in artistic practice 
In the following chapter, the elements of the compositional system are discussed in 
relation to nine artworks, enabling a comparative discussion relative to a range of 
concrete artistic practices. The selected artworks and artists are: 
"A Box of Smile (1967) by Yoko Ono. 
" Mirror (1963) by Shiomi Mieko. 
" The Weather Project (2003) by Olafur Eliasson. 
" Bodyspacemotion things (1971/2009) by Robert Morris. 
" Public Space/Two Audiences (1976) by Dan Graham. 
" There's no simulation like home (1999) by Paul Sermon. 
" Time Delay Room 1 (1974) by Dan Graham. 
" Observing Observation: Uncertainty (1973) by Peter Weibel. 
" Delayed (2003) by Matthias Gommel. 
These artworks are chosen to exemplify a range of reflective scenography designs, 
where the visitors in different ways are actively involved participants, authoring 
their own experiential navigation. The emergent narrative situation for the 
participants is discussed in relation to the formal design of the stagings and the 
embedded staging operations in the reflective scenography. The selected artworks 
work with a range of mechanical or electronic mediating devices, such as directly 
reflecting mirrors, and real-time and delayed telematic video mediations. These 
artists use staging devices in a range of scales, from small objects only accessible 
for a singular participant at the time, to large architectures that incorporate 
crowds of people, to synaesthetic interference in listening and tangibility, which 
connect people in ways that reach across the actual/virtual divide and re-arrange 
conceptions of timeness and placeness. The artworks exemplify how differently 
constructed reflective operations emphasise particular types of sociability. The 
participatory events are seen as social sites, and the staged dramaturgical 
dynamics are viewed according to how the visitors form relationships, actual and 
virtual, and generate a sense of community within their participatory engagement. 
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4.6.1 A Box Of Smile (1967) Yoko Ono 
The installation piece A Box of Smile is a very simple arrangement of a small square 
box with a lid, approximately sized 7x7x7 cm., and a tilted mirror fastened 
inside. The Fluxus artist Yoko Ono has produced versions of the work from 1967 
onwards in various materials: plastic, metal, and wood. On the outside of the object 
a title is engraved: 'A BOX OF SMILE'. 
The basic function of A Box of Smile is, according to the art historian loan Rothfuss 
(2000,130), as follows: 
A Box of Smile is a small, handheld box with a hinged lid that opens to reveal 
a mirror on the bottom surface of the box. The title of the work functions as 
a kind of instruction or score, and is usually inscribed on the top or front of 
the box; the work is performed by any viewer who smiles in surprise upon 
discovering the mirror inside. For Ono, the box sometimes functioned as a 
kind of "collection box, " or even a means by which to transport a smile 
from one person to another. 
The key in this description is the experience of opening the box. The first thing the 
participant experiences, is a smile reaction from herself, Immediately triggered by 
the mirror image of her mouth in the mirror In the box. The feedback loop between 
the production of smiles and the experience of smiles is directly channelled, 
bypassing any cognitive processing operation. The mirror in the bottom of the box 
constitutes a rigid designator, and, due to the tilted angle of the mirror, it operates 
by direct feedback of the mirror view of the visitor's mouth. Only after a while, the 
participant develops enough control and overview of her smiling activity to reflect 
on the connection between her unstoppable smiling and the fact that she sees her 
own mouth smiling. The focalising operation works as a self-feeding incident 
between the activity of smiling and herself as mirrored. The participant gets 
caught in an introvert self-feeding involvement, smiling at herself smiling, a 
continuous observation of her own ongoing experiential introvert self-reflectivity. 
The first framing is generated by the impression of the scale of the box, a small 
handheld scale, which as an object situates the visitor in a relative position, her 
and the object, and at a relative scale with her in seeming control of the small 
object. The visitor's immediate impression does not make her expect an 
engagement with anybody or anything else than the activity of opening the top of 
the box. The feedback operation of the box is, so to speak, framing the surprised 
participant, who realises that the content or treasures of the box is virtual and all 
due to her own performance and perception. In this way, the artwork frames a 
situation by its operation, and functions as a staging device situating the visitor as 
participant. 
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The participant is forcefully trying to couple her performance and experience of 
smiling, but is continuously de-coupled by the rigidness of the mirror, bypassing 
the duration of cognitive processes by its direct and un-delayed response, and 
through this the smile in the box immediately becomes a smile of someone, the 
smiles of the other. The participant's cognitive urge to bring coherence between 
her inner experience of smiling, and her outer experience of the collection of 
smiles, is here repeatedly rejected, making the coupling tendencies drive the 
engagement further. Rather than ordering a coherent relationship between the 
participant and the mirrored reflection of her smile, the smiling activity becomes 
the media of engagement in itself. 
The exhibition of A Box of Smile arranges a situation for a strictly individual and 
personal experience, produced by the participant's intimate involvement in 
smiling operations while simply holding the box. The effect of the reflection of the 
participant's own smiling gestures, triggers immediate communication in-between 
herself and herself as other. The box can contain an endless amount of virtual 
smiles, so when a visitor repeatedly opens the box, new experiences of 
participation emerge from each new encounter. 
The participation in the smile operation seems to trigger a similar response across 
visitors, framed by the inscription on the box: 'A BOX OF SMILE', and evokes a 
sense of becoming part of a community of smiling people, a sense of being linked to 
a virtual world with a collection of smiles. The participant instantly engages in the 
narration of all the potential and virtual former smiles, captured in the mirror 
reflection, and imagines future smiles that will come, forming a virtual gathering of 
smiles distributed across time. In this way every smile is a response to previous 
and future smiles, realising the activity of smiling as a conversation and social 
relationship, connecting past, present and future activity of smiling participants 
through virtual coupling. 
Over the years several boxes have been produced, each with their unique design 
and exists in each their specific context of ownership, privately owned or on public 
display. Each of these boxes is necessarily unique in the world in the way they each 
carry their unique history of smiles. The social structure reaches beyond the actual 
gathering and is evoked purely out of the virtual experience: the narration of 
participation in the shared history of smiles in a box. The smiles given to the box 
develop a placeness conception stretched over time, manifested a new 'again and 
again' through every momentary engagement of an individual participant with any 
box and within any situation and context. 
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4.6.2 Mirror (1963) Shiomi Mieko 
The performance event Mirror by the Fluxus artist Shiomi Mieko is composed as a 
short behavioural instruction, which outlines a simple guidance on how to behave 
to produce the participatory experience. The instruction informs the participant to 
move around on a beach along the shoreline while viewing the ocean over the 
shoulder through a handheld mirror. The participant carefully tries not to step on 
anything or fall. She is limited to steer the coordination of her own movement from 
an introvert attention only, while concentrating on looking in the mirrored view of 
the endless and uniform ocean with no particular fixed marks to relate to. The 
participant is made to explicitly explore her outer reference operations in relation 
to a space without markers, and simultaneously walk on unknown ground, 
relieved from support of her sight to see the ground and keep stay balanced. 
Even though the Mirror piece utilises a small mirror and stages a personal 
encounter similarly to A Box of Smile78, the mirror device and instructions are used 
to stage a very different explorative context The mirror is here used as an 
extension of the participant's capacity to see, rather than an external object that 
she can relate to. What is seen in the mirror is a direct transmission of the actual 
environment, but organised as an apparatus connected to the movement of both 
the participant and the environment. This influences the viewing possibilities, and 
makes the movement of the body articulate how the participant experiences the 
relation between herself and the environment. The attention of the participant is 
focused on coordinating, in a new way, between sight, environment, movement 
and sense of movement, which influence the sense of balance, direction, and 
overview of location. The participant is no longer at the centre of her own world, 
but engaged in experiencing how her viewing and movement capacities operate. 
The experience of the actual conditions on the beach and the bodily sensation are 
de-stabilised, staging an experiential position of the participant, where she 
engages in a relational focalisation, that is, the mutual dynamics in-between 
introvert and extrovert contexts of focalisation. The consequent experiential 
condition operates with the mirror as the only stable element, as a scenographic 
device that controls all framing, channelling, and coupling dynamics of the 
participant's attention. The participatory experience mostly stays solitary, every 
participant occupied with self-reflection on the relation between her movement 
and the experience of the environment, and, even if several people are performing 
the piece simultaneously at the same beach, the staging generates no obvious 
history of events, or sense of collective or social relationship between the 
participants. 
78 A Box of Smile is discussed in chapter 4.6.1. 
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4.6.3 The Weather Project (2003) Olafur Eliasson 
The installation The Weather Project is, by contrast to A Box of Smile79 and Mirror80, 
a very large-scale installation with architectural dimensions, involving flocks of 
people. The artist Olafur Eliasson reconfigured the enormous Turbine Hall space at 
Tate Modern in London into an environment with a very concrete realisation of a 
reflective scenography. The size of the turbine hall is 27 x 23 x 156 meter, and the 
artist had the full ceiling covered with a wall-to-wall mirror, which doubled the 
whole room by the mirror effect. A half-circular shape, illuminated with orange 
light, is brought into a full circle by the mirroring effect of the ceiling-mirror, 
producing a `sun' of enormous size. Occasionally a haze-machine sends mist into 
the room. 
Eliasson (2004: 111-112, author's translation) outlines his key compositional 
considerations on how the concept and the choice of title stages a certain attitude 
among the participants: 
The weather enables us to define a common space, - we share the weather 
with everybody else. ... In spite of our big individual differences [the 
weather] present for us a shared space, in which simple social relations can 
be established without problems. To me the weather functions as a catalyst 
for complex reflections. ... It is a kind of a shared sphere, a semi-public or 
semi-private space,... because who can't talk about the weather? Due to this 
rather banal and basic property of the weather, this was a clear theme that 
simultaneously could touch spheres of intimacy or micro-social 
phenomenon and macro-social structures. 
The Turbine Hall is doubled through the ceiling mirror, and the reflective 
scenographic device inserts the participants as kinds of performative architects in 
that new spatial dimension. With their bodies and movements, the participants are 
negotiating figurative designs to be experienced within that new dimension. The 
participants are included as choreographic elements of postures and movements 
in a scaled collective overview. Framed by the excessive scales, they develop a 
collective sense of interaction, forming patterns, shaped by a collective of body 
configurations. 
79 A Box of Smile is discussed In chapter 4.6.1. 
00 Mirror is discussed in chapter 4.6.2. 
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In The Weather Project the experience is towards the collective as an actual flock, 
not as a virtual community formed by individuals, as in Ono's work. The 
installation promotes an actual network, a self-understanding by the participants 
as part of the flocking, as part of the collective. The rigid channels enabled by the 
mirror give visitors an individual purpose to mingle with the others, the others 
being extras in each participants individual self-reflective game. Looking up, they 
can overview their embedded position in the flock, simultaneously, as part of the 
virtual gathering in the mirror reflection and within the actual gathering on the 
floor. 
The activity of shaping patterns is part of a collective patterning exercise that 
continuously dominates the installation space, and establishes couplings between 
the individual and the general population of participants by looking into the 
mirror-sky and engaging in advanced flocking collaborations. The participants 
frame each other in the visual patterns of the participatory flock, and establish 
social coupling through the reflected actual community. The individual participant 
is in an explorative act, searching for herself within the overall population of the 
site, in her search for herself within the framed vision in the mirror reflection. 
The Weather Project stages a double reference between the participant and her 
environment. The reflective scenography acts both as an extrovert extension and 
as an external focalisation. The participant performs in and byway of the mirror 
and simultaneously observes herself from the outside, as visual object and social 
element. The staging consequentially influences both how the participant acts as 
performer in the staged situation, and how she observes as performing subject. 
She engages in simultaneous extrovert performance and external observation. The 
two reference operations, the participant's extrovert activity and her simultaneous 
external observation stage the individual in relation to the collective. In The 
Weather Project these operations work in parallel as coordinated and cooperating 
operations, which stage a self-reflective position based on the social flocking 
activities rather than connections between individuals. 
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4.6.4 Bodyspacemotionthings (1971/2009) Robert Morris 
In the 1960s, the minimalist sculptor Robert Morris explores a strategy of scaled 
relations between the visitor and the artefacts of the exhibition to stage 
participatory activity. He argues that compositions of relative scale of objects and 
spatial distances trigger a staging effect, which promotes the participants to 
actively engage, move around, and explore themselves as well as the artefacts: 
The awareness of scale is a function of ... comparison ... Space between the 
subject and the object is implied in such a comparison ... it is just this distance between object and subject that creates a more extended situation, 
for physical participation becomes necessary (Jones, 2000: 335, citing 
Morris). 
Morris argues that the large scale of minimalist works is a strategic method of 
situating spectator engagement, which includes the visitor activities as an essential 
part of the artwork and turns the visitors into active participants: 'Things on the 
monumental scale [place] ... kinaesthetic demands ... upon the body' (2000: 335, 
citing Morris). In his work Bodyspacemotionthings (1971/2009) these ideas are 
investigated with the precise intention to produce work that is realised by the 
behaviours of participants, staged and triggered by the scenographic design of the 
environment. The Bodyspacemotionthings exhibition was re-exhibited at Tate 
Modern in 2009, rebuilding a copy of the original exhibition in 1971. The 
exhibition contained several separate staged situations, each promoting a 
particular 'kinetic behaviour', as Morris terms it. He gives these remarks to the 
2009 re-make: 
It's an opportunity for people to involve themselves with the work, become 
aware of their own bodies, gravity, effort, fatigue, their bodies under different 
conditions.... I want to provide a situation where people can become more 
aware of themselves and their own experience rather than more aware of 
some version of my experience. 81 
Eliasson similarly considers the visually reflective environment in The Weather 
Project82 as a scenographic device, which enables performative engagement by 
staging the participants as scaled objects. Elffasson (2004: 114, author's translation) 
notes: 
I think ... that the participant, via her body, constitutes the space.... 
Instead 
of filling stuff into the place it was interesting for me to enlarge it. By doing 
so the body became smaller proportional to the place, and the body was 
perceived like small dots. Instead of 30 metres there was now 60 metres, ... 
we got the full perspective,... a third person real-time perspective or one- 
to-one overview, you could say. 
In Robert Morris In: Charlotte Higgins, The Guardian April 6,2009. Tate Modern's Turbine Hall recreates the 1971 art 
sensation Bodyspacemotionthings by Robert Morris, a minimalist Installation that allows audience to crawl, clamber, 
balance and slide. 
02 The Weather Project is discussed In chapter 4.6.3. 
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Morris's work Bodyspacemotion things reflects back on movement directly and 
physically. One of the environments is a3x3 metre floor, placed on a mechanism 
that makes it tilt dynamically on its central axis, depending on how the 
participants' balance on the floor with their positions and movement. The 
installation involves the participants in explorations similar to the games triggered 
in Tail Wagging Dog83, involving the participants in a mutual act of balancing their 
common situation through activities that demand physical coordination and 
cooperation. In Bodyspacemotionthings the rules of the play are staged as an 
embedded effect of the reflective scenography, while Tail Wagging Dog84 is based 
on instructions to direct the participants. The installations in 
Bodyspacemotion things promote explorative games between participants who 
have entered the staged situation of the installations, staged by way of behavioural 
implications that make participants engage in physical negotiations. The 
installations are responsive systems that stage direct physical feedback on their 
actions, and where the concrete movement activities of the participants are 
transformed into a social activity of communication, as a sort of conversation 
through physical behaviour. 
03 See chapter 4.22. 
94 Tail Wagging Dog is discussed in chapter 4.2.2. 
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4.6.5 Public Space/Two Audiences (1976) Dan Graham 
The installation piece Public Space/Two Audiences by the artist Dan Graham 
confronts two participant groups in a mutual surveillance of each other's social 
behaviours. The room is divided into two identical spaces by soundproof glass, 
each with separate entrances. The visitors can see but not hear each other. They 
can observe each other through the glass, but they are denied the possibility of 
verbal communication. At the back wall of one of the spaces is a full-size mirror. 
The back-wall mirror allows one visitor group, who is facing the mirror, to observe 
themselves observing, and observe the other group from both the front and from 
the back. Graham explains: 
Because of the placing of the mirror at only one end of the space, the two 
audiences' perceptual situations differ; this affects the relative behaviour 
patterns of these two groups. In fact, the behaviour of one does not mirror 
that of the other (Graham in Brouwer, 2001: 174). 
The seemingly simple construction of Public Space/Two Audiences results in a 
relatively complex network of focalising activities promoted by the asymmetrically 
arranged viewing operations between the two separated audiences. As Graham 
(1976, text of sketch, in: Wilmes, 1994: 91) assumed when designing the piece: 
`after a time each audience will develop a social cohesion and group identity' in 
each their physical space, but remain distant to the group in the other space in 
spite of the fact that everyone and every move is visible. This is an effect similar to 
that of the Frame Prototype8s, staging a particular kind of extra-daily awareness 
and promoting gestural exchange on a pre-expressive level. 
Graham (Graham in: Brouwer, 2001: 174) makes these accurate observations on 
the focalising activities evoked in the installation: 
A spectator in the room with the mirror can choose several alternative ways 
of looking: he may look only at his own image in the mirror; he may observe 
himself in the mirror, but observing his relation to the group; he may, as an 
individual, observe in the mirror the other audience (seeing himself in 
relation to the other audience and perhaps the audience observing him at 
the same time as he observes them); he may, feeling himself a collective 
part of the audience, observe both audiences observing each other. If the 
spectator changes his position and looks away from the mirror, he may 
observe his own audience (as in normal life). 
The other room has a dissimilar experience, because `members of the other 
audience tend to look collectively in only one direction, ' (Graham in: Brouwer, 
2001: 174) looking at themselves looking, reflected in the glass. The groups are in 
direct synch with their reflections, and in direct relation with each other, layered 
in human scale one-to-one. 
es Frame Prototype is discussed in chapter 3.5. 
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The installation Public Space/Two Audiences is composed as a layering of inter- 
human projections, which establish a potentially social situation. The dividing 
glass and the asymmetric relations introduced by the mirror in one of the rooms, 
transforms the installation into an analytic apparatus, which exposes social 
gestures of the participants separate from their communication. The art historian 
Marianne Brouwer (2001: 14) elaborates on how Graham stages the installation as 
an analytic device: 
For Graham the mirror takes on a much wider meaning because he uses it 
as a device for creating awareness of identifications and identities that are 
essentially social; for ... self-awareness is ... mere acknowledgement. All 
Graham's work is directly or indirectly concerned with bringing about such 
identifications. He refers to his performances and mirror spaces as being "a 
feed back device governing behaviours -a 'superego' or 'subconscious' to 
the consciousness and response of others". 
Public Space/Two Audiences stages an analytic device, which promotes a 
distinction between the social and the conversational aspects of communication. 
The participants rigorously stare at each other with almost no social constrains 
and the situation allows the participants to accept being totally exposed and 
scrutinised. The enhanced overview from positions inside the event develop 
reflective operations beyond the physical conversation in-between the 
participants, and engaged them in an analytic extra-daily relationship. 
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4.6.6 There's no simulation like home (1999) Paul Sermon 
The installation There's no simulation like home86 is formed like a full-scale 
terraced house, with rooms, such as a kitchen, living room, bedroom and 
bathroom. Outside this house, but still inside the gallery space, are identical rooms 
fitted as blue-screen studios. Sermon (Sermon, 2008) explains: 
Inside the installation the audience are encompassed within a simulated 
domestic home environment, exemplified in the dimensions of the rooms, 
the wood-chip wallpaper, the light fittings, skirting board and wall sockets. 
The living room sofa and television screen form the first telematic link 
outside the installation space, where a second sofa and video monitor are 
located. By using a system of live chroma-keying the two separate people, 
who could be any distance apart, share the same sofa on the same 
telepresent screen. In the bedroom the viewer can lie down on a bed onto 
which a live video projection is being made of another person, who is 
located outside the installation space on a second bed. A video image of the 
combined audiences together on the projection bed allows the viewers to 
interact in a telepresent space by touching with their eyes. 
The visitors can participate in either of the identical rooms and interact with each 
other through telematic links. Sermon (2007: 1) works `in the field of telematic art 
[and] explores the emergence of user-determined narrative between remote 
participants who are brought together within a shared telepresent environment'. 
The participants perform in a shared virtual site, viewed as merged images of both 
places. These surveillance views of the joint situation are distributed to the 
participants on a television in the sofa-room, projected on the bed surface in the 
bedroom, or transmitted in one of the ubiquitous control monitors that support 
overviews of the interaction everywhere in the installation. The participants 
perform at each of their physical locations, and survey both their own activity and 
their place in the common performance, through viewing the surveillance 
monitors. The performance happens in-between the participants as a social 
performance, supported by the merged surveillance images, through which the 
interaction can be coordinated and communicated. 
The main framing is the scenographic staging of the event. The theatre 
scenography of the house is combined with film-sets of mirror-locations in the 
surroundings, effectively linking theatre set and film set, merging the two distinct 
sets of staging conventions in a virtual social site. Sermon (2007: 4) acknowledges 
the complex inter-relations of the installation, what could be called its extra-daily 
artificiality: 
This is a secret act, taking place in a public space, and that public space is a 
virtual space that does not exist in reality.... The virtuality of the space 
enables it to maintain both theatrically and the context of daily life at the 
same time. 
86 Exhibited November 12th to December 18th 1999, The Lighthouse, Brighton. 
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Figure 79 There's no simulation like horne (1999) Paul Sermon 
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Figure 80 There's no simulation like home (1999) Paul Sermon 
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In the living room, the two identical rooms are keyed into a joint image through a 
video mixer, transmitted back to the participants by television sets. The living 
room situation is channelled from each actual location to the virtual and merged 
space. The participants can relate and communicate as equal contributors to a 
joined television appearance. In the bedroom the participants relate to projections 
of the other on the bed sheet, supported with an overview in the monitors of the 
merged virtual situation. Sermon (2007: 5) argues that'the bed was... a portal 
between the human avatars we control as performers inside the matrix and 
ourselves'. The bedroom situation cross-links the concrete locations with over- 
layered virtual projection, but has no direct channel in-between the participating 
people. The participants meet in the virtual site of the TV-set in the living room as 
equal virtual extensions of themselves, or they join in the bedroom as a combined 
virtual and actual presence in the concrete habitat of the bed. The two-way 
transmission constructs an online collective virtual presence in the monitors, and a 
mixed local presence with virtual projections on the bed, which, according to 
Sermon, generates an experience of a particular social interaction. 
The telematic linking in There's no simulation like home produces a dual-way 
channelling, in two overlapping but asynchronous transmissions, which generate 
an experience of telepresence and apparent participation between distant events. 
Because of the real-time transmission between the locations, everything that 
happens is sensed as actual activity locally, in the concrete scenographic places, as 
telepresent actions in the remote space, and as telesensing of the remote places 
through the monitors. The telematic links are channelling between spaces, either 
actual or virtual, but never directly between the people participating. Each visitor 
is, in this way, simultaneously splits into three distinct observer roles: one 
performing, a second observing performing, and a third observing while 
performing in the merged images. These observer roles are kept separate and 
distinct, and all the roles of performing and observing have to be maintained 
simultaneously to enable a sense of participation in the telematic event. 
In There's no simulation like home, the conversational and social activity of the 
participants in each location operate distinctly separate, and there is a split 
between the social relations experienced in the virtual domain, and the muteness 
of actual relationships, a paradox that forms an explicit part in the participatory 
composition. The following chapter discusses how the introduction of a delay in 
the transmission between locations in Dan Graham's Time Delay Series challenges 
the experiential paradox in There's no simulation like home by extending the 
difference between actual and virtual presence over both spatial and durational 
parameters. 
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4.6.7 Time Delay Room 1 (1974) Dan Graham 
Dan Graham's early investigations with the Time Delay Series stages a range of 
combinations of separated rooms, interlinked with delayed video surveillance. His 
intentions are to expand the moment between an action and its virtual re- 
occurrence, in ways that enable the participant to experience herself in activity. He 
uses delayed video feedback to enable reflection on behaviour from a distance in 
time designed into stagings that measure the duration of the delay on a spatial 
measure of the walking distance between two rooms. Gregor Steimmrich 
(2002: 68-69) describes the basic functional operation of Dan Graham's Time Delay 
Room 1 in this way: 
Two rooms of equal size, connected by an opening at one side, under 
surveillance by two video cameras positioned at the connecting point 
between the two rooms. The front inside wall of each features two video 
screens - within the scope of the surveillance cameras. The monitor which 
the visitor coming out of the other room spies first shows the live behavior 
of the people in the respective other room. In both rooms, the second 
screen shows an image of the behavior of the viewers in the respectively 
other room - but with an eight second delay.... The rooms are so 
constructed in terms of media that the spatial and temporal distances 
correspond ... the temporal difference of eight seconds defines the spatial 
distance between the two sets of viewers. 
The eight seconds it takes for the participant to walk from one room to the next, 
promotes reflective operations between parameters of timeness and placeness, in 
ways similar to the investigations in the laboratories described in chapter 3.6.6. 
Graham has deliberately designed the operations of the installation so the delay 
time and the walking distance are adjusted to the capacity of the human short- 
term memory, staging an analytic device into an extended moment of experience. 
Steimmrich (Steimmrich, 2002: 71) reports from his visit to the Time Delay Room 1 
installation, and explains his experience: 
The time-lag of eight seconds is the outer limit of the neurophysiological 
short-term memory that forms an immediate part of our present perception 
and affects this «from within». If you see your behavior eight seconds ago 
presented on a video monitor «from outside» you will probably therefore 
not recognize the distance in time but tend to identify your current 
perception and current behavior with the state eight seconds earlier. Since 
this leads to inconsistent impressions which you then respond to, you get 
caught up in a feedback loop. You feel trapped in a state of observation, in 
which your self-observation is subject to some outside visible control. In 
this manner, you as the viewer experience yourself as part of a social group 
of observed observers. 
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The Time Delay Room 1 installation stages a concrete activity, which includes the 
concept of delay in its experiential composition. The eight seconds delay is 
experienced as an extended now, only when the visitors participate, physically 
running forth and back between the rooms, and thus keep themselves present on 
the monitors within the delay and within their own short-term memory capacity. 
The actual experience of the participant is one of constantly seeing herself leaving 
the previous room on the monitor while entering a new room, and therefore never 
being able to connect or communicate with herself. 
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4.6.8 Observing Observation: Uncertainty (1973) Peter Weibel 
The artist Peter Weibel places the participant in the middle of a circle of 
surveillance cameras and monitors, which stages her in a situation where she 
never is able to see anything but her own back. The installation Observing 
Observation: Uncertainty operates with closed circuit video and stages the 
participant in a problem similar to Time Delay Room 18 , always seeing the back of 
herself, but promotes her to deepened observation rather than movement activity. 
The art historian Margit Rosen (2002: 74) describes the work this way: 
Three video cameras and monitors are arranged alternately in a circle in 
the room. Facing towards the center, the cameras and monitors are 
switched in such a way that the spectator who enters the circle can 
constantly observe himself, though only from the back. 
This installation has no delay and therefore leaves no time-span for reflective 
experience within the mediating operations. The circular and self-feeding way the 
installation is constructed generates no tension between the form and the media; 
the framing, channelling, and coupling qualities are conflated, and the participant 
has no indications from the reflective scenography for either moving or not 
moving. There is only the surveillance of the participant herself observing herself, 
and no room for any performative engagement. The installation stages a doubling 
of external focalisers, and eliminates the distance between the focaliser and the 
focalised, between the focalising subject and object The staged situation generates 
a vacuum of constant rejection and uncertainty, a sense of social exclusion 
generated by the participant herself in a mediated relationship to herself. 
4.6.9 Delayed (2003) Matthias Gommel 
In his participatory installation Delayed Matthias Gommel uses headphones and 
microphones to allow for control of the delay within the speech exchange between 
the two participants, and in this way deliberately stages an asynchronous 
conversational situation between what is said and when it is heard. Relative to 
There's no simulation like home88 this installation has direct mediation between the 
participants, which allows for them to explore the communicational conditions 
through actual conversation, and relative to Observing Observation: Uncertainty69 
the closed-circuit feedback operation is opened to mediate between people rather 
than staging the participant in relation to herself. Gommel (2003) describes the 
functionality of the installation in this way: 
e7 Time Delay Room I is discussed in chapter 4.6.7. 
as There's no simulation like home is discussed in chapter 4.6.6. 
gg observing observation: Uncertainty Is discussed in chapter 4.6.8. 
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Two headsets are hanging from the ceiling. Microphones record speech, 
which can be heard via the headphones. Both sets are linked so that one can 
hear the other speaker. The communication, however, is realized with a 
three second delay. The perception of one's own act is being detached from 
its execution. All perception of the world is in a way with a time delay, made 
perceivable through this transparent delay. 
The three seconds delay inserted in the audible communication channel generates 
an extended moment in-between the participants, and produces a synaesthetic 
dimension by the distinct difference between the movement of the lips and the 
spoken words. The design of the mediating operations stages a durational overlap 
between what is said and what is heard. One sentence can be responded to, read 
from the lip movements, before the sound of the words arrive, opening for re- 
arrangements of the causal progression of past, present, and future sentences. The 
delay is precisely short enough to contain the conversation within the short-term 
memory, and therefore allow the disjoined sentences to be experienced as a 
continuous conversation with one sentence following the other. The installation 
Time Delay Room 190 uses a similar delay operation, adjusted to the eight seconds 
duration of short-term memory, but staged as a delayed visual transmission, to 
enable an analytic device on the relation to movement rather than conversation. 
In the installation Smiles in Motion9l the synaesthetic re-arrangement of the 
conditions for conversation is designed as a transposition of the speech into 
physical vibrations. Whether the participants are connected with time-delay, 
spatial distance, or transposition of speech, the reflective scenography devises an 
enhanced conversational situation, focused on pre-expressive capacities. The 
synaesthetic alteration separate the elements of conversational experientiality, 
demanding the creation of new coordination between seeing, hearing, gesturing, 
and cognising. This establishes reflectivity in-between the elements and generates 
a pre-expressive focus on the meta-communicational operations, as a continuous 
third order observation process. The installation stages a self-reflective 
exploration on the conversation process itself, as an experiential operation, which 
allows for the participants to explore the meta-communicational aspects of 
sociability. 
9° Time Delay Room 1 is discussed in chapter 4.6.7. 
91 Smiles in Motion is discussed in chapter 3.2.3. 
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Figure 84 Delayed (2003) Matthias Gommel 
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Chapter Five: The Exhibition 
5.1 Prototyping composition by artistic process 
The two participatory installations Mirror-Zone-Site and Zen-Sofa Arrangement 
were presented at the exhibition `TOTAL_ACTION : Art in the New Media 
Landscape' at the Museum of Contemporary Art, Roskilde, Denmark, from October 
to December 2008. 
The developed compositional system is implemented in the exhibited artworks, 
and produced as two complementary prototypes of the compositional system for 
experiential practice. The artworks are staged events, and the stagings unfold the 
complex narrative operations embedded only by way of the participants' 
improvisations within the works. The dramaturgical progression is defined by how 
the participant navigates, and thus actualises the narrative operations. The 
artworks situate the visitors so that their engagement as participants becomes the 
media of the installations. The compositional system operates on the three levels 
of design, composition, and dramaturgy (these are discussed further in chapter 
4.5.1): 
" The design parameters organise the observer operations in the participatory 
staging, and operate with the design of relational dynamics, qualified by the 
framing, channelling, and coupling dynamic parameters. 
" The compositional strategies use methods to implement the composition of 
staged situations by introvert, extrovert, and social referencing layered in 
reflective scenographies, organising the behavioural site for the participants. 
" The postprogressive dramaturgy is based on narrativation of experientiality, 
which is an approach to understand and stage the dramaturgical progression of 
the participatory engagement as it evolves and generates a narrative 
experience over time. 
Mirror-Zone-Site and Zen-Sofa-Arrangement complement each other and are 
essential partners in the overall exhibition concept. The structure of the exhibition 
gives the visitor the opportunity to drift around and re-visit the installations 
several times, progressively learning how the installations operate and developing 
more and more advanced and refined participatory strategies. The experience of 
engaging with the installations develops as a special sense of sociability, a 
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momentary meta-communicational agreement of how to share participation with 
others. They are engaged in the same social event, inhabiting a set of common 
conversational situations, which make all participants equal observers and 
performers for each other, observing both themselves and the others, as well as 
performing while observing. The participants test out, try out, rehearse, play and 
re-play, investigating and exploring how to understand and use the possibilities of 
the embedded reflective mediating operations. 
The participants change in waves between being performers and spectators to 
their own performance, using the installation as a scenographic device. They direct 
their improvisation and explore the evolving situation as a game structure, or 
dwell into a gradual expansion of the nuances of their sense of participation, as a 
site of togetherness and enhanced self-reflection. The participants are going 
through a learning curve to get familiar with the operations of the sites, and build 
progressively an ability to engage with the sites. 
Alongside the exhibition, the museum researched how to engage visitors into 
participatory artworks, and the researchers explicitly point out that gradual 
learning is an essential part of the art experience in the installations. Excerpts from 
the considerations on how to involve participants in experiential artworks are 
quoted from the discussions among students and teachers who were involved in 
the exhibition in the discussions of Situation Two of Mirror-Zone-Site (chapter 
5.2.6) and Situation Four of Zen-Sofa-Arrangement (chapter 5.3.9). 
The participatory engagements are analysed through selected situations that took 
place during the exhibition. The video documentation and images of Mirror-Zone- 
Site are recorded from the surveillance cameras and selected from participatory 
situations occurring in the very last days of the exhibition, where a way of 
recording from the system itself was enabled. The video documentation and 
images of Zen-Sofa-Arrangement are selectively recorded by the author throughout 
the exhibition period, tapping into the videoconferencing system. Additional 
material was recorded during the opening event with multiple extra cameras 
positioned within the exhibition. 
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5.2 Mirror-Zone-Site (2008) 
The construction of the installation Mirror-Zone-Site evolved through a process of 
iterative testing with full-scale prototypes and processes of strategic analysis in 
practice, using the developed compositional system. The final design is a 
composite of operations, intersecting several simultaneous mediating processes, 
and composed of several staging methods embedded in the design, to enhance the 
experiential situation with specific emphasis on participation as a social and 
conversational activity to be the media of the event. 
5.2.1 The basic design of Mirror-Zone-Site 
Mirror-Zone-Site operates by a simple set-up of three visual feedback loops, 
composed with different perspectives, delays, and montage of views, which 
produce a coordinated reflection capacity for the participant, with emphasis on the 
dynamics of physical social behaviour. In the centre of the gallery space is a zone 
(140 x 140 cm), only loosely marked with tape on the floor, wherein the 
experience of being involved in the reflective operation is most intensely staged. 
The audience enters the gallery space, that is furnished only with video equipment: 
three cameras set up in three different corners, three wide-screen televisions 
hanging side-by-side on one wall, and cables running along the floor connecting 
the cameras, delay machines, and screens. The surveillance capabilities of the 
equipment display three closed-circuit video loops, each projecting a slightly 
different time-delayed version of the participant's activities in the space. In this 
way, the installation gives three simultaneous visual perspectives from three 
different time delays on the same situation. The audience is thus able to 
experience their own activities from three different angles in three temporal 
perspectives. The audience is free to wander through the installation space and to 
get as close to the cameras as they like. 
If the visitors move only within the confines of the marked zone, they can 
experience their full body mirror images on all three screens in equal size. The 
zone generates a self-reflective conversational operation between actions and the 
re-entry of their visual imprints, making it possible for the participant to interact 
with the imprint of her own actions. The cameras frame the centre as their joint 
place of focus, enhanced further by the wide angle lens that shows the participant 
in full size in all views only when in the centre, dramatically changing when 
outside the centre. The enhanced scaling of the image constructs a dynamic 
parameter, giving clear response to even small movements in space. The wide- 
angle lenses also leave no place in the room un-monitored, framing the people 
outside the centre as context for the activities in the centre. The cameras are 
deliberately positioned in a triangle, which produces a view not easily contained as 
coordinated views of the same place. The surveillance view is further expanded by 
the different delay time on each channel, which places past activities alongside 
present. This expanded view of the space and the time in the space generates a 
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dynamic potential that prioritises movement. The screens organise the outside 
framing of the event through their serial montage, which emphasises a co- 
ordination across events in space and time. The construction in this way stretches 
out an activity space that encourages and qualifies movement in space, and over 
time. The channelling through the system is experienced as rigid visual mediation, 
which enables a coupling between performing and spectating. The intersecting 
framing, channelling, and coupling tendencies are designed to be experienced as 
coherent and coordinated when used as a social site for a group of people in very 
active physical exploration. 
5.2.2 Timeness and delayness 
Three 42" plasma screens show a composed view of the video steams in a serial 
montage. Each video stream is delayed respectively 9,18, and 27 seconds. The 
shortest delay time is the length of the short term memory, and is used to stage 
self-reflective operations within an extended now, as investigated in the 
laboratories92, and similar to the Delayed93 installation and Time Delay Room 194 
discussed previously. The second and third delays progressively add nine seconds 
longer delays. The design produces an identical nine seconds relative durational 
distance between them, which enables the participant to develop a comparative 
view on herself in-between delays, as relative incidents of past, present, and future. 
The participant can catch up with herself from before, and plan the future 
coincidences between actions and re-entry of actions, in a conversation between 
herself in past, present, and future occurrences. The participants in the actual 
exhibition engage in rather complex explorations of reference between past, 
present, and future activities, building scenarios of narrativation with attention to 
their own actual activities and their relative appearance in the virtual montage as 
potentially both virtual and extended actual. 
The author performed a test exploration of Mirror-Zone-Site (Analytic exploration), 
schematically going through the designed observer operations and reflective 
tendencies emerging from her experiential engagement. This is an account from 
the analytic exploration: 
To stand in the room with a chair. Try to catch up with my own action. It is 
about giving imprints of actions, and then goes with it when it returns. 
Work into that rhythm by which the action, re-actions and imprints of 
actions is presented. Then one begins to be all out there in a presence that 
works with discarding imprints. This is a co-operation with what is on the 
screens, a social game of relations, and by engaging in a rhythmical sync of 
activities, there is developed a direct relationship to both past and future in 
the present activity. All these actions are perceived as nuances of the 
present, feeding back either as actions becoming future when they re-enter, 
or by past actions re-entering the present (Transcribed recording of 
comments from the author while engaged in the installation. Karin 
Sondergaard, December 2008). 
92 Staging participation with May Is discussed in chapter 3.6.7. 
93 Delayed is discussed in chapter 4.6.9. 
94 Time Delay Room 1 is discussed in chapter 4.6.7. 
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Figure 85 Analytic exploration in Mirror-Zone-Site 
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5.2.3 Analytic behavioural conversation 
Mirror-Zone-Site is designed to establish an analytical environment, which enables 
an engaged participant to achieve an enhanced relation to her movement dynamics 
and her behavioural tendencies. Standing in the zone, in the optical centre of the 
camera views, produces an evenly sized view from the three perspectives in the 
three monitors, and any movement away from the centre radically alters the size 
and disturbs the balance between the views in the monitors. 
In this way, the mediating operations of the reflective scenography in Mirror-Zone- 
Site distributes a response to activity rather than position, and emphasises 
experiential narrativation as behavioural conversation. Relative to 
Bodyspacemotionthings9s, which reflects back on movement directly and 
physically, Mirror-Zone-Site organises a complex of visual extensions, which 
through changing the conditions for timeness and spaceness situates the 
participant in-between her physical activities and her experience of these activities 
by way of introvert, extrovert, and social references96. 
In Bodyspacemotionthing the participatory tasks are layered in the physical 
challenge of the participant, while in Mirror-Zone-Site the feedback is mediated as 
communicational response and promotes meta-communicational reflectivity. The 
use of visually reflective scenographies makes the participatory engagement 
develop primarily from the social sites emerging from the installations. The 
different aspects of the staging of sociability is discussed as a solo experience of 
feedback in A Box ofSmile97 and as a primarily collective experience in The 
Weather Project98, while the interdependence between physical movement and 
qualities of experientiality is specifically staged in Time Delay Room 199 or self- 
oriented as a balance of self-orientation in Mirror100. These installations all stage 
aspects of the relation between physical presence and activity, and the experiential 
condition coordinated by visual feedback. In the following discussion of Situation 
One in Mirror-Zone-Site these complex staging effects are identified within the 
activities of a family visiting the installation. 
95 Bodyspacemotionthings is discussed in chapter 4.6.4. 
% The use of the concepts of Introvert, extrovert, and social referencing Is discussed in chapter 2.2. 
97 A Box of Smile Is discussed in chapter 4.6.1. 
99 The Weather Project is discussed in chapter 4.6.3. 
Time Delay Room 1 is discussed in chapter 4.6.7. 
100 Mirror is discussed in chapter 4.6.2. 
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5.2.4 Situation One in Mirror-Zone-Site 
DVD, Exhibition: 5.2.4 Situation One in Mirror-Zone-Site. 
A family of four individuals enter the installation: a father, a mother, a teenage 
daughter around the age of fourteen, and a younger daughter around eleven. They 
do not hesitate in getting into play with the installation, and a qualified guess 
might be that they have been exercising with the Zen-Sofa-Arrangement just 
beforehand, or that this is their second visit From pictures (01 to 09) the two 
daughters and the father perform in the whole space, in the marked zone as well as 
getting close to the cameras. The mother has localised a safe place, a spot in the 
room where she is not captured by the cameras. From this position she is taking 
photos, which constitutes another extra focus into the engagement101. She 
establishes a framing of the situation as an exploration within the sociability of the 
family, keeping the situation framed, also for strangers, as a particular event for 
her family with her as the mistress of ceremony. 
The father starts out walking in a funny manner across the room towards one of 
the cameras, where he puts on funny faces, supposedly inspired from the youngest 
daughter, whom we see making faces close to another camera, on picture (01). The 
behaviours of the father, performed as walking in a funny manner and using the 
machine to explore relations with the family, seems to evolve in ways similar to 
the exaggerated walking in Walking in an Exaggerated Manner Around the 
Perimeter of a Square102. Meanwhile the oldest daughter poses from a position in 
the marked zone, which enables her to see her own images in a montage with the 
delayed images of her father walking and her sisters close face. On pictures (04- 
05) the older sister withdraws for a short while to observe the ongoing operations, 
leaving the marked zone for her younger sister, while the father is elaborating on a 
performance composition, slowly rolling his jacket zip up and down in close view 
in one camera after another. From picture (06) the older daughter is at play again, 
seemingly responding to the father's zip drama. On picture (09) the father is taking 
up his funny walking through the room, and the mother is playing with one of the 
cameras, the oldest daughter making faces to another camera, while the youngest 
daughter is looking. The children explore the possibility to compose visual 
experiences on the screens by performing rhythmic patterns, synchronising their 
activities to the operation of the reflective scenography. By looking into the 
cameras in rhythmical order and experience all the gazes at once when they 
synchronise in a composed view on the screens. 
Iol The use of a camera to stage an external eye Is discussed In chapter 4.3.2.1 in relation to the Traffic Light In participatory 
events as the Traffic Light the presence of an external event-controller is essential to initiate and maintain the event as a 
specific staged enterprise. 
102 Walking in an Exaggerated MannerAround the Perimeter of a Square Is discussed in chapter 4.3.3. 
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From picture (10-12) the roles have changed, and the youngest daughter performs 
running across the room, sequentially getting close to each of the cameras, while 
the rest of the family is takes audience positions, the parents out of the monitored 
space, the oldest daughter within the monitored space. The youngest daughter 
pursues the correlation of movement in space with the duration of the delay in 
monitors, using the Mirror-Zone-Site in a way similar to the challenge staged in 
Time Delay Room 1103. By repeatedly running around at a certain speed, the 
participant can synchronise with the mediating operations, similarly to the 
behavioural synchronisation in the Traffic Light104 investigations. The performance 
of activities that synchronise with the rhythm of the scenographic machine change 
the relation between introvert and extrovert referenciality. This is a way to embed 
potential experience qualities in the design, which only appears if the participant 
engages with a relatively high level of activity and precision in her performance. 
From picture (13-15) the father repeats the funny walking and the zip 
performance, while the youngest daughter stands still in the marked zone, looking 
at her delayed images of the actions she just performed. 
From picture (18-21) the oldest daughter takes of her coat and is now 
experimenting with finer details of posing, a change from collective engagement 
and extrovert reference to a higher focus on herself and her introvert reference. 
Standing still and watching the screen over some time, the participant sees herself 
from three directions: the left side, the right side and from the back. On pictures 
(22-23) the youngest daughter performs a spin in the marked zone, and follows 
how the rhythm of the scenographic machine re-composes her actions in the 
images. As in the Observing Observation: Uncertainty105 the Mirror-Zone-Site stages 
a situation for self-observation, but designed with an almost opposite effect. The 
Observing Observation: Uncertainty stages direct feedback in a way that neutralises 
the participant, and leaves her standing still overviewing herself as an alienated 
other. The Mirror-Zone-Site gives feedback on advanced conversational 
engagement, between people or to themselves, whether they adapt the rhythms 
and directions of the set, or develop their own meta-communicational rules of 
sociability. The Mirror-Zone-Site is designed as a combination of surveillance, 
extended presence, and reflection through feedback. The dynamics in-between 
these simultaneous operations promote a particular composed effect of sociability. 
On the last image, picture (24), the family is about to leave, after having visited the 
installation for around 15 minutes, and the mother takes her last photo shots and 
ends her framing of the situation. It is obvious that this family are able to explore 
and push the possible behaviours in their family relations, exposing and exploring 
new possibilities within the heightened meta-communicational situation. 
5.2.5 Promotion of dynamic engagement 
The Mirror-Zone-Site has, as part of how it operates, a spatial feedback combining 
omni-view (cameras) with serial presentation (screens), generating a dynamic 
103 Time Delay Room 1 is discussed in chapter 4.6.7. 
104 Traffic Light is discussed in chapters 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. 
105 Observing Observation: Uncertainty is discussed in chapter 4.6.8. 
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tension between the two space conceptions. The two space conceptions condition 
and separate the activities into two distinct behavioural codes for participation, 
one as performer (for the cameras) and two as spectator (looking at the screens). 
In the tension between these two conceptions of space, the participant is assisted 
in performing a kind of 'four-dimensional' movements, where the movements have 
a comparative consequence across time. Moving away from the central zone is 
enhanced explicitly by the wide-angle view of the cameras, which, in the images, 
produces a dynamic change of size. Through a process of learning, the installation 
becomes an articulation device for the visitor, making her engagement the media 
of her participation, in her conversation with herself introvert and extrovert as a 
social activity. 
5.2.6 Situation Two in Mirror-Zone-Site 
DVD, Exhibition: 5.2.6 Situation Two A in Mirror-Zone-Site. 
DVD, Exhibition: 5.2.6 Situation Two B in Mirror-Zone-Site. 
The images show a group of young girls entering the exhibition space. They are 
visiting the museum as a school-class and takes part in a workshop arranged by 
the museum. On the first series of pictures (01-08) they explore the installation 
without any pre-defined tasks. On the pictures on the second series (09-20) they 
have been given specific instruction on how to engage with the installation. The 
workshop was part of a research undertaken by the intermediary department of 
the museum. The research was carried out 
through a series of workshops, conducted tours and seminars, to examine if 
a conscious and heightened bodily awareness could enhance the spectators 
approach towards a more bodily response within their experience of 
contemporary art (Seligman, 2009: 3, author's translation). 
The following instructions were given from the workshop leaders: `create your 
own dance choreography', or `create a production of a short-film'. 
Concerning the task of the dance-choreography, the pupils experienced that 
by staging their own movements they were able to compose a series of 
actions that via the delays interacted with each other. The students 
experienced that the body is not only what we are, but also something we 
construct or perform by way of. Concerning the task'create a production of 
a short-film', a group of boys presented impressive ingenuity. The group 
created a'short film' about a boy who had just been dumped by his 
girlfriend. One of the boys positioned himself in the centre of the room and 
the three others in front of the cameras. Byway of sms and their mobile 
phones, which they held up in front of the three cameras, they delivered 
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directions on their bodily narrating. The sms's turned up on the screens: 
'You get excited and jump up and down with happiness', 'you are on your 
way from school, and meet your friend', 'your girlfriend has just dumped 
you' e. g. The sms's functioned as action instructions, as a supplement to the 
physical or as one of the students expressed it 'as an extension of the body' 
(Lindquist, 2009: 30, author's translation). 
As we can see on picture (12) this group of young girls also use their mobile 
phones, passing messages or instructions via sms texts, and as such extends the 
technologies involved in the installation with their own networked technologies, 
adding yet a mediating operation to the set-up. The girls use both the instructions 
given by the workshop leaders: 'create your own dance choreography' and 'create 
a production of a short-film'. They rehearse a sequence of dance movements that 
seems to be part of a short-film production with a theme of a disco-dance party 
being interrupted by bad guys. 
From picture (09-10) we can see their discussions on the planning of the show. 
They bring in chairs, which are then removed again. From picture (11-13) they 
rehearse the dance, and from picture (14-16) they discuss and rehearse how the 
bad guys intervene in the disco-dance party. The'bad guys' are those girls with 
hoods over their heads. The group rehearse for a show they are asked to give for a 
second group (the boys in the class, who meanwhile had rehearsed another show 
in Zen-Sofa Arrangement). Picture (17) depicts how they open the show, 
organising a'curtain-up/curtain- down mechanism' by covering the cameras for a 
moment with their body-parts or clothes106. Picture (19) depicts the dance 
sequence and the audience sitting around, close to the walls, and pictures (18 and 
20) depict the sequence when the 'bad guys' are intervening, disrupting the show. 
The researcher, who gave the instructions to the girls, identifies the self-referential 
staging effect of their report: 
As a student remarked, 'it was like the now remained hanging [on the 
screens]' A kind of delayed now, that brought the student into a sort of split 
state experience: firstly an inner felt state, in which the recordings kept [the 
students] attention toward what happened in the present actual now; here 
as an awareness about the specific experience and the body sensation that 
evolved. Secondly a specific state emerged from being looked at [looking at 
oneself] from the outside, and hereby a consciousness towards the 
doubleness of being actually present and experiencing yourself virtually 
transpired (Lindquist, 2009: 30, author's translation). 
The girls' use of the installation makes explicit that the set-up can be used 
collectively as a dramaturgical device. They identify and use the operations of the 
reflective scenography as a narrating machine, and they draw on dramatic 
conventions derived from, respectively, theatre, film, and their everyday social 
106 They also use the effect of shutting down the lights in the installation, possibly as part of what the 'bad guys' are doing. By 
accident during their rehearsal, they even shut down the whole installation, cameras and everything, which can 
be seen on 
the video. 
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experiences. They use the concrete presence of theatre to stage realistic role play, 
they use film montage to edit presence and produce layers of virtual characters, all 
conflated into an equally actual presence, interweaved between the theatre, the 
film, and the game of real-life teenage sociability. 
5.2.7 Observation machine 
This is a construction similar to Observing Observation: Uncertainty107 but with two 
distinct differences. Firstly, the monitors are arranged as a serial view, enabling 
comparison of the views and producing a kind of panoramic overview from all 
around at the same time. The combination of an encircling camera view and a flat 
and serial monitor view creates an analytic distance between what is overviewed 
and how it is presented, and a difference between how the participation is 
experienced as first-person activity relative to how it appears as an ordered 
outside view. Secondly, the three mediating channels are delayed, and each 
channel with a different duration. 
The behavioural activities of the exhibition participants in the Mirror-Zone-Site 
stage a range of scenarios of experiential narratives, possibilities layered into the 
installation design. Participants can seek calmness and stability by standing in the 
middle still, look at themselves in three similar sizes in the images as an enhanced 
self-observation from an expanded view, detailed from three perspectives and 
within three time-frames. The participants can turn around themselves iteratively, 
as in The Turnlob until all the images on the screens present a similar turning 
person, and the experience of the actual room is conceived in an omni-view. This 
opens for an experience of total stability while incorporating the dynamics of the 
staging. If the participant iteratively walks in circles and squares in the real space, 
the screens will show an evenly pulsating pattern, whereby the focalising channels 
of the optical system is exposed into a stable format. The participants build 
choreographed patterns that correspond with the durations of the delay and the 
perspectives of the cameras. These choreographies compose a sequence of 
miniature events on the screens. The participants can explore and unfold the wild 
and dynamic scaling produced by the wide-angle view of the camera lenses and the 
dispersion of views all around the action space, which then explicitly present the 
dynamics of the action space on the screens. These instrumental relations are 
emerging between the operations of the reflective scenography and the 
participatory behaviour, staging narrativation through the experiential navigation 
within the potential focalisation processes. 
5.2.8 Introvert and extrovert staging of sociability 
The Mirror-Zone-Site establishes an external mediating system, which supports 
reflective engagement while performing inside the installation. The installation 
stages two enhanced extra-daily explorative possibilities simultaneously, an 
integrated introvert and extrovert extra-daily referencing capacity. 
107 Observing Observation: Uncertainty is discussed in chapter 4.6.8. 
106 The Turn is discussed in chapter 4.2.1. 
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The introvert referentiality is particularly enhanced by standing in the centre and 
only moving thoroughly with heightened attention to detail. The controlled 
progression allows for a very detailed experience of the engagement, advancing 
with micro-movement and micro-investigation with regard to every detail. The 
visitors explore their introvert experience while monitoring themselves in detail 
from all sides and in an extended attention, stretched over time by the delays. 
The extrovert staging takes particularly effect when the participant has 
understood the dynamics of the space. That is, how the wide-angle lenses, the 
onmi-view, and the montage of monitors, operate, and how the incorporation of 
the referencing operations enhances a reflective extra-daily state when 
performatively engaged with very high level of activity. The extrovert referencing 
capacity of the installation is used by the participants to stage advanced 
investigations into social relations, as groups and as individuals within groups. 
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5.3 Zen-Sofa-Arrangement (2008) 
The construction of the installation Zen-Sofa-Arrangement evolved through a 
process of iterative testing with full-scale prototypes and processes of strategic 
analysis in practice, using the developed compositional system. The final design is 
a composite of operations, intersecting several simultaneous mediating processes, 
and composed of several staging methods embedded in the design, to enhance the 
experiential situation with specific emphasis on participation as a social and 
conversational activity, to be the media of the event. 
5.3.1 The basic design of Zen-Sofa-Arrangement 
Zen-Sofa Arrangement is designed as a sofa arrangement with a white simple- 
formed sofa (85 x 110 x 250 cm. ) and a 56" television set, placed 250 cm. apart. On 
the sofa the visitors can pose in front of a camera, positioned on top of the 
television set, and see themselves in a delayed (nine seconds) video feedback on 
the screen. The sofa is the main activity area, but the areas behind the sofa and 
outside the arrangement are also part of the staged environment. Through a video 
conferencing system, a remote performer occasionally appears on the screen and 
comments on the participants' behaviour. Zen-Sofa-Arrangement stages the 
participants by engaging them in two basic feedback operations. Firstly, the 
participants observe themselves in delay, and, secondly, they are being observed 
and commented on by a remote performer. This composite situation makes them 
reflect on themselves and the situation through a complex of conversational 
activities. 
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Figure 93 Family situation in Zen-Sofa-Arrangement 
5.3.2 The procedures of participating in Zen-Sofa-Arrangement 
The audience enters a familiar living room arrangement with a sofa and a TV set. 
The participants engage in experiencing themselves through the time delay 
feature. Analysing how the installation operates is part of the progression of the 
engagement. The remote performer watches the exhibition space, and occasionally 
appears on the screen, analysing and commenting on the audience's behaviour. 
DVD, Exhibition: 5.3.2 Remote Performer in Zen-Sofa-Arrangement. 
The remote performer is connected to the system via the Internet using a 
videoconferencing program. The museum-guard switches the imagery on the TV 
set between the local video feedback of the participants and the remote performer 
on the Internet. The guards call the performer through an ordinary phone, and the 
guards then prompt the remote performer to appear on the screen. The performer 
interventions never last more than 2 minutes, and often less than that. The remote 
performer can monitor the framed field of the sofa all the time, also when not 
switched on and performing, enabling her to strategically enter the installation. 
She cannot hear anything from the exhibition place, which facilitates her in 
focussing on the visual recognition and commenting on the participants' 
behaviour, detached from their actual verbal conversations. 
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The remote performer is performing a spectator position, commenting on the 
behaviour of the participators, pointing explicitly and in a matter-of-fact manner 
on what she observes. The performer, in this way, enforces the theatrical situation 
by pointing out that the participants, as well as being spectators, are also 
performers themselves. The conventional relationship between performer and 
audience collapses, and the sofa becomes a theatrical framing of a social site; it is 
both the stage and the seating. 
A colleague performed a test exploration of Zen-Sofa-Arrangement, schematically 
going through the scenarios the staging enabled, while the author performed as a 
remote performer. This is an account from the analytic exploration: 
To enter the room first places you outside the sofa arrangement, 
contemplating the possibilities of the staging and the positions within it. 
Entering the room and sitting down on the sofa immediately confronts you 
with an image of yourself, sitting on the sofa, seeing yourself, but slightly 
out of sync. This is not like seeing yourself in a mirror but more like seeing 
yourself from the outside. You try, from the outer appearance, to read the 
inner experience of which you still have a clear memory. To see yourself in 
delay is to be brought into negotiation between memory traces of inner 
experience and reflecting on the inner experience as the Other. When other 
people enter, you see them live and later entering on the screen image. 
Seeing the others, others seeing you, forming a social reciprocity of both 
relationship and surveillance. The screen image shifts and a performer 
enters. Her face fills out the framed view in the television screen. She 
comments on your behaviour in an objective way, and every move you 
perform is immediately recognised and commented on. She is there through 
a live surveillance connection. (Transcribed recording of comments from 
Kjell Yngve Petersen while engaged in the installation. December 2008). 
Zen-Sofa-Arrangement merges the private encounter and the public performance 
into one and the same activity/event, combining the personal world with the 
collective world. The participant's private investigation, of the experience of her 
own identity, is merged with a collective situation of social encounters. The sofa is 
like a private place, which on the one hand enhances intimacy through the 
surveillance image of the participant herself on the TV set, engaging her in intimate 
self-coupling, and on the other hand, facilitates coupling of social relationships and 
an involvement in public display and interaction. The installation stages a 
confluence of discreet mediating channels of introvert self-reflection, and a public 
interaction environment for extrovert activity and social negotiation. 
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5.3.3 Situation One in Zen-Sofa-Arrangement 
DVD, Exhibition: 5.3.3 Situation One in Zen-Sofa-Arrangement. 
On the overview of Situation One, the situation contains three distinct audience 
positions. A couple (A) are reading from the written introduction to the installation 
hanging on the wall. Another couple (B) are sitting on the sofa. The woman plays 
hide and seek with herself through the feedback system. A single woman (C) has 
arrived standing in the doorway looking at the sofa couple (B) watching them at 
play with the video images. For (C) the sofa/TV arrangement is the staged scene. 
The scene includes the couple and the relations they have established, that is, the 
relations that have emerged as relationship in-between the couple's action and 
their experience of the delayed feedback. For couple (B) the staged scene is the 
sofa. They explore and feed the event with movements and actions, being their 
own authors and audience. 
The participants in Zen-Sofa-Arrangement are engaged in several reflective 
operations, layered into one and the same situation. In comparison, A Box of 
Smile109 stages one reflective operation of the participant's own smile, and 
Mirrorll° stages one reflective operation between the participant and the 
environment, whereas The Weather Project"' combines the individual introvert 
and the environmental extrovert reference in a composed reciprocity of 
references, which generates a complex of social referentiality. The use of visual 
feedback to generate self-reflection is, in Zen-Sofa-Arrangement, staged within a 
deliberate theatricalised event, and the visitors are staged as characters in a 
focalisation network, looking at each other and performing as an involvement in 
social negotiation. Further, the introduction of the delay in the visual feedback 
opens for a time-space, a duration for investigatory activity, which expands the 
awareness of and detail in the introvert, extrovert, and social referencing 
operations at play, staged as a complex of focalising processes. 
10 A Box of Smile is discussed in chapter 4.6.1. 
lio mirror is discussed in chapter 4.6.2. 
ill The Weather Project is discussed in chapter 4.6.3. 
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The participants in Zen-Sofa-Arrangement very quickly inhabit the installation as 
an accepted comfort zone. The conditions of being aware of the surveillance 
feedback, which include their own observing themselves as other, come to exist as 
a very comforting and controlled relationship, and opens for confidence among 
participants beyond what is normally expected among strangers. The feedback 
operations, which in the first place made the participant on the sofa take action, 
enhances the sense of a social agreement by the fact that viewers and viewed are 
the same individuals. All people present are engaged in the event and there is no 
other people or agendas at play. The circumstances that they as individuals are 
letting each other into that safe space of mutual looking, constitutes the specificity 
of the social site that emerges. The involvement in the mediating operations 
produces a reflective relationship to both the inner experience of performing and 
the outer experience of observing oneself performing. The emerging third order 
engagement112, simultaneously performing and observing, enables them to explore 
their own personal relationship to themselves through interaction with the other 
participants. 
112 The staging of orders of observation is discussed in chapter 2.3. 
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5.3.4 Staging a network of focalisation 
From picture (02) and forwards the remote performer is present on the screen. 
She enters slowly, at the beginning peeping out only with one eye visible on the 
screen. She (as she does on all entries) starts talking about the big white sofa in the 
white room in Roskilde (the name of the town where the museum is located). She 
then progressively describes the people sitting in the sofa, and the people she is 
able to see standing in the surroundings. She is describing their looks, hair, colour 
of dress, how they are sitting or standing, where they are placed, and their 
gestures, positions and actions. When the performer speaks, the participants start 
looking at each other (04) as if to control that the performer's observations are 
correct, and through this direction of attention the participants get into mutual 
contact in the concrete place. Often participants also start to converse, analysing 
and discussing the situation (they often start pointing with their fingers at each 
other and at the screen). The remote performer is not speaking constantly, as for 
instance Graham does in Performer/Audience/Mirror213, but creates pauses (letting 
her eyes become an external focaliser), leaving time for the potential to occur. On 
picture (06) the performer exits the situation. She always exits by turning her left 
side towards (her local) camera, still keeping her eyes locked on to the camera, 
moving out of the camera's field of vision. 
By way of her comments, the remote performer frames a relationship between the 
observer as observed and the observed as observer. With her descriptive 
observations the remote performer in this way highlights the theatrical nature of 
the situation, reversing the order of spectatorship and performership. She 
performs the external view, observing the situation, but performed as an internal 
focaliser similar to the participant's own view of herself in the feedback of the 
video delay. The performer acts very directly out of the screen looking at the 
participants, and responds immediately with comments on their activity, with 
special attention to minute actions in their relationships and small details in their 
clothing. 
The performance of spoken or written comments in Performer/Audience/Mirror 
and Instant Narrative114 stages an act of continuous surveillance of the 
participants, which promotes a fixation of roles and makes the participants 
puppets in the command of the artist. In Zen-Sofa-Arrangement the commentator 
only appears in short interventions, which leaves the participants as the main 
inhabitants and primary performers at the site. The commentator explicitly 
performs the comments in a way that brings attention to the network of focalising 
incidents embedded in the situation, which stages a particular meta- 
communicational codex for the sociability at play in the relationships between the 
participants. 
113 performer/Audience/Mirror is discussed in chapter 4.4.3. 
114 instant Narrative is discussed in chapter 4.4.4. 
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5.3.5 Situation Two in Zen-Sofa-Arrangement 
DVD, Exhibition: 5.3.5 Situation Two in Zen-Sofa-Arrangement. 
The overview of Situation Two shows a situation with a diverse flock of 
participants of mixed ages and genders who meet for the first time. Some have 
arrived together and some are there on their own, and therefore they gather in 
separate groups or stay single. Two men (A) arrive together. They have just 
entered and take a position outside the shared social site of the installation. From 
this position they are able to analyse the staged event and observe the inhabitants 
of the site. They obtain the roles of outside observers, and from this position they 
can't see the delay in the TV, and do not engage in the actual conversational 
activities. 
The young man (B) and the woman (C) standing behind the sofa each arrived 
alone. They can see their delayed virtual presence on the screen and participate in 
the shared social site. They occupy a place within the situation from where it is 
possible in an analytical manner to observe their observation. They have not, at 
this point, stepped into the phase of performative engagement, but they have 
recognised the possibility. They have, so to speak, found a peep-hole into the 
staged situation, but have not entered into or engaged in any coupling activity 
within the site. From the look on the faces of (B) and (C) we can tell that they find 
themselves included in the event, which often happens in a quite private or 
delicate inner manner, and thus is not always visible as distinct expressive 
activities. This diversity of positions within the installation is a central part of the 
staging strategy. It enables observer positions ranging from the everyday to the 
extra-daily, in gradual combinations. 
The telematic linking in There's no simulation like home11s produces a strict dual- 
way channelling, in two overlapping but asynchronous transmissions, and doesn't 
seek to facilitate direct contact between participants. In There's no simulation like 
home the engagement is separated into distinct observer roles of performing and 
observing performing in the merged images with clearly separately structured 
focalisers, while in Zen-Sofa-Arrangement the observer roles are integrated and 
mutually constitutive and generate a complex network of focalising incidents. In 
There's no simulation like home the participants control their virtual avatars as a 
puppets on a virtual stage in the mediated world, but separated from and with no 
direct consequence in the actual world. In Zen-Sofa-Arrangement the reflective 
scenography operates as an extension of the actual shared situation and the 
participants are both virtually and actually together. The reflective operations 
enabled through the delayed video feedback is experienced as a part of the social 
fabric of the actual activities, and is recognised as having consequence in the actual 
social relationships. 
lls There's no simulation like home is discussed in chapter 4.6.6. 
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Figure 99 Overview of Situation Two in Zen-Sofa-Arrangement 
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5.3.6 Intertwined actual and virtual relationships 
The reciprocity between the actual and the virtual, with several parallel and 
intermingled mediated routes of relations, generates couplings between the virtual 
and the actual occurrences, and evolves synaesthetically altered extra-daily modes 
of pre-expressivity. The people sitting in the sofa have inhabited the central place. 
The man with the glass in his hand (D) arrived alone. The apple-eating boy and the 
mother (E) stepped into the scene together. The (supposed) father (F), who sits on 
the armchair, showed up a little later. He surprises the boy by touching him from 
behind, while the boy sees himself delayed, making the boy feel a touch that he 
only sees later on the screen (03), which makes them engage in relations of touch 
across the extended moment of the delay. The pictures (01,02 and 03) show a 
situation, where they are observing themselves delayed, whereas in picture (04,05 
and 06) the remote performer is looking at them, reporting to them what she 
observes. 
The activities performed in relation to the mediated operations have consequences 
in the physical world through the conversational experientiality, and influence the 
contexts wherein the narrativation of the situation evolves. The participants can 
observe and converse with other participants through the mediating system, as 
with the Frame Prototypel16, easing a social encounter between strangers. The 
framing operations in Zen-Sofa-Arrangement allow for staring at each other, and at 
oneself, in a confident zone of intimate relationships staged with theatrical 
distance. All mediations in Zen-Sofa-Arrangement are rigid channels and explicitly 
frame the relations evoked in the staging. The relationships made possible in the 
staged event all enable conversational coupling between the involved participants, 
reaching through the mediating operations with communicative activities. 
When the remote performer enters on the screen there is a change (pictures 01-03 
to 04-06) in the participants' structures of focalisation. They start looking at each 
other, as if considering whether the performers' observations are correct. In this 
instance they turn their attention towards each other in the actual space, ((D) 
looking at (E)) while the performer is describing them ((E) 04), and (mother E) 
looks at (F) while the performer is reporting on him (06), and looking back at the 
screen. This activity enhances a common coupling within the overall sociability of 
the situation: themselves (as individuals and as group) in the actual site reflected 
by way of the performer's description. It seems that by the potential evoked by the 
performer, the virtual pointing at facts in the actual, the virtual inside the actual 
comes to effect for the participants, for instance by the act of the man (D) raising 
his glass towards the performer, performing with the performer. 
116 The relational capacities enabled by the Frame Prototype are discussed In chapter 3.5.4.8. 
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Figure 100 Situation Two in Zen-Sofa-Arrangement 
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Apparently the performer's interventions allow that the participant's interest for 
each other to become legitimised. From the beginning they have recognised 
themselves as being staged, framed by the set-up, as audience to their own 
performative investigations of the situation. The performer, who is taking the role 
of being their audience, is framing them once more, as staged within the staging, to 
legitimise a certain contract of performing as an investigation of a shared social 
site. This framing activity evokes a potential situation of flux in-between different 
orders of engagement to be unfolded among the participants. It seems that the 
framing gestures and operations legitimise extra-daily social situations. 
5.3.7 Delayed and expanded moment 
The introduction of reciprocal delay between people, as in Delayed'17, not only 
opens for a play on the conversational meta-structures, but opens for deep layers 
of relations between the participants. The installation situates a staged framework, 
which continuously produces multiple narrativisational framingslls. This is, in a 
simple way, visually manifest in the installation Delay Corridor119, where the visual 
delay is looped into itself and in every single feedback includes the participant 
with a new virtual presence. The participant is included in a continuous flow of 
echoes of her actions, which re-arranges the context of her actual actions with 
every new action. 
Several participants engaged in a very silent and concentrated contemplation, 
sitting quiet on the sofa and looking at themselves delayed on the TV screen. The 
video delay enables correlation between the experience of performing explorative 
movements, gestures and positions, and the experience of observing the delayed 
video surveillance, with a distance of time in-between that separates the two 
activities and facilitates contemplation on the relation. The images (Man Alone) 
and (Boy Alone) show, respectively, a man and a boy in deep introvert 
conversation with themselves. 
117 Delayed is discussed in chapter 4.6.9. 
118 The constitution of narrativisational experientiality as it emerges from situations with multiple framings is discussed in 
chapter 4.5. 
119 Delay Corridor is discussed in chapter 3.2.4. 
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Figure 102 Boy Alone in Zen-Sofa-Arrangement 
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5.3.8 Situation Three in Zen-Sofa-Arrangement 
DVD, Exhibition: 5.3.8 Situation Three in Zen-Sofa-Arrangement. 
A young woman sits alone in the sofa. From pictures (01 to 03) she is testing the 
feedback by slowly moving her head to one side, and then to the other, exploring 
the potential ways of interaction and focalisation. She explores both how the video 
feedback operates and how the experiential narrative emerges. She is at a state of 
first order observation120. On picture (04) she seems to have moved to another 
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Figure 103 Situation Three in Zen-Sofa-Arrangement 
120 The staging of orders of observation is discussed in chapter 2.3. 
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Figure 104 Situation Three in Zen-Sofa-Arrangement 
order of observation. She is about to author her pre-expressive conversation with 
herself while simultaneously being aware of the experiential process. She is 
observing her observation, producing a controlled second order observation. The 
young woman sits in the sofa looking at the channelled delayed video images 
showing herself (as Other) looking back at herself, coupling structurally with 
herself through the mediation. The coupled first and second order mode of 
observation in itself constitutes an experiential context, which is being maintained 
by the composed tension of the framing, channelling, and coupling parameters in 
the staging. Within her activities of exploring and orchestrating the observer 
processes, she develops a narrativation of third order observation in the 
referentiality between both performing and observing, which constitutes the 
media by which she experiences the complexity of the participatory engagement. 
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Figure 105 Situation Three in Zen-Sofa-Arrangement 
On picture (05) the woman is half lying down on her side, fully concentrated on 
performing soft delicate movements, while simultaneously interacting with her 
own video-mirrored images. A man has walked into the situation. The man and the 
woman are in the same place at the same time, and they are experiencingthis same 
situation, but from two distinctly different modes of engagement. The man is in a 
mode of engagement similar to the woman on picture (01) when she just arrived. 
He is looking at her as if she is performing (which she is) and as such holds an 
audience position relative to her. He is engaged in trying to find out what the 
situation is about. At this phase in the situation (05-07) the woman is interacting 
with her virtual self in the video from her concrete position in the actual space, 
investigating the virtual as dimensions of the actual, enabling a mode of 
observation simultaneously from both within and from outside. 
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On pictures (08-09) the performer appears on the screen, which instigates a social 
aspect in the situation with complex negotiations between the participants. The 
woman exits her third order mode of observing, but in her focalisation she 
maintains her coupling in the first and second order observation. The performer 
describes all the people present in the situation. The performer describes the man 
drinking from his glass and the other man who has just arrived. The woman on the 
sofa performs slow sensitive movements with her hand, back and forth along the 
surface of the sofa, and develops, for a short moment, a game between her and the 
performer, triggered by the performer's description of details in the woman's 
hand-movements. On picture (10) the performer has left the scene, and the 
delayed video feedback system is switched on again. 
There are several planes of focalisation in this staging. The man looks at the 
woman, while she observes herself in the TV. She stages herself for others to 
observe. All involved observe each other and themselves, and observe each other 
and themselves observing. The shared environment by the participants evokes a 
network of focalisation, and facilitates an integration of theatrical conditions of 
sociability in the context of an everyday situation. The introvert self-sensing is 
often part of larger social contexts and generates a situation of multimodal 
conversational narratives. Several situations occurred of people kissing each other 
(Kissing situations), as part of both an extrovert show and an introvert sensibility, 
staged in the sofa as a special extra-daily experience of their daily relationship. 
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Figure 107 Kissing situation in Zen-Soja-Arrangement 
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Figure 108 Kissing situation in Zen-Sofa-Arrangement 
5.3.9 Situation Four in Zen-Sofa-Arrangement 
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DVD, Exhibition: 5.3.9 Situation Four in Zen-Sofa-Arrangement. 
In Situation Four the visiting group is a school-class, a group of children at the age 
of ten who all know each other well. Their visit was part of the museum's research 
project into how to present and guide visitors into participatory artworks, and the 
children were given instructions with which to explore the installations. 
Subsequent to their first visit in Zen Sofa Arrangement the children prepared for 
the experience with drama exercises, investigating how different conversational 
forms influenced their social relations. The museum inspector Tanya Lindkvist 
(2009: 30-31, author's translation) reports on the project: 
The children discussed what role other people have for our self-experience 
and self-understanding. The children were very engaged in this discussion, 
and it generated a debate on social relations. In a further discussion a group 
of the kids took the initiative to design an exercise for the rest of the class. 
The exercise supposedly would demonstrate some of the social problems, 
they as a class had identified by experiencing the installation. The pupils 
had become aware that the body spoke its own separate language. A 
language that was very revealing. The group generated an exercise, where 
they exposed classmates to two contradictory signals: the body's language 
and the spoken language. Their spoken speech would then be positively 
addressing the classmates, while their body language should create 
distance. The classmates reported that they had read the body language as 
the primary and quite quickly felt excluded despite the verbal invitation. 
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Figure 109 Situation Four in Zen-Sofa-Arrangement 
The children then went into the installation and started their exploration. On 
picture (01) the children have just arrived with their teacher. She is the woman 
sitting on the armchair. The teacher leaves (02). The young people are extremely 
quick in their analyses of the technical set-up and they start feeding the system 
with actions. On picture (03) the remote performer arrives on the screen, and at 
the moment of this web-grab she describes boy number three from the left side 
(with dark short hair and a grey hooded-jumper). We can tell from the picture that 
he has now become a main character in the group. Several of the other children 
have their attention directed towards him, even though he is not (at the moment) 
the most active or noisy person. Also we can tell from the picture that he feels 
touched by the attention. 
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Figure 110 Situation Four in Zen-Sofa-Arrangement 
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From pictures (04 and 05) (where the remote performer has just left) each 
individual participant contributes to make a game become organised and emerge 
as a common choreographic composition. Each individual is authoring her own 
flow of focalisation, navigating in continuous conversational activity. Picture (A) 
seems to reflect a culmination of such a situation. Picture (06) depicts a situation 
where the social organisation of the site is somehow exploding into new directions. 
While exploring the site, individual social entrepreneurs navigate in the generation 
of additional theatrical frames, establishing new ways to focalise, and generating 
new avenues for the evolving narrativation to inhabit. Lindkvist (2009: 31, author's 
translation) conclude on the museum research project, 
that media-related installations such as Zen-Sofa-Arrangement ... suggest to 
us the possibility to work with our bodily consciousness, our relationship to 
ourselves and our fellow humans. The installation allows us to investigate 
our actions in a complex social structure. You see your actions with a time- 
delay and with an outer look, which makes the interactions experienced as 
a performance, and strengthens or enlightens our actions and social 
engagement. The artworks create a space, where you can play, assume 
different roles, change your image of yourself and experience yourself seen 
from the outside, as someone else. 
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Figure 111 Situation Four in Zen-Sofa-Arrangement 
On pictures (06-07) the boys investigate the concrete apparatus of the set-up, 
examining how it works. It seems as if the participants insist and enjoy being in 
control of the situation in which they take part. The creation of theatrical contracts, 
that is, the generation of narrative contexts, form part of the social staging 
processes, making it necessary for the situation to be framed in precise ways, 
before the participatory activities can be set into an explicit contract of 
engagement. 
5.3.10 Watching yourself watching 
The sofa and television arrangement is an open framework for investigations that 
the participants initiate. The participants perform through the machine, for each 
other, in-between each other, and towards themselves. The participants stage 
combinations of roles and relationships, as in Very Simple Actions121, reflecting on 
actions organised as conversational activities across the extended moment of the 
delay. The participants in Zen-Sofa-Arrangement unfold the complex positions of 
engagement and observation, changing positions and transforming roles in 
rhythmic patterns, iteratively encircling collective and relational states of 
observing122. 
The participants often organise dramatic scenes, utilising the installation as a 
scenographic device and observing each other acting within the machine. Each 
group of participants develops their particular convention of the narrative device, 
which allows for their unique exploration. They investigate social situations like 
kissing (Kissing situations) and playing games like hide and seek, or stage complex 
shows, which often evolve through improvisational processes out of the social and 
conversational activity. The participants stage games of observation, using the 
rhythmical replay of the delay as a scenographic editing device, like the boys 
(Boys), who explore a rhythmic cooperation based on the beat of the delayed 
feedback, with individual improvised riffs into the collective choreography. 
121 Very Simple Actions is discussed in chapter 4.4.2. 
122 The relational state of observing is discussed as a third order of observation in chapter 2.3 and further developed in 
chapter 4.5. 
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The girls (Girls) are engaged in a play editing their presence in a TV show. They 
calculate how their performance delivered to the camera enters into a future in the 
television set and improvise a continuously evolving post-progressive 
narrativation process. 
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5.4 Staging exhibition prototypes 
In this chapter the two participatory installations Mirror-Zone-Site and Zen-Sofa- 
Arrangement were discussed in relation to the developed compositional system. 
The artworks are produced as two complementary prototypes for experiential 
practice, and the creation process is informed by the compositional system. 
The artworks are staged events, and only by way of the participants' 
improvisations within the works, the stagings unfold the complex narrative 
operations embedded. The dramaturgical progression is defined by how the 
participant navigates, and thus actualises the narrative operations. The artworks 
situate the visitors so that their engagement as participants becomes the media of 
the installations. 
The construction of the installation Mirror-Zone-Site and Zen-Sofa-Arrangement 
evolved through a process of iterative testing with full-scale prototypes and 
processes of strategic analysis in practice, using the developed compositional 
system. The final design is a composite of operations, intersecting several 
simultaneous mediating processes, and composed of several staging methods 
embedded in the design, to enhance the experiential situation with specific 
emphasis on participation as a social and conversational activity, as the media of 
the event. 
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Chapter Six: Conclusion 
This thesis has investigated participation within reflective scenographies, and it 
suggests an artistic concept of participation as media. The practice-led research 
develops a compositional system for staging participatory involvement as 
compositional material in itself. The research externalises the performer's 
technique as an abstracted mediating structure, and implements them by the use 
of responsive and mediating technology embedded in the reflective operations of a 
scenography. The developed compositional system enables a structured overview 
on the compositional process, argued in an interdisciplinary context. 
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6.1 The compositional system 
The compositional system operates on the three levels of design parameters, 
compositional strategies, and a postprogressive dramaturgy. The design 
parameters framing, channelling and coupling organise a calibration of the staged 
feedback operations. The compositional strategies, which derive from practices of 
performer technique, organise scenarios of introvert, extrovert and social 
referencing operations. The postprogressive dramaturgy informs the performative 
engagement of the participant as a process of experiential narrativation. 
" The design parameters organise the observer operations in the participatory 
staging, and operate with the design of relational dynamics, qualified by the 
framing, channelling, and coupling dynamic parameters. 
" The compositional strategies use methods to implement the composition of 
staged situations by introvert, extrovert, and social referencing layered in 
reflective scenographies, organising the behavioural site for the participants. 
" The postprogressive dramaturgy is based on narrativation of experientiality, 
which is an approach to understand and stage the dramaturgical progression of 
the participatory engagement as it evolves and generates a narrative 
experience over time. 
The participatory engagement is viewed as a self-referential closed 
communicational system, and the participatory event as a staging of 
communicative operations, organised by reflective scenographies. The staged 
mediating operations then promote particular social events through the 
communication activities. 
The compositional system enables a structured overview on the compositional 
process, and capacitates the artist to navigate the compositional process into the 
complex creation of participatory engagement as a media in itself. The composition 
activity is developed as a creative process of iterative exploration and prototYPing, 
where the dramaturgical design is formalised in reflective scenographies. 
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Figure 114 The compositional system 
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6.2 Summary of Research 
The research has been realised as a series of practice-led processes, and this thesis 
constitutes the reflection on that process and situates the research in an inter- 
disciplinary context. 
The thesis investigates and develops a compositional system on a dramaturgical 
practice of staging participatory engagement. The initial questions were: How is it 
possible to strategise an art form that serves as an arrangement for the participant 
to perform her own experience? How can that be informed and explored as a 
theatrical engagement? How can dramaturgical strategies from theatre, and the 
use of technological media as externalised reflection, be integrated into a 
compositional system for participatory events? 
The thesis investigates how insights and knowledge gained from performance 
practice and from theatre anthropology can be used as qualifying parameters in 
the composition of participatory artworks. From a compositional perspective the 
question is how to purposefully integrate these experiential qualities, generated by 
way of performer technique, into an environmental construct. How is it possible to 
externalise the performer's technique as abstracted mediating structures, and 
implement them by the use of responsive and mediating technology embedded in 
the reflective operations of a scenography? 
Chapter two identifies how performer technique can be regarded as a tool for 
dramaturgical strategies to organise experiential modes for the participant. The 
expert performer's particular capacity to generate a state of heightened awareness 
is discussed as pre-expressivity and the extra-daily modes of certain capacities, 
using theories developed in theatre anthropology. The specific modalities of the 
expert performers are argued to promote a self-reflective state by which the 
performer is enabled to observe her own observations. In this thinking, the 
performer is navigating within different orders of observation and the 
dramaturgical quest is transformed into a concern of orders of observation, 
situating the participants in self-reflective modes of observation. 
In the diversity of performer techniques, the pre-expressive extra-daily state of the 
performer is viewed as based on a psychophysical engagement that can be staged. 
Independent of how these techniques are differentiated in relation to styles of 
expression, or what artistic statements, they represent, this thesis collates and 
categorises them as respectively introvert, extrovert, and social referencing 
techniques. 
Theatricality is discussed as a human capacity that can be staged as a participatory 
event, and the concept 'reflective scenography' is introduced to underpin the 
understanding of an organisation of an environment as a system of feedback 
operations that forms and directs the visitors' processes of theatricalisation, that 
is, staging the participants by the impact of their psychophysical engagement 
within a composition of reflective scenographies. The concept of reflective 
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scenographies is then to be understood as exercise environments for pre- 
expressive behaviour, staging improvisation as meta-communicational behaviour. 
Staging through mediated and delayed feedback has become a central strategy in 
the composition of environments that are concerned with self-reflective and social 
engagement. These potentials are discussed as expanded moments of reference in- 
between being and potential being, that is, a position of being in an altered 
negotiation of the actual and the virtual. 
Chapter three outlines the design parameters of the compositional system, 
developing a strategic approach to the design of reflective scenographies in the 
staging of events that situate the participatory engagement as media for the 
artwork. As a starting point, the research indentifies basic compositional 
components from a selection of the author's previous artworks: the performance 
Glimpses (1989); and the installations Mirrechophone, Smiles in Motion and Delay 
Corridor (2000). 
The compositional system is, at the core, comprised of the dynamic and 
interrelated parameters: framing, channelling, and coupling. These parameters 
operate in the tension between media and form, and give compositional access to 
influence the self-reflective operations of the participant through the design of 
reflective scenographies. The three parameters framing, channelling, and coupling 
are mutually constitutive, as connected aspects of the same process of engagement. 
The theoretical underpinning of the system parameters and its components are 
discussed, and use an interdisciplinary approach to argue on the partly embodied 
and individual experience of self-generated participation. 
Two laboratories were organised to investigate how the design of external 
structures could be used to influence how visitors experienced their participation. 
In this thinking, the installation's structure contains behavioural implications, 
designed as reflective scenographies, which situate the visitor in a process of self- 
reflective operations. Through iterative explorative events the staging designs 
were gradually re-designed, and the investigation process progressively developed 
a refined system prototype and a selection of comparative test set-ups. In the 
second laboratory process a selection of 22 professionals from stage arts and 
human science were invited to explore the developed stagings, with respect to 
identify relations between designs of reflective scenographies and the 
participatory experience. They reflect on their concrete and personal experience, 
and through interviews enable a critical discussion on the basic system 
components. 
The final prototype developed in the laboratories, termed the Frame Prototype, 
stages an experiential situation where the participatory experience appears as an 
explicit constellation of framing, channelling, and coupling specificities. The 
developed Frame Prototype is composed of a frame-object and a light design. The 
Frame Prototype stages a device for a situated experientiality, which is closely 
correlated with the theoretic system of the framing, channelling, and coupling 
parameters, together giving an integrated approach between theory and practice 
towards the staging of participation. The laboratory research investigates the 
staging parameters of the Frame Prototype relative to mirror reflections, video 
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transmission and delayed video feedback, staging comparative situations between 
direct, mirror reflected, and video transmitted, relationships and reflections. 
Chapter four develops a dramaturgical perspective on the composition of 
participatory events. The staging strategies in the design of reflective 
scenographies are discussed in relation to a collection of the author's 
investigations. The research investigates the staging of participatory explorations 
of behavioural patterns in specific urban sites, such as Traffic Light, and of self- 
regulative instruction in The Turn. A particular method is developed as a collective 
of cooperating roles within the experience of light-zones, in Sensation of Light, and 
as analytic actions of performative engagement in Very Simple Actions. These 
methods inform the design of strategies for the composition of reflective 
engagement, where the participants relate to behavioural rules, outer structures, 
and cooperative qualitative analysis of experiencing participation. 
With reference to the investigations of performer technique, discussed in chapter 
two, the technique of the performer is viewed as systems of reference with three 
main reference systems at play: introvert, extrovert, and social reference systems. 
The introvert reference systems are strategised as inner structures of observer 
operations composed by instructions. The extrovert reference systems are 
strategised as outer structures of formative operations composed by scenographic 
devices. The social reference systems are strategised as social structures with 
several participants involved in a complex of relational operations. 
The experience of participating, that is, the dramaturgical view on the progression 
of the event of engagement, is discussed as conversational narratives. A context of 
narrative theory is developed on concepts of focalisation, experientiality, and 
postprogressive narrativation, to understand the dramaturgical processes of the 
participatory engagement as it evolves and generates a narrative experience over 
time. 
The elements of the compositional system are discussed in relation to nine 
artworks, enabling a comparative discussion relative to a range of concrete artistic 
practices. These artworks are chosen to exemplify a range of reflective 
scenography designs, where the visitors, in different ways, are actively involved 
participants, authoring their own experiential navigation. Artworks by the 
following artists are discussed: Allan Kaprow, Bruce Nauman, Dan Graham, Dora 
Garcia, Yoko Ono, Shiomi Mieko, Olafur Eliasson, Robert Morris, Paul Sermon, 
Peter Weibel, and Mathias Gommel. The concrete examples, each in a particular 
way, implement participation as the content of the work, using a range of 
behavioural instructions and scenographic devices to stage the participant as 
media for herself. 
In chapter Five the two participatory installations Mirror-Zone-Site and Zen-Sofa- 
Arrangementare discussed in relation to the developed compositional system. 
The artworks are produced as two complementary prototypes for experiential 
practice, and the creation process is informed by the compositional system. 
This chapter highlights selected situations from the exhibition, and identifies and 
discusses the design of the reflective scenography, the staging strategies 
implemented as possibilities by the composed scenarios, and the experiential 
processes engaged in by the participants. 
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The practice-led research develops a compositional system for the staging of extra- 
daily experientiality within reflective scenographies of participatory engagement 
as a media in itself, and enables a structured overview on the compositional 
process, argued in an interdisciplinary context. The compositional process is 
identified as explorative prototyping processes that progressively correlate 
between experiencing the staging and implementing design parameters, and 
compositional strategies. 
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6.3 Limitations and wider implications of this research 
Some of the key contributions offered in this thesis call for further examination 
and application. Concepts and strategies regarding forms of participatory staging 
may be applicable outside the arena of this research, and may contribute to a 
discussion of not only other artforms, but potentially of other creative, social, and 
cultural practices. For example, the different compositional approaches identified 
and detailed in this thesis may relate to discussions of narrative forms, staged 
events, and discourses engaged in aspects of culture and media in the mediatised 
society. The undertaking of such a project will extend the practice, analysis and 
discussions realised in this thesis and purposefully start to address further 
questions regarding the relation of media technologies and creative practices 
raised by this study of composition in participatory installation art. 
6.3.1 Artistic research practices 
The research sits within the field of participatory art, in-between theatre and 
installation art, which by tradition merges of methods and perspectives, aesthetic 
traditions and cultural connotations. Especially significant with the neo- 
avantgarde and Fluxus, who consciously developed artistic strategies empowering 
the art experiencer and blurring the boundaries between art and everyday life 
activities, as Kaprow terms it. The design of the exhibition Zen-Sofa-Arrangement 
exemplifies the strategy of borderline compositions that stage extra-daily 
situations out of components with everyday connotations embedded, with the 
intent to stage the extra-daily reflectively, specifically out of deep rooted everyday 
artefacts and behaviours. 
6.3.2 Staging research within art-spaces 
The limitations inherent in this approach are that the blurring between art and life, 
and the explicit exposure of the operations of the work machine, establish a 
theatrical situation where any clear distinction of the exhibition as art is blurred 
and contentious. Had the Mirror-Zone-Site and Zen-Sofa-Arrangement been 
exhibited in other places than within the culturally defined white cube exhibition 
space and within the institution of the contemporary art museum, then the refined 
balance between the extra-daily and the everyday would not have been possible to 
maintain as the basis of the compositional strategy. In this way, the investigations 
in this thesis are embedded in cultural specific contexts, the current understanding 
of the white cube and the black box as refined research contexts for staging 
reflection on our culture. 
Alternate environments and contexts might open for alternate directions of 
research. For instance, re-allocating the laboratories from the refined theatrical 
staging environment of the black box, as the investigations of behavioural 
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instructions in the Traffic Light, will open for other contexts of reference and evoke 
other design parameters and compositional strategies. To expand the research out 
into other spaces and other cultural sites of sociability will, in a further research, 
enable the pursuit of other laboratory practices with different emphasis, either 
through other site constructions of the research events, or by using the developed 
system components to intervene in other everyday cultural site and orchestrate 
other extra-daily events with focus on other aspects of communication, 
relationships, and sociability. 
6.3.3 Prototype stagings and procedures 
The research focuses on a system of composition for artistic practice, that reaches 
across artistic traditions, transposes expert practices across artforms, and weaves 
interdisciplinary contexts for the practice to become accessible for several 
perspectives into the practice. The developed research includes several simple 
procedures and descriptions of simple staged events that can be adapted as 
research environments for further research in participatory and experiential 
stagings. These methods of staging refined and focused explorative investigations 
form part of the traditions in theatre for reaching across barriers in the exchange 
in-between artistic practitioners. That includes exchange across cultural contexts 
(between for instance Japanese and European expert practices), media specific 
constrains (between, for instance, staged theatre and TV drama), and traditions 
(for instance, between acting based on emotional recall and performing based on 
figurative gesticulation). 
Alternative methods and procedures might be more sensitive to convey 
compositional parameters and strategies of non-expert practitioners, but the 
intention is, that the developed compositional system forms a coherent basis for 
further research based on alternate intentions and capacitates research in other 
fields of study with methods from theatre practice. The system challenges current 
paradigms for dramaturgical design, offering a interdisciplinary methodological 
and theoretical context on the composition of participatory events. The practice- 
led research processes and prototypes stages experiences, which give a matter of 
fact impact on the participating researchers, and qualify the experiences as actual 
occurrences of experientiality. The research findings are accessible through these 
stagings as a correlated relationship between particular staged explorative 
conditions and an inter-disciplinary context refined into prototypical conceptual 
parameters, methods, and strategies. Other participatory concepts could be 
pursued, and other avenues of strategic design and compositional systems pursued 
The developed system forms part of the explorative practice of composition, which 
re-combines strategies and concepts in processes of cross field collaborations 
through the design on actual experiential involvement. At the same time the 
developed system is based on core insights of a defined tradition, that of the 
codified performer technique and composition based on narrativation processes, 
which is inherently dependent on actual experience and development of capacities 
by the individual performer to be incorporated and understood as a technique. The 
inter-disciplinary approach to the contextualisation in this thesis enables a 
transfer of methods from within theatre to outside theatre, bypassing the 
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constrains of the incorporatedness of the performer's expert practice by extracting 
methods and strategies as prototypes and exercise instructions, that can expose 
experiential processes to non-expert practitioners. 
6.3.4 Staging conversational situations 
The research has investigated the staging of conversational situations, where the 
participant narrates her process of experiencing her participation. The composed 
events involve the participant with all her faculties and capacities in the complex 
negotiation of her narrativation. Other frameworks would open for other 
interesting avenues, for instance how the bodily sensation of participatory 
engagement can be analysed and strategised, like the research into sensation 
qualities of participatory engagement in dynamic kinesthetic interaction, and 
research into somatic responsivity to mediated relationships. An alternate focus 
from related or intersecting areas of interest might engage with other research 
directions different on specific aspects, for instance cognitive and neurological 
perspectives, or approaches that view the participatory engagement as ecological 
systems with bio-semiotic processes between individual and mediating ecology. 
An avenue of further research could be to investigate the embedded and staged 
observer processes as practices of looking and set in a context of reception theory. 
This research focuses on theatrical stagings that organise experiential 
narrativation. The dramaturgical processes are approached from communication 
perspective as conversational narrativation within a theatrical engagement, where 
the participation is a continuous experiential process of narrating the engagement. 
6.3.5 Emerging performative environments 
The practice-led research has investigated compositional processes using a limited 
selection of the currently available media technology, and pursued selected 
mediating processes specific to the questions raised. A wider selection of 
technologies would have broadened the scope of inquiry, but the limitation was 
enforced to enable a clear focus within the practice-led research. The impact of 
new media technologies might be explored in other areas beyond the scope of this 
thesis, within theatre and installation art, as well as architecture, interface and 
behavioural design. Further emphasis on specific mediating operations or 
compositional approaches could produce a range of alternate performative 
environments, each with their specificities and ways of staging participation. 
Further research could open for the possibilities for new participatory positions, 
as distributed participation or distributed performance locations, performances 
generated through participation, new developments of performance forms, 
wherein new forms of participatory sites could emerge, and in the theatre, the new 
possibilities for the dramatic text and the construction of theatrical narratives, the 
construction of other performance sites, such as online, telematic, and integrated 
online/offline events. 
The functions and the impact of mediating technologies are continually evolving 
and their impact on artistic practice will continually bring attention to yet other 
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aspects of participation, such as online participation, theatrical relationship 
through surveillance systems, relational technologies embedded in the 
environment and objects, and attached to the participants as wearable devices or 
clothing. Some of these technologically enhanced interface operations are realised 
predominantly within the realm of the virtual, rather than, in this research, based 
on the actual presence of participant in the realisation of the event. The emerging 
media integrations with online/offline performance worlds will produce further 
changes in the cultural contexts of participatory art, as well as evolve into new 
strategic positions within artistic practices, opening for further compositional 
possibilities. 
A broader enquiry into other practitioners and their compositional practices, could 
further develop on the compositional approaches and dramaturgical perspectives 
in the field, and through further research develop alternate variations of 
compositional systems, that can respond to the blurring conditions between the 
actual and the virtual, between real-time connection and feedback operations, 
between authoring roles and observer positions of the artists and the participants. 
6.3.6 Mediating interfaces and behavioural design 
The compositional system may also be applied as methods within other fields of 
study, such as interaction design, architecture and social studies, enabling the 
staging of experiments on creative and explorative experience. Within the field of 
architecture the compositional system can be applied as a method to analyse and 
design experience qualities, as the author did with the Sensation of Light 
masterclass, which could open for parameters and methods that include the 
experiential narrativation of the inhabitants in refined ways in the architectural 
design. Further research could investigate the staging of participatory explorations 
of specific urban sites, as pursued in the Traffic Light, exploring the design of 
movement qualities in town design and how to embed behavioural implications in 
the public space. 
The developed system of methods and parameters could be employed to design 
processes of objects and artefacts, moving the emphasis from functions and 
usability towards experiential qualities. That would enable a more refined focus on 
design strategies towards humans in engaged explorative activity, as investigated 
with the methodological organisation of Very simple actions. The increasing 
embeddedness of technologies of connectivity in all objects and environments will 
enhance the range of possible social mediating operations and situations of 
relationships. These interfaces for relationships stage complex arenas for 
togetherness anywhere and anytime in expanding online/offline overlapping 
worlds, developing new experiential narrativations in the sociability of the 
telematic embrace. 
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6.4 Concluding Statement 
The practice-led research develops a compositional system for staging 
participation within reflective scenographies, and suggests an artistic concept of 
`participation as media', which proposes the participatory involvement as 
compositional material in itself. The compositional processes are set in an 
interdisciplinary context and pursued using explorative methods of investigation 
that correlate in-between participatory engagement and compositional methods. 
The developed compositional system, and the procedures and methods of research 
developed, contribute to a broader inquiry within artistic creation, bridging 
between explorative practice and other contexts of research. 
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Sondergaard, Karin & Petersen, Kjell Y. (2009) `Art as a Social Site - Participation 
as Medium - An introduction and discussion of the works Mirror-Zone-Site and 
Zen-Sofa-Arrangement', in Sondergaard, Morten & Jacobsen Mogens (eds. ) (2009) 
REACTION: the Digital Archieve Experience. Aalborg: Aalborg University Press. 
Art as Social Site - Participation as Medium (2009) 
An Introduction to and Discussion of the Works Mirror-Zone-Site and Zen-Sofa- 
Arrangement 
Authors: 
Karin Sondergaard and Kjell Yngve Petersen 
Mirror-Zone-Site 
The audience enters a room furnished only with audio-visual equipment: three cameras 
setup in three different corners, three wide-screen televisions hanging side-by-side on 
one wall, and a group of cables running along the floor where the cameras are connected 
to the screens. The surveillance capabilities of the equipment can display three closed- 
circuit video loops, each projecting a slightly different time delayed version of real-time 
feedback. In this way, the installation gives three simultaneous visual perspectives from 
three different time delays. The audience is thus able to experience their own activities 
from three different angles in three temporal perspectives. 
The audience is free to wander through the installation space and to get as close to the 
cameras as they like. In the middle of the gallery, a zone is outlined by tape on the floor. If 
the visitors move only within the confines of the zone, they can experience their full body 
mirror images on all three screens in actual scale. The zone generates a kinaesthetic and 
analytic field between actions and their visual imprints. It is possible to respond to the 
imprint of one's own actions, past, present and future. Furthermore, the installation 
becomes a mirror in which the physics of perception become involved in negotiating the 
virtual and the real, establishing a relationship between imagination and physical 
appearance. The performative experience of the installation establishes a reflective 
perspective, making it possible for the visitors to investigate variations in their actions and 
physical presence. The installation encourages visitors to reflect on themselves, inviting 
them into a space that was designed to offer many options for observation. For example, 
visitors can view their own movements and behaviour within the context of a time- 
delayed video collage. 
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Zen-Sofa-Arrangement 
The audience enters a familiar sitting room arrangement: a sofa and television. The screen 
has two functions: it shows a time-delayed representation of the sofa with seated visitors 
and it functions as a channelled stage for a remote performer. Through the time delay 
feature, temporality itself is experienced as an extension of place; the audience 
experiences time through movement and actions. The moment of 'now' is extended, 
because the installation depicts the execution and recognition of an action. By seeing the 
same action in time delay and from an external perspective, time itself gains consistency 
and is perceived as an expansion of place. The audience is situated in the creation of a 
work through its own performance. A remote performer, who occasionally appears on the 
screen and analyses and comments on the audience's behaviour, watches the exhibition 
space. The conventional relationship between performer and audience collapses. The sofa 
becomes a theatrical framing of a social site; it is both a stage and seating. The sofa and 
television arrangement is a framework for investigations that the audience's performance 
initiates in a complex social setting. 
Towards New Audience Roles 
Mirror-Zone-Site and Zen-Sofa-Arrangement focus on the way in which the visitor's role 
expands within responsive installations, building on the dual roles of audience and 
performer. The audience is assigned a role in the installation structure; visitors participate 
in several modes of simultaneous observation and performance. The installations also 
function as minimalist scenographic environments, where the audience is staged and 
situated in a reflective re-examination of their own actions. Thus, the audience is placed at 
the centre of the work, generating both its creation and the experience of it. Each work 
frames and stages a reflective situation, which points back to the 'perceptive system' of the 
participant. The works use the scenographic and media structures to guide the audience's 
analytic and improvisational interaction. The technological framings establish several 
simultaneous sense modalities and observation-positions. [Note 1] 
The installations also set up a fluid connection between life and art, blurring the lines 
between them, as did the Neo avant-garde in the 1960s. In our installation, everyday 
situations such as watching television are reinterpreted as second-order operational 
systems [Note 2]. By regarding daily activities as essential to the art works, a mutual 
correspondence between art and life is achieved; this action in turn generates a social site 
where participation makes the artificial (here, technology) a part of the viewer's life. The 
art works are conceived as operational systems, building on the assumptions of the 
installations as closed autopoietic sites. As Niklas Luhmann (2000: 134-135) explains: 'Art 
participates in society by differentiating itself as a system, which subjects art to a logic of 
operative closure - just like any other functional system ... [m]odern art is autonomous In 
an operative sense ... society imposes this form on all 
functional systems, one of which is 
art'. 
Participation as Content 
In Mirror-Zone-Site and Zen-Sofa-Arrangement, visitor participation is central to our 
strategy. The environment -a set of structures for self-observation - is static until the 
visitor gets involved. Nicolas Bourriaud (1998: 169-70) describes participatory art works 
as situations where the viewers 'negotiate open relations that are not pre-established'. 
The role of openness in the installations in Roskilde - similar to Umberto Eco's conception 
of the Open Work -- is extended to include the audience as'passive consumer, and. - 
witness, an associate, a client, a guest, a co-producer and a protagonist' (1998: 169). In 
other words, the appearance of the artwork is generated by the self-reflective activity of 
each visitor. According to Bourriaud, the participatory installation deliberately'create[s] 
and stage[s] life structures that include working methods and ways of life, rather than the 
concrete objects that once defined the field of art' (1998: 170). The inclusion of working 
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methods and ways of life as artistic material suggests that participatory art works are 
conceived as 'the production of a subjectivity that constantly self-enriches its relationship 
with the world' (1998: 170). The installations discussed in this essay shape'social 
activities' through their operational structures, staging lifestyle situations as described by 
Allan Kaprow (2003). He suggests that methods of framing everyday life'links it to 
experiences outside art [, and account for] the meaningfulness of all experience' 
(2003: 23). Following Kaprow's strategy, the use of'method permits an engagement with 
the meanings of everyday life [in a style of making that] is more like observation or 
calculation than revelation' (2003: xxiii). 
The digitisation of the mediating systems and their connection with telematic [note 3] 
networks enable the construction of technological mediating environments that interact 
with the installation's activities. David Rokeby's engagement with mediating systems has 
led him to posit participation itself as the focus of attention when creating such art works. 
According to Rokeby (1998), by'defining a way of sensing and a way of acting in an 
interactive system, the interface defines the 'experience of being' for that system. Through 
their design of the interface, the creators have in large part defined the users'quality of 
life' while they are interacting with the system'. Insights into the user experience make it 
possible to develop artistic strategies that address the ways in which experience is 
generated, rather than what is supposedly real. In order to gain a better understanding of 
the parameters in play, Rokeby (1998) suggests that'we need to look at how our 
experience of the real world is constructed. In other words, what is our user interface for 
reality? ' 
Participation in the real-time mediating installations involves sensory activities that are 
both performative and experiential with the same time frame, bringing attention to the act 
of participation itself. This can be seen as a sense of involvement, which articulates "the 
dividing line between observation and engagement" (Iles, 178), expanding the 
engagement as a site of social encounter and self-reflective experience. According to 
Bourriaud (165), the experience of the participation activities evolves a "relational 
condition, " which proposes "the sphere of human relations as site for the artwork. " 
Constructing Artificial Social Space 
The design of a sphere of human relations establishes a specific site of social interaction, 
as an artistic strategy, similar to those initiated by the Situationist movement. There, the 
'concept of a'constructed situation' was intended to replace artistic representation with 
the experimental realisation of artistic energy in everyday environments' (Bourriaud, 
1998: 168). 
The German art historian Dorothea von Hantelmann (2005: 180) introduces a shift 'in the 
direction of theater [and] towards the idea of culture as a social practice; towards theatre 
as an art form that understands the space between the artistic phenomenon and its 
reception as a present and therefore social space'. Expanding on the idea of visitor as 
participant, Hantelmann suggests that new definitions will emerge from the re- 
negotiations [note 4] of the theatrical site. As she states: 'In this sense performance could 
take us away from the fixation on the art work, its intentions, significations and 
interpretations, towards the social situation in which art takes place' (2005: 180). We can 
envision performance-installations where the artwork is produced performatively as a 
'sort of cartography of existence' (2005: 180). The possible roles played by the visitors are 
part of the staged artificial reality to be explored by them. 
As Bourriaud (1998: 165) explains, the `works bring into play modes of social exchange, 
interaction with the viewer inside the aesthetic experience he or she is offered, and 
processes of communication in their concrete dimensions as tools that can be used to 
bring together individuals and human groups'. At a basic level, the introduction of 
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situating constructs into an art installation can establish self-reflective processes; 
however, by introducing mediating structures that enable a time-lapse between the 
activity and the experience of the same, the artists ensure that participants can also 
observe their interactions in retrospect, expanding the experience into a theatre of roles. 
The `notion of a situation reintroduces the unities of time, place and action in a theatre' 
(1998: 165) so that these mediating installations, which displace time and place, collapse 
any clear distinction between performer and observer. The installations become a social 
site comprised of intertwined contracts of theatrical conventions. As Bourriaud 
(1998: 165) might say: 'the fact that they operate with the same practical and theoretical 
horizon [make the installations] the sphere of interhuman relationships'. 
As Chrissie Iles points out, live feedback in technologically mediated installations has 
become'a central formal and spatial strategy" (Iles, 2000: 300) that is `intimately 
connected with performance [making a] radical shift of meaning from the object to the 
viewer in space' (2000: 254). The site of experience becomes an analytic anti-spectacular 
experience of space but becomes phenomenological as it confronts us with ourselves. As 
the Les Levine (1970: 337) remarked, there is a trend toward placing phenomenal 
occurrences in mediated art installations: `The self-feeding, self-imaging, and 
environmental surveillance capabilities of closed-circuit television provide, for some 
artists, the means of engaging in a phenomenon of communication and perception in a 
truly empirical fashion similar to scientific investigation'. The mirrored video 
environments of Dan Graham [note 5] are early examples of installation art; his structures 
are made to facilitate the visitor's self-experience as the main focus of the artwork. 
Producing Social Interstices 
The overlapping of the social situations of everyday life with artificial sites such as those 
discussed here makes the experience of art works a social interstice. I understand this 
term to mean a place where the very fabric of social relations is altered temporarily within 
the freedom of a theatrical contract that is normally a social contract. The term'social 
interstice' connotes a 'liminal site' (Turner, 1982) in the anthropological sense of an 
uncommon daily situation, specifically designed to allow experimentation with the texture 
of social relationships. The interstice is 'a space in social relations which, although it fits 
more or less harmoniously and openly into the overall system, suggests possibilities for 
exchanges other than those that prevail within the system' (Bourriaud, 1998: 16 1). 
Mirror-Zone-Site and Zen-Sofa-Arrangement are concrete spaces in a basic sense: they are 
exactly what they appear to be, pieces of furniture and media equipment in a gallery space. 
Visitors experience the art works as themselves (i. e., human visitors), and they engage 
each other and the objects according to the rules of social intercourse. At the same time 
and precisely because of the minimal and obvious constructions, a way is opened for a 
transformation from the space as social environment to the place where social activities 
become an artwork. The site becomes a participatory event: visitors are both audience and 
an integral part of the artwork. The actions in the space simultaneously unfold within two 
protocols: the social protocol of everyday life that renders the theatrical as super-real and 
imaginative, and the theatrical protocol that recasts ordinary social life within a 
framework of potentially divergent, but realistic, possibilities. 
Inherent in participatory art works are the overlapping qualities of spatial proximity, time, 
or relationship. The structures are presented in a compressed atmosphere that'proves to 
be an especially appropriate expression of this civilisation of proximity. It compresses 
relational space, whereas television and books send us all back to spaces where we 
consume in private' (Bourriaud, 1998: 160). But because of the decayed unity of social 
space (i. e., abandoning the 'social' as ruled by a single dominate contract of social 
behaviour), the exhibition environment gives rise to a self-reflective set of social 
conceptions comprised of several overlapping contracts. Present, therefore, is the 
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possibility of an immediate production of'a specific sociability' (1998: 160), in all the 
conceptions of the 'immediate': occurring or done at once; relating to or existing at the 
present time, as nearest or next to in space; and, most importantly, the 'immediate' in 
terms of human relationships or actions. 
Both installations discussed here allow for an investigation of the atypical aspects of the 
ordinary through a double codex of sociability that exists in the participatory sites. Each 
site evinces a different priority of modes of presence, leading to a different negotiation of 
the private and the public aspects of social activity. People play expressive and physical 
games or cuddle affectionately, activities that prioritise the communicative and social 
relationships of the participants. The installations also rearrange the status of language 
and meaning by enhancing communication modalities other than the spoken language and 
by facilitating the exchange of opinions, delicately reformatting the ways in which people 
relate and interact. The installations equalise the'outside view', so that everyone can see 
everyone else through the video feedback. This process includes viewing oneself as the 
other, and is further emphasised by presenting the visual media presentation as serial 
montages and structured tableaux. 
Visitors are 'discovering new assemblages, possible relations ... between different 
partners. Like social contracts, aesthetic contracts are seen for what they are ... multiple, fruitful combinations of existence. By the same criterion, art no longer tries to represent 
utopia; it is trying to construct concrete spaces' (Bourriaud, 1998: 167). In fact, visitors are 
engaged in social theatre, designed as a construction of theatrical operations rather than 
an event, and this situation produces a social interstice that focuses on exploring social 
interactions. 
Participation as Media 
Because the driving force of the installations is the participation of the audience, their 
activity places them firmly in control of the realisation of their participation. Seen from the 
artists' point of view, the 'content' could be described as'staging possibilities of social re- 
investigation' or'analytic test sites for individuation'; this makes any realised 'content' 
dependent on the individual participant. In the sense of John Cage's structures, these two 
installations are operational, leaving the artists at one remove from the realisation of the 
work. The installation design make a range of potentials possible rather than mandating 
one particular way to participate. 
Claire Bishop observes that, in the case of user-generated experience by participation, 'the 
idea of constructed situations remains an important point of reference for contemporary 
artists working with live events and people as privileged materials' (Bishop, 2006: 13). She 
also suggests a type of artistic composition or design that places people and the event at 
its core, merging strategies from across sculpture, media, installation, performance, and 
theatre arts. She further argues that, even though the participatory art works resemble 
performance art, the actual condition they establish reaches much farther, suggesting that 
'although ... these projects imply a relationship to performance art, they differ in striving 
to collapse the distinction between performer and audience, professional and amateur, 
production and reception' (2006: 10). 
If we conceptualise participation as a confluence of several media strategies that emerge 
from video feedback, audience activity, and scenographic staging, we might use the 
concept of participation as artistic medium to attain consistency in the different 
participatory works. Following the Fluxus concept of 'intermedia', this is then a creation 
strategy. Participation as new intermedia is produced through a re-conceptualisation of 
the artistic media involved into a new concept of 'media' - participation not possible to 
describe by its constituent parts and unique to the artistic intent that produced its 
specificity. If we 'think more widely about the claims and Implications of the artistic 
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injunction to participate' (2006: 10) we might ask what is then brought into focus through 
the participatory installations. What is mediated and what is the artistic intent underlying 
these installations? Hantelmann (2005: 179) observes'that performance makes us aware 
that meaning takes place in the present', suggesting that the mediating activities are the 
artists' foci, leaving meaning to arise from the flow of participation. 
The constructed social situation in both Mirror-Zone-Site and Zen-Sofa-Arrangement 
merges the paradigms of exhibition and theatre by promoting a performative behaviour 
through 'instructions' in the scenic arrangement and operational system. The participation 
is in this way formatted and guided by the design of the environment, which suggests an 
understanding of the participant's state as one of 'performative experiencing'. The action 
and the imagination are located in the same body-medium, or participant-medium, which 
imply that 'participation as medium' is the main focus of the installations. 
The personal involvement of the visitor'poses the question of agency as a continuing 
process of negotiation of social relations' (Hantelmann, 2005: 179) and she further states 
that'in a more general sense the paradigm of performance indicates how society and 
social relations are continuously produced and reproduced through actions performed by 
every individual, constantly anew' (2005: 179). The installations situate well-known 
scenarios of everyday life (e. g., the sofa and television) as social "givens" brought into the 
art context. Thus, each visitor gains the authority to develop a unique understanding of 
how his or her experience is framed and in what context to understand his or her 
participation. 
The audience is involved in a performance where it is transformed from 'removed 
observer to involved participant - anything from actual participation to an engaged 
observer who becomes part of what could be described as a performative "field"' (Iles, 
2005: 178). In the participatory state of 'performative engagement', the roles overlap and 
multiply across modes of observing and performing, and the field of participatory 
positions forms composite roles. A network of interrelations among roles and positions 
contributes to the staging of a complex social event structure that continuously transforms 
participation into media. 
Book editor's notes 
Note 1: Editorial note: Simultaneous sense modality is the technical term for the ability to 
use several sense-faculties at the same time and coordinated; observation-positioning is 
the technical term for ways of which you may place yourself to observe a phenomena, 
indicating that there are more than one way the observation may take place. 
Note 2: Editorial note: systems of which the audience itself is part - as opposed to systems 
that audience merely observe from an outside position]. 
Note 3: In Zen-Sofa-Arrangement the remote performer is introduced through a telematic 
internet connection. 
Note 4: Re-conception. 
Note 5: Dan Graham is an American conceptual performance media artist. 
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The Performative Visitor (2006) 
Author: 
Karin Sondergaard 
Abstract: 
Keywords: theatricality, performativity, action, placeness and spaceness. 
The paper will discuss the relation between installation art and performance. 
lt will take a specific focus on the experience of the performative visitor situated in an 
installation space. It will discuss the visitor participation as 'experience through action, - 
the prepared artistic installation as formative environments' and the generated modes of 
aesthesis as 'emergent states of consciousness' -a third order engagement. The paper will 
discuss how the insights of the skilled creative performer can be transposed into an 
installation environment as formative forces, impacting on the positions of the participating 
visitor. This further leads to investigating how the insights of these performer positions can 
be thought of as facilitating the implementation of specific intended experiences, and thus 
evoke insights into compositional strategies of participatory visitor experience. 
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Installation art and performance: 
Installation art developed as a genre on its own rights in the 1960s and 70s, and It is a fact 
that many of the protagonists of this genre were engaged in performance activities in the 
beginning of their careers (A. Kaprow, R. Morris, Y. Ono, B. Naumann, 1. Beuys - among 
many others) As stated by Anne Ring Petersen (2005: 217) 'They used performance and 
body art as a source of ideas and as a tool to call attention to the bodily, inter-subjective 
and phenomenological aspects of artistic expression and the viewers response'. 
In this paper this is taken a step further, elaborating on the role of the engaged visitor. The 
'viewer' is here thought of as participant, to an extent where the 'artwork' is dependent on 
the visitor's active involvement to come into existence. We are in this way moving from an 
interest in the viewer's response to prepared artistic expressions, to ways of situating and 
staging the visitor as ormers in their individual and self-generated artistic event. These 
types of installation art could be thought of as visitor-performance, or staged visitor 
experiences, making use of high-level insights from the profession of performers as 
framework for the creation. 
As a core consequence of the trans-position of the role of the visitor, the position from 
where the art-processes can be observed have moved from an outside overviewing 
position, to the individual position of being involved in experience through action. That is 
the position where the visitor is formatted momentarily by the staging and situating 
environments. An environment which impose pre-arranged parameters of behaviour and 
modes of perceptions, formatting the apparatus of the visitor, and subsequently making 
them involved in what can be analysed as 'a third order engagement'. 
This engagement is a double task of creating and observing simultaneously, which is 
similar to the skilled performers method of'analysis through creating' or more precisely 
by'thinking through action'. This could be called to'evoke the action of experiencing', or 
observing in the moment of generating the observation. This momentary involvement In 
action is what situates'the performative visitor'. 
The performative visitor: 
Robert Moms has outlined what we could call the situational position of the performative 
visitor, and his analytical description proposes interpretation of the performative visitor 
that has clear resemblance to what is experienced by skilled performers. What he 
describes is a first person experience, an experience of enactment, - of an actor/performer 
being in a performance situation. Robert Morris (1978: 51) argues: 
As there are two types of selves known to the self, the "I" and the "me, " there are 
two fundamental types of perception: that of temporal space and that of static, 
immediately present objects. The "I, " which Is essentially Imageless, corresponds 
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with the perception of space unfolding in the continuous present. The "me, " a 
retrospective constituent, parallels the mode of object perception. 
This use of the differentiation between the 'I' and the'me' could be made analogue to the 
performers professional state of simultaneously acting and controlling the action. This 
professional experience is by the performer developed to a level of technique, where she 
consciously, through her actions, generates a heightened state of experiencing. 
Further Robert Morris (1978: 51) suggests: 
The perception of space is one of the most foremost "I" type experiences. In recall 
and reflection of that type of experience the "I" is transmuted into the domain of 
the "me. " Memory is the operative element here. The dimension of time keeps the 
"I" and the "me" from coinciding. In the relatively immediate perception of objects 
- encounter followed by assessment and judgement - there is little stretch or gap 
between the two modes. Spatial experience, requiring physical movement and 
duration, invariably puts a stretch or a gap between the two modes. 
The gap or stretch that Morrison talks about constitutes a mental reflective space, where 
one's attention is stretched between several positions of observation, or parallel modes of 
reality. A dynamic moment of hesitation, or dwelling is promoted, where the action of 
experiencing and the action of acting is negotiated. We could call this an artistic space 
generated between 'the experience in action' and 'the memory of interpretation', enabling 
artistic experience through the actions of involvement. 
When engaged with installation art, where the situating and staging of the visitor is core, 
the promotion of such an extended span of experiencing is qualifying the role of the 
performative visitor - as an action driven establishment of hesitation creating an extended 
memory space between the presence of doing and being. 
Such a state of consciousness makes the agency of the individual move from an "I" 
observation position, to a position that seeks to control or overview the many possible 
simultaneous modes of observation. The action promotes a sort of floating or 
transformative state of attention, which is lifted to an independent operative level. This 
activity generates a distance of phenomenal abstraction to the multiple concrete realities 
of action an involvement. This act of our consciousness creates a special engagement - 
what we could call a third order engagement. 
Theatricality and performativity: 
To further engage in the discussion on the formative visitor we need to draw a 
distinction between the two aspects of involvement: the staging and the situating aspect. 
This is a distinction between two basic modes of conceptualising the nature of one's 
involvement: either as an agreed'as if event like theatre where the possibilities of 
experience is staged and negotiated ... or as a 'real occurrence' of consequences and states 
of presence like 'performance' where the appearances of a certain approach is manifested 
as a direct consequence of one's involvement. 
...... When an 
involvement is `situated' then one takes occurrences for real manifestations 
that is part of the modes of action on site. This is perceived as the formative aspect. 
....... 
When an involvement is `staged' then one search for the course of the staging, that is 
searching for some intended content of the courses or structures that lays behind and 
which is promoting this specific intended realm of meaning. This is perceived as the 
h. LdQ1 aspect. 
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The construction of third order engagement: 
Developing on a practice research project conducted recently, we will view the 
construction of an installation environment in three phases: 
Fir 1 as the situating impact of light-spaces, promoting the performative involvement. 
Seconft as the staging impact of a large frame-object, promoting the theatrical 
involvement. 
Thirdly as the combined effect of the light spaces and the frame-object, promoting a 'third 
order engagement'. 
Light-space - situating human experience: 
This first step introduces a simple environment created by a light setting, which situates 
experience in a performative way, evoking a focus on phenomenal aspects of performative 
involvement. 
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Performative environments for behaviour and perception: 
By elaborating on the methods of the performer, it is possible to introduce and develop a 
series of methods for investigating our experience of spatial and relational matters. 
Physical techniques and exercises, which usually are used as qualifiers of the performers 
methods in relation to acting on stage, can be utilised in the investigation of how different 
phenomena impact on us. 
That is to say that one can use the conscious performative state as a mentally stretched 
reflective space for investigation of phenomenal matters, - to investigate the relation 
between the individual and its outer world, through an investigation of the relation 
between sense-perception, movement, and the inter-human and spatial relations. 
Notes on the experience: 
...... investigate the 
influence of the form on your sense of being in it - to be present in the 
form - per form - to be in creation of the form of one's experience - when you move yourself 
in the form then you are engaged in investigating its influence on you and simultaneously 
while you are investigating its influence (you move within it) the movement convey an 
expressivity. 
This activity of action comes back to oneself as a form in itself, which then again form back 
on the experiencing apparatus, - it expresses toward others how the experience isforyou, - it 
evoke an awareness on how you form the experience and how the experience form back on 
you - it is this f uctuating mutual forming between action and attention, that drive an auto- 
poietic emergence of a 'third order engagement'...... 
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Performance and performativity: 
In the basic understanding of the concepts of performance and performativity, the 'doing' 
becomes an 'act of doing'. This small difference in the use of the word 'doing' signifies the 
difference between the ordinary 'doing' to serve a purpose, and the performative 'doing' 
liberated from purpose and executed as an act in itself. This means that the focus is moved 
from what and 3yhy are doing, to hv you act when doing and hm you experience 
this act. 
Taking it even further one could say: When doing has become an act of doing, the doing 
evolves towards an examination of the act of doing. 
When doing becomes an investigation of the 'act of doing', it means that there is still no 
outer purpose of the 'doing', but only a focus on 'how it is to be doing', - looking into what 
'doing' is as a phenomenon in itself. With this specific awareness, 'doing' is turning into an 
auto-poiesis. Now why auto-poiesis? Because when 'doing' is separated into a closed 
structure, as a self-referential entity, the 'act of doing' evolves as an organisation of self- 
reference. 
The 'act of doing' is creating a meaning in itself. That is, when the 'act of doing' becomes an 
articulation on itself - when the 'act of doing' does not point to some pre-determined 
purposeful effect, but generates an appearance of its own interference. 
When the function and purpose is taken away from the 'doing', there is established an 
abstract relation to the body as an instrument. An instrument one can use to examine the 
possible 'doings' of the body itself. This attitude of technique to the 'doing' allow a hyper- 
reflective situation for using oneself as an instrument. 
From this advanced knowledge position it is then possible to design installation 
environments as 'outer thinking structures', as arguments one is being exposed to as 
visitor, and then 'reply to'... first by transforming and adjusting one's modes of sensing 
and perceiving ... and then by'arguing bac' with one's action. 
The Frame - staging human experience: 
This second step introduces a simple environment created by a human size object, a 
'frame', which situates experience in a theatrical way, evoking a focus on narrative aspects 
of performative involvement. 
Theatrical environments for behaviour and perception: 
With people on each side of the frame, they watch each other within a certain staging 
effect. The mediating channel, manifested by the object, connects them. In some way it 
becomes bearable to stare at the other person - and to be stared at. It is experienced as if 
one is mirroring oneself in the other. The frame functions as a formative environment, 
which stage the relationship between the present visitors, and generate an artificial 
reflective performative presence. The progression of involvement in this theatrical event 
develops as an ongoing narrative of modes of fictional self-reflection. 
Theatricality and dramatic action: 
When an involvement is'staged' then one searches for the course of the staging, that is 
searching for some intended content of the courses or structures that lays behind and 
which is promoting this specific intended realm of meaning. This is perceived as the 
theatrical aspect. 
One could view theatricality as a basic human condition, as a way to negotiate and 
understand the virtual motor that drives our imagination, in a way of living out narratives 
that enacts the inner virtual narratives. 
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According to Josette Feral (1997) theatricality is a process that is connected with the gaze. 
A gaze that creates the other's space of presence, a virtual space, which gives space for the 
alteration of the subjects and lead to the emergence of a fictional space. A process that 
constitutes an 'otherness of theatricality'. 
The gaze of the viewer creates a specific space where illusion can emerge. 
As stated by J. Feral, theatricality is a placement of the subject in relation to its 
imagination. It is this placement of the structures of the imaginary, based on the presence 
of the space of the other, which makes theatre possible. 
Theatricality meets performativitv: 
In the third set-up, situating the combined effect of the light spaces and the frame-object, 
the visitor are involved in a theatrical 'playing into the situation' and 'imagining what 
could be happening' as well as the performative 'negotiating phenomenal appearance' and 
'forming of the real'. 
The installation experience provokes the inner virtual motor to produce a set of 
simultaneous reality interpretations, thus generating a presence (a position of third order 
engagement) to cope with the evolved interference. As one could say: if it is not possible to 
establish a coherent and stable conception of self, and a clear notion of inner and outer 
phenomena ... then a 
bearable mode of understanding the engagement is generated. This is 
a dynamic continuous 'reality negotiator' position, which is not demanding a clear stable 
identity, but rather a dynamic state of action. 
Promoting t"third order engagement': 
When combining the two artistic structures, the light-space and the frame-object, visitors 
are confronted with a double opportunity of how they can conceptualise their presence: 
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they are both performatively situated and theatrically staged at the same time, proposing 
both a phenomenal and a fictional interpretation of their presence. 
The visitor is promoted into a dynamic involvement (third order engagement) to handle 
the paradox -a sort of transition into an action-based presence that can handle the 
simultaneous presence of the two exclusive 'realities' of phenomenal and fictional space. 
Photos: 
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Abstract: 
This paper is about instantiations, relationships, potential realities, and state shifts. 
I will make use of insights gained through my latest Performance Laboratories in which I 
explored on the phenomenon of state-shifts promoted through mutually generated 
relationships. 
The relationships is established by situating people in mediating constructs such as light- 
spaces, light and framing objects, mirrors, and telematic mediation. 
As part of my research I am searching for ways to articulate knowledge on first person 
accounts. In this case as instantiated knowledge on performative experience. 
Through a series of Performance Laboratories, I have investigated through practise how 
light-spaces, framing objects, reflecting mirrors and video transmissions, can be 
experienced and thought of as mediating structures. These mediating structures are then, 
through organising the modes of experience of the involved people, generating altered 
states of consciousness, and formatting the conception of the relationships. 
I will argue that by formalised situations it is possible to create an artistic field, existing as 
an altered state of consciousness. An art space momentarily generated by situating people, 
by instrumentalising their conception of self and environment, thus actualising a third 
state of potential reality. 
Instantiated knowledge on performative experience: 
The phenomena under observation in this paper are somewhat difficult to touch on. It is 
an interest in the human being at a relative complex state of self-awareness. The position 
of observation, and the phenomena under investigation, is the involved persons individual 
experience of experiencing. And further more this person is brought into a performative 
state of being consciously forming and transforming on both the generation of experience 
through actions and attention, and the position of experiencing the experience. Since the 
artistic material of concretisation is objects, light, media and social contextualisation - and 
since the artistic space is unfolding within the individual observation of the experience of 
experiencing - the main focus is on the relative relation between the concrete 
orchestration of social situations, and how these orchestrations are formatting altered 
states of consciousness. This approach to art manifestation is highly dependent on the 
ethical positioning of the artist. The conscious provocation of altered states of 
consciousness, and the interventions promoting these effects, has to be openly declared 
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and a clear part of the agreement with the visitors. The evolvement of altered states of 
consciousness is not possible unless the visitors recognise and accept the social rules 
defining the involvement, before involving themselves in the event. 
Instantiations: 
To explore on phenomena of altered states promoted by mutually generated relationships, 
several modes of attention are involved, which needs to be very profoundly promoted and 
organised. A spectrum of poetic strategies to prepare for this kind of actualisation of 
artwork is needed. One of them is to think of and strategise towards instantiations. 
Instantiations is in this understanding those moments where a complexity of preparations 
is brought into realisation. The poetic strategy is embedded in these preparations, and the 
preparations are formatting the situation into an artistic experience. Especially when 
experience is coming into existence solely as awareness of altered states of consciousness, 
the strategy of instantiations is a productive way to analyse the complex of phenomena 
and processes involved critically. 
The complex of methodologies involved in this poetic approach has a long tradition of 
realisation in what is known as Performance Laboratories. In the Performance 
Laboratories the meta-methodological complex orchestrates how one from the simple 
formations of objects, light, behaviours etc. can enact situations, which leads to a world of 
potential realities, when composed into an instant of formatted experience. 
So the poetic strategy of instantiations is both making performative involvement 
actualised as a certain situation, and in the same instant transforming the very conception 
of being involved. To the extent that the processes and positions involved are being kept 
present throughout the experience, as parallel states simultaneous equally present, the 
involved persons will be in a conscious transformative state, controlled and initiated by 
themselves. They will be consciously forming on their own experience of experiencing, 
and thus experience the transformative qualities of performative involvement as an act in 
itself. 
Relationships: 
Our awareness of ourselves as identities, and our ability to abstract on our lives as part of 
modes of consciousness, is all emerging out of our'living in language'. To be'living in 
language' is the notions proposed by Bateson and Manturana as the way we constantly 
negotiate our relationships towards our fellow human beings through multi-modal 
metaphoric relations. But since we only have our inner world to be present through, and 
only have our sensory-motor capabilities to interact with the outside world, then any 
notion of self, environment and other is constructs within ourselves. That makes it 
relevant to view relationships as structural coupling of inner worlds, as inner coherence of 
consciousness between separate beings. This basic condition of life is then the basis on 
which social notions and identity evolves through living in language - that is by building 
abstract world conceptions from the relative metaphoric relations between our 
performative sensory-motor experiences. 
As we are living in societies in which these socially generated structural couplings are 
forming the very fundament of our conceptions, the experiences of altered consciousness 
as a space of art, are inevitable evoked within a social context, and are generated from 
relationships - not the other way around: these installations that situate the visitors are 
not generating relationship, but are promoting certain formattings of relationships to take 
place, and then from an established and formatted relationship the further process of 
evoking the artistic space of altered consciousness can unfold. 
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State shifts: 
State-splits are part of the performative experience as mental and behavioural positions, 
formed as conceptions of ways of being performatively present. The attention on these 
phenomena is possible because of the constructs - the installation settings - and their 
mediating functions. Involvement promotes several parallel and equally present 
conceptions of observer positions, making a referential relation cognitively possible. 
There are so to speak generated a set of simultaneous parallel realities, all equally present. 
To cope with the paradoxical split-state of many presences, a state-shift is produced - 
forming a 3'rd level attention. 
The procedural evolvement that formats the awareness on consciousness states is as 
follows: by the performative involvement the visitor is instrumentalised momentarily into 
generating several possible modes of awareness. This generates a split state of 
consciousness of several simultaneous present positions of awareness. This is a mental 
paradox to which a transcendent awareness is produced, bringing an altered state of 
consciousness into presence. If this whole process of situated experience and promoted 
state splits is formatted from a poetic strategy, then the parallel realities and their 
positions of awareness can be momentarily present as a consciousness state of'forming 
and observing the performative generation of relationships'. That is an artistic space 
where the social construct of relationships is the material in use, and since social 
constructs is situation and person specific, this is made possible by situating the social 
parameters in a formalised way. 
Performance and performativity: 
As a frame for the following discussion there will be explicit focus on the relation between 
the notion of 'performativity' as a state of activity, and of 'performance' as a domain of art. 
In the basic understanding of the concepts of performance and performativity, the 'doing' 
becomes an'act of doing'. This small difference in the use of the word'doing' signifies the 
difference between the ordinary'doing'- to serve a purpose, and the performative'doing'- 
liberated from purpose and executed as an act in itself. This means that the focus is moved 
from what and why you are doing, to how you act when doing and how you experience 
this act. Taking it even further one could say: When doing has become an act of doing, the 
doing evolves towards an examination of the act of doing. 
When doing becomes an investigation of the 'act of doing', it means that there is still no 
outer purpose of the'doing', but only a focus on 'what it means to be doing', - looking into 
what 'doing' is as a phenomenon in itself. With this focus 'doing' is turned into a self- 
referential system. Because when 'doing' is separated into a closed structure, as a self- 
referential entity, the 'act of doing' evolves as an organisation of self-reference. 
The 'act of doing' creates a meaning in itself. That is, when the'act of doing' becomes an 
articulation itself; when the'act of doing' does not point to some pre-determined 
purposeful effect, but generates the appearance of its own interference. 
When function and purpose is taken away from the 'doing', an abstract relation is 
established with the body as an instrument. An instrument one can use to examine the 
possible 'doings' of the body itself. Such an attitude of technique to in regards to 'doing' 
allows a hyper-reflective situation for using oneself as an instrument 
Performance Laboratories: 
A way of externalising the technique of the performer is to establish an imprint of the 
technique as situating constructs, which then formats the cognitive structure of the 
visitors. Situating people is in this way a process of artificial formalisation of their 
apparatus, promoting a momentary experience of being consciously in two states within 
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the same presence. We could call this altered state of presence generated In this situation 
a form of meta-presence, or third space. The formal qualities of the artistic Intervention 
enables that this'third space' is refined to a linguistic level, making the visitors 
performatively and generatively Involved in their own experience. To investigate these 
matters I established a research laboratory -a Performance Laboratory - enabling a full- 
scale actualisation of the situating events. That could be thought of as mediating 
structures, which formats the conception of the relationships. 
Formatting the conception of relationships: 
The core question is how to bring focus on the human activity of forming and Interpreting 
relations - to oneself, to the environment, and to other beings? It entails a series of sub- 
strategies on how to situate people in a performative state of experience - how to impose 
or format the guiding qualities of the situation - and how to understand the mode of insight this involvement produce? 
As I have investigated In the practise based research in Performance Laboratories, that 
cluster of investigations is possibly executed by raising constructs, which utilises the act 
and process of mediating as its formatting concept, thus guiding the actual manifestation 
as to their effect on facilitating a specific mode of relations. 
The mediating structures are constructs that Instrumentalise the visitors. To 
instrumentalise the visitors means to situate the visitor In an artificial set of rules that 
make the visitor feel'technical' involved. That Is promoting an attitude of presence, where 
the visitor has heightened attention to his own involvement. In this way he Is technically 
testing his own performativity, positioned in a controlled conscious distance. The notion 
of instrumentalising human presence is a knowledge highly developed within the 
performer profession. 
The visitors involvement in a technical exploration of the construct he is situated in, leads 
him into a mode of investigation in which he hesitate. Seen in a greater perspective one 
could say that this mode of hesitation is the cognitive gesture, which opens for conscious 
attention to the construction and flow of presence. If we hesitate to an even more 
extended degree, we generate dreaming and thinking. If we further more hesitate 
together, we develop speech, communication, and notions of social relationships. 
This act of hesitation, promoted by the performative involvement, creates a liminal state 
of presence, momentarily transforming the conceptions of being and doing. This liminal 
state could be said to establish and extend a mode of presence, existing at the threshold 
situation between the firmly known and the potentially possible. 
In this way, by formatting the conception of relationship, an altered position of attention is 
promoted -a situation of being 'in betwixt and between', where the visitors are freed from 
constrains of the normal social behavioural structures. 
The states of presence and modes of experiencing, which are evoked by the proposed 
formatting of the performative presence of the visitor, affords him to play - to play with 
the feed-back this construct gives him on his own behaviour. The exploration of the 
feedback turns into an experience of the feedback, as a state of attention in itself, or as an 
investigation into the meta-communication structures in performative Involvement. It 
becomes a'languaging' on presence, enacted by producing the code for the behaviour as 
part of the behaviour - in a form of performative reflective distance - which allows 
playing with the possible organisations of the performative Involvement. Since the 
attitude of the involved person is still technical, he Is positioning himself simultaneously In 
both a first- and third person experience of the situation. That Is being equally present as 
formaliser and as experiencer of the formallsation, -a kind of split state of consciousness. 
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This situation of a split state in consciousness inevitably produces a transcendent 
awareness, understood as a state of awareness that exceeds the limitations of the present 
experience. This is a paradoxical situation where both the experience and the ability to 
experience are under transformation simultaneously. An altered state of consciousness 
with a quality of awareness, which momentarily copes with or allows the paradox of 
flowing ontology's to exist. In this way the strategies under investigation is producing a 
performative presence, that creates a specific focus on one's own continuous formation of 
relationships, - that is the relation to oneself as identity, the environment as place of 
habitation, and the others as identifiable fellow beings. 
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I will discuss here how the concept of performance can help understand the creation and 
analysis of artwork whose goal is to focus the consciousness of the visitors on emergent 
phenomena. These phenomena do not exist until they are performed and thus brought 
into existence through an articulated agency. Enabling the visitor to perform can be 
accomplished by artificially ritualising a situation - and when the visitor performs the 
ritual then the consciousness of the visitor Is brought Into focus In regards to the 
phenomenon. 
Performance: 
In this paper I define 'performance' as a combination of four basic concepts: a stage, 
performers, a performance event, and an audience. 
Ate- the space where the performance takes place; where the performance is 
actualised or manifests Itself. There has to be a stage for a performance to exist on 
or In. 
Performers - those entitles that act and thus through agency realise the 
performance. 
A performance event - the event realised or manifested by the performers' agency. 
How the performance is actualised depends on the characteristics of the stage. 
An audience - that conscious entity which perceives the performance; neither the 
stage nor the performance exists without the conscious perception by the 
audience. 
Therefore, for a performance to exist these four elements must be wholly present. So one 
simply needs a stage and one or more performers. On the stage a performance evolves. 
which an audience witnesses and participates In or even becomes a performer In. In this 
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way a performance is a complex relation between these four concepts. 
Let me start from the traditional stage, as we know it from the classical proscenium 
theatre. There is the theatre, in other words the building. In the theatre there is a stage on 
which the performance takes place, performed by the actors. In front of the stage, seats are 
arranged for the audience. One can develop this conventional relation, and make the stage 
some chosen environment, as a site-specific event. This first move takes the 'performance' 
out of the theatre establishing a ritual place at a chosen site, but still maintaining the 
relation between stage, performer, performance and audience. The stage is moved from 
being a culturally defined formality to an artistically chosen form. The 'performance' here 
is a ritual arrangement that defines a relationship between stage, performer, performance 
and audience. 
This formal stage could then be further re-arranged for instance to be the body of the 
performer - as in Yoko Ono's Cut-Piece. In 'Cut-Piece' the audience becomes the 
performers cutting her dress in pieces with scissors, and the body of Yoko One becomes 
the stage on which the performance takes place. Then the focus is on the agency of these 
performers - what do they do in this potential situation, 
The stage can in this way be a construction for some specific 'situations', - for some 
possible acts. In this way what happens becomes the 'performance', and the performance 
could be said to be generated out 
of the situation - as a result of the 
artificial ritual framing that 
situates the event. 
This happens when Stelarc in his 
work'Fractal Flesh - Split Body' let 
his audience have access to his 
body functions through Internet 
connections. In this case the 
performance is constituted as a 
formalised field of communication, 
making remote connections 
between separate entities through 
information channels. 
l'his field of communication is then 
forming the performance through 
relationships between stage, 
performer and audience, thus 
making the 'performance' a 
communicative space. 
One could say that the 
'performance' constitutes a field of 
communication, which can 
f unction as a ritual arrangement or 
a ritual space. The performance is 
then a formalised artificial event, 
whose character can be defined by 
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the relation between stage, performer, performance and audience. 
In what follows I will use the concepts: stage, performers, performance and audience to 
realise a performative view of an installation (Mirrechophone) and an audio-visual 
artwork (E-turn). These two works were originally created using performance notions as 
an approach to the creation process, and the intended situations of experience for the 
visitor (audience) are performative. 
Mirrechophone - Installation as performance: 
Mirrechophone is an installation especially designed for augmented relationships. 
It is a behavioural scenography framing the aesthetic experience and promoting audience 
involvement. Using the construction as a medium, the experience unfolds through the 
interaction and the relationship between two spectators. The audience takes the role of 
the performers and as such they are involved in the progression of the experience of the 
work The Mirrechophone is constructed as a succession of performative situations 
evolving out of each other. These performative situations successively change what 
constitutes the'stage' and in what phenomenal realm the performance takes place. 
The first of involvement in the installation is the entering of a scenography, situating 
the audience in a performance setting. The visitors are informed by guiding voices and 
lead into action by the design of the environment. They are involved in a ritual 
arrangement, which in the end leads them to come in contact with the chairs and confront 
the mirror. 
The second stage of involvement in the installation is triggered when the two visitors have 
come in contact with the Mirrechophone furniture. At this moment the lighting completely 
changes and the focus is solely on the mirror between them. At first each visitor is 
mirroring him/herself, - then - because of the spotlights placed around the mirror and the 
way they are programmed to illuminate- the mirror images merge with each other, thus 
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generating a fluently mixing mirror image. In this situation the furniture is the stage and 
the two visitors perform a merged mirror image. At this moment we have a situation 
where the visitors witness themselves 'becoming' a relationship - becoming a 
communication. A basis for a new situation begins to take form. 
The third stage of involvement in the 
installation evolves, as the mirror image 
becomes the stage in which the visitors 
perform their mutual mirror face. Using 
complex light settings and a two-way 
mirror, the visual function of the 
installation morphs the faces of the two 
visitors, as they look at each other, into a 
single face, with constantly changing 
expressions. One could say that in the 
mirror between the visitors a third space 
is established. This third space is now the 
stage for the performance. The visitors are 
the audience in their common 
performance through their mirror images. 
Or one could say that the visitors are 
witnessing their own mirror images 
perform in a symbiotic performance and 
that their relationship becomes their 
common stage. We have here two entities, 
the performing visitors, who have 
extended their self-conception to 
incorporate the mutual mirror space. Their 
identity as individuals overlap, thus 
forming a symbiotic shared space of 
consciousness in the merged mirror image. 
The visitors generate an entity of mutual 
consciousness, emerging from the 
formalised field of communication in the 
relationship between them. 
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E-turn - an Electronic Performance: 
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E-turn is performed in a cinema. Material generated by 
software in a computer is manifested as video 
projected on a screen, and audio played by the 
loudspeakers. The audience is situated in their normal 
position in the seats. In this way the setting is 
performed like a normal piece of audio-visual art. 
But this work is created out of a quite different 
concept- working with re-arranging the locations of 
stage, performers, performance and audience. 
We wanted to generate a performance where the 
digital software is the performer, and the perception 
process of the audience is the stage. 
E-turn is an audio-visual work of art to be experienced 
through your ears and eyes. The focus is not on what 
you see and hear in a normal sense - but on what is 
generated in the perception itself. E-turn brings focus 
to the phenomena of interference in the sensing of the 
senses. 
When experiencing E-turn you are locked into a 
relationship between the ears and eyes as apparatus 
(the biology of the ear and eye) and the waves and 
pixels of the audio-visuals as a performing instrument. 
When the apparatus and the instrument are tuned in - 
or synced up - to each other, the composition of the 
audio 'noise' and the pixel flow generates a montage of 
interference within the perception of the sensation. 
The software instrument is designed as a generating 
entity with handles to adjust the parameters of the 
outcome. These parameters are designed to adjust to 
the sense perceptive parameters in the receiver's 
perception process. The transportation of the agency 
through media is thus a pure stream of information 
bringing the software and the audience sense 
perception in touch. The audio-visual material is purely 
artificially generated from computer software - thus of 
purely electronic heritage. It is built on highly delicate 
and articulated streams of'noise' formed into entities 
that correspond with the sensing apparatus. 
The receiving apparatus (the biology of the ear and 
eye) is not an absolute measuring devise. Every sensing 
is at the same time adjusting the sensing apparatus and 
thus continually altering what is sensed. E-turn is interfering in that adjustment process 
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and thus generating an interference phenomenon in the sense perception. This 
interference phenomenon is the performance: E-turn. 
One could say that you don't see and hear a manifestation of what the software generates 
- you don't see and hear an artwork presented on a screen and through speakers - you are 
participating in a performance, where the software is performing, communicating through 
video, audio, eyes and ears, thus manifesting a performance in the liminal space between 
your sensation and perception. 
perceptual stage 
performer 
E-turn in this way is not something in itself as a piece of audio-visual art. It is only through 
the performative acts - by manifesting its agency - that it comes into existence. The 
software is then the performer that through its agency manifests the performance in the 
sense perception of the audience, thus making the conscious attention of the perceptual 
process the stage for an articulated agency. In other words one could say that the audience 
experiences a shift in the 'state of attention' in the cognitive act. They are entering a state 
of attention from which emerges an awareness of the phenomena in the sense perception 
process itself. The visitors see sight sensing, and hear hearing sensing. 
All images and illustration ©boxiganga 2000-2004 
Karin Sondergaard: Concept. Ake Parmerud: Audiodesign. Kjell Yngve Petersen: 
Visualdesign. ©boxiganga2003 
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If one looks at physical body movement as a manifestation of form, lt lends Itself to a 
formal analyse - using movement as structure and event. This double access to both 
analyse and use makes it possible, organising movement specifically, to create a 'split 
state', a kind of self-reflective double state generated within the artistic event. In this 
conceptual and physical space, a hyper relationship between the concepts of presence and 
the experience of presence can develop. Thus the use of formalised structures of gesture 
and behaviour generates a temporary split state In consciousness. 
In this context art exists through a constant dynamic Interference between the agency of 
rules and the agency of force. It operates through a process of defining form. establishing 
state shift and then takes effect through Interference within Its self-reference. This 
operation generates a complex of attention. 
Agocy Is in this context understood as, the action, medium, or means by which 
something is accomplished' [Encarta 1999] and went is understood as the entity of 
agency. Interference is In this context to be understood as the process in which two or 
more waves get interrelated in a way that generates a new third wave pattern. 
An art agent exists when the agency - the unfolding of attention - becomes an entity. That 
is, the moment when the agency constitutes a recognisable phenomenon. This is the 
moment when the agency creates a coherent'something', the art agent. The art agent is 
defined by the qualities of the agent's attraction of attention. and thus changes the agency 
from being a simple condition of the surroundings Into being an entity, an art agent. 
The Danish researcher and semlotician Prof. Per Aage Brandt (2002) says: '%Vhat happens 
in the arts, also happens everywhere else - one only has to pay attention. All In all, art is a 
question of intense attention _. attention Is consciousness'. Art In this way Is a question of 
intense consciousness, a game In the relation between consciousness and meaning. One 
could say that the art agency unfolds In the relation between consciousness and meaning. 
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In this situation it is important to notice, as Brandt again states that, 'the art experience is 
not inherent in the structure but innate in the human being' (2002). 
From the viewpoint of art, it is interesting to develop an aesthetic notion that can 
articulate art as agent; an aesthetic definition that can formulate art generated out of a 
formal, structural approach and manifested as a self-reflective interference- in this case 
specifically, how the organisation of structured movement generates an artistic entity. 
When, through ritualisation, the evolving complexity of a structure crosses a threshold, an 
agency of attention emerges. And when this attention acts, it generates what could be 
called an art-agent. 
Searching for an aesthetic approach: 
The art agency, which comes into existence through the advent of formal shifts generated 
by movement, is a kind of 'intervening state' that evolves out of interference in the relation 
between the individual and the umwelt. Art in this case generates through the 
establishment of structural self-reflective entities. These self-reflective entities take action 
and thereby inform the individual-umwelt relation. This state shift opens up a field of art, 
which Is difficult to validate without considering a criteria of aesthetics. It invites 
reference to another aesthetic viewpoint, which in the words of Prof Lars Qvortrup 
(2001) could be called: ' the aesthetics of interference'. 
In his book The Learning Society, Prof. Lars Qvortrup (2001) presents the observation of a 
transition in progress from a 
metaphysically substantiated to an interferential substantiated practice of art. This 
metaphysical practice constituted an order that existed before the world. That was 
an order - the old European ideal of beauty for example - which art was supposed 
to reconstruct. The artist looked back or inward in himself and found there 
authentic and universal beauty. The consequences were a normative aesthetic. 
Interference aesthetic, on the contrary, constitutes an order, which exists as a 
result of the world. Here order arises as a product of the development of the world, 
namely in the form of pattern emerging by virtue of fluctuations. [Thus] an 
aesthetic of metaphysics [has been left in favour of an] aesthetic of interference. 
In regards to this art, which operates with an aesthetic of interference, Qvortrup continues 
in saying: 
beauty is not brought to attention from the inner world or from the depths of the 
soul. Beauty arises through banalities and cliches set into play, forming new 
patterns .» In this art, technological artefacts enter into the social game as 
participating players, which shape the human subjects, who according to tradition 
have had a monopoly of being allowed to design. 
It then becomes necessary to construct a description of aesthetic thinldng which values 
manifestations of art, which is created through structural concepts and which develops 
agency. 
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Structured movements are a method to state-shifts In consciousness: 
The formal use of the body as an Instrument has been rigorously developed in the art of 
the performer. In working with performance, It is possible to get a tool-like approach to 
reality. If this relationship Is executed using formal strategies, then there is no loss of the 
immediate relation to the world, but a development of a double state of being present. The 
formal methodology of performance is an approach of structured self-reflection bringing 
the performer to an 'extra-daily state', In which the body Is not bound by the constraints of 
ordinary life and the demands of purposeful acts. It Is a systematic Investigation and 
reorganisation of one's own relation to one's self and the world - making possible a formal 
use of one's own body as an Instrument. 
The Italian-Danish director and researcher Eugenio Barba (1991), who calls the technique 
of the performer an 'extra-daily' use of the body, says 
the principles on which these techniques are based are defined by Theatre 
Anthropology as - the field of pre"expressivity. [This state of pre-expressivity Is] 
the performance's'biological' level. (Likewise, ] knowledge of the principles which 
govern the scenic bios can make It possible for one to learn to learn rather than to 
learn a technique - This Is a question of understanding not the technique but the 
secrets of technique. 
To deal with 'the secrets of technique' presupposes that one relates to the body as an 
instrument for investigation of formal and structural actions and movements. In this v ay 
one relates to the body as a formal entity that can be converted/transformed. One could 
say that'the technique' creates a distance to one's own body, which opens an analytical 
space where action and movement can be recorded and controlled objectively. This 
dynamic space functions In both controlling and creative ways - It operates through both 
the agency of rules (culture) and of force (nature). 
The focus of the development of certain behavioural schemas and structures can be 
directed both toward a technical self relation and towards a technical relation to the 
outside world - designing the overall conditions for the evolution of the artistic space. 
This environment of an emergent artistic space Is transformed by an inversion -a formal 
inversion of the causal conception between the agency of force and the structure of rules. 
One could say that the levels of abstraction are pressed into the structures of form causing 
a pressure between abstraction and practice and establishing a state of thinking through 
movement 
An example of movement as a formal structured phenomenon: 
Move the right foot in front of the left at an angle of 90 degrees. Then push your weight to 
the right foot and move the left foot at an angle of 90 degrees with the heel against the 
right foot. Push your weight then to the left foot and move the right foot at an angle of 90 
degrees in front of the left foot. In this way the movement begins slowly and accelerates 
gradually. The important thing is to adhere to this simple method of moving the feet. not 
to improvise, but just keep accelerating so that turning the body becomes and remains in 
uniform movement. Then raise the right arm to a vertical position and the left to a 
horizontal position from the shoulder to the left side. 
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When one has established a uniform rotation, - which means that the movement maintains 
a uniform centre and a uniform rhythm at a certain speed, then this rotation is to be 
continued for a certain time. To maintain the rotation is an act of balance between the 
rhythm and centrifugal force. Therefore every tendency to decelerate the rotation must be 
done through a slow change of the rhythm of the movement. If one decelerates the 
rotation In an unbalanced relation to the centrifugal force, the centrifugal force will heave 
the rotating body away from the centre of the rotation. 
At some point the rotating person will have the experience that it is much more 
complicated to stop the movement than to keep rotating. In this way the experience of the 
rotation begins to create a new point of origin. It begins to form a basis of a new situation. 
When the stable position of the body becomes the rotation, then the situation is 
experienced as if the body is not moving, but the surroundings that are moving. 
When the movements of the feet in relation to the resistance of the general movement - 
gravity and physical movement- are experienced relatively as of a much smaller resistance 
than the energy which is demanded to control the balance - in other words the relation 
between the rhythm of the movement and centrifugal force - then the movements of the 
feet turn Into a reflex movement to prevent falling over, and the person gets the 
impression of the rotation as something that happens outside the body. The sensed 
perceptions will be an experience of the world turning around the body, and that the body 
is the centre of the world. As for sight, the person obtains an omni-directional view. 
What happens here is a shift of state that alters the relation between the human being and 
the umwelt. 
Caused by this shift and emerging out of the interference between the two states, a third 
entity Immediately emerges. This third entity is identical with the attention generated by 
the state shift; and this third entity is the art agent. If this third entity did not appear, then 
there would be no awareness of the transformation and the state shift would not be 
brought Into existence. The experience achieved through the agency of this attention is a 
phenomenon of art. 
The formalisation of movement in traffic: an example: 
We choose a crossroad of four roads cross and where the traffic is regulated by traffic 
lights. For the pedestrians, who are taken into account, there are two possible signals to be 
concerned with: a red icon, which shows a human standing still and a green icon showing 
a human walking. A special traffic marking on the road - the zebra crossing - constitutes 
the field for movement. When the green light comes on, one moves across the field. When 
the red light turns on, one waits. Cars and other vehicles are likewise regulated. If one 
suspends the definition of the crossroad/traffic lights as a regulating functional field and 
regards this as a structure for the investigation of the movement of the place itself, then 
the crossroad can be utilised as a ritual field. That is if one suspends the purpose of the 
traffic lights and cultivates the specific nature of this place or situation, then the rules of 
the place and the forces of the situation form a synthesis. 
If for a time one reiterates one's movement in the crossroad/traffic lights, one will 
experience the surroundings in the perspective of repetition. In this way the attention is 
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moved from movement to subtle variations in the repetitions of movement. This 
reiteration becomes a structure or order, - it becomes that foundation of reality on which 
the surrounding world is interpreted. One develops a hyper knowledge to 'the situation 
crossroad/traffic light' as structure. 
For example: to walk around in the crossroad/traffic light until every stopping car 
becomes a variation of 'the stopping car'. Or to walk until any pedestrian one meets in this 
field has become a variation of 'any pedestrian one meets in this field' etc. It generates a 
split state where the surrounding world becomes an omni functional pattern, and 
movement a fundamental condition. In that moment when one changes from being'a 
person' into being'a moving person' the relation between the human being and the 
umwelt alters. The relation becomes'the moving person as an entity'versus'the world as 
an entity'. In the interference generated by this temporary split state, a complex of 
attractions generate an entity of attention - an agent. The experience achieved through the 
agency of this attention is a phenomenon of art. 
The situation could be thought of as an aesthetic staging of the aesthetic in itself, and 
thereby defining the crossroad/ traffic light as a medium for an aesthetic manoeuvre of 
form. That is, if one identifies and involves the crossroad/traffic light as the subject matter 
of inquiry revealed from its functional purpose, then it can be handled as a medium of art. 
One of the essential formal strategies is a doubling of the position of the body as both 
medium and form - by establishing a second order entity - the art agent - out of the 
'movement situation'. 
The formal artistic strategy can be characterised as an inversion of the order of things, 
starting an investigation through mirroring the situation in itself. This dynamic inversion 
of the circumstances through mirroring the phenomenon itself makes the rhythmic 
structure of the movement the attraction of the work. It is a process of a structural 
doubling of the order of things, leading to interference in the conditions of the 
interpretation itself. Or as Prof. Per Aage Brandt wrote in the newspaper Weekendavisen 
July 25-31,2003: 
What are the cognitive notions of inversion? It makes us turn our attention to the 
expression instead of letting it follow its natural tendencies to run towards 
content. It perverts, in a way, the 'viewing' and makes both the eye and the ear of 
attention cognise in the opposite direction, which we, like all other primates would 
choose- namely toward things. In this way the expression becomes a'thing' itself, 
even if it is nothing. This is the core of the artistic experience, and also its 
distinctive cognitive feature. 
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Summary: 
Using the Arts as agents means to operate with a strategy in which one makes use of various 
formalised approaches to transform a situation into an Artistic Entity. 
will present three concrete projects that use such strategies and by doing so make the 
connection from Augusto Boal's 'Invisible Theatre' as a political strategy, through formal 
choreographic movements as aesthetic strategy, to the use of a social strategy in an 
advanced interactive computer controlled installation with virtual robots. 
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Artistic strategies for using the arts as an agent through the creation of 
hyper-reality situations: 
Using the Arts as agents means to operate with a strategy in which one makes use of 
various formalised approaches to transform a situation into an Artistic Entity. 
When you perform using formal strategies, alienation occurs. 
An alien agent is a conceptual entity, which, by methodically using a formal strategy, 
places itself in a state of trans-normality while simultaneously operating within normality. 
This alienation Is established by having enhanced a'hyper knowledge' of that specific 
structure within which one is going to act In such a way that with one's political 
statements, aesthetic corporal movements or social inter-relations, It is possible to 
intervene In a more prepared manner and in much more detail, so that one not only has 
control of the situation, by knowing what to do, but likewise employs such a detailed state 
of preparedness, that simultaneously, one is able to create and/or alter the situation, one 
Is acting in. 
Through this action it is possible to enter Into a situation and Influence the situation's 
state of self-concept. You disturb the situation's self perception and thereby provoke an 
attitude from all persons Involved - politically, aesthetically or socially. 
I will present three concrete projects that use such strategies and by doing so make the 
connection from Augusto Boal's'Invisible Theatre' as political strategy, through formal 
choreographic movements as aesthetic strategy, to the use of a social strategy In an 
advanced interactive computer controlled installation with virtual robots. 
The concept of The Invisible Theatre as an artistic strategy of agency: 
In the 'invisible theatre', coined by Augusto Boal, the core approach is po11tkal 
intervention. When the political 'frames of discussion' starts to Interpret and discuss 
themselves, a hyper-political situation occurs. Through this performative operation a 
progression is started -a trans political situation - which makes one aware of the 
ambivalence and polemics in the construction of one's political position. 
The function of the performers could be named hv, per-persenalltlet. 
They intervene in reality using actions designed specifically from the theme in question. 
To be able to raise and direct discussions on a specific subject, they prepare their opinions 
on the subject in detail and act purposefully. They reveal a certain complex of problems 
and provoke a confrontation with the'audience' In a way that demand a position on the 
problem. 
'Invisible Theatre' is a situation for raising a political consciousness. It calls attention to 
the facts of repression and structures of power, as It Is exposed in daily life. 
The invisible theatre' is played at specific locations selected in relation to the theme and 
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In relation to the audience one wishes to confront. 
The 'invisible theatre' is invisible because the spectator is unaware of the fact that he is 
witnessing a performance. It is performed in a realistic style in the space of reality and 
thus experienced as part of ordinary reality. 
The'invisible theatre' confronts its audience with a number of scenes provoking them to 
participate. In this way, the spectators are transformed into co-actors - without actually 
realising that they are participating in a staged situation. The audience becomes active 
participants in the reality they experience, without knowing the fictional origin of the 
situation. 
It is important to stick to the definition of 'invisible theatre' as theatre, and that the 
performers play parts described in a manuscript. Furthermore, it is important that the 
actors are prepared on the variety of ways, which the situation might develop having the 
audience participate. 
In order to be able to respond appropriately to the changing circumstances during the 
development of the play, the performers rehearse a collection of potential situations. In 
this way, the performers prepare several possible trails of action and developments. 
The strategic staging is the frame for the possible discussions and exchange of opinions. 
Within this frame the artistic intension unfolds. This unfolding could be called an agent - 
an agent that executes an agency - causing reflections and discussions on the given 
conditions. 
One could say that the `invisible theatre' constructs a reality within reality. It uses the 
artistic effects of theatre to cause a hyper-reality situation. 
An agent provokes ambivalence in the given circumstances - the normality - generating 
new positions and new viewpoints as an artificial reality within reality. The `invisible 
theatre' transforms normality and something different - an otherness - emerges and asks 
questions and demand answers. 
Using the political strategy of The Invisible Theatre - in a cafe in 1979. 
This event was performed in a cafe often crowded with left-wing students. The theme was 
the student's self-recognised problems in communicating their political opinions. We 
wanted to stress the fact that being a left wing and wishing to promote one's opinions was 
not only an issue of propaganda but also a question of personal openness. 
..... the cafe was a crowded place with room for around 100 people. 
A group of four actors 
was placed at a table in the middle of the cafe. The actors represented members of a left- 
wing organisation, having a meeting about how to reach'the people' with their opinions. 
Two actors played newly arrived students seeking contact with the left-wing milieus. The 
two newcomers try to establish contact with the group but are rejected several times, and 
the scene develops gradually into being loud and noisy, humiliating and embarrassing. In 
addition, two more actors discuss the incidence with the surrounding cafe-guests thus 
engaging them in the scene. The guests get involved in the discussions and the actors seek 
to guide the discussion toward the pre-planned theme..... 
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Glimpses - 1989 
Using an aesthetic strategy through formal choreographic m )velnents. 
In the performance Glimpses (1989) we work with a formal intervention. through which a 
behavioural hyper-reality is established. It is It kind of slip - it trans-rituality. which raises 
the awareness of the movements as rituals. 
The focus of the work is formation of choreographic patterns in the public space. In the 
hectic, dense crowd of shoppers moving along the main pedestrian shopping street, we 
executed glimpses of choreographic movements. The formation of the choreographic 
patterns accentuates the ritual aspects of the movements of the crowd, by bringing 
attention to the pure formal qualities of movement. The l)erfornirrs act as some kind of 
behavioural agents, who we could define as hyper-mann eguI . 
Glimpses - 1989 
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The performers act like mannequins, who in repeated patterns of actions put themselves 
into positions in these figures. In this way the performers are the carriers of action- 
images. They execute movements in a progression of abstract logic that examines the 
movement as signs in indirect communication. 
A sign could be a jump or a wave, or it could be a longer composition of several signs, 
moved through space by the performer. The performers can respond to each other's signs. 
E. g. a jump can be responded to by a jump, or the performer can join another performers 
longer composition of signs. Patterns of signs emerge when several performers respond to 
each other's signs. 
The signs do not have any meaning by themselves. They function as abstract codes and 
signals keeping the improvisation running, and generating patterns of movements and 
signs. 
Because the performers in their dresses do not differentiate from the ordinary citizen, and 
because the choreographically defined movements are executed in glimpses, the theatrical 
situation only becomes apparent momentarily. 
The choreographic elements are rehearsed in the performers' laboratory as structures of 
improvisation, - and can be thought of as an open and flexible entity. When this 
organisational structure of movements is transferred into the public space (which in it self 
functions as a partially organised flow of humans in motion) then it generates its own 
reality in the midst of the ordinary reality. 
We are dealing with a presentation formally operating with a kind of otherness, and which 
in glimpses throw normality into relief by going beyond the norm of behaviour. One could 
say that in this case the art operates as an alien agent forcing normality to obtain a new 
view on itself. 
Reality is in this way used as a stage setting, at disposal for re-interpretation. 
Glimpses - 1989 
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Using a social strategy promoting inter-relations between humans and 
virtual robots. 
In the interactive installation 'J Think You - You Think Me' the virtual entities Robert and 
Roberta establish a social system. We are dealing with a social space created by non- 
humans. One could say that it is a virtual social space controlled by two virtual 
representatives. 
The installation is activated by human intervention into a virtual social space. 
Robert and Roberta's conversation and mimic generate the experience of a social system. 
'Robert and Roberta' is a series of short animations and voices stored on a hard disc. The 
animations are files tucked into categories connected to the different states of minds or 
modes of Robert and Roberta. The voices are constructed from a similar set of categories. 
each containing a fixed number of pre-recorded sentences reflecting the state of mind. The 
voices are altered in real time with respect to parameters like tempo and pitch in order to 
create an infinitive number of variations to the basic material. 
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A part of the software controls and decides the evolution of modes, through a continuous 
evaluation of the states of Robert and Roberta combined with the interaction sensor date 
from the visitors. 
The installation is in this way choosing its expressions through a combination of the 
interaction of the audience and Robert and Roberta's own software controlled tendencies 
and their categories of sentences. 
I think You - You think Me permits visitors to create relationships between real and virtual 
personalities. Two virtual beings, Robert and Roberta, are having a conversation. They are 
virtual entities in the sense that they are present with only their faces appearing on two 
computer screens while their voices emanate from loudspeakers. One might say that the 
"real" life of these virtual beings then exists as bit-streams in the inner organs of the 
computers. Sensors permit Robert and Roberta to become aware of the movement and 
presence of real human beings in the room. When this happens, they speak directly to the 
visitors. However when no one is in the room, they fall asleep and snore loudly. Through 
this set-up, visitors can join in and thereby extend Robert and Roberta's relationship to 
themselves through a series of questions and demands that are addressed to them. In 
doing so they enter into the ongoing discussion between Robert and Roberta and become 
involved in their world. 
One might ask: Have we thought them up or have they thought us up? 
The focus of the installation is to create a three-way communication in the room. 
One communication takes place in the inner minds of Robert and Roberta, their thoughts 
spinning around their own axis meditating. 
The second mode of communication enters as one of the two gets bored with thinking and 
starts a conversation with the other. The conversation will continue until either Robert or 
Roberta decides to rest and think for her/himself again. Robert and Roberta do not have 
minds like humans. They only try to mimic the behaviour, expressions and emotions of 
humans, which often render their conversations as slightly absurd but at the same time 
with a recognisable character. 
Finally, Robert and Roberta are sensitive to people who get close to them. Within a certain 
distance they will react to, and turn their attention towards any visitor in their range. 
Inside their sensitive range Robert and Roberta will stop any ongoing conversation or 
meditation to start an interactive talk to the visitor (or alien as Robert and Roberta call 
them). 
In this installation the reality is defined by virtual beings. The notion of reality is based on 
the virtual beings' behaviour - Robert and Roberta's sense of normality - and the audience 
will always be visitors in their reality. 
When the audience enters this virtual social space - they are becoming intruders in an 
already existing reality. They experience themselves as alienated and thus become 
increasingly aware of their own human nature and the human constructs of social 
relationships. 
This is a kind of hyper-reality situation in which the virtual reality defines the cooperation 
with the real reality represented by the audience. 
In the specific situation, the alien agent occurs as a disturbance of mans' sovereignty. 
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Using the arts as an agent through the creation of hyper-reality situations. 
I think of an agent as the force that interprets the relation between the hyper-reality 
components. Hyper-reality is a matrix of understandings of the environment out of which 
emerge the possibility of an agent. Through artistic agency the organisation of the 
complexity of the reality crosses a threshold behind which things no longer occur 
separately and unrelated. It is forced into evolutionary patterns and forms a semiotic 
network of relations. This artistic agency can be understood as an agent. 
From artefact to artistic impact. 
When thinking of art as an agent, the focus is moved from 'the work of art' to 'the impact of 
the artwork'. This means that the realisation of art is moved from the level of manifests to 
the level of action and relationships. 
An agent operates through its dynamic impact and causes the emergence of processes. 
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